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ÇAPJ.1DIAi^ AL POLICY 1946,19

An Analysis by Professor F.H. Soward

milit,ury9 to Yugoslavia9 the recognition of Communist-
and the exchange of missions with Spain and the

Throughout tha period under review9 in contrast
to-p13-war dayss Canada has been willing to play a positive
and constructive rôle in international affairs9 based upon
the goneral appreciation that isolationism was impossible
and the resulting belief in the necessity for the develop-
Ment of a firm structure of international organization.
Such 'i policy has been reflected in our attitude at meetings
of th3 United Nations and particularly in the steps which

... led t^^ the creation of NATO. At the outset it was hoped
that he principle of functionalism, as expressed by Mr.
King In 1943, would find adequate recognition in inter-
natioaial affairs. As this has not been the case, vie have.
ceased to lay stress upQn such a principle, realizing as
well ^:hat recognition as a middle power also involvéd'
embar.,°assing and sometimes unwelcome responsibilities.
Canacl^.an policy has seldom had to be concerned ci".th status
as was the case in the twenty years between wars the
major exception of concern with fitting recognition being
displa.yed in the repeated protests over Great Power "
domination in the attempt to draft a treaty with Germany.
The administration of Canadian policy has been much less
-hampe:^ed by the necessity for preserving unity within
Canada because of the greater solidarity and unanimity
of.puloïic opinion, A continuing limiting factor has
been ',',he necessity to maintain the armed forces on a.
volun':ary basis. Where domestic considerations have
acted as a deterrent in formulating the policy desired
by_the Department9 they have usually arisen from religious
or ar,`:i-communist considerations. These have left their
mark on such questions as the grant of aidy economic or

Holy '3e e .

2. Because of waning confidence in the possibility
of organizing collective security between 1946 and 1948,
Canadian emphasis shifted to the development of regional
security in the North Atlantic region, the area of most
immediate concern to Canada. The active part taken by
Canada in creating NATO reflected the driving impetus
resulting from alarm at the menace of Soviet imperialism,
appreciation of the value to Canada of r.aving the United
States and the United Kingdom covoperating in a common
defence policy in the same region, and the importance to
Canada of Western Europe. In shaping this polll.cy in 1948
there was insufficient emphasis upon the cost,:to Canada

-of playing its full part in creating -what was publicly
described as the "overwhelming preponderance of moral,
economic, and military force". Difficulties since then
of achieving a satisfactory policy of mutual aid and in
expanding the Canadian defence appropriations have been
fortunately lessened by the continued public alarm at the
threat of war. This concern has intensified the dilemma
in NLmO of short-term military considerations far outweighing
the oaÛ-term economic and so:ial objectives. At the outsot
Canada stressed the importance cf NATO as the "dynamic
counter-attraction to totalitarian cor,ununism", and indicated



its dislike of participation in a merely negative anti-
Soviet alliance. Hence the Canadian,emphasis upon Article
2. In this field little progress has been made to date.

3. In Canadian policy towards the United..States
there 9s the initial paradox that9 although this country
is more dependent upon the United Stztes.than ever beforo
in its history9 both economically and politically, it is
léss ai.rectl obligated to the United States than any
other country in the free world. It is 9 therefore p in
a stro;-iger position to offer comment and criticism. When
criticism is made it isy'howevers normally done privately
and informally in order to avoid an open showdown or to
.make public formal disagreement. With the United States
Canada has worked out a policy of *joint defence for North
Americt:p but in so doing has had to struggle to maintain
its in6ependence and.':autonomy. In this effort .to maintain
autonoriyy, the Department has had less support than might
be expEjcted from other departments concerned with the
strain upon their budgets of defence costs and with problems
of taxation. It has been frequently embarrassed by the
"creep'.ng mobilization" defence policies formulated in the
Pentagryny on which Canada is seldom informed before far-
reaching requests are presented for urgent consideration..
The impact of U.S. pol.icies upon Canadian foreign policy
is illustrated by our anxiety to avoid any impression of
"ganging-up" policies being pursued by•the Commonwealth
in eco:lomics or strategy9 and in subordinating our views
on suc:.i questions as the admission of Greece'and Turkey
to NATJ when such a policy is strongly advocated by -
Washington. The one major field where vie have been most.
critical of U.S. leadership and have differed most openly
has been in the handling of the war in Korea. The record
shows that many of our problems in negotiating with the
United States have arisen from American clumsiness in

4. Canadian policy towards the-U.S.SoR. since 1946
has un,iergone drastic modification. Early in 1946 it was
hu);ù bÿ-"consistent cautious and patient efforts"
(Mr. l^ing's phrase) to further co-operation between the

-Soviet Union and the West. This policy was soon succeeded
.by one of !"firmness tempered with fairness". By 1948 it
was hoped that the development of sufficient strength by
the West would create an equilibrium between the two
worlds and make possible a period of*peaceful co-existence
of the free world and the Soviet area during which there
might be some "mellotiving" of Soviet policy. Since Korea
the emphasis has been more and more on the possibility ol
war when the Soviet Union feels strong ::nough within to
take the risk of challengi.ng the West or believes that it
must act before the West becomes too strong.

5e In our relations with the Commonwealth there has
been less shift of attitude from pre-war days at the
ministerial level than in any other field. This has been
reflected in controversies over the nature of consultation,
in dislike of formal meetings of the High Commissioners in
London, in unwillingness to participate in the Berlin air-
lift, and in objections to attempts in Whitehall to
formulate "joint defence" plans or "Commonwealth economic
stratF,gy".. The Canadian empha.iis has been upon more
info•- : iolity in association col4., )'_ed with opposition to
attempts at <<eveloping inner o:O,outer circles of friendship.

emphasis and timing.
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Canada has been keenly avJore of the significance of India's
rôle in the Commonwealth and played a leading part in
furthering India's continued association with it. It has
attemptEd, more cautiously9 to promote better relations
between India and Fakistano

6. Canadian policy in Western Europe has'been far
more dependent upon the United States, especially since
the Truuan doctrine, than in pre-1939 days. Western Europe
has been considered as the first line of defence for all
free coantries and-Canada has treated it accordingly in
.its NATJ policy. In doing so it prefers to be regarded
by Western Europe as a North ImérLean power rather than as
a Commonwealth country; of this fact its negotiations with
the Cou•icil of Europe offer an illustration. The Government
has beei willing to consider closer co-operation of the
United :C.ingdom with Western Europe than any other part of
the Çom:aonwealth' including the United Kingdom. It has
favoured a policy of selective integration for Western
Europe, expressed most definitely in its approval of the
Schumanrt Plan. On occasion, when they impinged upon'NATO,
Canada :ias taken some initiative in European matters, as
in General Vanier's interview with Mr. Schumann in November,
1950 xP:.ien France was urged to realize the importance of
the &ited States' position on the re-armament of Western
Germany; in advising the United Kingdom Government of the
anxieties of France about the British attitude towards the
Europea.l Army as revealed by President Auriol to Mr.
Pearson in December, 1951; and in urging Mr. Stikker,-
the Netzerlands Foreign Ministery to be less suspicious
of the .implications of a European Army in January, 1952.
Such actions have tended to increase our moral co^ mit ue:;t
to the closest possible association with Western Europe
in defe.lce policies._ On the other hand, Canada has tried
_to avoid assuming too direct a rôle in Western European
policie, as our attitude on Trieste (except at the time
of the Italian election) and Spain indicated. Canadian
policy towards"Germany has reflected a greater suspicion
of that country than in the United States, and also a more
synpAthstic appreciation of the point of view of France and
the Low Countries.. It has shifted from opposition to the
re-milicarization of Germany, which persisted until the
summer of 1950, to acquiescence in the re-arming of Western
Germany within the EDC and NATO on the ground that this
offered "the best choice of risks to take". It is gloomily
aware of the explosive nature of the German problem.

7. Canadian policy in the Far East has lacked a
coherent pattern. It displâyed a show of interest in the
future of a democratic China in the early post-war years
which quickly gave way to an increasing lack of confidence
in the policies of Nationalist China. It has tended to
regard the Far East chiefly in terms of the increased
international tension between the United States and the
Soviet Union and therefore at times to support, as in the'
Far Eastern Committee, U.S. policies of doubtful wisdom.
It has also reflected, increasingly since 1949, an appreciation
of the rôle of India in Asia which has not to date been
correspondingly felt by the United States.

8. In the field of international economic and
financi.al policy this Department has had the least influence.
It had, for example, the greatest difficulty in securing
Cabinet approval for assistance to under-developed countries
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under the Colombo plan. it has found it hard to secure
adequate consideration for the relationship of political
and strategic questions to economic policies. Its influence
has been chiefly felt throu h the p
representatives in negotiationE atmeétingse ofbGATTs in
talks between the United Kingdcm and Canadaq or the United
States and Canada. The views cf-the Departments of
Finance, Trade and Commerce, Agricultureg and the Bank
.of Canada have exercised a determining influence upon
policy, based upon powerful coLsiderations of domestic
politics and a claim to superior expertise, which have
produced decisions more than once with which this Depart--
ment has not been in agreement,

.9• ^ The Department bas be3n very well served by its
missions abroad, particularly in London Washington, and
Paris, in their reporting upon international developments.
When necessary, it has almost invariably been able to
express its vievJs or to receive information from the most-
important quarters at the right moment. The chief excep-
tions have•been in Washington. Similarly its officers
in Ottawa have displayed' in the-,.r memoranla and recommenda-
tions an awareness of trends in international policy that
has usually enabled the Department to play a competent
part in international negotiations.
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Ci^^ER ONE

GANADA ° S, PaSITION IN 1946

On September 4, 1946, Mr. L. S. St. Laurent,
(1)

then Minister of Justice, assumed the pôrtfolio. of

Secretary of State for jsxternal Affairs, thus inaugurating

a new ara in which the Prime Ninister no longer held the

post a3 had been the case since 1912. Mr. St. Laurent

had alceady had considerable experience as acting Secretary

of Sta•:e for External Af I tairs, 'had been at San Francisco

and huû headed the Canadian delegation to the first'

meeting of the United Nations Generai. Âssembly in London.

On the day following Mr. St. 'Lanrent ts appointment the

Prime Mini.ster announced the transfer of the Under-

SecretE.r•y, Mr. N. A. Robertson, to London as High Commis..

sioner; of the Associate I,Tnder-Secretary, Mr. Hume Wrong;

to Washington as Ambassador: and the return to Ottawa of

the CEr. adian Ambassador to the United States, Mr. L. B.

Peu--,-,a, to become Under-Seeretary, the biggest shift of

i

ML

senior personnel since the outbreak•of war in 1939.

It was in keeping with the nature of the growth of the

Department and the intimacy and complete understanding

which characterized the relations of the three senior

officers who took up their new posts tha*e, no one ever

thought of preparing a forma-1 letter of instructions for

the High Commissioner and.Ambassador,. Similarly it would

not have occurred to the retiring Under-Secretary to put

on paper an anelysis of current problems and policies for.

his successor. In Canada as-in the United Kingdom a policy

of 'pso?nitur atnbulando" in fore:i^n affairs had long been

regardea as natural and sati9fac 4cry. As W. Wrong remarked

(1) Mr. St. Laurent did not vacate this latter post
until December.

®
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at a press-conference on September 26, 1946, when asked

whether a statement on Canada's foreign policy might be

issued, such as the Australian Information Service had

recently released: "We could issue a statement of

principles, I suppose, but I doubt if it would be of much

value; We follow a fairly consistent pattern at the various

confer enoes we attend, but I don't see what.is to be gained

by attempting to reduce the matter to a'simple code".

Acoorcingly the only paper 'prepared in the Department at

the time of this "genera].-post" was a description of the

organazation of the Department which brought up to date'

earlier memoranda on the same subject. Thishemorandun

was circulated to all missions in October, 1946.

2. However, Mr: St. Laurent was to depart from

preceCent and make a public statement on the l ong-term-

principles governing Canadian policy which comes nearest

to putting on paper-Canada•s approach to international

problEms. As the first person invited to give the recently.

established "Duncan and John Gray Memorial Lecture" at

the Uriversity of Toronto, Mr. St. Laurent took as his

s,ir, ie vt "The Foundations of Canadian Policy in World

Af2'aii s". •

3. In his lecture delivered.on January 13, 1947,

Mr. St. Laurent laid down.five general principles which,

he said, "have been defined and articulated in the

practice of relations with other countries over many

decades". They may be listed as follows:

A) External policies must not destroy Canadian

unity. For that reason the speaker argued

that "external relations should not be

allowed to beoome a matter of party political

controversy at home", whioh implies presumably

a"r,•.:lti-partisan" po., icy. He laid down as a

fundamental rule of action that "...the

...3



government in office should ever strive to

speak and act on behalf of the whole of

Canada and in such a manner as to have the

support of all the Canadian peoples regard-

less of party affiliations at home".

External policy should be based on Canada's

belief in political liberty. This belief,

which was described as "an inheritance from

both our English and French backgrounds"-would

affect policy'in causing the Canadian people

"to distrust and dislike governments which

,rul® by force and which suppress free comment

on their activities". It wôuld also induce

Canada to seek and find friends amongst those of

like traditions, and to realize that "a threat

to the liberty of Western Europe, where,our *-

political ideas were nurtured, was a threat to

our way of life". Mr. St. Laurent conceded

that this concept had not been as well com-

prehended or expressed by groups and individuals

with as much clarity and coherence as might be

desired.-

External policy should reflect respect-for-the

rule of law. This was an important concept

of which Canadians had been forcibly reminded

"by the hideous example of the Fascist states

of the evil which befalls a nation when the

government sets itself above the lâw". It

implied that the freedom of nations depended

upon the rule of law among states. Canada

had given concrete proof of her acceptance

of this principle by t®ing willing to accept.

the decisions of international tribunals,

courts of arbitration and other bodies of
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a judicial nature. it was a policy which

the Canadian people.unaninously supported.. '

ir) External policy should be based upon some con-

ception of human values. These values, which

had been accepted in the domestic development

of Canada, were indicated as stressing the im-

portance of the individual, the place of moral

principles in the conduct of human relations

and standards of judgment'.which transcended

more material well-being. 'It should be the,

aim'of Canadian policy to protect and nurture.

such values in1world affairs.

External polic.Y should be bâsed upon a willing-.

ness to accept international responsibilities.

Mr. St. Laurent conceded that the growth of a

sense of political responsibility on an*inter-

national scale had been less rapid "than some of

us would like" but claimed such a growth had

been perceptible. Lie added, at this-point,

the emphatie observation "If there is one con-

clusion that our oommon experience has led us

to accept, it is that security for this country

lies in the development of a firm structure of

international organization."

4. From these general considerations, of which the first

and fifth had perhaps the most direct relevance to Canadian

policy in the preceding quarter century, Mr. St. Laurent

turned to deecribe,how their applications had resulted in

certain general conclusions for which he claimed national

agreement.

5. The Commonwealth, "an achievement in which Canadians

can takF, special pride" was described as "an association of

free x eopies , oapable of common action in an emergency,

0 0 05



greater and more striking than that of any formal military

or diplomatic alliance that the world has ever known".

Canadians were anxious to preserve it as an instrument 3f

co-operation for good in peaoe'and war but would resist,

as in the past, "any efforts to reduce to formal terrris c) f

specific commitments this association.." and any develcgments

which might be "inconsistent with our desire•to particiDate

fully in the task of building an effective international.

organization on a wider scale". Like any other ministei^

in a Commonwealth government Mr. St. Laurent placed upo,i

relations with the United Kingdom "a very special value-and

signif icanc e".

8. In discussing relations with the United States the

lecturer began by recognizing that Canadians were not accus-

tomed to thinking in terms of our having a policy in regard

to the United States. tsut he reminded his audience thaL'

there, was much more to Canadian-Ameriean relations than=

"mere empirical neighbourliness". The major areas of dis-

agreement had been reduced a id the common border definee to

the mutual satisfaction of both countries with the Canac:ian

people having taken "a final decision to remain outside the

United Statesn ând the people of the United States having

aceepted*a f;•ee and independent federation *to their north.

But this fortunate state of affairs required "constant and

imaginative attention on both sides1T since "the relationship

between a great and powerful neighbour and its smaller

neighbour at best is far from simple". Mr. St. Laurent also

suggested that, besides working steadily to clear up any

problems that might arise, vanada had shown her readiness

to accept responsibilities as a North American nation in

enterprises for the welfare of the continent as a whole.

But, i:x so doing, Canada had not withdrawn from the wiftr

world and realized that "regionalism of any kind -Would not

' ...6



provide the.answer to problems of world security".

7. RelQtions.with France were described as based

upon the fact that that country was "one of the fountain-

heads of our cultural life". It was claimed that France..

and Canada shared common objectives in world affairs, anj

that Canada had never doubted the greatness of France evon

when her future seemed most obscure. 5upport was pledged

to the recovery of France "not merely out of sympathy but

because we know that her integrity is a matter of great

consequence to us".

B. The lecture did not describe uanadian policy towards

any other country or group of countries, thereby avoidine

any comment on the problem of the role of the USSR in the

international community which was then very much in the minds

of the Minister's advisers. It turned rather to examine

the Canadian attitude towards international organizations.

Here co-operation in the development of what wastermed-

"construetiveinternational action" was conditioned by the

qualification that Canada must act as a "secondary power".

"There is little point" said Mr. St. Laurent "in a country

of our stature.reoomménding international action if t:--sa

who must carry the major burden of whatever action is

taken are not in sympathy". But Canada was. willing to play

a fitting part whenever effective action was contemplated.

Of this the speaker gave several illustrations.

9. Canadian international eoonomic policy did not

receive mueh analysis. Assistance to countries in i^urope

and Asia through UNRRA, Mutual Aid and I;xport Credits was

justified on the ground that economic and political recon-

struction must go hand in hand and that Canada depended

upon foreign trade for prosperity. For these reasons it

should be Canada's policy "to support every international

organizr.tton which contributes to the economic and politic:P.l

stability of.the world,,.

I As the title of the lecture indicated, these



suggestive comments were, of course, designed to describe

the bases upon-which the superstructure of policy had been

erected. They were not intended as a realistic description

of current policy. The observations upon relations with the

Commonwealth, the United States, and new international

organizations reflected Canadian experience, and, to some

extent, foreshadowed trends of policy. They •did not and

could not spell out in detail what was happeningto Canadian

policy in the troubled world which had been so greatly

altered by the Second World War. It is only by describing

certain decisions taken during 1946 and by summarizing tbe-

observatiions of some of the Ministers and senior advisers

who att©nded the numerous international conferences that

took place during the year that we can find indications cf

how.Canadian policy was being modified to meet new conditions.

11e by the summer of 1946 it was becoming clear in the

field of economic policy that Canadian willingness to play a

leading part in reconstruction had reached its limit of

effectiveness in terms of acceptance of the burdens involved.

Approval in April, 1946',. of the loan to the United Kingdcsn

of $1,250,000,000 "not in any sense an act of charity" but

"an investment in the future of Canadian trade", as the

Minister'of Finance described it, ended the series of

financial agreements for that purpose which were inaugurated

-in March, 1945. At various times during 1946 the government

discouraged applications for further assistance from -V^rance

and Czechslovakia, and refused to consider new requests,

presented in varying degrees of urgency by countries like

Greece, Denmark, r•inland, Hungary and 'lurkey. by the end of

the year the United Kingdom had made drawings from the loan

twice •js great as had been anticipated and the governmer.-:

was to run into difficulties in its balance of payments in

1947.



12• In somewhat similar vein the government had

also come to the conclusion that, like the United States

and Vie United F,ingdom, with which it had discussed the

posit::on in washington, it could not agree to the raising

of more funds for UNRRA whose activities were to terminate

on December 31, 1946, in Europe and March 31, 1947, in the

Far Eest. it was realized that further aid was still needed

and tbat, as a'departmental memorandum of July 9, 1946,

points out, "Canadian Participation in some form o, f relief

aotiv;.ties would remove the pressure on the Government for

the grant of export credits which are, from a trade point

of vic.w, un justified't. But the United States was tending

more and,more to examine relief problems from the political

as well as the humanitarian point of"view. in so doing it

reflected the impact upon its policy of the increasing

deter{oration of relations with the USSR. The American

position was bluntly put by Mr. Byrnes on November 13,

1946, -when he publicly declared "fI should say that it is

our-position that whatever the United States does in the way

of rolief should be done by the United States unilaterally.

We wanb to give aid as the United States and not as a member

of an .Internatibnal organization". In other words food was

becoming a weapon of international politics,•contrary to Mr.

Pearson's hopes as expressed in the Atlantic City meeting of

-the UNRRA Council in the spring of 1946. At thé Geneva

meeting of the Council in August, Mr. Pearson endeavoured to

find middle ground between the uncompromising position of

the United States on no further_relief through UNRRA in

1947 and the attempt of some European delegates as he put

it "to manoeuvre the discussions in such a way that the

three main contributing.countries (the-United States, the

Unite-1 Kingdom and Canada) would be charged with the

responsibility of ending UrT►R.i and refusing to recognize

15,01 c r-



the necessity for any kind of intprnational relief". He

was successful after discussions with his Lritish and

Americas colleagues in securing approval for a resolution

which m9t the European argument in part by conceding the

continuing necessity for international relieŸ^ and the

AmerioPn by recommending no action by UNttRA other than

turning the whole problem over to the U.N. Assembly which

coula, if it saw fit, establish some agency with functions

to be détermined. In speaking to this resolution in the

Council, Mr. Pearson did state, however, that TM...so far as

our Delegation is concerned we have no intention of abandoning

intern&tional co-operation in the field of relief or

rehabilitation or even reconstruction when the need for it

was demonstrated". On the other hand he had not committed

vanada to any specific programme.

13. Although relations with the Commonwealth and

the United Kingdom did not depart from the principles laid

down in the St. Laurent lecture, there had been an opportunity

for their re-examination during the meetings of Prime Ministers

that wEre held in April and ;.lay of 1946, Prior to these

meetings, at which it proved impossible for all the Prime

Ministers to be present at the same time, there had been

speculations in the London press upon the possibility of

important decisions being made upon questions of "Imperial

Defence". when the Canadian High Commissioner asked for

guidance, he was -told in a telegram of March 23rd that

Canada would prefer to see such a phrase dropped from the

current vocabulary. Reference was made to the "waning faith

in the capacity of the united Nations Organization to be an

effective guardian of peace and security" but the High

Commissioner was told that "Canadian public opinion, however,

in defF,nce matters is not based on the conception of defending

imparial interests as such, a conception which carries with

it the idea of the acceptynce of a share for responsibility



for defence in areas as remote from Canada as the Persian Gulf

and the Bay of Bengal". The telegram c ontinued :

"We are, of course, deeply concerned that the security

and strength of the whole'tsritish Commonwealth should

be maintained but cannot conceive this as being ef-

fec".•ively safeguarded by exclusive Commonwealth

arrbngements. The strategic interests of the

Commonwealth are so diverse that their protection

reqt;ires the co-ordination of defence between in-

div1.dual Commonwealth countries and foreign stat es ".

14. At the meetings which he attended in .London Prime

Minister King took up a cautious position. He reminded his

colleaguts that he had told United Kingdom ministers before

he left Ottawa that he would not be in a position to discuss

in any de-tail questions of defence or finance and added the

familiar warning that he was "not in a position to make any

commitmezts at the present time". Mr. King pointed out that

Canada's obligations were already "very much greater" than

they had been before the war and that any contribution made

.to the m1litary forces at the disposal of the United Nations

Orgaui7-e^.ion must affect the decisions and the extent of the

Canadian contribution in the field of specific Commonwealth

obligation. He also.added significantly: "The United States

had vast resources. Had not the time come to ask them to

assume greater security responsibilities in Europe?"

15. Mr. King's remarks were prompted by discussion of

a pessimistic appraisal of the international situation in a

United Kingdom paper and by Mr. bevin's expressed anxiety for

"some redistribution of responsibilities so that each member

might assume special obligations in respect of that part of

the world•in which it was chiefly interested". Mr. bevin had

said that "it would be a great reessurance to him if he know

that each nember of the Commonwealth had a certain force ready

which, at the direction of the responsible government could in

...11



an emergency be speedily mobilized and concentrated to take

the strain in a particular area". The Canadian 11rime minister

was further moved to express his views by an observation of

Field'Marshal Smuts that "the objective of every member of i.he

Commonwealth must be the support of our group of nations as a

Great Power". This assertion, reminiscent of Lord Halifax's

statement of 1944,moved Mr. King to insist that "The surest

way to win the support of the Dominions was to trust them to

accept the obligations which they believed to be natural and

right", and that "if there had been a highly centralized

policy there might have been a very different response from.

the'Dominions". He affirmed his belief in the closest co-o-,dination

and closest understanding whicb can be achieved but placed on

record his opposition to "reversing the tendencies of the last

twenty years". in the ensuing discussion Lord Addison suma3d

up the situation as indicating unanimous support for the

principles enunciated by the Canadian Prime b2inister, which

he described as "of the first importanee", and proceeded to

define the Commonwealth as "an association of independent s':ates

living and working according to Commonwealth ideals". in tie

same way and in contrast to the discussions of 1944, Mr. Kiag

found general acceptance for his endorsement of the existing

system of Commonwealth ccnsultation which he described as "of

great efficiency". In its operation he expressed his strong

preference for consultation by written messages. One of the

f6w decisions taken on matters of defence and consultation was

to continue the wartime practice of having liaison officers from

the Armed Services attached to the Offices of the High

Commissioners as had been done by the united Kingdom. Of this

policy more was to be heard in later meetings.

16. -In the field of commercial policy the Prime N.inisters

- did littls,since the preparators► talks on international trzde

were scheduled to take place later in the year and the experts



were still at work in their respective capitals. On the general

problem of the relation of Imperial Preferences*to trade negoti-

ations Yx. King described the Canadian Government as welcor:ing

any progress towards increased freedom of trade but as beix.g of

the opinion that "changes in preference must depend upon changes

in tariffs't. In line with previous policy in other fields he

suggested that it would probably be a mistake."to formulate a

specifically Commonwealth approach to the various questions of

general c ommercial policy".

17. For the Prime N;inisters' meetings the Chiefs of ^Etaffs

of the United Kingdom had prepared a paper, dated April, 1t46, in

which they expressed the viewithat "Reaent developments maLe it

appear_that Russia is our most probable 'potential enemy, far more

dangerous than a revived Germany". With this pessimistic ap-

praisal those responsible for formulating policy in government

oiroles_in Canada were in more general agreement than the general

public could have realized at the time. Concern over the aims,

attitude, and tactics of the USSR had developed even before the

spy cases,which had,of course,intensified doubts about the desire

.of the Soviet Union for friendly co-operation with its wartime

allies. in-San Francisco, London and Parl's over a period or

eighteen months External Affairs officers had had extensive

opportunities to see the ltussians in action. The experience

had been an enlightening and depressing one .vhich had given

them a healthy respect for the calibre of some of the Soviet

representatives. There are references in departmental documents

to "the sour discussions of the Council of r'oreign r,ainisters

(September, 1945), to the belief that "The Anglo-Soviet alliance

had vanished into thin air as a basis for a working understanding"

(February, 1946) and to the essential problem of "what the

United Nations could do to lessen the danger that the mounting

tension between the Soviet world and the Western powers will

lead eventually to war" (August, 1946). by October those

^,...u,.
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present at a meeting of the Canadian delegation to the

United Nations General Assembly in New York were described as

being "profoundly gloomy" about the chances of avoiding war

with the Soviet union.

18. It should be noted that such a distrust of Soviet

policy had not yet produced a recommendation that Canada st:ould

participate fully in a Western bloc prepared to combat the

Soviet Union by both words and deeds. Thus the Prime b;inister

displayed a significant-reaetion to the Canadian spy case when

he told the meeting of the. Commonwealth Prime kinisters that

"if.an impression shôuld get abroad that the democracies were

displaying impatience and lack of understanding in their

relations with xussia they might find among their people sympathy

of a surprising magnitude with xussian ideâls=i. He suggested

that "if there should be an eventual breakdown of negotiations

owing to Russia's attitude, negotiations should be so conduated

that it should be manifestly Russia that was in the wrong". He

hoped that "a policy of consistent, cautious and patient ef^ort

might in the end bring success".. At the Paris conference on

the drafts of the, rainor peace treaties the Canadian delegat,.on

were inclined to take a somewhat similar .1ine. They weru i:npressed

by the solidity of -the Soviet voting bloc and "the deep and

dangerous divisions between the Great Powers". They regarded

it as being the duty and interest of the delegation "to do what

we can, when we can, to diminish those divisions and certainly

not to exacerbate them". They conceived it to be their line

of policy "to work quietly but persistently in the background

to reduce unnecessary divisions and to gain sympathy for those

general policies which seemed best calculated to improve the

draft treaties". The delegation realised that there was a

danger that•the interests of the smaller powers, including

Canada, might be sacrificed by the Great Powers to win some

degree of ht.rmony. The United hingdôm:and the United States



might be inclined to make concessions to the ÛSSR at their

o:pense. After discussions were over one Erternal Affairs

officer wrote from Paris that the Canadians found thenselvas

in much the same position as at San xrancisco but with the

additional handicaps of a Dumbarton Oaks both before and

after the general meetings. To some extent this was also

true of the Canadians present at the Executive Committee and

Preparatory Commission which preceded the first meeting of.

the General Assembly of the United Nations. One of them f elt

that the obvious weakness,of Yrance and China had given Canada

an opportunity to act almost as a Great Power and describ6d

theCanadian position as steering a middle course and examin-.

ing each question on its merits with t he'result that the dele-

gation had been able "to vote against the Great Potvers as

frequently as it had voted with them. He hoped that such a

happy situation would continue. Lut the Soviet tactics in.

United Nations meetings, about which a special memorandum was

prepared before the Assembly met for the second half of tha

first session in New York, made it more and more difficult

for the Canadians to play such a mediating role. It also

lessened the original inclination to give the Security Couaoil

as much leeway as.possible in the handling of disputes. In

the fall of 1945 Canada had oppôsed a Natherlands proposal

for setting up an Assembly committee on Peace and Security on

the ground that the primary resporisibility for the maintenance

of peace and security was to be with the Security Council.

later, if experience warranted it, such a committee might be

established but in the meantime in the politi.cul and security

fields it was suggested that the Assembly should be considered

as "a second line of defence". By the time the Assembly met in

New York such hopes of the Security Council had been greatly

watered d'own. . As early as r'ebruary Mr. Wrong was remarkir.g

that "The present role of the security Council is to be an



additional means of publicly *exposing differences bett.een the

Great Poviers". He thou;ht it was ^,wholly unrealistic to talk

of turning, the United Nations into an agency of internatio:ial

government by the delegation to it of a portion of the

sovereignty of the members". He believed that it would be

unwise in the present circumstances to regard the Security

Council as a guardian of world peace. Both the General

Assembly and the Security Council were being used as "inst:,uments

in the war of nerves, especially by the soviet Government't. It

was tdr. Wrons's general conclusion after the -London meetin,;

of the General Assembly that "without a great alteration t:iere-.

fore in-the attitude towards each other of the Great Powe ^;-
i •

and it should be emphasized that this alteration is required

not only on' the part of the 5oviet Union - the first meeti•.igs

of the 5ecurity Council and the Assembly leave open the

question whether the establishment of the United Nations has

in fact furthered its primary purpose, the maintenance of

international peace and security".

19. Before the sessions of the first General Assenbl,r

reconvened in New York, it was necessary to take further sLock

.of the situation in the light of the developments since th-3

first of the year. Mr. St. Laurent was reported to have said

in a conversation on August 30, 1946, that he did not favour

standing for election to.the Security Council as had been

done in London since "we could do nothing to make it less

impotent than it is now". He thought that the Canadian delegation

should be active in discussions of budget and administrative

matters but'advised leaving it to others ,to wrangle over

matters which are essentially in political dispute". and

keeping quiet "except when questions requiring practical de-

cisions crise". Such an interest in the practical side of the

United NLtions was reflected in the Cansdian proposal plucad

on the agenda of the Assea-nbly to economize time during the
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Assembly discussion. Mr. Reid agreed that the 5ecurity

Council had "lamentably failed" and that the Canadian

delegation should aim to make the Assembly sessions work az

smoothly as possible and entertain no hopes of quick resul:s

or idealistic solutions. For him the essential problem wa::

what the United Nations could do to lessen the danger that

the mounting tension between the Soviet world and the

Western world would lead eventually to war. Under such con-

ditions it was unrealistic to conduct Canadian policy in terms

of immediate national advantage or national prestige. (In

London Mr. St. Laurent had spoken of "voluntary abatement o°

the narrower conceptions of national sovereignty".) Canada

should support a wider interpretation of the powers of the

General Assembly and play her part in preventing the Soviet

spokesmen from winning propaganda battles on such questions

as diaarm..Mme::t. It was in line with this view that the

Canadian delegation to the Assembly agreed in October that

the Western Powers should reject a narrow concept of strategy

based on the concepts purely of military power and should

expand Soviet proposals on such topics as disarmament.

20. Canadian policy in the United Nations was also be:ng

affected by the realization that the strength of bloc voting

and the belief in regionalism were proving stronger than the

theory of functionalism which uanadians had been advocating

since 1943. Thus Yr. St. Laurent had told the Assembly in

London, "we believe that specific responsibilities within the

framework of the Organization should be entrusted to those

nations which have the means and the will to make the greatest

contribution to the solution of the specific problem in hand."

In small committees where the ability to offer promptly

eonstruct;.••e proposals helped to influence the course of

debate, unl where delFgations which "had done their homework"

were in a position to make a contribution outweijhing their

...17



actual importance in terms of power, Canadian delegations

had done valuable work. But in bodies such as the Ueneral

the Assembly, had militated against the Canadian desire to
i

.in that field, which was conceded at the London meeting of

Commission because of her wartime contributions to research

of Canada to be a permanent member of the itomic ;4:nergy

efficiency and capacity to contribute. The accepted claim

adequately represented, at the expense, if need be, of

in the main United Nations agencies all regions should be -

Assembly these attributes did not outweigh the feeling that

on the Security Council seemed to many United Nations deleg i- ..

the United States, Mexico and Canada, serving simultaneously

be elected as well to the 5ecurity Council and the Economic

and Social Council. To have had three North American state3,

tions over-representation of one region, and contributed to

the success of Australia, after a close contest0 in securing

election to that body at the expense of Canada.

11r. Claxton observed that it "might be a useful meeting ground

agencies. In a discussion on the iconomic and Social Council,

tatives were also becoming sceptical as to the quality,of the

discussions and the results to be expected from these new

in 1.".ay and June. As early as July, 1946, Canadian represen-

the House of Commons Standing Committee on Lxternal Affairs

suggested by Yritnesses from the Lepartment who appeared before

their conferences. Some of these diffi.culties were briefly

corresponding strain upon government departments affected by

about the multiplication of International agencies and the

the 1946 session, concern was already being expressed slsew:-tere

Canadian membership in WHO anO. UNESCO in the closing days oi'

21. Although Parliament approved without dissent

(1)BalOweon December 31, 1944 and December 31, 1946,
th3 Department's diplomatic staff increased from
iù to 138 but durin;; 1946,,12B officers of the
Department attended various conferences abroad.



for experts behind the scenes but for the present no great

amount of work could be expected to emanate from the actual

Council itself". In August the feelin,-; was that it would

be- premature to appoint a National Commission for UNESCO

until more was known of that agency's functions. Doubts

as to the possibility of canada being permitted to play

a useful part in other international agencies than those

of the United Nations were also making their appearance.

rom Washington there came .in June, for example, a report

on the Far Eastern Commission in which General ydcCoy admittf.d

that the position of the Uommission was difficult and asked

for suggestions on its improvement. 'l'he.General then under-

took "to establish better liaison and discussion between the

Commission and ueneral biacA;rthur".

22. While the United States was harassed by its domestic

problems and frritated_by the continuing difficulties that

plagued the Council of Foreign 1!4inisters,. the Canadian

-government had to deal with its various departments over a

number of individual i ssues, including many hardy perennials,

on an ad hoc basis. Such questions as the transfer of thA

Alaska Highway (April, 1946), fisheries problems on the Great

I.akes, trucking in bond across Southern Ontario, customs

procedures, an extradition treaty, air b&ees in Newfoundland,

a proposed general treaty of Commerce and k'rienrlship - all

were under discussion or negotiation in 1946. The Permanent

Joint Board on Def ence was pre-occupied with studies of

Postwar defence relationships about which the United States

War Department seemed especially concerned. A flurry over

policy matters arose in June over American plans for weather

stations in the Canadian Arctic, and for a cruise of Coast

Guard vesscls in Arctic waters which had provoked some

sensationa^. rumours ir. the Canadian press. It eventually

emerged, as has so often been the case, that the episode

*0019



did not so much arise from a general sense of urgency on the

part of the American government about defence in that region,

although that feeling did exist'in some quarters, as from -':he

the United States in the Arctic and the need for a careful re-

zealousness of a defence department and one of its branche;3

in particular to take advantage of the unappropriated fund,3

at its disposal. It revealed also a fact, of which the

Department was only too well aware, that rival empires of

power within the American system of government may extend

their competitive activities into the international field

without adequate consultation with each other'or with othz?•

eountries affected by their policy. At the same time the

episode did draw greater attention to growing interests of

examination of the Canadian position. As expressed in the

-article "Canada Looks 1)own North" written by bjr. Pearson

and published in FOREIGN AFFAIRS, July, 1946, the line take=n

had been that Canada did not "relish the necessity of digging

or having dug for her any Maginot Line in her Arctic ice"

and was solely desirous of peaceful development of the rorth

in co-operation with all northern nations. "In that develc•p-

ment" wrote lir. Pearson "the Canadien accent is on resources

23. Perhaps the briefest possible summary of the outlook

and research, not on strategy and politics".

of the Department a year after the war had ended in Europe

was given by Mr. St. Laurent. At the first meeting of the

House of Commons Standing Committee on External Affairs in

policy ,to try to do its best so that the world may keep out

May, 1946, he told its members that it was the Department's

of war..." "Our endeavoursf', he added, have tended in all

these international meetings to co-operate in doing things

that appear to be apt.to stabilize the very troubled world

situation and to avoid the arising of causes that might

interfere w ith the purposes of the United 2Tations."
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A SUR=Y OF CANSDIALTEXTEMir AL POLIC 17'

CHAMEP. 2

CMNADA AND THE CO18'G11j1fEKLTH
1946-1951

1. In dealing with Commonwealth problems
during the past f ive years Canadian policy has had to
reconcile traditional attitudes with changing conditions
produced by the Second World War. That war had. appreci-
ably weakened the United Kingdom as a Great Power, both
absolutely and relatively, in comparison with the "super••
powers", the United States and the Soviet Union-. It had
also made apparent the incapacity of the Commonwealth
to win a major war without the assistance of the United
States- . Of that fact the Governments of Australia and -
New Zealand, after their bitter experience with Japan,
were as aware as Canada and governed their policy
accordingly in the post-war period. The War had gravely
undermined the economic strength of the United Kingdom,
and was a basic cause of the financial crises which
plagued that country between 1945 and 1951 and vitally
affected the whole sterling area. The effects of that
development on the relations of Canada and the United
Kingdom will be described in a subsequent chapter on
financial and economic problems. The War had greatly

- aucelerated the growth of nationalisn in Asia, a fact of
which the United Kingdem was fully aware. The resulting_
decision to keep no reluctant peoples within the Common-.
wealth resulted in the independence and secession of
Burma; the independence of India and its decision to
remain in the Commonwealth 'es a Republic with the concu-r-
rence of the other Commonwealth Governments; the emergence
of an independent Pakistan after partition, as a Common-
_wealth country with the form of its government still
-undetermined;,and the independence of Ceylon and its
-;harmonious elevation to full Commonwealth partnership.
These momentous changes, which are a credit to the
statesmanship of the Attlee Government in partic ular,
increased the importance of the Commonwealth as a link
between Asia and the Western world at a time when such
ties were of great value because of t:1s hardening of
feeling between Communism and the Free World. They also
gave still greater emphasis to the individual foreign
policies of the Commonwealth Governments, as the Korean
crises and the making of peace with Japan were to
-demonstrate. They reduced the practice of trying to
settle intra-Commonwealth disputes within the Common-
wealth, and brought under the aegis of the United •
•14ations such questions as the treatment of the .Indiens
in South Africa and. the Kashmir dispute. Elsewhere in
Asia the surge of nationalism in Arab countries created
still further difficulties for the United Kingdom in
the Middle East and caused new and sQrioua defence -
problems. Finally, the events of the War had demons-
trated beyond question the right of each Commonwealth
country to take whatever action it deemed appropriate
on questions of peace or war thereby ending the debates
on StatRts and the right of neutrality which had caused
sO much, controversy in the Twenties and Thirties.
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2. In the evolution of the British Comr.lon-
wealth before 1939 the Canadian statesmen had moved
steadily fornard towards securir:g complete recognition
of Canada as a voluntary, indepe:ndent member of an
association of democratic statei united by common
aII ègiance to'thé Crown. Such c. policy stressed
nationality and status and rejected centralization and
organized coherence. Particulavly when the Liberal
Party was in power it was keenly responsive to the , '
sleepless suspicion of Quebec in particular*that Downing
Street would alvays attempt to use Canada as a tool of
"British Imperialism". It was Pdvisable, therefore, to
avoid furnishing any ammun;tion to isolationists, and
to look with a fishy eye upon suggestions from London,
often advanced through inspired articles in the press,
that the time had come for a reorganization of the Common-
wealth to render it of greater :•ervice to its members.
When rumours of such policies appgared in.London news-
papers before the meetings of the Prime Ministers in the
spring of 1946, Ur. Wrong remar.L:ed that, "if exhortations
are addressed from London to tht "Dominions" to take'
their place in a co-ordinated scheme of defence)- a not
unlikely political result in Canada vould be to revive
and make articulate the isolationist element here".
It is probably with this in min^.. that since 1945
Canadian governments have aliray.- favoured reducing the
pomp and circumstance of ImperiCt.l_ Conferences to the
present studied informality of meetings of Prime.
Ministers "without preliminary fuss or _palaverl"as r.
Pearson once noted. For similar reasons the Common-
wealth finds strikingly little place in the "Statements
.and Speeches" that have been re2eased by the Information
Division during the past f ive yEars. There has been
more than once a lack of receptIveness to suggestions
that Commonwealth meetings of v.-:rious types might be
held in Canada, and a parallel -Jack of enthusiasm for
attending meetings in London or elsewhere. An obvious
reason for this.latter attitude is the fact that
Canadian ministers and official! are more frequently in
direct touch with their opposite numbers in London
than those of any-other Commonwealth country. They do
not derive any political advantage from basking in the
imperial glo;- of London as is true of Australian and
New Zealander politicians.

3.' In the post-var period Canada's position
vis-à-vis the United States operated as an even greater
factor in Commonwealth relations than before. Alone
among Commonvealth governments Canada had been success-
fui in emerging from.the war with permanent arrange-
ments for consultations on defence with the United
States. Such an achievement was of such obvious
imp.ortance that the distate for standing committees on
defence, uhich had characterised Canadian policy within
the Commonvealth, did not become operative in assessing
the post-war usefulness of such a war-time creation
as the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. As Prime
Minister King remarked during a press conference held
by General Eisenhower*in Ottawa in 1946, the word



"Permanent" had been intentiona?_ly pl ^ cec ir. the
title of that body. As early as February 23, 1945,'
the Cabinet tila,r Committee had agreed that in the post-
war period the defence of Canada should be closely
co-ordinated with that of the United States. It was
to be expected that any defence*problems raised in the
Commonwealth would inevitably be examined with this
in mind.

4. - When an invitaiion was extended in Feb-
ruary, 1946,'by the United Kingdom for a Commonealth
Conference of an informal and se-,ret character on Defence
research departmental memoranda began to note the politi-
cal implications of attendi.ng su:h a meeting. It was
agreed that there were "obvious dangers as well as
deficiencies in an exclusive Cor.2aonwealth Scheme". The
secretary of the'PJBD pointed out that co-operation vith
the United States in military research was regGrded'as
a "fixed point" in Canadian plans, and emphasized the
importance of avoiding conflict .)r^ duplication between
programmes of 'the United States )n the one hanrï-and of
Commonwealth countries - on the o t`ier. It should be
Canadian policy "to do vhatever..,v;e can to bring about
close liaison in this field betveen the United'States and
the nations of the Commonvealth". It was generally felt
that close co-operation with the Commonwealth should
neither prejudice the intimacy o^'-relations with the United
States nor give rise to any asswiptions in the United King-
dom that Canada was accepting any political comnitments.
for Commonwealth defence at that stage. A letter was sent
on March"16, 1946,* to the Deputy High Comnissipner of. the
U.K., doubting the wisdom of fornalizing arrarigements,for.
secret defence research and stre-:sing "the great impQrt-
ance to all the countries of the British Commonwealth,
and the particular importance to Canada, that the most
intimate possible relationships ^.n this field should be
maintained with the United State-11. The letter suogested
that one of-the items on the age-ida of the conference
might be "Exch`nge of views on mr.thods of co-operation
in the field of defence research and development with the
United States of America and othcr foreign governments".
As it turned out American observers were actually present
at sub-committees of the conference dealing with details
of research. The delegates recommended to thei^ respect-
ive governments that "the fruits of all Commonwealth
defence scientific rEsearch be made available to the
United States without asking any counters or making any
bargains".

5. There remained doubts, however, as to the
'wisdom of maintaining on a permanent basis a committee
bearing the title Commonwealth Advisory Committee on
Defence Science. When it was suggested'in 1947 that
Canada should be the host country for the second meeting,
the Prime Minister turned doun the suggestion. A year
later the government was more favourable to holding
a meeting in Canada which was "not to be referred
to or described as a conference", but the Cabinet
Defence Committee drew attention to the name of the
body and its implication that "defence



research arrange;aents are being co-ordinated on a
Com:nonvrealth basis when such is not the case vith
other defence arrangements". The Governmcnt
preferred meetings on a purely service-to-service
basis vhich were minus the forr:al governmental
approach. It favoured a changé of title and
constitution by the committee. Subsequently the
meeting to be held in Canada hGd to be postponed. In
1950 the Cabinet Defence Commit tee gave its blessing
to a meeting in London in a son:awhat negative fashion
by agreeing that "there was no objection to'Canadian
defence scientists attending an informal meeting'in
the United Kingdom if they are invited to do so".
One reason for its action was the view of the Defence
Research Board thatthe decisio.i to admit delegates
from India, Pakistan and Ceylon to an enlarged committee
could be regarded as "a gesture of friendship totlards
the new Dominions"-and this migat make a small contri-
bution towards stemming the spraad of Communism. The
meeting was held, the name of tae Committee remained
unchanged, its report was approved, and.there the
matter stands. - ^

6. Canadian policy on consultation within
the Commonwealth pursued a consistent line of action
for almost a generation. One of the clearest exposi-
tions of the Canadian attitude before 1939 is afforded
in a letter from Prime Minister King to Mr. Amery, the
Secretary of State for the Dominions, on March 22,
1927. In that letter, which Mr. King drafted in large
part himself, he described his 7easons for opposing
the practice of having the High Commissioners meet
weekly with Amery as had been going on for almost two
years, a practice which the lat-;er described as "being
informally "at home" to the High Commissioners for' half
an hour or so once a week". Mr. King advanced three
reasons for opposing such meetit.:gs:

(1) If they were uno':ficial, they were
unnecessary and creat,--d an erroneous impression.
If official, the Canad:_an government, by appear-
ing to countenance then, "would be helping to

-build up in London, in conjunction with the
Secretary of State for the Dominions a sort
of cabinet ... the members of which will have
had from their governments no instructions
of any kind and with respect to the doings of
which their Governments in the nature of things
will have little or no knowledge".

(2) If equality of status meant anything,
there was no more occasion for such meetings
in London than for elsewhere in Commonwealth
capitals. To accept such a practice would,
in Canada's opinion, constitute a reversion
to a position in which the Dominions Secretary
played a role analogous to that of the Secretary
of State for the Colonies.

(3) Such meetings would tend to make the High
Commissioners much more the representatives of
the Secretary of State for the Dominions in
communications with ti o ir gôvernments than



vice versa. It might lead to "the most
serious of possibilities, namely that on
some matter to which the British Government
attaches importance, the Government of a
Dominion concerned, or of all the Dominions,
may at some time be held to have been inf ormed,
or be said to have bee 1 informed in a different
sense from that in whi-.h the information has
been imparted by the r3presentative of the
British Government".

7. At the close of his letter Mr. King added
two observations that were to be repeated for many years
to come.. He felt that the Canadian High Commissioner
"should hold a position carres-)onding in dignity,
importance and status to that of Ambassadors or Ministers
who represent foreign states. He f elt, too, that "as
Canada has a distinct individuulity of her own, and is
not merely one of a uniform type of countries, identical
in background, problems and po:ji-tion in the.world termed
"Dominions", it is desirable that her represeatative
should, as occasion requires, be individually recognized."

8. These observatio-tg served their purpose
for a decade. In May, 1936, hrrwever, when the Press
carried stories from London of - consultations by the
Foreign Secretary with the High Commissioners reminders
were promptly addressed to the Canadian High Commissioner
that, if the British Government desired to consult the
Canadian Government, it should do so directly in order
to avoid the possibility of mi:-understanding and to give
the Canadian Government an oppc.rtunity to consider and
state its attitude. It was also pointed out that these
consultations were-liable "to implication-of collective
decision". Canada could not ag,ree "to the deQelopment
of an Imperial Council on Foreign Affairs sitting in
London".

9. Mr. Malcolm MacDcnald, then Dominions
Secretary, endeavoured to reass ure Mr. King that the
United Kingdom had no iatention of departing from the

had attended two such meetings, and thought himself

recognized chunnels of comm,_,nication.: He explained that
the meetings which had taken place were not innovations,
were completely informal and made no attempt to reach or
record conclusions. They were designed to afford
"information supplementary to what is conveyed through
official de:;:.atches and,telegrams and to afford an
opportunity for the High Commissioners to-obtain what
I may call the "atmosphere" of a situation which it is
difficult to give satisfactorily in official communica-
tions". With this explanation Mr. King remained un-
convinced._ During his visit to London in 1937--he gave
oral instructions to Mr. Massey-not to attend such
meetings. In the crisis that followed the Nazi occupa-
tion of Prague in March, 1939, the High Commissioners
were asked to meet the Dominions Secretary and the
press so reported. In a "most immediate" telegram of
2►tarch 21st Wr. Wassey was asked to advise at once if
such press reports were correct. He replied that he



fully justified at doing so because of the grave emergency
ana the difficulty in such a busy time of asking for
special conferences with the Dominions Secretary. The
government approved of his actions to date, but restated
previous views and added, "ÿou, )f course, understand
that while attending such High C•)mmissioners' meetings
you vould not be authorized to i:idicate the viev of the
Canadian Government unless under special instructions".
This admonition was prompted by :he fact that the British
Foreign Secretary had said that the United Kingdom had
begun "close and practical consultation" when in fact
no communications to the effect had been received in
Ottava. Soon af terrrards a lengthy memorandum on the
whole question of consultation and information through
the High Commissioners in London was prepared by
Loring Christie which enlarged a,id emphasized the. vievr
expressed in 1927. It was descr:.bed by the Prime Minister
as "a most important memorandum <:nd most opportune".

10. War exigencies necessitated daily meetings
of the High Commissioners and in these circumstanc-es no
exception was taken. After the %6r they begGn ' ta decrease
in number, except when important developments such as the
meeting. of the Council of Foreigi. Ministers or the progress
of Anglo-American economic talks made them appear advisa-
ble. By 1947 complaints voiced in Australia of.lack of
consultation induced Lord Addison to announce that in
future he would hold regular meetings of the High Com-
missioners. When Mr. Robertson reported this develop-
ment, he said that he had remarked that "ad hoc meetings
called for discussion of particular questions of joint
interest were likely to be more useful than regular
meetings at a fi.xed time" and he added-"it was important
to try to preserve their private and informal character
and not to try to build them up into an additional form
of Commonwealth consultation". Lord Addison shared his
views.-

11. Mr. Robertson's--telegram produced an
immediate reaction from the Prime Minister.' He felt very
strongly that i 6 was a matter ori :.hich greât caution
ought to be exercised and that `va must not get into a
position where we begin to assume responsibility for
shaping "imperial policy" and having a "Cabinet of High
Commissioners". Mr. King saw.no reason why we should
give way to Auztralia, since all we wanted was to be
informed and not "tied up". Accordingly Mr. Pearson sent
the High Commissioner a personal telegram saying that it
was fèlt in Ottara that it might: have been better to
have resisted the Australian demand for regular meetings
and that "ÿour own idea of ad hoc meetings called for
discussion of particular questions of joint interest as
they arise was a much better one". Ottawa would welcome
a re-examination of the matter and a return to "irregular
meetings" in preference to "any unnecessary institutional
nachiner•y". Mr. Robertson duly conveyed these vievs to
the Dominions Office. He reported that he thought the
pressure of business on all concerned would probably
cause the proposal "to break dovn from natural causes"
as it had in the past. When the Australian High Commis-



sioner complained at one meeting that there had been
insufficient time for Australia to express her views
on British foreign policy :.ir. Robertson dissociated
himself from that line of argument:

"We conceded to the United Kingdom the
right to have a foreign policy of her own, just
.as we assumed that right fer ourselves. Vie
wished to keep each other i,iformed of our
intentions7 but we did notconsider that each
country had to secure the consent of all the
others before deciding on policies".

12. The High Commissioner's forecast that
the policy of regular meetings wnuld, as he put it,
"peter cut".from inanition, prov.:d to be true in Lord
Addison's regime. But the question was revived when Mr.
I1oel-Baker succeeded Lord Addison mainly at the instance
of the South African High Commis;3ioner, tir. Heaton
Nicholls. The problem was compl:*Lcated by the emergence
of India and Pakistan as equal partners in the Common-
wealth and a certain uneasiness --.n sôme United Kingdom
circles as to whether there could be the same frank
exchange of views with the representatives of these
states present. In November 1947I1r. Robertson reported
that he had received a hint from the'Foreign Office that
he would not miss much if he stayed away from a meeting
with all the High Commissioners rt which tir. Bevin vrould
expound United Kingdom views about forthcoming meetings
of the Council of Foreign Idinistc;rs. He could secure
fuI?er information privately as "due to the size and
composition of the High Commissioners' meeting-they hesi-
tated on security grounds to discuss some questions as
freely as might otherwise be pos.-ible".

13. Although this development militated
against the meetings of High Co=,issioners becoming the
unev and effective instrument of Commonvealth"co-opera-
tion" for which the South Africar. High Commissioner
pleaded, it did not reduce thp df^sire of Mr. Noel-Baker
to revive the policy of regular r.eetings. By March, 1948,

of Commonwealth Cabinet" 'r.Ir. i7ilgress thought some of

they had been arranged for every second Friday and Mr.
Robertson was dissatisfied with this development.

- However, he was not able to take further action before
returning to Ottawa and it was his succes sor who raised
the question in April, 1949. That caused Mr. Wilgress
to review the whole matter was an observation of the
Australian High Commissioner at one of these meetings
that, to his way of thinking, they constituted a "kind

his colleagues, including United Kingdom ministers,
might wish to interpret these meetings in the same way
as.Mr. Beasley. He himself had found them of little
atility and believed that they did actual harm by
becoming forums for controversial discussion and exacer-
bating personal relationships. This development he
attributed, in part, to the personalities of the
Australian, Indian and Ceylonese High Commissioners.
The main justification for continuing the meetings was
their usefulness in revealing "the special approach to
world problems of the new Dominions", which Mr. Wilgress
had found more than once quite illuninating.



14. On September 14 Ur. tlilgress was told
that, despite misg,iving about these meetinGs, it did
not seem advisable for Canada to hold aldof, if the
other countries concerned were anxious to continue them.
On the -.ther hand the government firmly rejected the
Beas7ey theory as being "completely incompatible with
the fir: t principles of responsible government". When
a suitable opportunity arose %ir. Wilgress was to make
it clear that they had accepted participation in the
meeting.:-.'on the understanding that nothing of the kind
describ,?d by.the Australians was contemplated.

Ironically enough, after this line of
action had been decided upon the meetings petered out
again ir London partly because of the feeling of permanent
officias in C.R.O. like Sir Percivale Liesching that
their uFe by junior members of the government to outline
some phr'-.se of United Kingdom policy produced little new
in the t.ay of information. They developed into "futile
discuss:.ons based on-personal opinions of the High
Commissioners..." But in l+ovember Sir Percivale
proposer that a special meeting be held on the question
of the recognition of China. The High Commissioners were
asked to obtain in advance the:views of their respective
governments7 and to express them at the meeting, during
which the views of the United Kingdom vould also be
def ined. With the'Canâdian attitude in mind the C.R.O.
official added the-'stipulation that "the purpose of this
meeting is not to reach a decision, which is, of course,
the responsibility of each of the respective governments
but rather to facilitate an informal exchange of govern-
mental viewpoints". Lir. Wilgress favoured accepting this
modificE.tion of previous practice on the ground that it
mould have the result of providing better access to the
Foreign Secretary than had been the case and would make
it possible to get "a picture of current attitudes of the
various Commonvealth.governments on matters of current
concern'. Mr. Wilgress was authorized to attend the
meeting and was furnished with detailed instructions as
to Canac a's position on the Chinese question. A further
telegrac:vas drafted, but not sent, in reply to his
request for general observations on the proposed new
policy as to such meetings. It expressed the view that
such ad hoc meetings should not be regarded by the Canadian
Government as a precedent for a new type of Commonwealth
consultation, and that more might be achieved by Common-
wealth Ministers' meetings in Now York during Assembly
sessions, as Ministers would have wider discretion with
respect to government policy than High Commissioners.
The telegram was held for further consideration on the
policy question.

16. By March, 100150, another new C.R.O.
Secretary, Mr. Gordon Walker, was taking a look at the
nature of the meetings and, with the usual enthusiam of
the new broom, was casting about for their improvement.
He wished to restrict them as in wartime to a much
smaller group consisting of himself, the seven High Com-
missioners and, possibly, Sir Percivale Liesching. Mr.
Gordon Walker suggested that such meetings should not



be restricted to Commonwealth policy or foreign affairs
but might even deal with United Kingdom domestic questions
of interest ljhich rjould be presented by the appropriate
Minister in order "to provide the High Commissioners
with adiance indications of United Kingdom policy and
elicit t.heir personal. views and comment as the occasion
arises End before policy decisions are taken". LIr.
17ilgress favoured the experiment being undertaken. Subse-
quently he told.the department that the United Kingdom
proposals were not entirely acceptable to some of the
High Coimissioners and the compromise solution was adopted
of having both smaller meetings, and those with officials.
One of the former vàs held on May 3, 1950, and was found
by Mr. ti7ilgress to work very vieil. His preference for this
more npErsonal" type of meeting was endorsed by the depart-
ment Wh:tch-re-echoed old policy in commenting that "the
more informal these meetings are kept the better". By
March, 19517 after another personal meeting at which each
of-the Eigh Commissioners was asked to describe significant
events :.n his own country, an extension of the earlier
suggest:ôn of Mr. Gordon Walker, Mr, 17ilgress. had .come to
the conrlusion that the discussions thouglf friendly in
character had "discloséd further the little value there is
to be derived from such meetings of High Commissioners."

17. The wider problem of consultationat all
levels ras also peridiocally undergoing consideration, and
became cf even greater importance with the steady deterio-
ration in the international situation and the changes in
the position of India, Pakistan and Ceylon. In August, 1947,
Canada Yas represented at a new type of Commonvealth meeting
in Canberra. Its convening was due to the restless energy
and bour!.dless activity of Dr. Evatt, the Australian Minister
of External Affairs, who was determined to have the Common-
wealth countries discuss together their views on a possible
PeaceTreaty with Japan before they, the United Kingdom
excepted, should be faced'vith danger of a Treaty.prepared
by the t-reat Powers and submitted to the rest only for
examination and comment. He was reported as saying:
"AuGt.alia did not wish to find herself in the Pacific
peace discussions in the position allotted Canada in the
Europear: settlement". The Australian Minister was also
anxious to demonstrate the right and capacity of Australia
to act as often as possible as the spokesman for the Common-
wealth in the Pacific. If this could be done it would
raise Australia's position among her asiatic neighbours.
He had earlier secured the consent of all the Commonwealth
countries except Canada to have an Australian represent
them on the Allied Council in Tokyo which was supposed to
have some influence on Allied policy in Japan.

18. Accordingly2 on April 17, the Australian
Government telegraphed the other Commonwealth states,
inviting them to send representatives to Canberra to
discuss the possible terms of a peace treaty with Japan.
Canada replied that "informal discussion of the procedure
and substance of the Japanese peace settlements would be
useful "but added that it rlould be difficult to send a
suitable delegation to Australia and that informal dis-
cussions in Washington among Commonvealth representatives
on the Far Eastern Commission7 such as had been held



earlier in April would be more convenient". On this
suggestion it got nowhere. It was also the Canadian
view that the talks "should not be expected to lead to
the formulation of a single Commonwealth policy to uhich
all memt ers of the Commonwealth would be committed in
the latEr stages of the Japanese settlement". This view
was alsc shared in the United Kingdom, aware of some
sensitiVity of United States opinion on the subject. As
a result horidon told Canberra that in its view the
object of the Conference should not be to prepare any
agreed :.ritish-Comnonti7ealth draft treaty. In a telegram
of June 27 asking our acting High Commissioner to express
agreemert with the line taken by the United Kingdom the
department remarkéd that "Geography dictates that Canada
shculd five very careful consideration to United States
viev on Pacific settlement" and that we shared the United
Kingdom concern that "there should not be any misunder-
standinf in Washington and proposed to inform it ... of
our intentions in attending these talks". Mr. ^irong
carried ôut'this mission on July 109 emphasizing that the.
Confererce will "result in no commi^ments on policy and
that'thr Canadian Government will certainly not formulate
its po:2tior_without giving full consideration to the
vie: 7s ôi the"United States." On the same day the Prime
Liinister ar_nounced in the House of Commons that ?lrr.
Claxton would attend the Canberra Conferer.ce, which he'
later characterised as a preliminary exchange of views.
Mr. KinU said that no decisions would be taken there which
would affect the freedom of action of the Canadian Govern-
ment*at the Japanese Peace Conference. This approach was
maintained in all the exchanges of views before the
Conferei.ce -and at the meeting itself. Since other Common-
wealth countries felt much the same as the United Kingdom
and Canzda, and-vrere equally anxious to limit the scope
of the Conference discussions the Canberra Conference did
not prove to be the resounding success which Dr. Evatt
had wis^.ed. But. it presented an excellent illustration'
of the :.mpact of United States vievis upon Canadian policy
in the Gommontiealth when. it involved an area in which the
United Ftates was deeply interested. It was also an area
about which the Government had not formed very definite
views. The Canadian policy at Canberra which tir. Claxton
was told to outline, was merely "to indicate the broad
objectives which we would like to see the peace settlement
achieved some of our requirements for the protection of
special Canadian interests."

19. The wedding of Princess Elizabeth in

November, 1947, to which the King had invited all of his
Prime ^ir_istersa was seized upon by the United Kingdom
Government as an excellent opportunity for another brief
and informal meeting of the Prime Ministers at rrhich it
'would be possible to have an exchangeof views on the
general situation. Mr. Attlee suggested that such a
meeting might also be a useful occasion to dispose of
outstanding questions such as the nature of the King's
title and the status of High Commissioners. Mr. King
was initially unenthusiastic and2 in accepting the
pro osal stressed the desirability of the meetings
being informal. As so often happens the press began to
speculate about an im-ortant Imperial gathering7 a



tendency which was heightened by a reference to the
usefulness of an Empire customs union which 11Ir. Bevin
made at a Labour Party Congress. In London Mr. Holmes,
in the absènce of the High Commissioner, called on the
per,-,,ianel.t heaC of C.R.O. to express concern at thesè
tendenc:.es and Sir Eric Machtig agreed to try to dis-
courage great expectations. On September 9 11r. Robertson,
on sick leavè in Paris, cabled to express his belief that
"a big preli.inary press build-up is inevitable", and
his fe4L•s -that "the consequential let-do-wn af terwards
will be equally unavoidable and embarrassing to all the
governments taking part in the meeting". He advised
action to reduce the importance of the meetings even to
the poii:t of taking up with the Palace the inadvisability
of mixing up a royal wedding with inter-governmental
di-zcuss:_ons of policy questions.

20. The Prime Minister and the department
fully shared these views. 23x:. 'Holmes was instructed to
impress upon the United Kingdom authorities that "any
action or vords on their part, Yrhether deliberate or
accideni.al, toplay up the Comaonvréalth conference will
be bounL to backfire". In viev of the possibili.ty of
Austral:'.a, and Dr. Evatt in particular, enlarging upon the
possibilities of the Conference the Canadian Government
did not vish to see hopes raised which would be dashed,
and for which Canada might, quite vrongly, be blamed.
These v.,_evs and a more obvious difficulty, the inability
of several Prime Ministers to be present, led to abandon-
ing any idea of a "meeting" of Prime Ministers being held.
Instead individual discussions were held with those
Prime i.T:.r_isters (Mr. King and General Smuts) and other
Ministers who were present for the wedding. As it
developed the brief discussion with Hr. King on I,ovember
24 was _argely confined to an exposition by the United
Kingdom Foreign Secretary of the risks to peace that
might dFvelop in the next fev weeks or months.

21. The miscarriage of plans in 1947 made
almost ?.r_evitable the prospect of a meeting of the Prime
Mir_is tei•s in the near future. In addition to the wishes
of the United Kingdom there was an obvious desire on the
part of Australia and New Zealand to have such a meeting
examine the implications of the Marshall Plan, for Common-
wéalth trade, and to discover what the effect upon the
Commonnealth might be of the United Kingdomts participa-
tion in Western Union through the Treaty of Brussels of
March? 1948. On the latter question Canada had twice
expressed approval for a regional organization of free
states for security purposes, and indicated willingness
to co-operate. In London there had been frequent
articles and speeches by Lord Bruce-and others on the
need for Commonwealth re-organization and speculation
on the relation of the Commonwealth to Western Union co-
operation. One of the most significant remarks had
been Mr. Bevin's reference at a Labour Party donference
to the desirability of harnessing the Commonwealth and
overseas territories to the skill, ability and product-
ive capacity of the West. Occasionally, as in the
"Sunday Times", there would be the charge that in



A. STATUS

The term "Dominion status" is increas-
ingly felt to be inapplicable and even objection-
able. It might be dropped and some such phrase
as "independence vithin the Comrlonvealth" be
substituted, a phrase more in line with the
facts and more acceptable psychologically.and

Commonwealth peoples, which conceded privileges

Thé.gradual development of the Common-
wealth had'led to the creation of certain
historic links of which the major surviving
one was the Crown. It would not appear to be
impossible to adjust the concept of the monarchy
to permit of republican institutions for internalp
purposes. The link of com:on citizenship for

substantially greater-than those conceded to
-liens shoulcl be retained, subject to each

developir_g Commonvealth co-operation, "the real obstacle,
presumably, lies, as it always has been since the war,
in the attitude of the Canadian Goverm-aent; and it ought
not be a1hle indef initèly to prever_t the other governments
from meei,ing": Remarks such as I:Ir. Eden's in Septenber,
1948, tht.t' "*we car only make our weight felt in the scale
if we are: speaking collectively for the British Common-
,wealth and together with the free nations of Western
Europe", and Mr. Bevin's reply to it provoked observations
from both Mr. Robertson- in London and tir. Wrong in Wash-
ington. They were struck by. the fact that there was
still an influential body of opinion in London vhich
thought of the Commonvealth as a means to restoring the
strength of the United Kingdom as compared to the United

States atld the USSR, and that such prominent political
leaders as Messrs. Bevin and Eden were thinking along
differen`•, lines than the Canadian Government.

22; - With all these considerations in mind the
departme, at began to prepare an elaborateset of papers for
the Prime Minister and his party to have at their disposal
for the 'ieetings agreed upon in October. The most signi-
f icant of these, as' an indication of the general position
of the Government vasJâ paper entitled "Considerations
on the Nature of the' Commonvealth" . After pointing out
how profound the-changes had been within .and -without the
Commonwealth sincethe days of the Balfour Report, the
paper co zsidered such questions as status,,, the formal
constitutional position, consultation and co-operation,
and admission of new members. Briefly summarized, the
conclusions were as follows:.

politically.

B. FORMAL CONSTI`lUTIOtyAL COIdPïECTION

nation deciding hov1 far it vill' recognize
common "citizenship" for its ovin internal
purposes or in external relations.
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C. COi: SULTATIOTd AND CO-OPERA i IOTd

To prevent the establishment of
different categories of members arising from
the development of different degrees of
consultation it will be essential to preserve
the understanding that.it is for the initia-
ting government to decide to what other govern-
ments it will transmit any given piece of inform-
ation, and which other governments it will
consult about any given question, and that there
is no obligation to include all CoLimonvealth
members at all times, though this vould tend to
be regarded as the normal practice. The basis
for selection of governments would rest upon
the degree to which governments had an interest
in the particular matter, and the degree of
confidence which may reasonably be felt that the
interests of the initiating government will not
be endar_gered by disclosure of the natter to the
other government. Distribution of. information
must be determined empirically and general
principles of right or obligation can scarcely
be made to apply to the group as a whole. Each
member must be free to develop such security
arrangements as it thought essential and may well
develop much closer relations with a foreign
state or states than with other Commonwealth
members.

D. ADI,iILSI011 OF NEW I,E.MERS

The decision to grant any particular
colonial area the degree of self-government
which would give it a claim to be "an indepen-

_. dent'nation within the Commonwealth" inevitably
rests with the United Kingdom; But the -ad=
mission- of new members to the Conmonwealtn would
in.fact, though not in form, depend upon recog-
nition by other members, just as does member-
ship in the family of nations. Differences of
opinion may arise as to •:ahether a new political
unit was in fact a member of the Commonwealth.
Preliminary advice to present members seems to
be the only means that'can be suggested to
avoid difficulties in recognition.

23. , While the conference papers were being
prepared the Canadian had an unexpected and unusual
opportunity to learn of United Kingdom thinking on the
recent chanbes in Commonwealth relationships. Sir Norman
Brook, Secretary of +the'United Kingdom cabinet, paid a
visit to Ottawa in August 1948 to explain informally the
United Kingdom views on some of the problems which were
emerging and to learrn how they ti:rere viewed in Canada.
The same procedure was to be followed with Australia
and New Zealand so that the "old Dominions" could turn
over in their minds questions which might require careful
handling in October. In the-f irst discussions on August
13, the Prime Minister, 'Mr. St. Laurent, and Mr. Pearson
met with Sir Norman Brook and Sir Alexander Clutterbuck.

I

I

I



It was generally agreed that the inclusion of the Asian
Dominions in the Commonwealth represented a far-reaching
development, especially when India and Pakistan had been
so recently on the verge of viar. It was also realized
that thE re could not be the same sentimental ties for
the new partners as for some of the others, and that they
might nct have the sane common interests or the same
friend?^ relationships vrhich inspired. confidential
discussions. No objection was offered to the United
Kingdom's willingness to go as far as accepting a Republic
within -i..he CômraonVealth, so long as the head of the new
state ccntinued to represent the King. The group agreed
with Sir Norman in not favouring a new Balfourian consti-
tutional statement to explain the present Commonwealth
and was not anxious to have any general discussion of
Cowmorivealth relationships. The Prime Minister advised
r'great care" in dealing with the inclusion of the Asian
Dominions in the Commonwealth, and said that both the
difficulties and advantages of their inclusion were
appreciated in Canada. He advocated the termination as
far as possible of such expressions as "British subjects",
"my subjects", "our subjects", "Our Dominions" and
"Dominicn status", as implying a subordination which no
longer existed. He did not think the title of the
Governor-General appropriate, and thought consideration
should be given to changing it. In his viecr "it would be
unwise even to discuss proposals for centralization of the

Commonwealth in the hope that this may make it more

ComaonWealth, for any Commonwealth secretariat or for
"imperial" defence mechanisms".

24. In the second set of talks on August 16
and 17, -.7hich were confined to officials, it emerged that
consideration had already been given by U.K. ministers
to the d.^opping of such expressions as Mr. King had
mentionel and to changing the expression "British Common-
wealth o^ ^ PZUtions" to "The Commonwealth of ï^ations". It .
was clea- also that the United Kingdom position on
"centraî'.zed mechanisms" was much closer to that of the
Canadian Government than it had ever been.

25. The visit of Prime Minister Costello of
Ireland -,*,o Canada in September, during which he unexpect-
edly'annc,unced that Ireland was going to sever all links
with the Crown, complicated the plans for the October
meeting. The fact, however, that Ireland after some
confusing negotiations was not present at the meetings led
to the Irish question being-discussed elsewhere than in
.the Conference. For did India raise the Irish decision
at the meeting as a basis for claiming parallel rights.
Had Prime Minister Nehru done so the pragmatic view iin
Ottawa was that "it is important at the present time to
maintain some link however tenuous between India and the

likely that India will remain attached to the "Western
world", or at least not drift into the Soviet camp".

26. Informal discussions on Ireland's policy
were held at Chequers on October 17,,.1948, when two
Irish Ministers, the U.K. Prime Minister and two other
^Iinisters, Mr. St. Laurent, Prime Minister Fraser of



New Zeland and Dr. Evatt of Australia, were present.
In thesF talks Mr. St. Laurent suggested that it was for
Ireland to take the initiative in seeking a special form
of assoc iation with the United Kingdom vrhich might prove
a patte--.-n for special relations with other Commonwealth
countriE s. He thought that an arrangement by which the
Crown uds regarded as the head of the state for external
purpose:. would be considered adequate. Canada would be
prepared to accept "any kind of internal arrangement
which suited the nevier Dominions". The Canadian view
was that, "ve had no more right to interfere in their
domestic relations than we would be willing to give them

vie -woulc_ come to the same conclusions as the United

to inteifere in ours". In subsequent discussions in Paris
in November, when it seemed for a time as though proposed
correspondence from the United Kingdom to the Irish Govern-
ment m.iZht tend to define the relations of Ireland with
all the Commonwealth members, Mr. Pearson told the U.K.
representatives that Canada would riot wish to be associa-
ted with such a statement "since it was not certain that

Kingdou'". Since Australia took the same line, the sug-
gested note from the United Kingdom was not sent. Subse-
quently when the Republic of Ireland Bill was under ,
consideration the Irish High Commissioner in Ottavia was
-told thEt Canada had no desire "to treat Ireland as a
foreign country or to"treat Irish citizens as foreigners"
and would aim at an-agreement on the lines being followed
by the United Kingdom government.

27. "The final decision taken on policy matters
for the 'meetings in 1948 was not reached until just before
they began. It arose from a study of U.K. papers circula-
ted in a3vance of the conference. A memorandum on "The
World-Situation and its Defence Aspects" was accompanied
by a sec,)nd one from the U.K. Chiefs of Staff on "Common-
wealth L3fence Co-operation". As in 1946 they were anxious
for c].o.%er defence co-operation with the Common ►°ealth.
If agyeenent could be reached, they proposed to carry out
what ver3 vaguely described as "initial joint studies" on
the basic objeLtives of defence policy and general stra-
tegy, a distribution of effort by devising regions of
strategic responsibility, and a general outline of plans
to meet immediate and long-term dangers. Discussion on
these topics could probably be undertaken "by a slight
adjustment to the present "Service Liaison Staffs". The
U.K. chiefs agreed that regional plans for defence could
be undertaken under the existing methods of consultation,
but suggested that the new type of planning would need
to be carried out in closest i.ouch with each partic3.pant's
Defence Organization and would probably necessitate
exchanges of visits between planning staffs. Both
National Defence and this Department agreed that joint
studies conducted by all Commonwealth members were not
a necessary.prerequisite to regional planning, and might
"serve only to complicate if not confuSe the natural
and obvious lines of development. The memorandum agreed
that since Canada was moving towards a North Atlantic
Pact in concerted action with the United States, it
would seem that her military resoarces would be fully
corunitt,;l to that project. The plans for their use in



the North Atlantic area would provide the most suitable
basis for - Canada 's defence contribution. There was no
need for change in the present system of defence liaison
(discus.ed elsevhere) "at least until such time as an
Atlantic Security-Pact is concluded". The text of this
memoranc.um, which was approved by Mr. Pearson and IJr.
Claxtori; was cabled to the Prime Uinis^er on October
It formed the basis for Mr. St. Laurent's statement at
the mee.:ing on October 21, which he asked to have circu-
lated with the recommendations under discussion on
Commonwealth Consultation. It read as follovs:

"In view of the historic position of
Canada, I wish to make it clear, so far as
Canada is concerned, that in agreeing to
recommend consultation between Commonwealth
governments to arrange co-operative action
in matters of defence, it would be unreal
for us to regard as effective either general
or regional plans of defe:nce which.rrould
comprise Commonwealth countries exclusively,
and which did not also include other peace-
loving countries prepared to co-operate in
resisting aggression".

28. At the London sessions, which Prime
idinistet King was unable to attend because of illness
after his arrival, Mr. Robertson and Mr. St. Laurent
represer.ted Canada. On most questions Canada shared the
vievrs of the majority. Yet it was to be expected when
Prime Iainistér Nehru criticised American policy -in Indo-
nesia that Mr. Robertson should offer some explanation
.of American methods and objectives. As in the past
Canada was reluctant to see further machinery created for
consultation in this instance on economic matters. But
the recc;nmendations for improving the status of High
Commissioners and for basing the seniority on the date of
emergence of the various Commonwealth countries were quite
in line with Canadian thinking. Canadian views on the '
need for changes in the titles of the King and the Governor
General were not pressed. What caused the most controversy
was the discussion on improvements in consultation which
came towards the close of the Conference at a time when
some tempers were rather ragged. Australia, New Zealand

.and Pakistan were pressing hard for a comprehensive and
categorical report. In an effort to reconcile differing
points of view, a set of proposals was drawn up in the
form of:_ draf t recommendations to the governments, on which
action was requested in approximately a month's time.
These were referred to in the press release on the confe-
rence as "Recora.aendations for improvinô Cor.mionxealth
consultation on foreign affairs, economic affairs and
def enc e" .

29. When the Recommendations reached Ottava
they were given very close examination, with tir. Claxton,
the Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs,
taking a vi;orous part. There was no objection to five
of the seven proposals which were described as supple-
menting but not supcrseding existing methods. They



reco::ir.ien.ded meetinzs of the Cornlons-1eûlth Prirae Iiinisters
as often as i s practicable; greater use of the facilities
in Londcn for consultation and exchange of inforr.lation
and an endeGvôur to zGke comparable arrangements in other
Commonr(altïi ca,)itals; Com.r.:or_^:ealth meetings on economic
and finzncial questions of common concern on a?ir_isterial
level; L.ore frequent interchange of visits of Commonwealth
officia.is concerned with financial and econô-mi c.riatters;
and vider use of the recently establis:^ed Commonwealth
Liaison Committee for the European Recovery Prograrize. The
second ^,nd sixth Proposals were not regarded as entirely
satisfactory. The former read as follovs:

"In the intervals betj-reen those meetings
(i. e. of Prime Ministers) Commonvealth meetings

The first of these meetings will be helcin Ceylon".

on foreign affairs will be held at the ministerial
level at least once a year and tsvice a year if
possible. These meetings will normally be held
in one or other of the Commonwealth countries.

The two chief objections raised in Ottawa to this Proposal
were th,.t it viould be undesirable to enter into a definite

Assenbl.- of the United Nations be held immediately follotring
the conclusion"of each regular annual session at vihich the
necessi:.y or desirability of holding a further meeting at

propos, al it was suügested that formal meetings of heads of
Conznont:c-alth delegations to the sessions of the Gencral

agreemei.t of that character which „light lead to "serious
political difficulties in securing adequate attendance at
such peripatetic meetings", and that such meetings riould
give the impression that the Commonwealth was speaking
,with on(: voice in external affairs. As an alternative

30. Proposal Six dealt with defence co-operation
and reac.:

the min'.sterial level could be discu-sed. Informal
discussions during the Assembly sessions were already a
common Iractice.

"In furtherance of the general aim of co-
operation between all peace-loving nations to
deter and to resist aggression there will be
close consultation betneen Commonwealth govern-
ments to arrange co-operative action in matters
of defence, including those matters tihich arise
from a com:,on interest in the security of a
particular region. The military advisers of
those governments will consult together to
frame proposals and plans for submission to
their respective governments."

"Meetings will be arranged on the minis-
terial level, as the occasion demands, to discuss
defence problems, 14hether general or regional".

"In the system of Commonwealth Service
-Liaison Officers there already exists machinery
for the exchange of military information of
general interest, and the Commonwealth govern-
mer.ts will consider hov that nschir.ery can be



improved to render it fully effective as a
means of exchanging information about the
progress of defence plans, whether general or
regional, and securing the maximum appropriate
degree of defence co-ordination".

This recommendation, which reflected the "views of the
United ':ingdom paper, and was strongly supported by Aus-
tralia 4nd New Zealand, had.already been limited so far
as Canâra was concerned by the reservation which Mr. St.
Laurent had put on the record: There vas, ho-wever, a
further objection in Ottava to the last "sentence of the
first paragraph,'on the ground that'it might be taken to
mean that the military advisers would be framing plans
"for nhat is still known in somé circles as "Commonvealth
defence'. Such a policy was dismissed as "quite unrealis-
tic", ard cutting across the consultation and planning
that wa: already taking place. The offending sentence
should te eliminated or, failing that, a new form of words
be suggF sted to take Gccount 'of the Canadian reservation.
Mr. RobErtson,z^;ho had been present at the discussions,
later ccmaented that he thought there was a misunderstanding
of the c,ffending sentence. As he telegraphed on January 6,
1949, "i:hat the Prime Ministers• were doing was giving their
general blessing to other Commonwealth Governments taking
part in such appropriate regional defence plans as Canada
and the United Kingdom were already orgariizing in antici-
pation vf a North Atlantic Pact." _

31. After a-meaorandum on the Proposals had been
submittrd to Cabinet, approval rras'given'fer a telegram sent
to London on November ;, 1948, which was àl"so'repe4teu to
all other Commonwealth governments: The telegram said that
Canada had found the present arrangements for consultation
to have proved in practice "vorkable, flexible and effect-
ive". Iroposal Two was described as impracticable in its
attempt to fix definite time-tables for regular meetings
of mini:ters who had to carry heavy responsibilities at
home, ai.d as liable to create the impression in some
quarter: that "... the nations of the Commonwealth were
being olganized in order that some one of-the"" might speak
for the others". The Sixth Proposal was criticised in-the
manner already summarised. The telegram warned against the
danger that might arise of attempting to formalize or
change procedures of consultation which were already work-
ing satisfactorily, while agreeing that nera 'arrangements
were constantly being made to meet changing needs and
circumstances. There followed an affirmation of principle
couched in somevihat rhetorical terms:

"We believe that the system of responsible
and representative government worked out over
the years is the best system yet developed for
the government of our people. Under that
system decisions on major questions of foreign
policy and defence are not made by military
officers or by individua?. ministers.or by
representatives in another country; they are
made by the Cabinet which is responsible
through Parliament to the people".
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32. The Canadian reply was the first to be
received in London and was regarded as "rat'r_er negative".
The United Kingdom Cabinet believed that "to the extent
that consultations had proved practical they could be
usefull;- spelled out and recorded to our mutual advantage".
Although Prime Minister Chifley expressed in Canberra
substan*:ial agreement with'the Canadian point of vie,,;, Dr.
Evatt vus especially anxious for approval of the statement,
in orde:, to offset domestic criticism by Mr. Menzies and
others. On his return home he had hinted to the press on
January 13) 1949, that one of the most important decisions
at the London Conference had still to be revealed. Mean-
while by December 13 all the other governments but South
Africa, which at a later date expressed viecis s,imilar to
those of Canada, had given their answer. With the exception
of Indt. they were prepared. to accept the, six point state-
ment. rn effort was made in London -to induce. Mr. Pearson
to secure some modification of the Canadian position.
At a dinner on December 15, attended by the Prime Minister
of New 11^ealand, Dr. Evatt,.the Lord Chancellor, the Secre-
tary of State for Cômmonwealth Relations, and Sir Norman
Brook, le found himsel.f in a minority of one. 21r. Pearson
repeatet.'. the Canadian objection to spelling out in detail
what mi.tht vrei l prove to be impractical, and tried to
combat the obvious belief that Canada was luketrarm to the
whole idea of consultation. He emphasized the willingness
of Canada to consult both within and vithout the Common-
wealth cn matters of common interest, and said that Canada.
ras no longer tilorried as she had had reason to be in the
past abcut "pressures toi7ard institutionalizing consult-
ation and building up machinery for it". The Canadian
attitude was determined purely by practical considerations.
In a second attempt to reach agreement the United Kingdom
Government sent a circular telegram on January 1, 1949,
suggesting that the second proposal be altered to read
that the Ministers of External Affairs should meet "once
a year and more frequeritly if occasion requires". The
Canadian Government did not regard this amendment as
meeting the general objections advanced.and cabled to the
High CoL.aissioner in London, who was asked to throw some
light or the proposal that "it is difficult for us to find
any expl3nation other than the Commonvealth Relations
Office either has not understood the clear meaning.of our
communication or has chôsen to disregard it". Mr. Robert-
son explained that the C.R.O. officials had been uncertain
what was the best course to follosr. When they learned of
the Canadian doubts they "readily agreed they would have
to review their position in the matter". He thought too
much had been made by all concerned of the significance
of the original report and argued that "there is not
really much pith or substance either in the original report
or in our dissent from it". But he believed that publica-
tion after such an interval of any document "hozrever
anodyne" would lead to it being given more importance than
was intended. For that reason he favoured Canada doing
her best to see that no report was published and leaving
free to the participants in the meetings to make "... such
use of its contents as they find helpful in their reports
to their several Parliaments". After examining suggest-,
ions for a further amendment of the proposed statement
which took into account the South African vie1ls expressed
on January 26, the Cabinet adopted a course along the
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lines ?.ïr. Robertson had suggested. A circular telegram
was sent on February 18, 1949, pointing out that thew
proposec" amendment did not meet the difficulties already
express(d by certain Commonwealth governments, that it
was cleEr an agreement could not be reached on a satis-
factory formula, and that further efforts to secure one
"might create more problems than they solved". The
telegra;.1 proposed leaving the matter in abeyance with
reconsic.eration at a future date if desired and added,
"in any event we are most anxious that no publicity.should
be given to it, as it would serve no useful purpose, we
think, to underline the differences of viewpoint on this
natter within the Commonnealth". This view was also shared
by Commrnvealth Relations Office officials. As a result
the reccmnendations were not published, although there
appeareC in such periodicals as the Round Table what were
probabl^- inspired descriptions of r-.hat had been suggested.
In the ?nnual Report of the Department for 1948 where an
account of the Meetings was given the question was
dismissEd with the terse statement, "the existing methods
and macl,inery of consultation between Commonwealth Govern-
ments rEre examined".

33. Soon after the London meetings the question
of India's relationship to the Commonwealth, which had not
been rafsed in the discussions, came to the fore. Before
returnirg to India Prime Minister Nehru had worked out
with Six Stafford Cripps a Ten Point memorandum describing
a possible basis for India's continuing membership. The
U.K. reaction to these points was described to Commonwealth
Ministers who were at the United Nations meetings in Paris

was no idea of a concerted approach or policy of a common

and to ^'ir Girja Bajpai, Indian Secretary-General for
External Affairs. On November 19, Lir. Pearson cabled the
gist of a meeting attended by 'Sir Girja, Prime Minister
Fraser-, Dr. Evatt, Lord Jowitt, Mr.. Noel-Baker, Mr.
Robertscn and himself. The British view that the Ten
Points "provided a pretty frail and tenuous basis for
Commonw-Lalth membership" was conveyed to Sir-Girja. In the
discut,sion, during nhich Mr. Fraser and Dr. Evatt stressed
the importance of India remaining a full member of the
Commonwealth and their desire fora more definite link of-.
India with the Croun as a symbol of Commonwealth Associa-
tion, Mr. Pearson concurred with his colleagues, but was
careful to emphasize Canada's full appreciation of India's
right to decide for herself. He made it clear that there

front on the part of the various governments in these
-informal and exploratory talks. This effort to reassure
the Indians made some impression. Ten days later Sir
Girja gave Mr. Pearson a confidential account of Prime
Minister Nehru's difficulties in getting agreement in
India for retaining a connection with the Crovn, uhich was
not given to the Australian or New Zealand governments.
On December 15, 1948, Messrs. Fraser, Evatt and Pearson
met at 10 Downing Street with the United Kingdom Prime
Minister and three of his colleagues to discuss the
situation. All were agreed on the importance of main-
taining the association with India in some fashion, on
the basis of "de facto association -without any allegiance
to the Crown but with the important features of common



citizenship and a declaration of desire to maintain
close and friendly association". A telegram conveying
these viei;s9 and adding that Messrs. Fraser, Evatt and
Pearson had had no opportunity of consulting their
governm.nts2 was sent to Prime Minister Nehru. At that
time departmental thinking in Ottawa had resulted in
some mi3bivings about using Commonvealth citizenship on
a recipLocal basis as an important link with India. Such
a policy might prove embarrassing in view of Canadian
immigration policy on the admission of Asiatics.

34.' On February 25, 1949, 11.1r. St. Laurent-
was asked if he r:ould consider attending a special meeting
of Comm.)n;-:ealth Prime Ministers about the latter part of
April, and Sir Norman Brook was being sent to Ottawa as -
a persoüal emissary to explain, as 11.1r. Attlee said "...
the various-considerations which have presented themsel-
ves to as and the way in uhich our thoughts on the
subject have developed". iaeansthi^e the Department had
been in-close consultation with Mr. Kearney, the Canadian
High Co.imissioner in India, who had done first rate
report:i.-ig on developments in that countrys and had made
some thoughtful analyses of the problem. In a despatch
of Febrùary 17 to Mr. Kearney, there appeârs a significant
comment. It read: •

"I think that it is important not to give
the impression that the United Kingdom is
acting as the spokesman for a group of Common-
wealth countries. While we may be quite
prepared to let the United Kingdom take the
initiative in a subject of this kind, ve 'reserve
our own position as to whether any arrangement
that the United Kingdom may work out directly
with Indiâ will be acceptable to us as a basis
for Indiâ's full membership in the Comnon„ealth,

would expect the United Kingdom to keep us fully
advised regarding any new developments'in nego-
tiations and to consult us before making definite

or alternatively, its relationship with the
Commonwealth through some form of association.
Inaccordance with the established practice, we

proposals to the Indian Government".

35• Sir Norman Brook was in Ottawa between
March 10 and 19, 1949. He brought with him three papers
bearing on the problem. Examination of these papers and
his talks. vith -PSinisters and officials revealed that
Canadian and United Kingdom views were substantially
similar. Indeed during these meetings consultation
developed to the point where Canadian officials were
helping to draft a set of possible instructions from
Prime .Sinister Attlee for 21r. Gordon-Walker as a basis
for talks he was to have with Prime Minister Nehru, A'
telegram to Mr. Wilgress on Llarch 22 said that the
Canadian Government vould regard it as desirable for
India to retain a formal link with the Crown, even though
its constitution were republican .in form. If that were
not possible, Canada would consult with all other Common-
wealth countries on ways and means of broadening member-
ship tc, include India as an inde]iendent republic "provided



that it i:ould- be made clear that no solution would be
acceptable ti-lhich impaired Canada' s traditional relation-
ship with the Crorrn".

36. Before the conference opened Mr. St.Laurent
sent personal messages of regret that he was unable to be
-present (it was during his first Parliamentary session as
Prime -;Enister) to all Commonwealth Prime Ministers. His
absence laas particularly deplored by Prime Minister Fraser
who told the Canadian High Commissioner in New Zealand
that "arong all of the Prime Ministers of the Commonwealth
mr. St. Laurent with his background7 andcestry and under-
standinf,-and in his capacity as Prime Minister of Canada
is the cnly"one among them who might be able to present a
so?ution acceptable to all".

37. In the message to Prime Minister Nehru
Mr. St. Laurent said the Canadian,Government was satisfied
with the present basis of association in the Commonwealth
and did not wish to alter Canada's traditional relation-
ship with the Crown. He then continued:

"The Crown is an essential element of our
constitution and of our whole parliamentary
system of government. We think that the Canadian
public cvould have misgivings in accepting any
fundamental change in the present form of Common-
wealth association which would appear to -weaken

Only constitutional but real practical diff i-

the position of the Crown.

"The above considerations prompt me to
express the sincere hope that you may see your
way clear to retaining some link betvteen the
sovereign republic of India and the Crown. It
seems'to me that any alternative presents not

culties; for example we might be hard put to
defend against foreign objections the continued
exchange of trade preferences."

35.' At the London meetings in April, 1949,
v:here Mr. Pearson substituted for the Prime Ministers
evidence was forthcoming of the friendly regard in which
Canada was held by India. Before. the sessions began
?1r. Pearson and iur. Kearney had a'talk with Prime
Minister Nehru and Sir Girja Bajpai. During this inLer-
view the Indian Prime Minister gave Ms. Pearson an advance
copy of a paper on the Indian positior_which no one else,
except ;.ir. Attlee, was to see before the general meeting.
In the meetings ISr. Pearson preferred to speak last, as
the only participant who vas not a Prime Minister. He
outlined the previous Canadian vievs but, on the ground
that freedom and equality were the two noteworthy
features of the Cormionvealth also insisted that there
should be "no inner or outer circle of friendship". He
suggested that a good deal of encouragement could be taken
from r. Nehru's proposal that the King should continue
to be the symbol of unity in the Commonwealth. -Priva-
tely the Canadian delegation was a little uncertain of
the implications of having all tY.,e Commonwealth govern-
ments f.tablishing Commonwealth citizenship as the
Indians .'avourE:d.
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39. These doubts were subsequently dispelled
by the adoption of an "Agreed Minute", Yihich the Canadian
delega;=.on helped materially in drafting. By this Minute
the Com:ionclealth countries agreed not to regard themselves

40. The Canadian delegation was also not too
happy about the meaning which might"be read into the phrase
describing the King as "the Head of the Commont:ealth",.
which was to appear in the published Declaration agreed
to by the Prime Ministers. But D;. Salan of South Africa
felt evon more strongly on that point and was instrumental
in secu !ing the acceptance of another Agreed Minute which
made it clear that this designation of the King did not
connote any change in the existing constitutional relations
existing between the members of the Commonvealth. Neither
of these Minutes was published. In draf.ting a Declaration
on the ':•elationship of India to the Commonwealth Prime
Hiniste;^ Attlee asked 11r. Pearson-for assistance in finding

as fore:Lgn to one another and to take whatever steps were
riecessa-y to enable them "... to maintain the right to
accord ^)referential treatment, as has been customary, to
the cit-'A-Zens and trade of other Commonwealth countries
but that each government should remain free to determine
the ext^:nt of that preferential treatment and the precise
method of according it". This formula met the Canadian
desire :.o safeguard immigration policy and freedom for
trade negotiations with the United States.

a satis:'actory formula. At the closing session the
questiou of revising the King's title, which was of
interest to Canada, in view of discussions in 1947 on
designa;;ing the King as King of Canada on that subject in
the Hot,tse of Cocir.ions, was briefly discussed. I1r. Attlee
presentE!d a memorandum on possible action which coincided
with Canadian views, but it was decided to defer the
question for future discussion among governments. On
April ?_;', 1949, the text of the Agreement reached at the
Confere•ice was read by Prime Minister St. Laurent in the
House o': Commons, and was warmly received by the leaders
of a^! -oarties.

41. After this successful experiment in adapt-

with the substance and char'acter of discussions on the

ing the Commonwealth to changing conditions, a landmark
in its evolution, Canadian policy was less preoccupied

nature of the Commonnealth. The emphasis was to shift -
towards consultations on the economic and diplomatic
policies pursued by the various governments and reviewed
at functional conferences. Thus the veakened position
of sterling in international trade and the continuing
tension in international affairs necessitated such
conferences as those of Commonwealth Finance Ministers
in July, 1949, and of Foreign Ministers in January,
1950.

42. The Colombo Conference on Foreign Affairs
had been foreshadoved at the meeting of Prime Ministers
in 1948 but had been postponed from the original date
because of the session of the United Nations Assembly
in April, 1949, and the special conference on the
position of India. When the in^;i.ta tion was reneved in
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November, 19491,the United Kingdom attached great import-
ance to it being at the ?^.ünisterial level. The topics
for discussion were concerned chiefly with the situation
in the I'ar East and in South-East Asia2 but it was
proposec, that senior economic advisers might also review
the devE.lopments in the sterling area since the July,
1949, meeting.

43. It was decided rather reluctantly that
Mr. Pea.4son should attend. If he did not do so, it was
thought that old suspicions about Canadian lukerrarmness
to Commonwealth ties would' be reinforced by a belief
among the Asian members that Canada lacked interest in
their problems and vas.tending to rely almost exclusively
upon he: membership in the North Atlantic Organization
and her close relationship with the United.States. It
was alsc^ thought that it would be.all to the' good for a
"North Lmerican" vierr to be heard especially on economic
matters. In the main the collectibn of papers prepared
for the Canadian delegation was factual and descriptive
in chàrrcter. Only those dealing with a possible treaty
with Japan and the emergence of. Communist .China devoted
much ccz.sideration to the Canadian attitude. On the
recognition of the Communist Government of-China the view
which then prevailed vas "... vie should make no move
towards recognition before India and the United Kingdom,
but we :•hould be prepared to consider recognizing the
Communi:t Government in China-shortly after the United
Kingdom has done so".

44. The Chinese situation created some unex-
pected interest on the part of the United States in the
Colombo Conference. At a meetingwith Sir Oliver Franks
and Mr. Wrong on December 14, 1949) Secretary of State
Acheson said he hoped that the conference would agree on
some di'r7ision of responsibilities in that area betueen the
United : tates and the British Commonti7ealth. Mr. Wrong
reportec that the Secretary of State believed that "the
Cônnor.r:ealth should treat Burma, as well as Malaya, as
its sl:ecial responsibility". This indication of American
unavareress of the nature of-,the Commonwealth evoked from
Mr. Wrong the observation that "this vas the sort of thing
on vhich the Commonwealth was not likely to act collecti-
vely" (a viev he had already expressed to I.ir. Dean Rusk),
and that Burma was very remote from the interests of the
Canadian people". Mr. Acheson then explained he was
thinking primarily of India. This news of American
interest in Colombo caused the Department to endeavour
to learn as much as possible of State Department thinking
of Asian problems before Mr. Pearson left for Colombo.

45. In general the Canadian delegation looked
forrrard to the Colombo meeting as offering an opportunity
for a broad exchange of vievs with other members of the
Commonwealth, but vent there 1^iith the firm conviction that
the initiative on such questions as stemming the Communist
advance in East Asia should and must come from the
countries more directly concerned. Their experiences
at^ Colombo did not change this view, but brought out
clearly the value to the non-Asiar_ members of the Common-



wealth of gaining a better understanding of the views of
the AsiEns2 especially on problems directly related to
their alea. It was noticed that all controversial intra-
ComionrrE alth questions such as Kashmir were carefully
avoided::. A departmental memorandum noted as perhaps the
greatest. achievement'the fact that the eight Commonwealth
Iliniste, s concerned with foreign affairs had been able.
"to exc:iange views on international affairs and leave the
conference with the feeling that the Commonwealth associa-
tion war a useful one". Colombo also provided the first
opportunity for contacts with the new Liinisters of
Ex terna? Affairs in Australia and New Zealand who, as
Mr. Peaison wrote secured at the conference "an intensive
course in the reaiities of present Commonvealth relations".
The L-iin-ister himself afforded a glimpse of those realities
when he maintained the custom that had been developing
since 1448 in not speaking immediately after the United
Kingdom in order of historical seniority on various
questiors. -He preferred, like his South African colleague,
to spea.l, at the end since they represented the countries
least directly concerned. Mr. Pearson's most detailed
statement came on the subject of the United Kingdom
relationsilip to plans for closer Western, European union,
particularly in the economic field. It was timely because
of some signs of an interest in a Commonwealth economic
bloc. If ter stating that in all the various plans -what
must be avoided is the creation of a closed high-cost
inflâtic•nary economic bloc, and that the sterling area,
in its xresent form, should be regarded as "a transitional
stage or. the wây to a trading system where currencies will
be convertible and where exchange controls and quantita-
tive restrictions will be drastically reduced". Ur.
Pearson said that Canada was prepared to suffer some tem-
porary ^_isadvantages rather than see the prospect of
closer Economic co-operation, so necessary for Western
Europe, made impossible because the United Kingdom was
unablr to participate. He added that "ve should not like
the United Kingdom to be embarrassed or inhibited in .
examinirg these European propôsals2 some of uhich origi-
nate.in-the United States, on their merits because of
fears that Canada as a member of the Commonwealth would
unreasonably object".

46. ti7hile stressing the North Atlantic Pact
as a contribution to general security and not simply
regional in value, a pact which was made necessary by
the veakness of the United Nations and the aggressive
imperialism of the Soviet Union, the Minister did not
underrate the importance of domestic policies for sound
economic development as a major weapon against the
inroads of Communism. He expressed sympathy with the
proposals for furthering such improvement in South East
Asia, as advanced by Ceylon, Australia_and New Zealand,
but was careful to make it clear that Canada could, not
make a major contribution-because of the burden of her
new commitments under NATO. He suggested that care be
taken not to arouse expectations of immediate help which
could not be reaZised^ and not to create any misunder-
standinr about the possible part to be played by the.
United 4itates. On the vexed quF^,t.ion of the recogni-



tion of China the Canadians did not share the views of
Nev: Zealand ànd Australia that consultation had been
inadequate but stressed the undoubted right of each
member to decide for itself. They were impressed by the
nature of the United Kingdom arguments but felt it
advisable to point out as the record shows that "the
Canadian Government were bound to have regard to the
vievis hQld in the United States since these had an

Commonwealth "working party" in London (Canada had

influence on Canadian opinion". 'Canadiân appreciation
of the vieris of the United States was also indicated in
thé 'disaussions on a treaty with Japan, where the Anzac
countries differed with the Asians in their view of the -
dangers to peace of that country. The Canadians did not
wish to see too fixed an attitude uhich night' militate
against négotiations with the United States. Mr. Pearson
pointed out' that the United States mas carrying the
financial burden of'supporting Japan's economy and was, at
least for the imnediate future, finally responsible for
the mai ltenance of security in the Pacific area. "It
would taerefore be inadvisable to press the United States
govern:;i,.nt to take any action which they might regard as
imprudent".

47. In the discussions of the senior economic
advisera, which were held separately, Canada played a
double cole. *On the one.hand it helped the United ^:ingdom
to interpret sumpathetically the policy of the United
States, and, in so-doing, justified Canadian participation
in the tripartite conversations of 1949. On the other
hand Caaada had to dissociate herself entirely from any
efforts on the part-of the United Kingdom, as banl.er for
the ste'•:ling area, to advocate reduction of imports from
the dol?ar area in general and from Canada in particular.
Mr. LePan said in Colombo that it was the Canadian view
that "so far as possible, the sterling area's dollar
problem should be solved by increasing its exports to
dollar :_aarkets and by encouraging the inflow of capital
investm-:nt from dollar sources".: In describing this
positiosi Mr. LePan subsequently wrote "we pictured our
role as that of persistent but friendly gadflies" - a
rare type of insect.

48. The Colombo Conference necessitated three
concrete proposals being placed before each government
for approval: a contribution towards a Commonwealth loan
to Burma totalling £.7e5 million; participation in the
proposed Commonwealth Consultative Committee to consider
the possibility of co-c,peration in the economic develop-
ment of South and South East Asia which was to hold its
first meeting in Australia, and establishment of a

favoured Washington) to ascertain basic desiderata for
a Japanese peace treaty. Doubts of Canada's ability
to contribute to the Burma loan had been already expres-
sed at the conference and the proposal was not accepted
by the Cabinet on the advice of the Inter-Departmental
Comaittee on External Trade Policy., The other two
proposals were accepted after careful examination and
considerable criticism by the appropriate departments
and corJltttees. Previously, on Iiarch 3, Mr. Pearson had
told ta^: House of Commons that C,lnada vould be repres-



ented at the Australian meeting but had not made clear
the nature of Canadian representation.

49. In line with their views the Governrient
approved Canadian membership in the Consultative Committee
which E7a:: -to meet at Sydney, Australia, in May, 1950. In _
the instructions for the Canadian delegation it was empha-
sized thL,.t'"the role of outside assistance can, at most
be only supplementary to the efforts of the South-East
Asian peuples and the governments themselves". For that
reason tüe delegation was to avoid any financial commit-
ment, until the basic factors such as the possibilities
of self-help, maximum utilization of local resources and
muti.al a2d among the countries themselves had been care-
fully examined. The delegation was also "to discourage
any tendency to over-elaborate programmes designed to
establish the overall need for ou^side assistance in terms
of large balance of payment gaps on the example of the
Marshall Plan". . It should look with scepticism at overly
grandiose schemes of development - and resist attempts at
oversimp'_ification of the problem of raising living
standardi by not taking into account social conditions
which militated against such a development. Canada was
prepared to co-operate in well-conceived plans for tech-
nical-assistance through financing the despatch of techni-
cal experts from this country or the.training, of Asian
students and technicians in Canada. This promise of co-
operatio:.i was linked with stress on the importance of
concertizg such plans with the United Nations Programme
of Technical Assistance$ to which Canada was already
coca..^itte3.- - Care was to be taken that n G COiû.ait.i^c^.nt was

made to •support applications for aid from South-East Asia
to Unitel Nations agencies in order that they might get a
higher p_iority than any objective exa;aination warranted.

50. The repeated note of caution in these
instructions reflected not only the realization of the
burden.of existing responsibilities and the doubts felt
by some ;overnment departments, such as Finance, of the
soundnes-3 of the project,-but also the concern that dupli-
cation oc effort might easily, develop. As Lir. Pearson
had said in the House of Commons on February 22, 1950,
"•wz do not want a new committee merely because it looks
like an attractive piece. of international furniture for
an already cluttered-up home". 'It was also inspired by

-a growing realization that the Australian Minister of
External.Affairs and his advisers contemplated a bigger
programme for immediate action than.had been envisaged
at Colombo. Lir. Spender personal.ly cabled Mr. Pearson
to express his earnest hope that Canada wôuld.co-ôperate
in the Committee, even though the-contribution to its
p)Fns might have to be limited, because "the rest of the
'CohLonvealth would benefit immeasurably from the advice
which Canada can give in the selection of the important
objectives of policy in the area, and in deciding the
best 'way of building an .associ^; .^^ between the Common-
wealth and the United States in the pro^ect". While
^Ir. Mayhew, 1:Iinister of Fisheries and t e leader of the
Canadian delegation, and his advisers were en route to
Sydney, the Government was confirmed in its uneasiness
by a telegram from the Australiaa. Government. On May 3,
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Mr. Spender suggested the delegations should agree at
Sydney upon immediate establishment of a Commonwealth
fund for technical assistance, emergency relief and
credits for urgently needed imports, to be administered
by, a Co-irmonwealth Council, secretariat and a small staff
of seeoo-ded technical officers. For a three year.
programme of technica7. assistance the sum of £8 million
sterlinE; was suggested.

51. A telegram had already crossed Mr. Spender's
message suggesting that the question of financial assistance
be placed at the end of the agenda. The second cable went
still frrther. It said that Canada had agreed upon the
desirability of the Commonwealth governments taking the
initiative in exploring :7ays to promote the development
of the cnderdeveloped countries of South and South-East
Asia. Eut it had hoped that a"verJ high priority" would
be giver. on the agenda to considerinb how other countries
outside. the Commonwealth should be brought into whatever
plans wrre made for the future. In line with that belief
Canada thought that "consideration of purely Commonwealth
machinery and purely Commonweâlth finance would be premature
until the fullest examination had been given to these
matters "which, it was clear,_ vould not be possible at the
present'conference". "We have regarded the Sydney meeting
as an essei.tial step, but only as a first step" said the
message, uhich then suggested that a continuing norâing
party, r..ot drawn exclusively from the Commonwealth, might
be a useful means of. bringing into focus the economic
problen: and possibilities of the area. Finally the tel-
egram pointed out that it was the Canadian understanding
that the "agreements" (which had been mentioned several
times in the Australian cable) could only be reached upon
referring certain recommendations back to the dovernments
for their approval. Mr. Spender replied that his govern-
ment be3ieved that setting up this Commonwealth machinery
would crnvince other governments that the Commonwealth had
an effective organization to put to use on limited object-
ives. F:e hoped that Canada would approachthe problem
"with tte same sense of urgency as you approached the
Atlantic Pact". As Mr. Spender had hinted that his plans
were based upon probable U.S. reactions, the government
promptly made soundings. through the Washington Embassy.
It reported that the establishment-of any machinery
mi,;ht well be postponed until overtures had been madé to
the interested governments and a further objective study
of possible projects had been undertaLen.

52. At the Sydney Conference, which South
Africa did not attend, and which was marked "by confusion
and acrimony" because of the tactics of.the Australian
Minister of External Affairs, the kind of policy favoured
by Canada and the United Kingdom was given approval. The'
central Canadian contention that the chief objective
should be to define the needs of South East Asia and the
programs of economic development designed to meet them
was supported by almost every government including New
Zealand. It was recognized, hor,ever, that such a program
should ' be drayan up within a few months.
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53. During the conference the Canadian dele-
gation 3sked Ottawa for instructions on the policy to
be foll,)raed concerning a contribution to the £S million
fund fo." technical assistance which was reco.mmended by
Austral.i:: and found general approval. On May 18 Cabinet
agreed that Canada should make a grant, if the United
Kingdor did so, and upon the understanding that before
fixing the amount it should have information upon
". .. th,; way the program would fit in with United
Nations technical assistance, the specific purposes to
which taie money vrould be devoted and how decisions were
to be taken as to expenditures." Canadian doubts were
somev:ha ; lessened by the conference accepting an Indian
proposal that technical assistance should be provided
through bilateral arrangements between governments, and
co-ordi,iation achieved through a bureau in Colombo: Sub-
sequent:`_y, on June 12, Canada agreed to contribute
$400,000 for the year commencing Ju].v 1? 1950, with the
continu:ng stipulation about no duplication with the United
Nations programme and the expressed hopa"that everything
possib :,: be done to merge the two schemes". If this
grant was repeated for each of ' the years, it would mean a
total Canadian contribution of 5% to the three-year
programme. Meanwhile, the Sydney Conference ended with an
agreeme ►it that India, Pakistan, Ceylon and the British
colonie:) in the area should prepare by September realistic
and comprehensive statements of their economic situation
and env._saged developments accompanied by an estimate of
the amoant of external. aid they would involve. - The
national programmes should be fitted into a six-year plan
commenc'l:g July 1, 1951. These plans should be examined
at a merting in London to which other governments in the
area shc uld be invited, with a vien to their full associa-
tion with the plan. It was also agreed that any requests
for asû^st4nce in securing priority for their economic
require.,ients mi;;ht be examined at that time, a policy
crhich; -,ulexpectedly, Mr. Mayhev had helped to sponsor. On
that cau(:sti.on official opinidn in Canada was decidedly
dubious. _

54. During the summer, Australia extended
invitations for the London meeting to such countries as
Burma, Indonesia and Thailand. It was noticeable that
India) Pakistan and Ceylon carefully dissociated them-
selves from the invitations to the component states of
French Indo-China about who'se independence from France
they had obvious doubts, as had been already shown by
their refusal to recognize the Bao Dai regime in Viet
Nam. It soon became apparent that most of the govern-
ments invited were dubious of the value of the plan to
them, were cool to the request for detailed information,
and were more interested in the prospects of securing
American economic assistance. The United States had made
available for South East Asia $60,000,000 for the ensuing
two years. As a result only Thailand, Viet Nam, Laos
and Cambodia were to be fully represented at thé London
Conference. Burma and Indonesia sent observers. In the
iiiterval before London the first meeting of a new
Standing Committee on Technical E.ssistance met in Colombo
in July and August with Mr. John:^on from Karachi and



Mr. Jay from the High Commissioner's office in India as
the Can-adian delegates. At this meeting India, Pakistan
and CeyLon presented lengthy and comprehensive lists of
technical assistance needed. In some cases it was
possible to communicate at once with Commonwealth govern-
ments wao were knocin to be in a position to match specific
needs with availabilities, Some progress was made in
draf tinz suitable application forms for assistance and in
drafting plans for ho1i the bureau should function. In
general Canada, New Zealand and the United Kingdom worked
in unison in holding in check as far as possible what Mr.
Jay des.ribed as Australia's desire "for a very flexible
and grandiose organization".

55. As the government responsible for the
September conference the United Kingdom prepared a careful
time-ta':)le for meetings, commencing with a study of the
programimsubmitted and working up ito a meeting at a Minis-
terial :evel of the Commonvealth Consultative Committee.
On Augu;t 28 Canada approved of this programme._ It
naturally shared the United Kingdom anxiety that the United
States should be "fully seized" of the importance of the
project, and should be informed as soon-as possible in
order t'iat American assistance should be secured. It also
concurrf:d in the United Kingdom suggestion that the United
States t:ominate a liaison officer in London with the Common-
wealth consultative Committee. On the other hand the
Department did not believe that Canada should be too pro-

timing of an approach to the United States is primarily a
matter for the governments of those countries more directly
concerr.pd than Canada with the outcome of such an approach"•
A teleg:-am to the Washington Embassy on August. 31 underlined
this by saying "we are most anxious that Canada should not

.mi.nently involved in overtures to the United-States. It
told iSr.. Shannon, the United Kingdom Deputy High Commis-
sioner ,.n Ottawa on August• 9 that "the formulation and

appea-, :.n Washington as a leader in matters relating to
the Co=:onnealth Consultative Committee. This might be
.misundeistood by the United Kingdom and Australia as well
as by the United States officials." It also repeated to-
Lir. Shannon a cautionary remark made by Mr. Pearson in the
House of Comnons on June 5, "although there is no limit
to our good will in this matter and in other similar
matters, naturally there is a limit to our resources. In
expending those resources we have to take into considera-
tion other commitments. However, that is the,only reser-
vation to our co-operation with other Commonwealth
governments in this matter".

56. Canadian concern about the future-of the
programe ras further heightened by the outbreak of fightinb
in Korea. It was agreed that resistance to aggression
there accentuated the need for improved economic and
social conditions in Asia. Yet some countries might
prefer to receive help through the United Nations rather
than from the Commonwealth., There was some anxiety that
the burdens assumed by the United States in Korea might
have an adverse effect upon its villingness to assist
in the j,ossible programme for Sot:}h and South-East Asia,



and that it night regard being linked with the Cocimon-
vealth as an actual embarrassment. On these points
inforw,tion forviarded by the Embassy in Washington on
Septer.:i er 8ras definitely reassuring. Although detailed
plannir:g of aid for India, Pakistan and Ceylon had not
taken place the Department of State had decided that
"substantial appropriations will be sought for aid parti-
cularl,^for Indiat in the next fiscal year". In that same
area Ccm.1orrvealth aid rlould be welcome and necessary. . In
view of. Canadian caution it was rather ironical that the
State Pepartment indicated its anxiety "to receive in-
formal Canadian opinion as to the best manner in vhich
the Un'.ted States contribution to the South Asian (parti-

of 'latent colonialism from the West. In rather self-right-
eous fashion they were reminded of Canada's "preferred
position" in Asian eyes, "free from the shadow of the past
and patently motivated bÿ a disinterested desire to see
the countries of Asia work out their own destinies in
peace rnd freedom". The delegation was to make it clear
that `the Canadian Government fully recognizes the urgent
need fer economic development in Asia and the essential
part of external. financial assistance in meeting that need".
But balancing this appreciation were emphatic reminders
of the importance of United States support and participa-
tion linked with emphasis upon.-the limited resources avail-
able within the Commonwealth for aid. The delegation
should do no more than promise "sympathetic and earnest
consideration to the question of participation", even if
the United States should indicate its 'willingness to share
in a general development plan.

58. Naturally the delegation follorled this
admonition to the letter. It varned, Ottava on September
28, 19501 that the United Kingdom xrould like to see
appear in the report of the proceedings at least some
indication in general terms of what contributions might
be forthcoming without a direct reference to vhat
individual governments might be prepared to do. If all
other governments were agreeable to that course, Canada
would either have to fall in line or specifically

for this request was the fact that "any suggestions coming
from the United Kingdom or other members of the sterling
area mj:ght be suspect oving to their direct self-interest
in the sterling balance problem"., It-vas suggested that
it might be desirable for a Canadian official closely
concerred with the problem to come to Washington "in the
fairly near future". This news of American interest was
very velcone in'Ottar^a, but the Department displayed
caution about consultation on the ground that "Apart from
obvious remarks about "untied loans" ve. do not feel we
have very much to offer".

57. At the London talks Mr. ?layhecr and his
advisez s were under instructions to show a sympathetic
understanding of the spirit of independence in nationalis-
tic Asia and to atteapt,' if occasion offered "to re^.-love
any obstacles to agreement which may arise from suspicion

cularly India) problem might be made". One reason advanced



reserve its``position. As it turned out? the Australian
and New Zealand delegations were also not in a position
to nake positive commitments. In the final sentence
of the communique issued'after the conference it stated
that "the extent to T:hich, and the means by r ►h-i ch. Common-
wealth _^ountries outside the area can c-ontribute towards
the solution of the problem will not, become the subject
of cons:^deration by their governments".

59. The Canadian delegation returned from
London ^ell satisfied with the proceedings. In their
view the chief accomplishment had been thé preparation
of a . draf t report on a six-year plan of economic develop-
aeat vh:.ch contained programms for the various Co::i,niion-
ivealth countries in South and South-East Aisa that they
believec: to be "sensible, noderate and realistic in their
general conception". In most instances they represented

- a"severe curtailment of the governLentts previous hopes".
The report estimated that the total amount of external
assistar.ce required over the six-year period t7ould be
£1,056 i.illion. For obvious reasons no attempt was made
to spec:fy ho-,: much aid might be required from the United
States but the report did state that "it is because this
is a.world problem of the first magnitude and not a pure
national or regional one that the._Comnonvealth government
have frtmed this report for the world's consideration".
It was also hoped that the solid and sober programmes
outlinec_ for each country and the attempt to present them
in a cor-prehensive and clear-cut plan might appeal to
American opinion. The delegation qualified this_praise
of.the :eport by conceding that some of the statistical
material was "shaky", and that it had glossed over too
generouGly the manner in which the economic resources of
India ard Pakistan were being drained by the Kashmir
dispute. Both the Australians and Canadians had intervened
to reduce the coat of whitewash that had first been applied
to-its Existence but had had to mov ewarily in order not
to dis tt.rb the harmony that prevailed be tueen India and
Pakist.ar at the conference. The delegation also reported
that thc three meetings held with the non-Commonwealth
countries proved helpful, and did much to remove suspicions
"which had evidently been rife in:Rangoon, Bangkok, Djakarta
and Saigon". It described the care that had been taken to
keep in touch with the United States through its liaison
officer and his colleagues in the American Embassy, who
actually suggested some minor changes in the presentation
of the report, and through the State Department*i7hich was
shown in advance a draft report_ synopsis and also made
some suggestion on hotl the report might be cast. Finally
-the delegation listed three questions on which the partici-
pating governments-vould be expected to take some action.
They would need to consider whether or not they could
approve the draft report on economic development in South
and Sôtzth-East Asia and the draft constitution for the
Bureau on Technical Co-oper"stion to be established at
Colombo, and tihat financial assistance they might be
able to provide towards the carrying out of the national
programmes. It had already been agreed that this assist-
ance could be extended on a bil«teral basis but there
should be as well some organization on which those extend-
ing aid and those receiving it might sit.as equal-partners.
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60. On the financial problen officials in
Finance and External*Affairs ►aere quickly able to make
a shrev-1 guess as to what vould be a reasônable Canadian
contrib ition. On a yearly basis the Colombo Plan would
require $466 million. The United Kingdom Capinet had
already approved an annual grant of $154 million . The
United States had hinted that it was thinking in terms
of maki-ag $350 to $300 millior, available for economic
aid to he whole area. Of that sum it was possible that
some $200 millior. might be secured for the countries
which had co-operated in the Colombo Plan. That left
$112 million to be covered from all other sources,
includi ig the World Bank. Of. that amount a yearly grant
by Canada of $25 million would compare favourably with

were to elapse before approval of this figure was secured
with difficulty from Cabinet.

61. The preliminary discussions in the Inter-
departratntal Committee on External Trade Policy revealed
doubts about giving blanket approval to the Report*in the
manner suggested in the foreword. It had -.-said: "'he
Report has been approved by these Governnents". It was
suggested that a less sweeping sentence such as "These
GovernaEnts have now expressed general agreement with the
conclus'.ons of the Report and have approved its publica-
tion" vuuld be more satisfactory. The main reason for
this ler s sweeping endorsement was the "strong disapproval",

the Unil:ed States total.* (The United Kingdom suggestion
had bee:i $50 million a year from Canada). But months

the constitution of the Council for Technical Co-operation
in Colombo and of representation on it by the Canadian
Trade Commissioner in Ceylon. The Committee recom.ended

particulGrly expressed by the Finance Department, "over
the way in which the high defence expenditures of Pakistan
and India are made to appear (1) as a small portion of
their national income when in fact they are a serious
econoIIic drain" and (2) as having some direct relation to
international conditions rather than as being the result
of the c;omestic quarrel over Kashmir". As a result the
Memorzr_uum sent to Cabinet recommended approval of the
Report ^:ith a specific -statement that it did not carry
with it approval of individual programmes or approval of

deferment of a decision on financial.aid until more was
known of the views of the United States. The Cabinet.
already committed to heavy increases-in defence expendi-

ship of the Colombo Plan to the United Nations Programme".
At its next meeting, unfortunately, Mr. Pearson, Lir. I.Iayhei7
and Mr. Claxton, the Ministers best informed and most in
sympathy with the project, were unavoidably absent.- The
only decision taken was to concur in publication of the
Report and to express a preference for an alternative
sentence in the foreword to read "The governments concerned
have now authorized publication of the Report". This
proposal vas accepted by the other Commonwealth governments.

tures, was still more cautious.'.At its°meeting of
October 25 it deferred approval. Mr. Pearson was asked
"to ascertain the views of the United Nations officials
connected with technical assistance as to the relation-

The question came up in Cabinet for the third time on
November 8 and the Department ti7as-seriously concerned by



the out.look. One senior official wrote in a blunt memo-
randum E'Rha ; is really at issue is 'vhether the Canadian
'Governmunc wishes to continue to play a respected role
of leadership in international affairs^ paying its vat as
it goes along, or whether it is willing to become a satel-
lite of the United States, pushed from time to time into
grudgin,; gifts". Mr. Pearson, who returned from New York
for the Cabinet meeting, had been fully briefed on the
nature of the doubts expressed at the last discussion,
and had encouraging reports from Washington of the
American views upon the value of the Report. On November

officia--s and the President of the Tlorld Bank. LSr. Gait-
skell re:garded the views expressed to him as "reasonably
encoûra,;ing". In case he might not be able to attend,
Mr. .Mayhew had prepared in advance â letter which he gave
to the Trime Minister explaining why he would "counsel
against any decision in respect to the programme of aid
to South and South-East Asia nhich is based on fear or
concern regarding the defence measures of India and
Pakistan". He urged that "vie should viev the problems and
dangers in Asia with the same foresight and generosity as

8 the Li•.nister of Finance had also received from the
Chancellor of the Exchequer a summary of his recent
convers,-:tions in Washington on the Plan with American

we do those of Europe" and argued- that making sure of
friends in that region would lessen the risk everyvhere
and thel-eby strengthen the North Atlantic Pact. Yet no
decision was taken. Seven more weeks were to elapse -
before the question was again raised in Cabinet.

62. In the interval the Report had been
.published and received a cordial reception from the
Canadian press. On December 12) 1950, the United States
Governmc..nt formally made known its views to Canada in a
note uh•_ch said in effect that it would support the aims

be invited to attend. The United Kingdom had also made
public its willingness to contribute at least £300 million

took the initiative in suggesting that the United States
be.invited to a meeting of the Consultative Coma.̂ ^ittee,
possibly in Colombo towards the end of January at the
official level. In accordance the Philippines might also

Commonwo-alth governments. The United Kingdom promptly
Consr,ii,,.tive Committee. ' Similar notes were sent to other -
of the Plan and was prepared to be associated with the

over the six-year period of the Plan, mainly in the form
of the release of sterling balances, while Australia
promised not less than £25 million with £7 million for
the first year. These facts were marshalled by Mr.
Pearson in a letter sent to the Prime Minister before
Cabinet met at the end of December. He suggested that
a decision be made only on participation in the proposed
January meeting. The question of a possible financial
contribution from Canada to the amount of $25 million
annually for six years, the commitment for the first year
only to be firm, might be left over until the middle of
January. Mr. Pearson's letter contained as its central
argument this statement:

"It does seem to me that here is one
situation where the coLr, w?ies of the Comnion-



vealth can play an important part in
bridging the gap between the poverty and-
therefore the neutrality- and indifference
of Asia, and the wealth and therefore, at
times, the interventionist and 4p patient
-tactics of the United States" The Cabinet
decided to support the ir_vit tiôn to the
United States for the proposed meeting and
authorized Canadian representation at the
meeting. It deferred a decision on the
amount of Canada's contribution.

63.. Having in mind the constant interest of
the Government in the size and nature of possible American
aid towr.rds implementation of the Colombo Plan, arrange-
ments were made in January 1951 for officials from Finance
and External Affzirs to visit Washington and acquaint
themselves with the situation. Their report vas somewhat
discourtbing.. It was true that United States vould
extend i.id, but officials stiere in no position to make a
definit.c statement before the forthcoming-meeting. No
estinates of possible appropriâtions could be secured, but
it seemed likely that whatever amount ras eventually
approved by Congress it'crould be a good deal less than the
$200 million originally anticipated. Washington stressed
that the factor of commodity scarcities produced by the
Korean i°.ar was a greater limitation than finance, but it
was cle<:.r that in addition the mood of Congress would have
to be.taken into account. Nevertheless the Minister
decided,to persevere with the efforts to get Cabinet
approvaL for a grant and secured agreement on inclusion in
the Speech from the Throne of a statement that approval

particu:ar attention to refuting objections that the United
Kingdom contribution involved little real.sacrifice because
of.its rature, and that the Plan could not produce adequate

would be sought for an appropriate Canadian participation
in the Colombo Plan. Mr. Pearson also vrote a personal
letter to the Minister of Finance who had been one of the
sharpest critics of the"Colonbo Programme. He devoted

results to offset the pressure of population on living
standards. In a statement in the House of Commons on Feb-
ruary 2 the Minister praised the "imaginative and well-
founded Report" and paid tribute to the modesty.and"good
sense shown by countries like India and Pakistan in
draving up their programmes. He then stated:

"I believe that a Canadian,contribution to
those programmes even if it were to be smaller
than vie might be able to make if ve were not
bearing other and heavy burdens, would have a
great effect, not only,in doing something to
improve the standard of living in that part
of the riorld, but also in convincing the
people there of our sympathy and interest".

His statement was approved by the leaders of the chief
opposition parties:

64. At the Cabinet meeting of February 7 the
DepartmFr.,t's efforts at last prored successful. In the
me.mora,.ut_im sent to Cabinet a neii emphasis, reflecting



discussions at London and Lake Success on the Korean
war, was put upon the aid India .Jould rect-ive. The

was premature because of the lack of positive information

Cabinet was reminded that "... we have regarded it as a
matter o:' very special importance to ensure that our
relation:; (with India) were as friendly and constructive
as,ve could make them". Besides approving the composi-
tion of the Canadian delegation to the Colombo meeting,
scheduled to begin on February 12, the Cabinet authorized
its leader, 2r. Johnson, to state that the Governaent was
willing to provide $25 million for the fiscal year 1951-
52 with the proviso that "this amount would be made avail-
able only if other contributing countries were providing
enough to give reasonable hope that the broad objectives
of ,he. P_an vlould be achieved". Out of this fund grants
were to be made through specific bilateral agreements
between each of the recipient governments and the Canadian
Government. Côupled with this stipulation vas a new
recommeniation^ T-ihich had originated with officials in the
Finance Department, that discussiops might be held with
the Indian Government on the desirability of providing
from $10 to $15 million for the purchase of -wheat. This
grant woald be charged against the $25 million. India
would be asked to undertake to use an equivalent amount in
local currency "for the financing of development projects
called for by the Colombo Plan".

65. At the initial sessions of the Consultative
Committec; in Colombo (the 'word Com_ion::ealth was now disap-
pearing fra,na the title) Mr. Johnson was not authorized to
make known at once the Cabinet decisions: He reported a
certain amount of pessimism and feeling that the meeting

on possible financial aid from Canada and the United States.
On Fébru;-tiry 16 he was given permission to announce the

- grant,.and to add that Canada fully appreciated the consti-
tutional.and administrative difficulties i7hich made it
impossib:_e for the American representative to make a full
and binding statement. Mr. Johnson was asked to make the
pôinte^: observation that the Canadian Government."has from
the beg*tuling felt that 'its own contribution of dollars
could no: be considered entirely apart from the very much
larger'supplies of dollars that might come from the United
States": When he did make his statement on February 19,
at the request of the'United States representative, who
said he would be embarrassed by the phrâse "very much
larger supplies of dollars"^'Mr. Johnson deleted that
expression and substituted 'the .single word "àid". Two
days later Mr. Pearson made a parallel statement in the
House of Commons announcing the grant and again reaction
was favourable both in the House and.in the press. Indeed
several nerspapers criticised the contribution as being
insufficient. The leader of the C.C.F. Party made enqui-
ries about the relation of the Canadian grant to American
aid and was told that Canada regarded American aid as
essential to the success of the Plan, but that the
Canadian contribution was "in a sense not conditional
upon anything" although if the Plan could not be carried
out in its entirety the whole position would have to be
re-examined. Although, informal opinion in the Unitèd
States Embassy had been to the effect that the Canadian
stater:er.t with its qualifying claises would certainly



not be helpful in getting favourable support from
Congress, officials in Washington appeared, when the
questioi. vas raised, to appreciate the Canadian position.

66. The second Colombo Conferer_ce, at which
the International Bank was also represented, proved.some-
what inconclusive since the United-States was in no
position to make a positive financial conmitmznt and its
represey,tative could do little more than indicate full
approval of the idea of the Plan and the intention of
the United Statesto co-ordinate to the fullest extent
possiblE whatever programmes it had undertaken or might
:undértaYe in the area. In private the United States
represei:tative was equally cautious about the degree of
possiblE financial assistance. It appears that in United
Kingdom circles there had been some, misunderstanding as
to the -vishes of the United States _for accelerated action
in aidir.g South and South-East Asia. Much of the time at
-Colombo was taken up with discussions of the. kind of
:con.tinujng machinery required for the Plan. Both Canad
and'the United States were against emphasis upon what
might be called elaborate centralization and were inclined
to stress "co-ordination at the national level" with local
committees in the countries receiving_aid. As this idea
vas in turn-frowned upon by India, anxious to avoid any
appearar.•ce.of Viestern supervision, no definite agreement
vas reached at Colombo. Decision was left over for another

ticable, which several delegates told Mr. Johnson they would
Consultstive Committee meeting to be held as soon as prac-

1.ike to see held in Ottava. On that question Canadian
-opinion ^^ras critical, believing that more was to be gained
.by:holding meetings in the receiving countries and that a
meeting in Ottava might be looked upon as too open a bid
_for United States assistance.

67. :.During-the Colombo meetings the Departnent,
-as>authorized by Cabinet, initiated talks on February 21
vith. tY:e High Commissioners of India -and Pakistan on the
-question of -possible aid from Canada. They were asked to
provide some indication of their countries' requirements

the P1an.Canadian aid should be extended only to India

two countries. Before these talks began the Australian

and their supply position whi?e India was especially
invited to study the wheat proposal. Since Ceylon's
economy had notably benefited from the demand for raw
materials it had been agreed that in the first year of

and Pakistan, the former to receive approximately $15
miLlion and the latter the remainder. India proved
rather sloT7 in replying and it was not until L-Tarch 13
that the Department learned that the type of lorr grade
wheat, nhich was all that Canada had to offer, vrould not
be suitable. India would prefer to wait until the new
crop season. It also appeared that New Delhi was inter-
ested in securing from Canada industrial raw materials

. such as copper ? zinc 2 itoôd pulp, lumber, aluminum and
nensprir_t. Pakistan was more prompt in indicatii.g its
interest and appreciation of the invitation, but it was
not until June and July 1951 that discussions of a
-detailed character were possible with experts from the

Government su;;gested on April 24 that the United States,
the United Kingdom, Canada and Australia might discuss



through their representatives in Washington the nature
and extent of assistance they were proposing to extend
to the Asian countries. This suggestion rias declined
by Canada as liable to arouse suspicion and ill-feeling
among the receiving countries rrho -rrould be bound to
hear of such meetings. Informal talks of a bilûteral
character could be held in various capitals but Canada
vas anxious to avoid any appearance of aWestern front.
The United Kingdom was of the same opinion.

68. When the Bureau on Technical Co-operation
first began operations in Colomb Canada did not supply
any technicians. (1) By May, 19^1, 50 requests had been
received from India, Pakistan and Ceylon, and these vaere-
being examined by the Technical Assistance Service in the
Department of Trade and Commerce. It vas more feasible
to assist in training personnel in Canada and 28 trainees
were invited from India, Pakistan and Ceylon to learn by
,working with government department,s at business in such
fields as agriculture, road-building and hydro-electric
pover. The Government also invited technical missions to
corne from the Asian countries for periods of six to eight
weeks to study and observe Canadian methods in-the same
fields. Finally, 60 scholarships and fellovships were
offered for study in. Canada.

69. In any event Canada was fairly well
launched, for the first time in its history, upon partici-
pation in a programme of economic development for Asian
countries. In uorking out the manner in uhich assistance
could best be extended the Departments concerned.had
before them the experience of Mutual Aid and Export
Credits and the opportunity of studying the techniques
applied under the Marshall Plan. The general approval
which greeted this departure in policy in Parliament and
in the-Press was in contrast to the cool reception with
which the Colombo Plan had initially received in Cabinet.
It remained to be seen which was the better judge of its
value and significance.

70. Although the Government had been critical
in 1948 of United Kingdom proposals for establishing
Commonwealth meetings on a systematic basis, the pressure
of events was to make such gatherings far: nore frequent
than anyone could have anticipated. In October, 1950,
Prime Minister Attlee varote to urge an o"ther exchange of
vietivs at the highest level among Commonwealth governments
on the more pressing currer.t problems. He hoped that
in a distracted morld another gathering of Prime Ministers
might exert a steadying influence. The very fact that
they were seen taking counsel together might have " a
great moral value". In view of the international situa- '
tion the' emphasis of the meetings ti7ould be acn foreign
affairs and defence. The invitation had suggested
early December for such a meet±ïig. When it r.4s pointed

(1) -:;,he first technician, a fisliéries expert, left
Canada for Ceylon in August, 1951:



out that the Canadian Prime :iinister would be engaged in
a Dominion-Provincial conference on December 4 a second
message was sent throubh the Canadian High Coûr:issioner
offering to consider a date in January. It hinted that
the presence of a substitute, even one with the authority
of. Mr. Pearson, might create, as-11r. Wilgress reported
"the danger of a misunderstanding growing up if we vould
again be the only country not represented by a Prime
Minister." There was still reluctance" in Ottava to
attend a meeting at a difficult t:Lme for both Ministers
and officials, and a feeling in some.quarters that the

was illogical, when those same topics were publicly dis-

invitation was partially inspired by' hopes of strengthen-
ing the Labour Government's politiçal:.-prestige. But it
was realized that the contacts with the Asian -Cor.l.rion::ealth
States were important, and the meeting ciould bring to
London the Prime Ministers of the new governments of
Australia and P:ecr Zealand. iiavin^; first ascertained that
Prime "ir.ister Nehru voul d also be prepared to attend in
January, I^r. St. Laurent acceptedi-Lwhe invitation for the
period be traeen January 4 and 13.

71. The very broad heudinjs on the proposed
agenda,*covering almost everything in the world, did not
commend it to those who examined it in OttG:,ra. They felt
its careful exclusion of CoLti^aonreatth points of friction
such as Kashmir, South-West Africa, and the treatment of
Indians in South Africa, though in keeping with precedent

cussed by Commonwealth states at United Nations meetings.
Some were prepared to break with past tradition in the case
of the Kashmir dispute if there was any chance of discus-
sions reducing the danger of hostilities being renevled.
ELr.,Pearson, for example, was inclined to think that the
agenda might include some topics of more imiediate Com..̂ ^on-
'wealth.concern and was rather encouraged by his soundings
of Indian opinion in New York. A further suggestion was
that the dangerous misunderstandings of their respective
policies and purposes that existed in the Asian States and
the Western members of the Commonwealth rLight be lessenEa
by frank exposition of policy on such questions as the
proposals for closer union of the North Atlantic community '
or of Western Europe and the United Action for Peace
Resolution debated at the sessions of the United Nations
Assembly. It was decided, honever, not to advance such
comments on the agenda in a letter to the United Kingdom
Prime Minister but to keep them in mind for the discussions
in London. On the.eve of the meetings another proposal,
for which Canada's support was requested, came from the.

United Kingdom that some sort of a Commonwealth Cory:.ittee
on Supply might be established. It was hoped that such a
commaittee might give countries like Australia, ^:hich -was
not associated with NATO or OEEC, a chance to participate
in basic discussions. This suggestion ran counter to
tradidional Canadian dislike of centralized Conuionvealth
agencies and was not favoured by the Prime Minister. The
United Kingdom High Co,--mis sioner in Cânada was informed
that Canada could not support the proposal. Almost at
that time Mr. i7ilgress was writing from London to express
his vievi that, instead of developing new permanent arran-
gements for consultation, "our efforts might better be
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devoted to devising means for relating inevitably
loose Commont:ealth organization with the activities of
the l1ors.h Atlantic community". He believed that "al-
though the Commonvrealth could provide an invaluable
bridge lsettveen the vital"areas of the non-Coclmunist
world, :_t should be one of the Bailey type and not
"a rigi,.l, permanent once-for-all _ structure".

72. Some of the Canadian forebodings about
the possible results of omitting controversial Common-
wealth questions from the agenda were vindicated by the
absence of the Prime Minister of Pakistan from the
proceedings in their initial stages. In securing his
subsequr^nt attendance the Canadian High Commissioner to
Pakistan played a most useful role by explaining Mr.
Liaquût All Khan's reasons for not going and maintaining
friendl:- contacts with him. After all of the Prime
I,111inisters and the South African representative had indi-
cated their rrillingness to discus's informally the Kashmir
questior. he left for London. Through 1.1r. Johnson Mr.
St. Lau-ent had co-operated in making this possible by
taking rains to indicate in a separate telegram Canadian
rrillingriess to facilitate informal: discussions in London.
His action was much appreciated in Karachi and also drev
favourable comment from the Prime Minister of Ceylon.
At the rame time this gesture was balanced by Mr. St.
Laurent pointing out at the opening session of the Confe-
rence rrt:en the question was first raised that the Prime
Ministeis should avoid giving the impression that a "super-
state" examination of the Kashmir problem would take place.
The talk:s that did take place outside the regular meetings
were frank, friendly, although they failed to secure
a settlEment.

73. It via s' to be expected that Korea and the
strenuoLs and fruitless efforts to secure a cease-fire
would bclk large in the London discussions, particularly
when L:r, . Pearson and Sir Benegal Rau, who served on the
Commi.ttE e of Three, were so directly involved in these.

was agreed that each of the Commonwealth governments

efforts. In fact they occupied almost half the time.-
The Cor,l.^ onvealth Prime Ministers were unanimous in trying
to avoid precipitate action in the General Assembly, in
wishing to find a peaceful solution of the difficulties,
and in hoping to reduce the danger of too precipitate
action by the^United States. Mr. St. Laurent succeeded
in blocking the adoption of an initial suggestion for a
joint approach to the United States. He asked that any
decision be postponed until there had been time for
further consideration in London. He thought it important
to avoid any action 17hich r;ould indicate too sharply a
division of opinion between the Commonwealth and the
United States, and inexpedient to request that the
United Nations hold up action pending Commonvealth consi-
deration of policy. His vie:-is were accepted, and it

should make its vieas knorn individually through its
representatives in Washington and Nev York. On a subse-
quent occasian a single telegran embodying the vieti7s
of all the Prime Painisters was sent by the United
Kingdom Foreign Office to the United Kingdom Ambassador



in Washington and the United Kingdom representative
at Lake Success. Copies of it were to be passed to
other Ccra::.onwealth representatives who were to consult
toôethei in Nev York on tactics at the United Nations.
But aftF:r its proposals required further revision the
Prime Ll:.nisters returned to the principle of individually
sending_instructions to their representatives after
approvit..g and revising the text of the proposed United
Kingdom telegram. The discussions on international
affairs were welcomed by the Canadian delegation as
clarify^.ng national attitudes. They also brought home
to them the apparent lack of interest of most of the
Cor.imonac alth countries in Western Europe, except from
the stai:dpoint of its strategic importance. Both Mr.
Robertscn and Mr. Léger, who were at the conference,
felt thf.,t there was scanty and at times biased knotaledge
of European problems.

74. During the meetings two special sessions
were he_.d on the political and military problems invol-
ved in i he defence of the Middle East and Africa, and
on what was vaguely called military liaisonànd "higher
military direction". The Asian members chose not to
attend them, another illustration of the•inevitable
loosenet:s of Commonwealth arrangements. The United King-
dom attC-ched special importance to these discussions7
since the United States had previously made it clear
that thcy regarded the defence of the Middle East as
-primarily a Commonwealth responsibility.__ In com.mentinô
on this. point of. vieti°r Mr. St. Laurent argued that the
United ::tates would expect Canada's contribution to be
made in the North Atlantic area, the same area where
there was the chief American contribution. By living up
to her obligations for the defence of North America and
the North Atlantic and by making a considerable contri-
bution to both, Canada would release forces of other
countri<s for service in the Middle East and thereby
contr;.bL.te to overall global strategy. He also suggested
that the development of the country's industrial strength
so that production -would far surpass purely Canadian
needs would make possible,the despatch of supplies where-
ver they could best serve the common cause. In these
ways, t^hile being unabl e, to earmark forces for the
Middle East, Canada was making an appreciable contri-.
bution to the task of deterring aggression. The meeting
agreed on the advisability of convening a special meeting
of Commonwealth Defence Ministers to discuss the Middle
East,- to which Canada, because of her industrial i.mport-
ance, ^was asked to send an observer. No new campaign
emerged for more centralized defence planning, the United
Kingdom Prime Minister supporting the South African view
that it would be unvise to attempt too elaborate an
organization for consultation, and remarking that."arran-
gements must largely be left to vork themselves out'in
the light of experience". It was agreed, however, that
those liaison staffs serving in London should be kept
fully informed of their governments.' plans so that they
might be able to express in discussions "f irn military
opinions". It was suggested that such opinions should
includF, as far as possible, the political factors tf:hich
necPssaiily governed military pi.;_nning.



75. In the discussion of supply 'problems,
based upon a United Kingdom paper entitled "The need
for a new Commonwealth Liaison Organization", most of
the sp,:akers were doubtful of the usefulness of the
proposc:d agency. Like Canada, they were uneasy about
over-o:-ganization. Mr. St.' Laurent placed on record
the statement that Canada must avoid further commitments
v . ihich Llight hamper implementation of NATO policy. After
the quastion, had been further examined by a working
party of officials, it "vas agreed that. the existing
Com.nonuealth Liaison Committee should be expanded so
that it might be able to devote more attention to the
problem of supply and 'production. The Committee vould
have nr.- executive functions. It was also recorimended
that a meeting of Commonvaealth' LSinisters concerned with
supply questions be convened later.

76. . It waN notable that in both the 1950 and
1951 m<<etings no constitutional questions were raised.
The final Declaration by the Prime Ministers in 1951
for whnse composifiion Prime Minister Menzies was largely
responwible, stressed the earnest desire of all Common-
wealth countries for-peace and their nillingness to
discuss common difficulties with Loscori or Peking. It
again made clear that, although all regarded the Common-
wealth as "a special and precious association" rihich
they vz^lued profoundly, they did not look upon it as
"some r:ort of exclusive body". They were ready at al l
times,-by process of discussion, "...to promote the
utmost harmony among ourselves and to arrive at common
internc,tional policies with the United States, and with
all other friendly and co-operative nations". In line
with this view Prime Minister St; Laurent had previously
told t1_e Canada Club of London "to me the greatést
attraction of the'Commonvealth is that it is not exclu-
sive ir its ideals, that it is founded upon conceptions
that cc uld ^-rith advantage to the vorld, be extended
to all other. nations".

77. The arrangements for the Commonvealth
DéfencE-. Conference, which had been agreed to at the
Prime 1-iinisters rMeetings reflected once again the
tendency of United Kingdom Service Chiefs to stretch
their authority in an irritating fashion. They vent
beyond the agreed agenda for the Conference'in their
-preliminary meetings in London to include global stra-
tegy, Commonwealth liaison arrangements, interchange*.of
training facilities, and the -Anzac area. When vord of
this came to the Cabinet Defence Committee} through
the Canadian Service Liaison Officers in London, it
was decided that the questions should be taker, up with
the United Kingdom High Commissioner at the earliest
opportunity. Sir Alexander Clutterbuck eXpressed his
govern.:ent's regret . on March 8. that Canada should have
received "a quite unauthorized version of the proposed
agenda" and explained that the United Kingdom Govern-
ment did not propose such an extensive discussion.
Two months later an invitation was formally extended
for a Conference to be held in June in Nalta: The.
United Kingdom Government said that they fully appre-
ciated'that Canada would not be makingher major contri-



bution to global strategy in the Yiddle East, but
probieas relating to its defence had a bearing on.
problems in other areas and vice versa. It believed
that the advice-and assistance of the Canadian Govern-
ment in the discussions would be of the utmost value.
The Cabinet Defence Cor.unittee had already agreed that
Canada should be represented by observers as had been
stated by the Prime Minister in January, and the
invitation was accepted on that basis.

78. It then transpired that the suggested
press aanouncemer.t of the Conference drafted before
the Canadian position was known began by saying that it
h2.d beea agreed to hold a conference of Defence Ministers
from the United Kingdom,. Canada, Australia, etc. It
also stated that the Çonference wôuld disçuss defence
problems arising in regions of common concern "including
the Middle East and the Pac if ict". The Government asked
the United Kingdom to delete the mention of Canada in
the fir•st sentence and add a new one at the close saying
that "Canada will be represented at the Conference by
an obsei.rver". This was done. It also asked for a
deletion of the reference to both the Middle East and
the Pacific. The 'United Kingdom explained that the
reference to the Pacific•had been put in partly to blur
the emphasis on the Middle East because of the tense
feeling in Egypt. But Canada successfully insisted
that the Pacific be omitted as misleading -since the
agenda vas not properly concerned with it and also
because any reference to it would prove embarrassing
within ^.anada because of the nature of Canadian.repres-
entation. . It also suggested -that in-viev of the feeling
in Iran, Lôndon would be a more appropriate place for
the meeting. With this suggestion the United Kirigdom
agreed. When the Prime Minister announced the meeting
in the 3ouse of Commons 7 on March 31, 1951, he was at
pains t) refer to Canada's special and direct defence
respon. ibilities in the tiorth Atlantic' region which made
our laiarests less direct than those'of other Common-
wealth countries to the present. For that reason Canada
would be represented by an observer2 a position which
was fully appreciated.

79. In the field of immigration within the
Commonwealth, Canada eventually modif ied her policy of
exclusion of Asians under P.C. 2115 of September 16,

May of 1947, after the United, States. had accepted immi-
1930, initially as a gesture towards India. As early as

gration quotas for Asians, the Indian Minister in Wash-
ir.dton had sug^ested that the admission of a token
number of Indians to Canada would be welcomed. It was
not until May? 1948, that Sir Girja Bajpai raised the
question in New Delhi with the Canadian High Commission-
er. Mr. Kearney reported that he expressed appreciation
of récent steps taken by the Government of British
Columbia to improve the status of the Indian residents
there, and said that in better informed circles in his
country it was conceded that Australia and Canada were
justified, in their own interests, in reducing the
influx of Indian nationals to an insignificant number.
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were made to Cabinet on November 29 by- both External
Affairs and the Department of Citizenship and Immigra-
tion and were again discussed in December. On December
28, 19,ï0, an Order-in-Council broadened the immigration
regula ,ions by allowing the entry from Ind}a and from
other -aarts of Asia of the husband or the unmarried
child under 21 years of age (the previous limit had been
18 yea:.•s) of any Indian citizen legally admitted and

impôrtGht now than ever before". Reports on the question

Prime ;-iinister Nehru paid to Vancouver, the centre where
most I!zdians were domiciled. In September, 1950, under
instrut:tions from his government, the Indian High
Commissioner again raised the subject. 11r. Pearson
wrote •;.he Minister of Citizenship and Immigration to ask
if his Department could give pressing consideration to
the po;sibility of.adopting a quota system. He pointed
out thtZt Canada t;s-relâtions with India "were more

Sir Girja then added that if Canada could allow a
token number of Indians to migrate yearly to Canada,
"it i,:orild not only remove the remaining cause of
frictii)n between his country and mine but would
depris.: the anti-Commonv:ealth element in this country
of an ^affective 'weapon". Mr. Kearney recommended
that s.ich'a step should be taken. No action resulted
ât the time but the process of*liberalising somewhat
the re ;ulations to-facilitate the entry of relatives
of Indians already domiciled ih Canada continued and
was referred to•:appreciatively by Indian representa-
tives. The interest vhich India maintained in the
welfare of her former national s was dramatized in 1949
by the special visit during his tour of Canada which

the fornâl signature took place in Ottava. The exchange
of notes provided for admission during each calendar

residetit in Canada and in a position to receive and
cake for these dependents. This concession was to be a
prelim-nary step.,while External Affairs investigated
the,possibility of entering into a treaty or agreement
on imm:gration with India, and possibly Pakistan or
Ceylon. When Mr. St. Laurent-vas in London for the
Prime 'ünisters' meetings, he was able to tell Prime
Minijt^:r -tdehru that he hoped a satisfactory settlement
would ^-oon be forthcoming.- On January 18, a draft note
was ha;lded to the Indian High Commissioner for his .
approval.in order to facilitate agreement being reached
in time for signature on India's national day, January
26. The note proved satisfactory to all concerned and

yearr,coûmiencing January 1, 1951, of 150 citizens of
India for permanent residence and also of those who
qualified under provisions similar to those in the
Order-in-Council of December 28. The Cabinet also
approved of similar agreements being made with Pakistan
.and Ceylon, the quota figures being 100 persons and 50
persons respectively. Subsequently, it was agreed
that for this first year the quota should be filled
entirely by applications originating in Canada from
the Indian community.



80. In retrospect Canada's attitude since
1946 does not appear to have changed appreciably on
some Commontealth matters. Canadian objections to
centra?.ization, to a single voice. in foreign affairs,
.and to a unified policy for. Commonwealth defence were
just a.; clearly stated on occasion in the past f ive
years ^is they were in the previous fifty. What has
greatly lessened with the passing of time and the
appearance of new Ministers and officials is the sus-
picion that Downing Street still hopes to undermine
subtly the grouth of Canadian"independence. That such
is the case arises in part from Canada's increased
strength economically and increased self-confidence and
matured experience politically. Improved communications
and mo,.*e frequent ministerial visits in both capitals
have a:i.so helped. A further reason for this development
is the fact that the consultations with the United King-
dom ov-;r the past f ive 'years have been marked by a
candou:^ and a parallelism of approach on many questions
which is not shared by Canada with any other Co=on-
wealth country. With lessened distrust, and greater
harmorl-• of views, it is easier for Canada to examine
United Kingdom proposals, on Commonwealth relations of
various kinds in a more objective fashion. There still
remain some outworn survivals of the historic connection

condit:.ons, particularly in Asia.. Its political leaders
are aware of the new importance of Asia in norld affairs
and tho value of the Commonwealth in aiding co-+operation
betueen Asia and the West. Much of the initiative had
necess•irily to come from the,United Kingdom but the role
of C.n..tda in facilitating the desire of India, though a

with the United Kingdom such as the manner of amending
the B.N.A. Act, the titles of the King-and the Governor
Genera-°, and the contrasts in the prefixes of Canadian
Privy c:ouncillors and United Kingdom Privy Councillors,
which _^equire alteration. 'But these do not constitute
a problem of any substance.

81. Canada, like the United Kingdom, has
also been willing to adapt the Commonwealth to changed

Repuùi_^.c, to remain vithin the Coc^monvea? th, was a
helpfu:. one and as the record shons, was fully apprecia-
ted in Feu Delhi. Similarly Canadian crillingness to
depart, if need be) from past custom to facilitate
discussions of.Kashmir during the meetings 6f the
Prime Ministers in 1951 was welcomed by Pakistan. Her
Prime Minister even suggested, after these informal
talks failed in London, that it was Canada who could
do most to further action on the question in the Secu-
.rity Council by virtue of her intimate associations
with the United Kingdom and the United States.' Parti-
cipation in the Colombo Plan cautious though it has
been to date, has given the * Isian States some concrete
evidence that Canada regards the oft-praised Common-
wealth bridge betveen East and West as being capable
of carrying more than sentimental exchanges. But the.
bridge is not regarded as only for one-vay traffic
from the West. Across it must come from the East
ideas and information which may help to correct
distortion in Canadian views of an important part of .-
the world.

z



82. Evidence that the Commonrealth is not
.regardr:d by this country 4s a major element in its
securi-,.y system will be discussed in another chapter.
But mer.nvrhile it may be'noted that Canada's partners
in NATO 'have priority over Commonwealth countries not.
connec +:ed with NATO in securing military supplies and
equipmant. Prime Minister St. Laurent has given
notice that relations with NATO might preclude parti-
cipation in some exclusively Commonwealth agencies.
That such an attitude on Canada's part has not been
more cuolly received by other Commonwealth countries
is largely due to the fact that the United Kingdom is
also a member of NATO, and that the older Commonwealth
countr:.es, at least,realize the importance of Western
Europe in the containnent of Soviet imperialism. They are
also a; anxious to secure American co-operation, in
one way or another, in their. parts of the world as Canada
and the. United Kingdom are in the North Atlantic region.
However this emphasis upon NATO, and especia?ly upon
Canadi:.n-American co-operation, uhich is so often voiced
in Coek.onrealth meetings and has taken on an enlarged
importance in the economic sphere because of the ster-

gulf v.dens betaeen the United States and the USSR, even
more than the gulf between the free world and the Soviet

ling area's serious difficulties, has:not weakened
Canadian association with the Commonwealth. As thé

group of states, it is appreciated in Ottana, as a
recent departmental memorandum puts it, that it... the
Common:;ealth, as_ an organization, introduces a modifi-
cationsor shading between the United States on the one
hand aiid the rest of the non-Communist world on the
other". This attitude, of rihich the disçussions on
Korea t.nd the Cease-Fire Proposals at the Prime Tainis-
ters' meetings in London in .1951 : offer a signif icant
illustration, may become even more marked, if Vashing-
ton let•.dership does not adequatély live up to the
inesca:dable obligations which have been thrust upon it.

83.. * ' So long as the Commonwealth continues
to function as a voluntary association of democratic
states who have in common shared experience, indepen-
dence and something more, as Prime Minister Fraser
once remarked, so long as the ties of sentiment and'
.custom do not become frayed and the bonds of associa-
tion are not tightened? Canadian policy may be expected
to follow along the -path yihich.it has pursued since
the Second World War. It will continue to stress -
pragmatically, rath.er than rhetorically, the value of
the Commonwealth connection and to play its part in
helping other Commonwealth members to share the
same conviction.
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importance of the Commonwealth speakinp with a single

her military planners still t:lked and wrote in terms of
a central Commonwealth direcfi:.on of war effort and of the

facts the United Kingdom was oqually aware, but some of
the world if the Great Powers could not agree. Of these
the new international agency ns being capable of policing
security through the United N!itions, it did not regard

United States must remain a p77ime consideration in policy.
Although prepared to make its contribution to pooled

After the Second ,"l;Drlri War Canada
could not attempt to return to a "fireproof house" as
had been tried in the Twenties. The atomic bomb, the
long range bomber, the Jet aeroplane and the guided
missile had changed all that. The government was well
avaare that membership in the British Commonwealth of
Nations could no longer be rer;arded as a major assurance
of security, and that co-ordi.iation of defence with the

oasis as deemed advisable, wrhile retaining within the

meetings in May Mr. King resi.jted suggestions of that
kind and was not alone in his views. The upshot was
that it was left to each Commc,nwealth government to
settle its own defence policy and to take part in
regional planning either on a bilateral or multilateral

in the spring of 1946 for the Prime Ministers. At these
voice. Evidence of that was affoa7ded in papers prepared

Commonwealth the system of mi] itary liaison through
service missions that had developed during the war.
These missions seem to have been modelled upon the

on the work of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence

a mission. ?3r. King undertook to consult his colleagues
and .military advisers on the question. After c:ommonting

described tne ofi`icers as liaison officers rather than -
of enterinE; into commitments". Lord Addison agreed and

was clearly understood that the work of these missions
was primarily inf ormatory and that there was no question

of military missions in.London and Ottawa "provided it

with the United Kingdom Prime Minister, the Secretary of
State for Dominion Affairs and General Ismay of the
Ministry of Defence Mr. .King agreed to the continuance

2. At a private meeting in June. 1946

Combined Chiefs of Staff Organisation of wartime fame.

and current negotiations with the United States about

have to take Into account the necessity for close aollabora--
the United Kingdom and Canada on military matters would
"... ev©rything ivent to show that collaboration between
future co-operation; he•told the United Kingdom that

tion between the United States and Canada."

3. The question then came before the
Cabinet Defence Committee. That body had been esta-
blished in August, 1945, as the successor to the Cabinet
tiYar Committee and was to grow steadily in importance,



being placed under the chairmanship of the Prime
Minister in January, 1947. Regule.r members included
the I:iinister of, FlaLional Defence, the Hinister of
Finance and the' Secretary of Stz te for External 4.4airs
and other inisters attended frc m time to tine. I)
The officials present at its neE.tinLgs included the
Chiefs of Staff and the Director -General of Defence
Research (from May, 1946), the Lnder-Secretary of
State for External Affairs and he Secretary of the
Cabiriet. Such a committee affoi-ded a most useful means
for keeping in line the vievis of this Department and
National Defence before top policy decisions were taken.
At its first meeting in July, 1946, the Prime Minister, â
propos of discussions on the progress in planning joint
defence for the United States ar.d Canada, said that care
should be taken not to lose sight of eq4ally important
Commonwealth relationships in this sphere, and referred
to the proposals for exchange of information and consult-
ation thât had taken place in Lcndon. He remarked upon
the United Kingdoa's accepting the cardinal principle
that there must be the closest relationship with the'
United States on defence matters, and pointed out that
Canada'must constantly recognize her dual relationship
to the two countries. Mr. King was gloomy about the
international outlook and said that the possibility of
a major war within f ive years Was not to be disregarded.
It Was the feeling in External Affairs, as conveyed to
the United Kingdom High Commissioner, that military
liaison.should be as close as possible, "certainly much
closer than before the var", and that steps taken to
strengthen and improve liaison should be achieved
"With the minimum amount of advertisement", possibly
through the appointment of servi:!e advisers to the High'
Commissioner.

4. Before a final de--ision had been made in
Canada the United Kingdom became anxious to publish a
17hite.Paper on Central Organization for Defence Which
contained a section on Commonrie-alth-co-operation. It
mentioned the proposed Liaison cfficers and described

(1) In 1951 the follotsring persons norme<11y attended imeetings:
The Prime 11inister

The Minister of National Defence
The Secretary of State for External Affairs
The Minister of Trade and Commerce and Defence
Production

The Minister of Justice
The 111inister of Fational Health and Uelfare
The Secretary to the Cabinet
The Deputy t:inister of National Defence
The Deputy Iiinister .of Trade and Commerce and
Defence Production

The Deputy Minister of Finance
The Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, and the three Chiefs

of Staff
The Chairman of the Defence Research Board (knorn in
.1946 and 1947 as the Director-General of Defence
Research) -

The Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
Commodore Rayner, Secretary, Ch i 3f s of Staff as

Military Secretary
Mr. Eberts as the Secretary of the Cabinet Defence

ComMittee



those from the United Kingdom as jo9_ni.r.z ,^ith the
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problems. The same l,oul a! be :ï-D: . by off:.-cors
in London. The result -,i,,ould be a series of r esior_ul
stt.aies, directed by the governa.e: t most i.r..:::eâiatel_y-
concerned, ;.ith the help of "a team of joint advisers"..
Such studies ;:ould be made availa.blf in the various
capitals and, aàded the White P^:per "... in t,iis ..ay
that measure of co-ordination 1:Y.ich is necessary can
be secured". The White Paper also spoke of these
proposals as paving the way for machinery "which,
while giving full play to the indeaendence of the
member states of the Com,.^̂ :onvealth, will be effective
as a means of consultation and collaboration". The
United Kingdom telegram containîng this description
had asked for an ansver by the End of September but,
despite prompt action in circult•ting the United Kingdom
vie:rs to the Cabinet Ministers n Q st concerned and the
appropriate officials, it was nr;t possible to reply
until October 2.

5. The Canadian rep^y took vigorous
exception-to the paragraphs on regional planning and
liaison officers as being liable to misinterpretation.
The first gave the impression that it was intended to
organize regional defence on a t:om:aonvealth basis
without the participation of other.countries. This
was obviously incorrect in Canar;a's case. The des-
cription of the duties of the liaison officers contem-
plated, in the Canadian viesr, a function on a "distinctly

t

capitals in^ :ohich they were stp .ioned, but with no power

liaison off icers t-rere to act as a channel of information
and liaison having access to the Chiefs of Staff in the

higher level" than was original!_y sugoes 6ed. Particular
exception -ras taken to the idea. that they should sit in
with Dominion Chiefs of- Staff to assist in reoional
planning and to help to furnish to the government in
question joint advice. The Cann.dian view was that the

to enter into commitments.

6. In reply Prime ti^.nister Attlee said that
the Canadian suggestions had come too late for conside-
ration since publication of the rihite Paper had been
carefully ti..aed to coincide with Cabinet changes. He
doubted if the offending paragraphs -would give r7 se to
misinterpretatiôn, but agreed to take special care in
parliament and in press statements to make the position
quite clear. The Canadiar. Government had to accept
the situation, but expressed regret that there had not
been more time for consultation and concern that the
matter might cause some difficulties in l'lashington.
To ward off that possibility the Canad-ian Ambassador
in the United States was informed of the vievis which
-had been expressed to London. In private Lr. Robert-
son told the United Kingdor.i officials that "the -ohole
business vas an instructive illustration of the
dangers that.lay in the United'Kingdora's propensity to
keep issuing public statements about aspects of Common-
wealth rei ûtionships that really d:3.d not need further
explanation or embellishment". He then said that
specifical3.y it was "a serious political mistGllle to



attempt to. inflaté the functions Gnc: status of the
liaison officers CJhoi:l they rli::h:.=J to sac c^:ointeCl".

He also -ref erred to the possible harm th,-,t y might be
done to Canadian-Americ.:n relG tï.ons by prematul.c
publication of the United Kir.gdom proposals. On
October 15, 1946, the Cabinet Defence Comraittee
approved of the arrangements vo^ked out by the Çhiefs
of Staff for liaison officers to supersede the existing
Joint Staff Mission.- The PrimeMinister told the
Committee on November 13 : that hi did not tli sh the
officers to be regarded collectl:vely as -a mission.

7. Unfortunately opposition speeches in the.
House of Lords, leakages of information in the press,
public addresses such as one gi-vren -by an ex-Chief of
Staff, Lord Alanbrooke, and Aus::ralian pressure for
closer collaboration kept build::ng up in London shining
visions of more closely integra-.:,ed Commonwealth defence.
In that setting the United King,iqm Prime Minister,
apparently against the advice of the Doninions'Off ice,
sent a circular telegram to the Prime I.Zinisters on
Piovember 9, 1946, appearing to.ttint at the need for
help in sharing defence burdens and àsking their views
on the defence liaison arrangements that had been
advanced the previous spring. As ïRr. Pearson commented
in a cable to Mr. Robertson, the nature and timingof
the telegram had "a deplorable offect". Canadiara mis-
givings over this."continued ha:.-ping on the 1' -imperial"
aspects of defence'' as 11r. Robe:^tson described it, were
conveyed to the United Kinôdon 'iigh Commissioner, to
the Editor of THE TIMES who had visited Ottawa at.the
time, and to officials in the Dominions Office. The
latter were urged to do what they could to see that as
much tact and discretiqn was ersployed in handling
defence arranger-^ients with Canada--as had been effecti-
vely displayed in United States negotiations. In
telegrams on November 19 to PrJjie Minister Attlee and
Lord Addison, who had written a personal letter expres-
sing xegret over "the unfortLLra,:e events and rnisunder-
standings connected with defe: :,, problems that have
recently emerged", Mr. King 5tood firmly by his decla-
rations of May, .1,94f,i. He referred specifically to
mischievous public comments which had given him concern.
As he told Lnrd Addison, "both -within and without the
Commonwealth emphasis on what is called "Imperial
Defence" with all the machinery of -Imperial Conference,
combined staffs and centralized policy will only, I
believe, serve to create antagonisms in quarters
vhere every effort should be made to further the ut-
most that may be possible in the way of co-operation".
After a friendly reply from the United Kingdom Prime
Minister expressing full appreciation of the Canadian
attitude and the desire to display_the "utmost consi-
deration and understanding", Mr. King informed the
United Kingdom Government of the Canadian decision
about liaison officers on December 23. His telegram
contained their instructions. The officers from the
three Services and Defence Research were to 1Leep the
High Commissioner informed and "provide liaison on
matters of mutual interest, between their respective

v^ M^
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Services and the correspor_üing Servi-ce-2 in the United
Kingdom". They might consult to^;etheron matters of

Commonwealth governments:

joint i. tel est in orler to advise the ^'ï gI^ Co:ior_er
or the Chiefs of Staff Coramittee in ot ta.:a. T:I e
principles and procedure governing such -joint funct;.ons
Frould be determined in consultation with the High
Commissioner.

8. The lesson of the controversy :":as not
forgotten in Lôndon, When the tnited Kingdom ylinister
of. Defence coclr.iented in Parliamcnt upon another White
Paper issued in tzarch, 191W, he remarked that the
omission of any reference to the ' Dominions ivas delibe-
rate, and that the nature of the Co, mmonvealth made
impossible any system of delegation to any central
authority. Mr. Alexander then added

"... the more clearly and universally
this is understood the more likely it is that
co-operation will be effective. Talking of
sharing burdens and spr:ading loads is rather
beside the point since, speaking quite frankly,
discussion of Coma~ior_vieal th co-operation on such
a bGsis vould do more' harm than good ... j,hat
we must do is to see that the Dominions are
fully informed of the facts of the situation
so that they may considar for themselves in
the light of all the relevant circumstances
-wha t their or:n def enc e .)oli_cy is to be".

9. - These unexceptionable sentiments continued
to dominate United Kingdom think.Lns until the autumn of
1948. At that time, -in preparatton'for the Prime Minis-
ters' meeting of October, the Ch-•_efs of Staff drafted a
memorandum ti.hich, after tvice besng i7atered doran, was
accepted by-the United %ingdom Cabinet Defence Co.-Liittee
as an appendix-to a more general appreciation entitled
"The World Situation and Its Defc.r_ce As-pectst". As
noted in the previous chapter on the Com:^onyrealth3 the
Chief s of Staff were not satis} ic:d i-rith the existing
arrangements for Defence Liaiso.n, They recog,nized that
for plans involving the provision of forces or the
undertaking of.commitments co-operation could only be
on a regional basis, but they wanted more prior joint
planning in the general field of policy and strateo.
If agreement was reached on close co-operation they
proposed "initial joint studies" on the folloving
general subjects, for submission to the individual

(a) The basic objectives of defence
.policy and general strategy;

(b) A distribution of effort by devising
regions of strategic responsibility;

(c) General outline plans to meet most
immediate and long term dangers.

They suggested that the discussion of the general
issues listed above could probably be undertaken "by
a slight ad justr1er_t to the. preseit Service Liaison



Staffs". From confidential sources the government
learned that the United Kingdom Chief s;^ere sa-id to
have aNpreciz^ted Canada'st'polifiical sensitivit,r"
about entering into general Coviiontlealth defence
discussions. They also conclud3d that regional plan-
ning discussions affecting Canala tilould, in all
probability, have to include the United States.
But they still insisted that ovirall strategic policy
-must be adopted before regional plan.ning can begin.
Canadian disapproval of these arguments has already
been described and formed the basis for Mr. St.- Lau-
rent's statement at the Prime t:iinisters! meeting of
October 21 that

... so W. as C,nuda is concerned ...
in agreeing to recom:nenlL consultation bet ►.een,
Co: L1on^realth govern7ent.3 to arrange co-opera-
tive action in matters of defence it would be
unreal for us to regard 'as effective either
general or regional pla,zs of defence vhich
vould comprise Commonve,2lth countries exxclusi-.
vely and which did not ilso include other
peace-loving countries ,repared to co-operate
in resisting aggression".

This reservation was based not only upon the views
advanced in 1946 but also upon f,he implications of
the widening area of Canadian regional defence planning
uhich was looming up since the "reaty of Brussels and
the discussions proceeding in Washington on a North
Atlantic Pact. In London the Prime Ministers did agrees
however, upon a number of recom.zendations for considera-
tion, including one on defence `'.iaison, by their govern-
ments which went a good deal to meet the wishes of the
United Kingdom Chiefs ôf Staff. As we have seen the

. Car.adian Government firmly rejected them in 2:ovember,
194II. Their suspicions of rrhat was meant by these
recommendations may have been e:.aggeratedj.as Mr.
Robertson hinted in London2 but if so they were the
.legacy of past difficulties for -which London had been
largely responsible. The failure to carrÿ their point
rankled with the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff, who
blamed the Commonwealth Relations Office for not .
giving them in advance more guidance upon how to meet
the point of viev of countries like Canada and South
Africa. On the other hand the Commonwealth Relations
Office, which has been more successful in appreciating
the Canadian position, argued that to attempt to
obtain first of all agreement upon the overall strate-
gic approach was unnecessary. They believed that more
vould be achieved by regional planning with Common-
vealth countries and other like-minded countries.

10. It was their belief that from those

was along these lines that the planners were act

regional talks, which x7ould include the United 'S tates
and the Brussels Powers, an overall strategic ,yr^:-.cept
would eventually emerge. As events were to it

in the North Atlantic Region and in so doing _o meet
the Canadian position.



11. While the argument had been proceeding
over Liaison Officers in London, the Government, as it
had told the United Kingdom, ha^C been considering the
nature of its post-var defence -elationship with the
United States. As early as Apr:`_l, 1944, a memorandum
to the Prime Minister mentioned that this Department
had suggested to the Army that .one thought should be
given to this problem and quoted with approval a letter
from General Pope on the subjec-:. The General referred

with the end of hostilities. I,t his view the United

to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence and said he
presumed it was t'vithin our Government's policy to
continue that relationship" (tho . Prime Minister's
notation on the margin was "certainly"). He pointed
out that present defence palicy was based on a plan
ABC-22 drawn up before PearlHarbour which was to lapse

States was sure to ask Canada tn revise the Plan and it
.:ould neither be possible nor advisable for Canada not
to accede to this request. 17ha-11: he hoped to see in the
post-rrar period was "that intimi.te technical relation-
ship that ve enjoy at present", the reneval of the Plan,
and care taken "that in our defc-nce establishments ve
should provide adequate forces, not so much as to defend
ourselves against possible raids from the enemy,(though
this would be necessary) but more to ensure that there
was no apprehension as to our sF:curity in the American
public mind". Lir. King read th.-,.s memorandum aloud to
one of his secretaries and comnented that he had told
President Roosevelt in 1940 that "he certainly believed -
that defence arrangements ought to be on a permanent
basis". On the question of danger of war in the future
the Prime Minister thought the Canadian position be trreen
the United States and the USSR :iôht have to be rorked
out with "very special care", tLa.t we might also have to
think in terms of a rising unity of colour in the Far
East, and that oil developments in northwest Canada
might reach such a scale as to r,ake this area a much
more vulnerable one in terms of offensive plans of any
possible future enemy. Elsewhere in official circles
General Pope's let-ter evoked much discussion as the

with a memorandum for Cabinet on post-war defence arran-
Advisory Committee on Post-Host--lities Problems struggled

gements with the United States. On February 28, 19452
the Cabinet'^.ar Committee approved the much revised
memorandum entitled "Post-War Defence Relationships
with the United States; General Considerations".

12. This important document pointed out
that the war had created a new set of defence relation-
sizips. bety,ieen Canada and the United States of which
the most significant viere: the extent to rahich opinion
in both countries had recognized that two oceans did
not provide full security from attack and that the
ultinate security of the continent depended on the
maintenance of peace in Europe and Asia; acceptance
of the fact that adequate protection was nece-.:iary
against both sbaborne attack and airborne att:.:-c,
especially from the North,' 111orth-east and i:orth-vest;
the fact that Canada, i?evfounlland, Alaska, Greenland,
Ice7.and, Bermuda and the West Indies would continue
to be vital to the defence of tLe United States; the
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fact that altnough no immediate threat of war may be
discerned, neither country is likely to reduce its

with the Prime Ministér. The kernel of his purely

defences to the pre-var level. In those circumstances
it was thought the United Stat^ 3 nr?iôht be expected to
take an active interest in Cana:iian defence policy and
on occasion express it "with an absence of the tact and

- restraint customarily employed 'ay the United King-dom in
putting forward defence proposals". In view of_ Canada=s
position astride the overland route between the United
States and the USSR any serious deterioration in their
relations i°rould be embarrassment to Canada. The best
hope for Canada of avoiding such embarrassments rrould
lie in the establishment of an 3ffective vorld security
organization in which the leading powers would actively
co-operate. But in any event Ccnada and the United
States would have to co-ordinate their defences and
such a policy could "take its p:,-ace as part of a plan
of universal security". For th>;t purpose the PJBD was
an appropriate piece of machine:.°y. Yet Canada should
not base her defensive policy e::c'lusively on collabo-
ration with the United States but "accept a fair share
of responsibility in an interna.ional security organiza-
tion along ixrith'the other natio:.s both inside and outside
the Commonwealth". In joint planning with the United
States Canada should accept "full responsibility for all
such defence measures tiaithin Canadian territory as the
moderate risk to which we are e,.posed may indicate to be
necessary". Canada should also continue to accept respons-
ibility for the local defence of I:es7foundland and Labrador.
The role of the United States ir: that area "should be
limited to the operation of their leased bases in riew-
foundland". The exchange of tec.hnical information on
military research and development between Canada and the
United States should continue and Canada should maintain
the means of making an effective contribution to such
exchanüe. It was finally agreed that the new vulnerabi-
lity of the North American continent made it compulsory
for Canada to accept increased cefence responsibilities
and maintain larger armed force;. than before the rrar.

13. It was well that governnent policy had
been clarified to that extent as at a meeting of the
PJBD on June 20-21, 1945, the United States Army member,
General Henry, informally opened a discussion on post-
rlar collaboration and on "The Continental Defence Value
of the Canadian North-West". He took pains to state
that his viens were "purely personal" and should not
be recorded verbatim on the record, but there was
little doubt that his views were in line with the vieirs
held by the United States War and Navy departments.
General Pope was authorized to reply at the next meeting
of the Board in September and his statement was cleared

informal remarks was the suggestion that both sections
should seek to agree "as to the international picture
of the coming post-war period in so far as this has a
bearing on the question of North American defence" and
should then proceed to revise ABC-22 for the approval
of their respective governments. On.questions of
standardization which'had been raised General Pope did
not think immediate decisions were required. He thought



that for one or tno decades the n ortherti area of Canada
t'^i^.^Ei2^dand t^.!iC l+?21te1^ $talt,C?: i^f!: L'L.ri3iiI' t0 ['C tl-

with invasion. Consequently taie forets of t:z.e two
countries agreed that the prospE ct of major operztions
in "our ovin vaaters, our lands oi our air" viould be
unliyely to require at an 'early date complete uniform-
ity of equipment, training and organiza ti on. At the
November meeting of the Board the United States Army
and Havy representatives jointl,- presented a formal
proposal for continued collaboration vhich implied the
revision of the defence plan. At the same meeting a
State Department official challc.nged an assumption of
General Pope's that in the next war, as in the past,
.Canada uould be at uar before the United States and
offered a rough calculation that the betting odds were
four to one "... that in any future vorld conflict, var
would be brought to us here rGt^ler than we would again
be allotned to defend our continent in Europe or Asia".
He asked the Canadian Service munbers of the Board to
reflect upon the implications of the thesis he had
advanced and referred in partic;_lar to the problem of
standardization of equipnent.

13. In Dece^mber, 1945, the Cabinet accepted
the United States proposal and directed the Chiefs of
Staff Committee and the appropr'_ate civiliûn officials
to take responsibility for co-ordinating Çanadian parti-
cipation in the preparation of ioint plans. This new
planning body became l.novrr_ as t`ie Canadian Section of
the Hili.tary Co-operation Committee. Any now plans
rould be submitted to the gover:liment for decision. The
PJBD continued to be very active. At its January, 1946
meeting it took as a basis for c:.iscussion a paper
prepared by General Henry and produced amemorandun of
a rather fôrmal character, vhich the Canadian section
made c?ear that they regarded a5 a vorking paper
subject to revision. At the ne,.t meeting it drafted a
statement on certain principles for co-operation rrhich
eventually became the Thirty-f.of;rth and Thirty-fifth
Recommenda tions. The former had to do with exchange
of information and .replaced an earlier Recommendation.
It read:

"Subject to the national policies of
-the two governments, there shall be a free
and comprehensive exchange of military
information inso far as it affects the
security of the two countries, the circula-
tion of which shall be subject to such
restrictions as may be specified by the
ori^inating country".

This rccommendation, despite its hedging clauses, was
particularly valued by the Canadian armed services,
as ;,ithout its approval they were denied access to
military information on research and development •::h3ch
they were anxious to obtain. Both governments approved
of it in May. The Thirty-fifth Recôm:ler_dGtion embodied
the general principles governing co-operation and was
designed for ultimate publication. In vier: of the
manner in which it might be rec.,:ived in the USSR, irhere



the press had already been playing up allezec_ly
-Canadia::-United States provocative activities in the
Arctic and else•::here as a defensive alliance directed
against the possibility of a Runsian attrsci:, aru the
advisabil ity of preventing any iiisunderstanûing of
its purpose ! in the United Kingdom and elselr:_ere in
the Commomaalth the Recommendation was laid aside
for careful consideration by the governnent.

14. = Meanwhile the plvnning staffs of thé two
countries were engaged in studies for the new basic
defence plan. They met as a Joi_r_t Military Co-operation
Committee in Washington during May and in Ottawa in June.
Out of their discussions emerged an Appreciation of the
Requirements for•Canadian-UniteJ States Security and a
Joint Basic Security Plan to replace ABC-22. Both of
the documents were submitted to. the Cabinet Defence
Co:araittée in July, 1946. The Appreciation of the
international situation was dra^-^n almost entirely from
American sources but was ôenerally concurred in by the
Canadian Chiefs of Staff. The United States experts
thought it unsafe to assume Kor. A America would be free
from attack for more than five' years although air raids,
sabotage and submarine raids were possible before then.
They believed any attack after 1950 would at the outset
not reach the proportions of an invasion. But it would
require the construction of an 'early warning" system
and other installations in the Arctic regions, the vulne-
rable sector of North American defence. When this
Appreciation was linked up with individual American
requests for prompt action in eotablishing weather sta-
tions in the Arctic, the use of:Goose Bay for operational
training, plans for experi.mental projects and service
exercises it was the view of the Secretary of the Cabinet

constituted "one of the most cïiff icult and serious problems
as nresented to the Prime Minister in June that they

will probabl.y have to accept the United States thesis in

with uhich the government will AM to deal within the
next few years". Lir. Heeney an;icipated an approach on
the highest lcvel to the Prim Minister because of the
importance rhich the United StG',es Government attached
to joint planning. He forecast thao "the government

general terms, though we may be able to ;:locerate the
pace at rhich plans are to be ilmplenented and to some
extent the nature of the projects nhich are to be under-
ta1>en". In this Department Mr. Wrong thought it highly,

uunlikely that the Soviet Government would deliberately
seek involvement in another great trial of arms within
the next f if teen or twenty years but saca serious danger
of "local conflagrations". With the mentality of the
Soviet leaders to be rëcr,oned with he anticipated
"recurrent crises, no sense of security and the risk
of uncontrollable local methods" . But he was disturbed
by the sense of urgency and overemphasis on potential
danger that seemed to colour AmericÛn policy. Some of
this feeling was conveyed to the Department of State
b^.'ir. Pearson then Ambassador to Washington, who
réported that he had expressed the hope that "the War
Departmer_t vould not press as too hard with urgent
requests for quick action in the field of defençe in
the north". He mildly hinted at the possibility of



the PJBD developing a tendency to become "a determining
instrument of high policyt" and thought he had interested
:^rr. Acheson, then Acting Secretary of State, in keeping
more closely in touch ►rith matters in this field. On
the other hand he was impressed by Mr. Hickerson;s
praise of Recom:aendation Thirty-five as an excellent
document since, as Mr. Pearson put it "normally he has a
profound distrust of the militazy mind and all of its
works.... n

15. At the meeting of the Cabinet Defence
Committee on July 19, 1946, rlhez the Prime ?dinister

two of the Chiefs of Staff to London after General

reported on his London talks the Appreciation and.Joint
Security Plan were discussed after they had been orally
expounded •by Service officers. The Prime Iiinister
deprecated too prompt decision on so serious a matter
and empi-iasized the importance oJ' the United Kingdom
Chiefs of Staff being kept fully informed. . Later it
was arranged that this should b-3 ,done during visits of

Eisenhoiier had been informed tint this was contemplated.
On July 24 the Cabinet Defence 1:omr-littee straddled the
issue'ncatly by approving the continuance of detailed
planning without approving the basic documents. Ap-
proval was given later to the participation of United
States Service personnel in the research done at the
experimental station at Churchill and provisional
agreement to an American prooannr3 for maintaining or
reopening veather stations in t:ie Arctic and North-east
Canada. In the PJBD a State De>>artment official gave a
careful evaluation of United States foreiôn policy
toF,ards the USSR. General Henry urged "the utmost of
co-ordination" and stressed the fGct that the United
States High Command wished in no way to infringe on
Canadian sovereignty or interfere with Canadian ties or
obligations to the British Com.ronvealth.. In reply Mr.
MacdonneIl, then Secretary of tht: Canadian section, said
that these questions raised moro serious problems for
Canada than the United States., and,: the Board mrould
understand that decision might often tàke;r some time to
reach. At the same meeting the United StAtes section
presented an amendment to the proposed Th^rty-f if th
Recommendation to make it clear. that there was no desire
to question ^anadian sovereignty or capabilities. With
this amendmerit the Department readily concurred.

16. The anticipated high^-level approach to
the Canadian Government was made in October, 1946, when
the Prime Minister and, if possible, Mr. St. Laurent
vere..invited by the United States Ambassador in Canada
to visit President Truman. From the tenor of his
remarks on the invitation to Mx. Pearson (vho had
recently taken over as Under-Secretary) it was clear
that Mr. Atherton had received a new mandate to do
what he could to get early action upon joint co-
operation in defence éspecially in the Arctic.

17. Before 2:1r. King talked with President
Truman on October 28 he examined a memorandum prepared
by Ms. Wrong giving the background for the questions
that might come under revierr. Like others Mr. 17rong
was disturbed by the extent of the United States
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proposals for elaborate air defences and air raid
warning systems. If Canada unc'.ertook the complete res-
ponsibility for maintaining theit, it tlould probably
mean the concentration of Canad:.an LlilitarJ activities
almost entirely on the protection of "Forth A^zerica
from the possibility of sporadic bombardment from the
air. He hoped that it might be able to find a half tnay
house "through the provision of eoluipmént by the United
States and its operation by Canada, or through joint
operation of certain instzllaticns under Canadian
control". In his viev it^ ^6uld be best to confine the
talks to general problems and possibilities and defer
acceptance of particular p-L-opos^.ls of any substance
until an overall understanding had been reached. It is
significant that Mr. Wrong wrotF: "the deterioration of
the hopes ilhich attended the fotLnding of the United
Nations is illustrated by the fact that I have not felt
'it necessary to mention hitherto'pur obligations under
the United Nations". But he believed that 1ihatever was
done in regional defence with ty:e United States could
be brought vithin the scope of the Charter. As a final
suggestion he urged that the Prime 11inister express the
hope that Canada be taken fully into the confidence of
the United States authorities. Although they had
recently been more forthcoming^. Mr. Wrong thought "they
still, however, have some way tu go before we can our-
selves assess the bases on uhich they are doing their

;own planning and seeking our ac-,:ive co-operation with
them".

18. In Prime Minister King' s interview with
President Truman the latter expl-essed the desire to
maintain the same international friendly relations
ivith-Canada that had characterized the Roosevelt regime.
Agreement was reached.on the clc,sest possible co-opera-
tion in the defence of North Ar;lf;rica (the Arctic was
specifically mentioned),. based on the fullest exchange
of information betueen the tyrao countries and also with
the United Kingdom. 11r. King ra-,de clear his intention
of informing the United Kingdom of any agreements or
arrangements, to which the President offered no object-
ion, and stressed the need for the greatest care over
any publiciti to be given to defence arrangements.- The
President said there would be no infringenaient on
Canadian sovereignty in any joint undertaking. The one
individual defence proble;.ii v:hich the President raised
was the importance of Goose Bay as a necessary part
of the defences of the north-eastern approaches to the
continent. It was arranged that discussion on it and
related matters such as weather stations2 where the
military aspect was.to be stressed as little as
possible, should be conducted initially through diplo-,
natic channels or by the Ministers concerned. Mr.
King also discovered that the viens of the United
States Ambassador to the Soviet Union were closely in
accord with those held by I1". Uilgress and were in
general to the effect that #. e Soviet Government
would be in no position to ^rticipate in a general
war for a considerable per; ,d.



19. After Mr. King rett?rr.nd to Ottatiaa 3_t
,ras learried that the Presideat h^d beer_ c---'.ver. ar^ "oral
message" preparzd in the Sta te D:pzrt~:ent.^. This message
had furnished the background for the Presideitt's remarks
and the State DepartnÉnt attachei such izpoi1tance to it
that copies were ^iven to Mr. Wrong and Mr. Pearson.
The message referred to "the extyeme importance in an,
unsettled ^,,1 orld of continuing and Y=ein^orcing measures
of joint defence" and appraised the situation along
the lines of the Appreciation vhich had been dra.•rn up
several months before. It was suggested that the
Canadian Government might concur with the Appréciation.
It recognized the financial burdens of some of the
previous defence proposals and siggested that 'the tmro
governments should negotiate soMe equitable means of
sharing them. Finally the nessa;e asked for decisions
by the Canadian Government on endôrsement of further
planning, the Thirty-fifth Recom-:iendation of the PJBD,
and the stationing of United States Army Air Forces at
Goose Bay. Consideration of thi.:, oral message was
referred to the Cabinet ConmittEa on Defence and to the
ISir_isters most concerned. It was possible to give
approval to the Thirty-fifth Recomiendation, urith slight
changes of vording, but the question of its publication
in the form of a joint statenent was deferred until the
rules for the registration of re;ional agree:►ents.tiaith
the United Rations were knor.n. The revised statement
was considered by the PJBD on Eovember 20. Approval of
the Appreciation was again defei-red because of the
Cabinet conviction that its importance necessitated
further discussions being held with the United States at
the official level. It was agreed that these discussions
should be "entirely non-committal and exploratory" and
should have as one of their prin-ipal objectives elici--
tatiôn of the fullest information from the United
States.

20, These talks did t:ot take place until
December 16, 1946. One set o! -working papers prepared
by Canadian officials was loaneô to the United States
Ambassador before the talks begaL l. The vorking papers
did not^ as Mr. Wrong pointed out, include any analyses
of the relat;onship of regional defence-arrangements to
United Nations obligations. This might seem inconsis-
tert ti:ith Canada's emphasis at the General Assenbly
sessions on the importance of the conclusion of r?ilitary

a reenents under Article 43 of the Charter and the

tothe United T^ations. ::r. t'7rong did not think, ho-wever,

g
assertion that Canadian policy was guided by obligations

that the Charter should naI_e any difference in the nego-

from hin an interesting memorandum under the title

importance of co-operation both Canada and the

tiations with the United States. The Canadian Govern-
nent informed the United Kingdom of the terms of the
Thirty-fifth Recommendation and gave them a copy of
President Truman's oral message. In New York Rr. St.
Laurent discussed the situation with r:Sr. Bevin, who
Tas shot^n a copy of' the Recomm., endation. He obtained

"United States Bases,in Canada", an indication of the
United Kingdom approach. Er. Bevin appreciated the

United Kingdom with the Un-,...F--d '^tates and felt that



United States a::vances should not be rebuffed. The
United Kingdom viei7ed t.1ith deep concern, ho,::evev, the
Aulerican proposals for bases in CGnaduj ^hat
if Canuûa. :;ere-ciravn. into ü;•:ar througn an att&ck on
the United States over Canadian territory it :°:ould loolk
tb the United Kingdom for help. It was felt that cure
should be taken to avoid Soviet reactions ::ch night
retard setting up a genuine internationall security
system under the United Nations and to avoid embarras-
sing the "Dominions in the Paci.fic" by allowing a
situation to develop which nigh^: prejudice their
position without any compensatizg guarantee of defence
from the United States. There was also a need to
"berare of military measures vh:.ch, because of their
unfavourable reaction on politi,,,al sentiment, make them-
selves the more essential". Fo- these and other reasons
the United Kingdom felt that th,_1 matter is one that
should not be hurried.

21. There is no reco.^ded comY.^ent on Mr. Bevin's
rather heavy-handed comments. They came at a time when
there was irritation in Ottaira, over Mr. Attlee's telegram
on Commonwealth defence and exa.speration at a completely
ii_-ccurate press report in London which was published in
Canada that a visit of r.fajor-General. Laycock to .the
United States was thought by "rrell informed sources to
be for the purpose of presentin„ the British vier on the
acquisition of bases in Canada". The report also men-
tioned that the Americans wishé3 Canada to strengthen
their northern frontier defences by building a chain of
air bases . Another United Kin;;dom despatch had leaked
infor...ation about early convers ations among the United
States, the United Kingdom and t^ar.ûda on standardization
of equipment uhich were also incended to be kept secret
and made it necessary for the United States Government
to issue a statement. While Lr,. Bevin was expressing
his vie. s, far. Pearson was also turning over in his mind
the general factors. affecting d-3fence and sent an
important memorandum about thom to the Prime Minister
of Lovember 12, 1946. He thougit that Canada should
continue to vzork for a strong U:lited T;atior.s, but should
have no illusions about the United Nations being now or
for some years to come in a position to preserve peace
and punish the big aggressor. It was his viev that
"without some fundamental change in the Soviet state
system and in the policies and views of its leadets, the
USSR is ultimately bound to cone.into open cor_flict zrith
western democracy", - a conflict v.hich would be "as
sudden as Pearl Harbour and a hundred times more devas-
tating". It -would be vise and realistic to limit
thoughts of peace to a short period of time. Careful
thought and planning now rrould have as one of its
most useful results "the forestalling of unreasonable
requests from Washington and London later". Ms.
Pearson concluded with three suggestions:

i) We should orranize our national
strength in he most effective possible
way to meet ianoers and difficulties;



ii) This requires co:abinÛtion and
co-operation with others, primÛrily
the United States of America;

iii) We should examine with the greatest
possible care our defence plans to make
sure that they fit into our proper place

possibly outvrorn concepts.

with technolo,ical developments the threat would be

Ottawa and Washington uhich should give the substance

22. ' The informal discussions in Ottawa on
December 16-17, 1946, proved most satisfactory. They
helped to dispel American doubts about Canadats vil-
lingness .to undertake practical defence measures and
to reassure the Canadians as to the scale and urgency
of United States demands. The.Canadian vorking papers
had been well received by the American group. Their
expert on the Soviet Union, Mr. George Kennan, expres-
sed views closely parelleling those of Mr. Wilgress
and there proved to be no substantial difference of
opinion on the objectives of Scviet foreign policy and
the effect' upon it of undertaking joint Canadian-
American defence measures. It was thouht that fair-0

and firmness in diplomacy, accompanied by military
. strength which should be clearly non-provocative and
non-aggressive, vould have a deterrent effect upon
the ardent expansionists in Lioscoil.

23. In defence policy the American speakers
made it plain that they were not unduly "cor.ti.^.ental
defence-minded" and did not favour the enormous
diversion of resources that would be needed to provide
complete protection for North America. One of them
stated that in any var tiyhich might develop in the
next-five or six years the threat to the security of
the continent would be so slight as to tie docrn
relatively little of Canada's strength. After then

greater and the-proportion reauired of Canadian
resourcés^ especially in the air force, would be
correspondingly higher. The Americans were for the^
first time more precise in their description of
United States global strategy and what they regarded
as "stop lit;-es" against the Soviet advance, in which
they took into account ethical as well as geographic
considerations. On defence planning the two groups
were agreed that there must be a firm distinction
between "governmental acceptance of a plan as a goal
towards vrhich to -work and the governmental decisions
that will have to be taken as to whether certain
aspects of the plan should be put into effect at any
given time". This approval was, of course, in line
with the Canadian Government's action in not formally
adopting either the ^ppreciation or the Plan to date
while authorizing planning of programmes subsidiary
to the Plan, After come argument the Canadians
secured approval for issuing parallel statements in

but no t the text of the Recommendu tion of. Iiovember .
20 as adopted by the PJBD. The question of Goose Bay

in this combined effort and are not
dictated by merely traditional and



was not discussed at length but gave the Canadian
group a chance to explain the delicacy of the si tuation?
having regard to the interests of i:ewfoundl4nd and the
United Kingdom. After the sess:.ons the High Commis-
sioner for the United Kingdom vas invited to meet the
two groups informally, and, fol'..oc:ing the Canadian
exposition, his views made an irlpression upon the
United States representatives. They agreed to hold
off for several months requests for action until the.
political situation in Idewfound'.and had clarified. On
the general question of keeping the United Kingdom
informed about joint defence,pluns it was felt that
ful1, details should be given on matters of direct
interest to the United Kir.gdon, such as hewfcundl.and or
Labrador, and information on more general terms on those
aspects of defence planning SritJl which the United King-
dom was not directly concerned;

24. This description if what had happened
was given to the Cabinet Defenco Committee on JanuarY9, 1947
and, received with approval. it was decided that the

Department of Finance should nazie an official to keep
in touch with External Affairs and National. Defence on
the financial aspects of the joint defence measures.
Mr. Pearson was asked to prepare for consideration a
draft public statement on Canadian-United States
defence co-operation. A week later the Cabinet finally
approved the PJBD.recommendatiot: of .November 20. The
United States took.similûr action on February 4. For
the.next three weeks views on the proposed statements
were exchanged between Ottawa and Washington but no
serious difficulties in draftin„ _ rrere encountered.
The United KingdoM High Commiss:oner was shown most
of the material. Cabinet agreed on February 5 that the
Prime Minister should make the statemeA in the House
of Commons and accompany it by Additional observations
emphasizing the fact that the niw agreement was parallel
with Conmonveslth defence arrangements, denying charges
about U.S. demands for bases an;l threats to Canadian
sovereignty, and playing tip the fact that civil develop-
ment in the north went hand in kand with defence
measures The tex t of this statement was also discussed
with t"t, United States. The explanatory remarks
referred to the claim in the joint declaration that
the Charter of the United Nations is "the cornerstone
of the foreign policy" of both governments. The State
Department asked that, in.commenting on this phase of
policy, the United States as well as Canada should be
.associated with the statement that "defence co-opera-
tion between Canada and the United States is intended
to support and strengthen the-United PTations". On
the other hand, with an eye to American opinion they
asked if a sentence referring to the defence arrange-
ments as being indeed "supplementary" to those vith•
the Commonwealth in training and organization be
deleted. Both suggestions were accepted. The two
governments also agreed on the text of letters to the
Secretary-General of, the United Nations to whom a
copy of the joint statement was later sent "for the
information of the United Nations". On February 12 the
Prime Minister and the Secretavi of State released the



joint statemcnt7 thus placir.^ the seal on P^^^otia^7.ons
that had been in process for a?.mosl ti.o :rear;;.

25, The four principes of co-operation
noted in the statement provided for exchanz;e on a
limited sbale of personnel of the Arméd Forces of
both countries, co-operation and exchange of observers
in connection with joint tests or exercises, reciprocal
use of military facilities (it ,;ein; understood by
Canada that Ministerial authorij:y vou.ld be required for
general arrangements for use of military, naval and air
facilities), encouragement of the adoption of con::lon
designs and standards and safeguards against the infrin-
gettent of sovereignty of either country. It was stated
that each country vould determii.e the extent of its
practical collaboration in applt,.ing these principles
and might at any time "discontinue collaboration on any
or all of them". By a further exchange of letters
initiated by Canada the goverr_ments agreed that provision
for transit through the territoi y or territorial vaters
of military aircraft and public vessels in no v.iay in-
fringed on "the complete jurisd`_etion u=hich each. govern-
ment maintains on its territori,-l and boundary viaters".
The anxiety of the two governments, and particularly
of Canada, not to have the significance of the agreement
exaggerated abroad can be seen in the emphatic assurances
about the value which they attached to the United ifdations,_
the Canadian assertion that the agreed arrangements ;:ould
"... in no way interfere with'or replace our Com:ionvealth
connections in matters of defence training or organiza-
tion", and the great emphasis on Canada's northern pro-
gramme being "...primarils a civilian one to which
cuutirioutions are made by the armed forces". On the
other hand Mr. King after denying "talk of Maginot lines,
of large scale defencé pro j ects" said frankly: "when we
think- of the defence of Canada we must, in addition to
looking East and West, as in the past, take the North
into consideration as well".

26. In both the United States and Canada there
was a friendly reception of the joint statement uhich
was regarded as a further natural step in the co-opera-
tion of the two countries. In Moscow the Nev Times
wrote of '.'Canadian reactionaries,in poner" doing their
best to carry out alien plans at the expense of their
country's sovereignty. There were suggestions that the
Agreement was not only directed against the Soviet Union
but also represented a'Veakening of the British connec-
tion. Izvestia talked of Canada being transformed into
an "American advance northern base of imperialistic
expansion". From London, uiiere mo; t of the press did
not carry the Prime I:iinister's references to the Common-
wealth, ?ir. Robertson reported that I.ir. Bevin, with
some support from P.ir. Attlee, "expressed the fear that
publication of such a statement would make the Foreign

'Ministers' meeting in TIoscorr more difficult". He vas
also concerned about the pcssible misconstruction rhich
laloscow might put upon the refererices to standardization.
Later it ,=as learned that Field 1iGrshal Montgomery,Z.
after a visit to Russia concluded that Sovie t intel^nal
preoccupation z.ould preclude possibility of a planned
war "for ten years and at least ':.or.gcr". He was even.



hopeful of more cordial relations with the USSR. As
a result the United Kingdom Government requested
postponement of arrangement-- for proceeding with
military standardization among ':he United Kir;dom,
the United States and Canada. ::n a speech in New York
on February 26 Mr. St. Laurent nade it clear that
Canadian arrangements with -the United States were not
exclusive in character. He saic? that "ve are prepared
to co-operate-on a reciprocal basis with the USSR or
any other nation which has an interest in the security
of the northern hemisphere".

27.- Af ter the jôint.üeclaration of February
defence arrangements with the United States proceeded
more smoothly and the Departmen; was less directly
concerned.. The policy of vorking out implementation
measures for joint defence through the Military Co-
operation Committee, and leavin;; for annual review the
Appreciation and Basic Security Plan was approved by
Cabinet. Plans were approved in 1947 for setting up
additional weather stations in that year or in 1948 as
well as low frequency LORAN sta-.ions. ' It was External
Affair.s which presented the subi.issions to the Cabinet
Defence Committee on these matters. It was also :the
Department which drew attention to the need of sécuring
sufficient Canadian personnel for these stations, since
in several instances they were rianned solely by U.S.
Service and civilian personnel, It was noticeable that
in a discussion of the changes '.n the strategic situa-
tion since December, 1946, that took place on April 1,
1947, at the Cabinet Defence Committee, the Under-
Secretary was less hopeful than^ the Chiefs of Staff
who thought the danger of accidf-r.tûl nar had lessened.
It was his vien that ttith. the er-unciation of the Truman
Doctrine the short-term American policy "^aould
probably lead to greater friction and greater possibi-
lity of an accidental vlar". But .this danger of war did
not.incline Mr. Pearson to broac:en defence arrangements
in the Americas. He advised a.&,inst participation in
the Rio de Taneiro Conference or-, Hemispheric defence
in August, 1947. It was his viE cv that Canadian defence
planning was more concerned rrith the Northern heMisphere
than the Western. - It vtould also be difficult "to formal-
ize participation in United Staltes Inter-American
Defence Arrangements. while we have been unwilling to
formalize those vithin the Commonwealth".

28. When the Minister of National Defence
visited Washington in Janttary, 1948, he discovered
that the United States and Canada were not as much of

with the details of Canadian-United States planning

the same`mind in their understanding of defence arran-
gements as had been expected. This was partly due to
the fact that-the United States Service authorities
had a greater margin of freedom in carrying out their
policies than their opposite numbers in Canada, with
the result that Cabinet Ministers were not as familiar

as the corresponding ministers in Canada. It was
also true that, in spite of efforts to mal:e the
policy clear through-the PJBD it was still not appre-
ciated by American authorities that the Canadian

. . . - _ . . . . .. . . ^ .,. ., . . .
..



Government was not formally committed to the Basic
Security Plan. Because the Chiefs of Staff had been
an "approving authority", and had accepted seven
detailed appendices to the Plan for planning purposes
only, the United States authori,ies thought that that
had clinched it. As Mr. Claxtori told the Cabinet
Defence Committee because of this ambiguity "o, Q in
practice it might prove very diff icuit to reject or
modify implementation programme; on the basis that they
were part of an ;approved planp. He thought that joint
defence measures were likely to increase because of
such recommendations as that of the Finletter Committee
on Air Policy. The Chiefs of Staff were asked- to look
into the matter. It was finall•r decided that the t
question could best be handled ay General McNaughton
discussing it *vrith the chairman of the United States
section of the PJBD. The Chiefo of Staff also felt
that planning had reached a stage where a discussion
with the United States Joint Ch ^ef s of Staff on their
overall strategic concept Trould be desirable. Otherwise
it -would be difficult to plan intelligently for the
eventual use of Canadian forces.

29. No meetings of the Chief s as a group
took place but, at a Cabinet Defence Committee meeting
on April 157 1948, the Chief of the General Staff,
General Foulkes, reported on ta:°.ks he had had in
Washington with both United Kingdom and United States
military authorities. He learnod that the United
States and the United Kingdom had not yet arrived at
a common concept of strategy. Because of the tense
situation at that time, with the, Communist coup in
Czechoslovakia and the Berlin B:.ockade, American mili-
tary authorities were more concc.rned than previously
about the possibility of war vithin the next eighteen
months. General Foulkes found that those army officers,
including the Chief of Staff, Tt-..th whom he discussed
the Basic Security Plan were um°amiliar with it, andt
on the basis cf their incomploto knowledge inclined to
regard it as "unrealistic". l'et they showed no incli-
nation to press for further imp".ementation measures
on Canadian soil for the time being, and were reported
as "very pleased with Canadian co-operation in the
field of defsnce".

30.
.
The process of familiarizing senior

United States authorities with Canadian views on what .
is to them a segment only of policy was advanced some-
what by the visit of Mr. Forrestal, Secretary for
Defence to Ottava on August 16, 1948. By that time
thinking in official circles in both Canada and the
United States was moving rapidly on the question of
a North Atlantic Pact. The Canadian members of the
PJBD had attended a meeting of the Cabinet Defence
Committee in June where the strategic situation had
been reviewed. They were ir.formed that in addition
to the Canada-United States Basic Security Plan2
which was complete except for four appendices, but.
was already due for revision, a short range plan
"to meet any emergency bets7een noii.and July, 1949"
was being prepared in consultation with the United



States and the United Kingdom. It vus clear that the
need for adoption of an overall strateb-ic concept had
become still more urgent and that i;orth American defence
plans could be considered only as part of a broa der
system. As 1Sr. Claxton put it, "ar.ything in the nature
of a passive defence was wrong and unreal". American
needs, arising in part from the Berlin Airlift, had
resulted in approval being given to a request of the
United States that they be permitted to extend the
runways at Goose Bay. The Department was inclined to
-favour that work being done by Canada - as a contribu-
tion tonards meeting the Berlin problem and to North
American defence - as well as strengthening the Canadian
position on Goose Bay in anticipation of the time when
it would be in Canadian territory. But because of the
need for rapid construction the American request was
approved, with the understanding that the United States
would bear the expense and retain no vested right in
the facilities. During his visit Mr. Forrestal attended
a Special meeting of the Cabinet Defence.Conmittee,
which provided an occasion for revieving developments
since the Declaration of Februa7yj 1947,*the general
international situation, and special problems affecting
Canadian defence policy. Thus the discussion ranged
over the problems arising from the need for Canadian
purchases of United States equi?ment, the possibility
of revival of wartime arrangeme,zts for rationalizing
war production in both countries, progress in standard-
ization, stockpiling, the relation of the St. Lavrence
Seavay to defence (on which the PJBD presented a
recommendation in December), and the possibility of a
renegotiation of the United States bases agreement in
Nev,foundland after the latter b.:eGme part of Canada.
On this last question a letter ^^equesting early discus-
sions of such problems as the extra-territorial juris-
diction exercised by the United States over the non-
military activities in the leas-:d areas vhich at vorst
might prejudice essential*colla^oration in other aspects
of North Amer:.can defence was s,:nt to the State Depart-.
ment on November 16. Since action on almost all of
these questions was materially 'Affected by the organi-
zation of NATO the negotiations that preceded its
appearance must now be revietiaed.

31. When General Foulkes reported on
his talks at Washington in May, 1948, the extreme degree
of.-secrecy necessary made it impossible for him to make
clear that he also had sat in on tri-partite discus-
sions between the United States, the United Kingdom
and Canada on the natter of an Atlantic security sy:tem.
These discussions had been kept secret from the French
and the Benelux countries. They played a major part
in the sequence of events vlhich led to the North
Atlantic Treaty, but were preceded by significant
trends of official and governmental opinion in the
three countries concerned.



32. Thus, on August 13, 1947, in
a lecture at the Canadian Institute on Public Affairs -
on "Canada's Role in tlie United Nations", i.:r. Reid,
after deprecating attempts at. drastic revision of
the United Nations Charter on the ground that they
could only result in the secession of the Soviet
Union and its associates from the United Nations
ti7hich he thought inadvisable continued:

"a rejection of proposals

Charter does not necessarily mean that
for immediate, drastic revision of the

those states in the Western world which are
-willing to commit themselves to a much

national security organization with teeth,
peoples of the Western ^,3orld trant an inter-
vorld is in itself a mere re;ion. If the
so sMal1 that the laI.ole of the Western
out such arrangements ... the world is'noa

closer degree of union embociied in the
Charter should not, if-they so desire, work

consistently with the U.iited Nations Charter.
They can create a regional security organ-

such an organization; they can create it.
United Nations Charter in order to create

unwilling to be a memb s'^ of such an organ-
ization they do not need to amend the 11

évén though the Soviet Jnion is at present

In such an organization there need be no .
the obligations of membership could belong.
ization to which any state i^illing to accept

resources vith those of the, other. members
the whole of its econo^7-c and military
could accept a binding obligation to pool
In such an organization each member state
veto ri^ht possessed by any great po:7er.

if any power should be i'ound to have
committed aggression against any one of
the mei3.bers".

33. Five wee::s later, in the dis-
cussions at the bper.ing of the :.essions of the
Second veneral-- Assembly of the'United Nations, I1r.
St. Laurent referred to.-the disappointment f elt ât
the positioe of --the- Security Council which he des-
cribed as having becomé in the eyes of.many "frozen -
in futility and divided in dissension". While hof.ing
that such a development t:oulù prove unnecessary, he
warned that nations blocked in their search for
peace and co-operation micht 1'... seek greater safety
in an association of democratic and peace-loving
states 'vrilling to accept more specific international
obligations in return for greater national security".
Such associations could be formed vithin the United '

. Nations. He added in a neat simile that two or more
apartments in the structure of peace were less desira-
ble than one family of nations d^yelling together in
amity undivided by curtains or even more substantial
pieces of political furniture, but they were to be
preferred to the alternative of wholly separate
structures. A month afterwards the Prime ?1ir.ister
wrote to Sir Alfred Zimraern h F: opos of a copy of



.J:

an address he had received from the latter. After
referrino to the troubled outlooll: hc said `ehat it was
vital "...to et)sure that there is an over^jhelming
pre,:or.derance of power on the s.,-de of thosE who ;rish
to see peace rlaintained". If s.:curity cannot be found
through the United ilations, Mr. King suggesteci tnat
"perhaps those members of the United Nations who are
-willing to accept more specific international obli-
gations in r-eturn for greater national security will
have to consider whether they s:iould not be prepared
to agree to a treaty of mutual defence against any
aggressor". By Fovember, 1947, a draft of such a
treaty had been prepared by Mr. Reid and circulated
for comment to eight senior, off'.cials in Ottawa,
Washington, New York, Buenos Ai_^es and London. The
draft, vhich was influenced by an examination of the
United Kingdom-Polish Treaty of Mutual Assistance of
August, 1939, and the Treaty of Rio de Janeiro of

"an armed attack bySeptenber. 1947. stipulated tha'.
any State against any member State -is an attack against
all the member Stated', provided for :a Board of Col-
lective Self-Defence in which vioting would be weighted,,
and a 'M-ilitary Co-operation Corm.iittee.

turn if the negotiations go very badly with the Russians."

34. In Washington and New York5
Lir. St. Laurent's remarks had not passed entirely
unnoticed. There also had been considerable interest
in an article by the editor of l`oreign Affairs, Mr.
Hamilton Fish Armstrong, publis:ied in the New York
Times and subsequently expanded into a book, r:hich
suggested that United Nations monbers dissatisfied
with present security arrangements might use Article
51 to enter into a supllementar,, pact binding them-
selves to carry out the Charter obligation to resist
armed attack if two-thirds of the signatories so
decided and the Security Counc17. had failed to act.
In October Mr. Hickerson, of thi! State Department,
was reported as having said to i.ir. Vrong that he was
"almost convinced" that the ti.::ta had come to follov
up the Armstrong suggestion. Blit Mr. Wrong thought
it was still considered "as an "_dea to which they may

On December 21 1947, Mr. Riddell talked in Washington
with Mr. Rusf of the State Department who headed the
United Natioas Division. The latter also said that
thinking had not proceeded very far, but gave enough
indication of what had,been considered in drafting
a security treaty to convince 2:fr. Riddell that the
idea was "considered attractive enough to merit
serious attention". Besides the Cariadians.the only
person with vhom the State Department talked over
these very tentative ideas was Sir Hartley Shancross.
Mr. Riddell thought the United States authorities
"were already casting about to see if proposals for
a Mutual Defence Treaty could not be brought forward
from some source other than themselves". He did not
think that Canada should take any fur^ther initiative,
but should learn as much as possible about the
intentions of the United States and the United
Kingdom. With this attitude Mr. Pearson concurred.



35. In United Kingdom c:ircies the
same preliminary gropinC for a r,ay out was takintr; place
but was to produce more i:nrae4iate action, 1-1r. Gi adtlyn
Jebb described to iir. Ignatieff or, 11ovember 21 Foreign
Office thinking which was still "pretty s'^etchy" on
guarantees under Article 51 of
a limited regional nature. Participation of the United
States in any mutual self-defenu,e scheme was regarded
as essential. The Foreign Office was dubious of the
value. of a regional European gr-3uping for containing .
Soviet expansion unless such a;rouping could include
the United States. The failure to reach any solution
on the future of Germany in thj meetings of the Council
of Foreign I.:inisters in London during Iiovember and
December, 1947, decided the Uni,ed Kingdom to give a
lead to Western Europe. As i.Ir. Attlee told 11r. King
on January 14 "in avider field vie feel the time has
come on the one hand to give a xoral lead to the
friendly countries of Western Europe and on the other
hand to take a more active line against Com,.unisr;i".
After commenting on the trend o" Soviet policyi the
United Kingdom Prime Minister u!ged the organization
of the "ethical and spiritual f^rces of Western Europe
backed by the power and resources of the Commonvealth
and the Americas" as the necessary foundation for the
defence of Western civilization in the videst sense.

. He spoke of seeking to form a^t^:stern democratic
system comprising France, the Low Countries, Scandi-
navia, Portugal, Italy and Greel:e, uhich, when circums-
tances permitted, could be extelided to include Germany
and Spain. Not all of these states might be bound by
an alliance. The essence nould be "an understanding
backed by resources and resolution of participants
bound together by common ideals". Mr. Attlee thought
the United Kingdom could give Europe the strong poli-
tical and moral leadership required. to build up a
counter-attraction to the tenet;; of.Communism. But
he felt that the material help '^equired for devastated
countries vaould necessarily have to come from the
United States and the CommonY:,.a'°_th. The _success of
the general concept depended upon the support of the
other Commonwealth countries an,. the United States.
He said that his government r.ould velcome comments
on the idea uhicYi would probably be ventilated later
in January in the House of Conmons by the Foreign
Secretary.

36. Rr. King was uneasy about the
meaning of the phrase "backed by the power and resour-
ces of the Commonwealth and the Americas" tiahich he
feared might imply "the centralizing of these powers
and resources under a common direction and for a
cor .̂^on use". Mr. Pearson, whom he consulted, was
less disturbed in viei. 'of the Commonvealth associa-
tion in such a project with the Americas. Based upon
his talk with the Prime Minister he prepared a draft
reply t7hich said the lead given by the United Kingdom
"must command the respect and mutual support of all
countries which are on the right side in the vital
issue". The draft spoke purposely of a western
European democratic system backed by its participants



and said that the importance and value of such a
development vas full.y appreciated. After referr•ing
to the role proposed for the Commom•rea't:i and the
Americas 3r_4 to the decentralized character of the

well as for defence". As has'mure than once happened

ben negotiated, so that Presidunt Truman's cordial

Co mmonvea_1_th, it observed tha t,he countries of the
Americas, including Canada, had their own responsibilit;T
"for organizing the ethical, sp';ritual and possibly
material forces of their people 4gûinst Co.m,3unist doc-
trines and disturbances and would no doubt wish to co-
operate with each other and with others towards that
end". The draft suggested that the United Hations
might still be used as a centre where all the democrâtic
and freedora loving countries coqld co-ordinate'their
energies and policies against "any subversive and
destructive doctrines preached 'sy the USSR and its satel-
lites", but expressed appreciation "to the fullest
extent" of the plans outlined in Mr. Attlee's message.
Mr. King gave an oral rather than written reply based
upon this draft to Sir Alexander Clutterbuck for trans-
mission to London. A message aldng the same lines was
sent by the United Kingdom to the United States, nheré
Mr. Marshall vas reported as ex^ressing "his warm sym-
pathy.ar.d support" for the gene^al policies recently
approved by the U.K. Cabinet. is Mr. Bidault, the
French Foreign Minister, had already spoken to Mr. Bevin
in favour of broadening the Ang1o-French alliance to
include Belgium, the policy srhich Mr. Bevin announced
in parliament on January 22 of 'p: oceeding to consolidate
Western Europe matured rapidly. From the beginning the
United Kingdom regarded the project of Western unity
"Is a project for economic and cultural co-operation as

the Russians lent'a hand by their methods in acquiring
cdntrol of Czechoslovakia throur,h the local Com.:unists
and by their pressure on Flnlane for a defence pûct
S'IYien-.the Treaty of Brussels was announced on March
1948, .it was hailed with apjarôval_ in both Vashington
and Ottaira. Mr. Marshall, who was prepared for bol d
measures, had already hinted at U.S. participation
possibly in "the second round" «fter such a treaty had

endorsation of the new alliance and reference to the
determinatiori of the United States to help the signato-
riet help themselves was not unexpected. We?.coLled also

_in London tifra: n the statement r.hich the Prime Minister,
with Cabinet approval, made in the House of Commons
the same day. Mr. King referred to the new treaty as
a!'partial realization of the idea of collective secu-
rity '... which may well be follot,red by other similar
steps until there is built up an association of all -
free states ::hich aze t7illin ; to accept responsibilities
of âutual assistance to prevent aggression and preserve
peûce?. There folloved a still more significant state-
ment:, " The people of all free-countries may be assured

that Canada will play her full part in every movement.
to give substance to the conception of an effective
system of collective security by the development of
regional pacts under the Charter of the United Uations".

37. These remnrl_s of the Prime
2 inis ter w ere prompted not only by approval of the
development of the idea of 17estorn Union, but even



more so by alarming ner:s received from the United
Kingdom or 11arch 10 that the : or.veûiart Gcvernment y
the least neutrality-minded of the Scartc.iir.av i^.n t;roup
had reason to expect in the ver- r near future a demand
from the Soviet Union for accep .ance of a pact similar
to the one then being negotiated i•,ith Finland. The
United Kingdom and United States had been asked ti7hat
he].p.ilorway could receive. The United Kingdom felt
that only a bold step could avert the danger and
believed that the. most effectivti course was to take
"very early steps" to negotiate under Article 51 of the
Charter a regiona7. Atlantic pact of mutual assistance
"in which all countries threateued by a Russian nove
on the Atlantic could participai:e". Such countries
might be the United Kingdom, th. United States, Canada,
Eire, Iceland, i•Torvay, Denmark, France, Portugal and
Spain "rahen it again has a de.mo4:ratic regime" . The
omission of Belgium and The Net^ierlands from this list
puzzled the United States. Evetitually the United King-
dom envisaged the possibility o^ three overlapping
security systems, the first inc_.uding the Western
Union povers and with the baclsi_Lg of the United States,
the second the Atlantic group,, .,:n which the United
States vould be even more closely concerned, and ;a
Mediterranean security system of particular intérest
to Italy. To form an Atlantic group was the most
important and urgent project an(I the United Kingdom
suggésted that officials from the United States, the
United Kingdom and Canada should meet,"very secretly"
to explore the prospect for an Atlantic system. In his
reply to this message Mr. King said he was deeply.
impressed with the gravity of these developments and
agreed that everything possible should be done to avoid
the disastrous experiences of pre-var years when peace-
ful states successively became victims of agôression.
He believed that collective meacures v.tere essentia?.
under the active leadership of the United States and
the United Kingdom and was prep,:red to send a represent-
ative to Ylashington to join in :he exploratory talks
on the proposed Atlantic system.

38. The United States promptly agreed
to the proposais, and one of the senior officials told
the United Kingdom ambassador that they would cordially
velcome Canac^.ian participation in the talks. Before
leaving for Washington ?Sr. Pearson sent a departmental
memorandum commenting on the proposed pact.to the Prime
Minister. It suggested there was much to be said for
including the Benelux countries in the Pact as well
as- SiTaeden, and thought, if the exclusion of, Italy from
the Communist bloc was as important as the exclusion
of Nor.•ray, a guarantee to Italy was at least as urgent
as one to P+orvay. A pact should be more than " a
merely negative anti-SoviQt military alliance". It
should be the basis for a "positive liberal and demo-
cratic counter-offensive". For that reason the pact
should make as clear as possible hozi the people and
goverriments of the Free World intended to make good
"their faith in human rights and fundamental freedoms,
in the worth and c:ignity of man and in the principles
of parliamentary democracy, personal freedom and
political liberty".
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That the United Kinodomi -,ould li'.e ;:aJ a direct associa-

who miaht then ^:ork them out in.detail and sign a pact.

was hardly consistent with declarations of belief in

with the wider group.. When 2Ir. King talked over with

tion by the United States t;ith t:ie Brussel5 Pact and a
separate Atlantic Pact. 11r. Pearson suggested tentati-
vely that if the Three Po+rers cculd avree on certain
principles these might be submitted to a wider group

He thought it most important to avoid giving any
impression in public that Italy was being excluded or
ignored, but that the admission of Portugal to the group

democracy, etc. such as anp-ared in the Brusseic Pact.
On this point Mr. Jebb ter--i67.y commented that "the.
Azores-were important". Lr: Pearson also .telcomed the
participation of France from the beginning, if that
could be arranged satisfactorily. It emerged in these
talks that no other Commonwealth çountry had expressed
an iriterest in them or a desire to participate in
arrangements.

40. In the three days' talks in
Washington the United States, mainly on the g;rourld of
the danger of premature disclo.sures, secured assent to
the exclusion of the French from the discussions. On
the question of the merits of ar extension of the
Brussels Treaty*versus an Atlantic Pact :1r. Pearson
indicated a personal preference for the latter, arguing

that although great importance might be attached to the

United States accession to the Erussels Pact this would
not be true of similar action by Canada "for ►rhich, in
fact, there is neither more or less reason than for
accession by say Brazil or Australia". With this viesa
the Prime Mlinister and Mr. St. Laurent were in agree-
ment, although they were prepared to recommend acces-
sion by Canada, if necessary, to a pact in which the
other signatories were the United States, the United
Kingdom and France. They belie,,ed the essential things
were for the United States and tac United Kingdom to
undertirite the security of the Brussels Pact countries
and Scandinavia, and to act spee3ily so that the Soviet
m.iz;ht be suff i ciently impressed. Later the Atlantic
Pact could become the basis for discussions of a vider

union. The first stage of the talks ended with the
Americans stréssinb their determination to make the
question domestically one of bi-partisan policy on
which Senator Vandenberg in particular vould have to
be informed. They also favoured proposals for subse-
quent action to be issued solely in the name of the
United States, which would cover up the preliminary
three power talks from French gaze and would be valua-
ble, from the Canadian point of view, in emphasizing
the non-committal character of the current discussions.
Such a policy put Canada in the privileged and unusual
pos.i. t:i.on of'hc.ving an opportunity to influence recom-
nendations before being called uppn to discuss them

.ISr. Pearson the initial plans, he expressed himself
as greatly pleased with them, "from our point they
could not be better". He expressed a desire for



I

references to economic co-operation «ppeai°inC in both
the prearsble and draft tr Eû ty i.t self . Ano ther •reason
for Can_adya.n satisfaction vith the progress of discus-
sions was given by Mr. Wror_g tiaha thaEjCht that the
n3litary planning uhich could follov a North Atlantic
Treaty would tend to modify the concentration of United
States-Canada planners on defence of I:orth America from
outside attack. As he put it: "If the North «tl.antiL-
is bridged by a new defensive alliance, the problems
of North America defence vould become a small part of
the larger plan, the purpose of wh_ch vould be the means
of defeating the larger enemy. In such a plan the
offensive aspect would be the primary consideration".
Ar. Wrong also thought that political difficul'tles
tha t arise from the role cf United States forces on Can-
adian territory vould also be substGrtially diminished
"if such activities could be scan as a fraction of a
larger scheme".

41. During April Prime Minister
Spaak of,Belgium visited Ottawa and in his conversations
with Cabinet Ministers and off i zials shored anholesome
desire to make the Brussels Pa:; a "going concern"

'before asking for Canadian and American backing. When
it was hinted that there might develop a situation in
which the United States would take the initiative in
converting the Brussels Pact into a wider security pact,
to which Canada might also be a Party, Mr. Spaak com-
mented that in such an event "tie whole situation would,
of course, be changed and the Brussels povers and other
western povers ti:ould be foolish indeed not to take ad-
vantage of such an initiative". Lleanuhile the Canadian
public could be gradually prepared for the developments
that are under c:ay. . On Earch 245 1948, Mr. St. Laurent
told an audience in Kitchener t'lat it might not be only
Western Europe "which will be forced into a spiritual,
cultural. economic and politicaL union to offset the
union of totalitarian states unler the aggressive leader-
ship of .Russia". It•was-possit.ie for free nations to
form their oi:tz union for col'_ac live self defénce under
Article 51 of the Charter and such a trend was not "a
confession of despair but rathe_ a message of hope".
A month later the Minister spoke at a Rotary Conference
in Montreal and referred to the need for a sufficient
degree of upity to prevent the free nations from being
-destroyed or defeated one by one. He suggested that
the overuhelrning p.reponderance of force and unity
required for that purpose might require "the esta-
blishment of international political institutions
which will appear to trench much more upon old--fashi-
oned-concepts of national sovereignty thanany of the
international institutiors that have been established
in the past". - In his reviev of international affairs
in the House of Commons on April 29, Mr. St. Laurent
quoted the Prime Minister's state::ent• of March 17 and
discussed his references to security pacts at the
General.Assembly Session. He then said that it might
happen that "the free states, or some of them, vill '
soon find it necessary to consult together on hov
best to establish such a collective security league",
and that such a league "might grow out of the plans



for Western union" now maturznv in Europe. S:?ci1 a
league t^lould be as necessary foi the defence of Canada
and the United States as for thE def erice of Western
Europe and it rias in the uationc;l interest of Canada
to see that the flood of com.i=anIst expansion was held
back. !Sr. St. Laurent was sure that it was the desire
of the people of Canada that "Cvnada should play its
full part in creating and c►aintr,ining this overwhelming
preponderance of moral, economic and military force and
the necessary unity for its effective use". Since
Canadian foreign policy must now be based upon recog-
nition of the fact that totalitarian communist aggres-
sion endangers the freedom and ^eace of every democratic
country including Canada; I:ir. St. Laurent maintained
that "ve should be svilling to associüte ourselves with
the other free states in any apl.ropriate collective
security arrangement which may te worked out under
Articles 51 or 52 of the Charter.' Mr. St. Laurent's
comments were quoted appreciatively by Mr. Bevin in
despatches to the United Kingdon= Ambassador in Washing-
ton.

42. In the United States it took
longer than had been anticipated to grease the machinery
of domestic politics, especially in a presidential
election year, before decisive action could take place
in the diplomatic sphere. Or. 1114y. 19, 1943, the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations adop+.:ec:, the ^jandenberb
Resolution (later approved by SEnate û4.4) v'riicti, for
tactical reasons,was henceforth used by the State
Department as the basis for its action. This resolution
included among objectives c:hich the United States should
pursue under the United Nations Charter progressive
development of regional and other collective-arrange-0
ments for individual and collective self-defence, asso-
ciation of the United States by constitutional process with
such arrangeneats "as are based on continuous and
effective self-help and mutual oid and as affect our
national security", and making,clear the deternination
of the United States "to exercise the right of collec-
tive individual self-defence under Article 51 should
any armed attack occur affedting its national security".
The delays ii, negotiation vorried Ottati:a, uhich began
to feel that the United States was relapsing into
short-sighted and insufficient policiess and that
there was a real danc-er of a reliance - on old fashioned
alliance policies dictated by purely military consi-
derations". Mr. Wrong conveyed some of this concern
to State Department officials. He pointed out that
collaboration by Canada with the United States would
be easier under a pact than a unilateral United States
declaration. He made his point on United States-
Canada defence co-operation, to vhich reference has
already been made, and added: "an Atlantic Pact nould
ôo a long way towards curing our split personality in
defence matters by bringing the United States, United
Kin-dom and Canada into regular partnership". This
ar-uraent seer.ls to have carried some r:eight. What idr.
t7rông did not say, but was also appreciated in Ottawa,
as a departmental memorandum of tune 1 shows, was
that an Atlantic Treaty "s:=oluld hop to ensure that



Canada was not pushed ahead of the United States in
the event of war". A. treaty ccy.miNmenv rather than a
presidential declaration or a congressional resolution
would lessen the danger of hictory repelting itself.
In response to United States s-3undings Canadian
officials expressed their pers3nal view that Canada
might be prepared to take part in preliminary political
talks with the United.States and the Brussels Powers
in Washington, and with the sa ►ae powers on military
questions in London. On June 23 an invitation to
attend diplomatic talks with the United States and the
Brussels Powers was extended by the State Department
and the Prime Minister readily gave approval to accept-
ance. Four days before Mr. St. Laurent had said in the
House of Commons that the phra3e used by the Ottawa
Journal "the crusade by Canada" for the complet-ion of
a Western Union or North Atlan^ic regional pact justly
described the attitude the government had adopted.
In a departmental press releas3 on July 5 the Washington
discussions were described as purely exploratory and
on the diplomatic level. They were to be concerned
with "Western Security arrange-ients and United States
and Canadian association with nhem". The omission of
any reference to a North Atlan-,;ic Pact was due to
American insistence with which the government reluct-
antly concurred. Yet from the beginning in the discus-

Powers, "It had been necessary to make clear that Canada's
relationship to any continuing organization must be on
a similar basis to that of the United States and not
as part of a Commonwealth Bloc". This necaassity had
arisen f rom an attempt on the part of. the United Kingdom
.Chiefs of Staff to act as the link between Western Union

discussions-on the military activities of the Brussels
ence of a Canadian observer had proved desirable. In the

and the United States that tbs Washington Embassy was
given a copy of the instructions given by the United
States Government to its senior representatives attend-
ing the talks in London. When Mr. Robertson was in
Ottawa in September 1948 and attended a meeting of
the Cabinet Defence Committee, he said that the pres-

He was Instructed to take part "in no discussion on major
policy and to avoid making cowatments on behalf of
Canada". It was typical of thtt close-working relations
that Canada had established wii.h both the United Kingdom

ted as Vice Chief of Staff. It was in the latter capa-
city, in order to keep the record clear on the duties
of liaison officers, that he a•ctended the London talks.

to act as The chief Canadian observer. He was the senior
army liaison officer in London but had just been designs-

"North Atlantic system". It wus not until July 15 that
the invitation for military ta:lks in London was received.
The way had already been clear;sd for Brigadier H. Graham

sions Mr. Lovett, the Chairman, kept referring to a

in London and Washington at a leisurely pace the Depart-
ment became disturbed at the emphasis placed by France,
Belgium and to a lesser degree Holland, upon securing
immediate American military assistance and their.

-and "the machinery for Commonwealth defence".

43. As the discussions proceeded



their.apparent lack of awareness of the importance of
securing through a Treaty long-term A::lerican co-opera-
tior_. Mr. Pearson felt that the l;uropean vie;7 that the
presence of American troops in Europe meant the United
States involvement in a Soviet attack on Western Europe
in any event was "profoundly vrrcng and short-sighted".
He was convinced that their main hope lay in a regior.al
pact and that it would be folly,not to push ahead with
that policy because of eagernes: about.i^ediate military
assistance. In despatches to M. Dupuy, Mr. Doré and
General Vanier, this conviction was vigorously expressed.
an Au^ust 13 General Vanier was asked to do anything he
could "... to help convince the French Foreign Office
that the national interest of France require the conclu-
sion of the earliest possible date of a North Atlantic
pact". It was the Canadian viFv that an Atlantic pact
rould progressively lessen the danger of a Soviet occupa-
tion of France (an obsession vhi.ch as Mr. Ritchie :vrote
from Paris "may blind the FrencT'.'to vide vistas and more
remote contingencies") by making it less likely that the
Soviet Union would believe the l estern povers were bluf-
fing in their opposition. Under such a pact the "s7estern
po-wers could exert a "steady and constructive influence
in Vashington". It would.give France and othcr countries
a larger say in framing political and strategic decisions.
The hope was expressed that "... the French will real ize
that a North Atlantic Treaty, eien if it is not as preci-
se as they nould like it to be, will create a new living
international institution 'vlhich i^: ill have within itself
possibi-Lities of growth and of adaptation to changing
conditions. The United States Department was shorn the
létter and thought so highly of it that copies were sent
to United States ambassadors in Paris, Brussels and the
Hague who were asked to keep in touch with *their Canadian
colleagues. On August 20, 1948, at an informal meeting
at Mr. Lovett's :^ouse with the %ren cn, Belgian and
Netherlands ambassadors, i7here .he talk was of the
frankest and most informal char^:cter Mr. Pearson made

^ the folloyling Points:

1. The extension of tt*.e Brussels Pact to
include trans-Atlantic countries was
impracticable and undesirable.

. A unilateral guarantee of the Brussels
Pact countries vould not be given by
Canada. Any obligations would have to be
on a fully reciprocal basis.

T-1hat was required then was a North
Atlantic security pact on a fully recipro-
cal basis.

4. Only in the franevork of such a long--
term collective arrangement could Canada,
or any other countryy be expected to give
maximum support for measures tr eet
the short-term emergency.



44. By the middle of September there
had been sufficient progress- in both London and Washing-
ton for Zovernments to be asked for their comûen,s on
military discussions and-the propûration of a draft
treaty. At the Cabinet Defence Comittee on-September
14 a report vas given on the LoAdon talks where conside-
ration was being given to the formation of a Western
Union Chiefs of Staff committee as the directing military
group. It was thought desirable for Canada to continue
representation if the new com..-^i0ee was established.
The United States, i hich was considering grants of

of the Chiefs of Staff and also of the hTilitary Supply

military equipment, was anxious for Canada to be _kept in
touch with developments. There was already emerging a
suggestion that Canada might re'.ease stocks of United
Kingdom type military equipment to the Western Union
countries and replace them by United States equipment.
W. Robertson supported Canadian representation on the
same basis as the.United States on the ground that the
London talks were a counterpart of the pol i tical discus-
sions in Washington. The Commit.'tee was not prepared to
make a firm decision until the mituat_on had clarified
and merely agreed to reconsider the character of Canadian
participation when the organiza0ion vas definitely esta-
blished. When this did take place and an invitation
was fe•rmally extended to Canada to take part in meetings

Board, action was deferred unti:'..the certainty of United
States participation was assured. Once this was known
the Government agreed in Decembor that Canada should
also co-operate.

45. On October 4 a memorandum
favouring acceptance of a treaty vent to Cabinet. It
summarized the exploratory conversations in Washington
on the proposed North Atlantic Treaty. It pointed out
that such a treaty vould also surve in creating and
maintaining a North Atlantic Coi munity , which would
provide "the dynamic counter-atiraction to totalitari-
an communism - a free, prosperoas and aggressive
society". The submission did.not attempt to assess
the increases in defence éxpendnture which might be
necessary under a pact but stated that:

"After the pact has been in
operation for some six months or so, and
unless the present international tension has
sensibly diminished, the Canadian Government
may be asked to,authorize commitments by
Canada, the cost of vhich :?ould be in excess
of current defence expenditures. These costs
would be for the purpose of mair.taininC our
own armed forces and our indus trial machine in
a state of readiness and possibly for assist-
ing in the rearming of the Western European
countries".

After enumerating arguments previously advanced for.
such a pact, the submission recommended that Canada
signify her willingness to proceed rith the neootia-
tions-for a treaty along the general lines of the
working paper. Fortified by the press response to



and Mr.speeches recently made by ^Ir. St. Laurent
Pearson on the subject, and by the k.novrlcd:7e that the
three chief political parties had indicated approval
of such a treaty at Eational Conventions Cabinet
approved the recommendation.

46. Althoug^! the Brussels Powers
expressed their tfillir_gness to proceed with a treaty
by the end of October, it was not until a month later
that they had agreed among thereselves on the possible
character of such a treaty. Ir the interval Canadian
officials were examining a series of papers drafted by
Mr. Reid, :-ahich arose from his earlier studies for that
purpose, and were'designed for Cabinet, as instructions
for Mr. Wrong, and as a ccmment3ry for the Washington
talks. In general because of the breadth of the propo-
sals they urged, as Mr. Robertson did, the "visdom of
starting modestly and creating specific agencies to do
specific jobs as the need for them becomes clear to the
partner governments". After much exchange. of comment
along these lines among Ottat.,a, ^dashington, London and
Paris., where Mr. Pearson, now P Cabinet P,iinister was
attending the Session of the,General Assembly, a memo-
randurA was sent to Cabinet on December 1 for approval
which was designed as guidance for Ms. Wrong in the
second series of Washington talks.

47^ The proposed treaty , of a
possible duration of twenty to twenty-five years,
should include provision for consultation, co-opera-
tion and common action in the economic field and should
emphasize in the preamble commoa values as was done in
the lrearty of Brussels. It should be approved.bj
Parliament and the Canadian Gov:rnment should retain
ultimate control of "any measures recommended by the
Council ( of foreign ministers) uhich may éntail.mili-
tary or economic contributions 3y Canada". The memo-
randuM favoured the inclusion o:. the Scandinavian
countries, Iceland and Ireland in the treaty. It was
amended by Cabinet to allow, if essential, the
inclusion of Portugal, since Canada rould not lfiish to
oppose that state's membership in purely ideological
grounds.

4$. The problem of Italy was covered
by a proposal that after the new organization had been
established special defence arrangements miâht be
concluded with that country. It was suggested that
the treaty should not apply to the defence of non
self-governing/territories belonging to the signato-
ries unless, as Cabinet suggested, they were specifi-
cally included for strategic reasons. With the
amendments described Cabinet approved of the set of
instructions. On December 10 the meetings began in
.Washington, and at the outset Mr. Wrong gave a" brief
review of the Canadian'position.. Under instructions2
Mr. 1lrong also distributed privately t o the crorking
party a Canadian commentary on the Washington propo-
sals of September, which set forth provisional views
to which the Canadian Government was not necessarily
committed. Mat might be called the first reading
of a draft treaty was ccmpletec, in two rreeks' time.



The draf twas generally satisfactory and on January
5 Cabinet agreed to consider the text in detail after
it was further revised in Washington. It also favoured
a Parliamentary resolution appr)ving the treaty refore

now directed towards the Soviet Union. hile this

signature. Three days later tho Prime :iini: ter told
Mr. Pearson and Mr. Wrong he va3 opposed to the area
specifically covered by the treaty including French
North Africa or any Colonial tehritory and would
prefer Italy's not becoaing a fill partner. He vas
prepared, if necessary, to have Canada join in special
assurances about Italian security but did not rlant
similar collective action tal:en. Or Greece , Turhey or
other countries. Mr. St. Laurent thought a firm'term
of trre?ve years would be adequa',e for the treaty's
duration and remarked that, obvLously, the treaty vas

situation continued "it would be politically easy to
deferid Canadian participation". The world situation
mQht hol.ever drastically chang:: in a decade. He thought
that, if the treaty were for a neriod of twenty years,
the signatories might meet at the end of ten years to
decide whether it required revision. A provision of
that kind was agreed to by the working group in Washing-
ton during the January talks and eventually became part
of Article Eleven. It became necessary, however, from
French intransigence, upon which Canadian representations
through General Vanier had no e"fect, to include Algeria
vithin the scope of the treaty. It was also necessary
to accept the inclusion of Ital;r, after that state
formally requested membership and its strategic impor-
'tance found some value in the e;Tes of the American
experts. Canadian consent on those points was formal-
ly sanctioned on February 9. The active part t;hich
Canada had taken in the discussions had led some
European diplomats to suggest that the treaty when
concluded should be signed in Ottawa, "on this side of
the Atlantic but not at the cap:_tal of the greatest -
power of them all" as the Belgia:r: Ambassador put it,
and some State department off i;::.als to suggest that
the original treaty and ratif:cbtions might be'deposit-
ed in Ottawa. It was felt here that the role of
Çanâda should not be overstressed, thus leading to
criticism of the Government for "getting too big for
its boots" as Mr. Wrong put it. On February 3 the
Cabinet agreed that it was preferable to have the
treaty signed at Washington or elsewhere rather than
at Ottawa.

49. The Department was far from
happy about the draft of Article 2 of the treaty
which dealt with co-operative efforts to promote the'
ger.eral tvelfare through collaboration in the cultural,
economic and social f ie? ds. Canada was the only
country which had strongly favoured this article in
the discussions. Such a policy has been stressed in
Parliament and elsevhere by the Prime Minister and
Mr. Pearson na proof of the fact that the proposed
treaty was more than a mere military alliance. In
a tclegram of February 7 the draft article was
criticized for its veakness and the comment made
that "the Canadian Parliament and the péople will



expect the Canadian Government to secure something
a good deal stronger". At the first meeting of the
Ambassadors w ith Mr. Acheson, the new Secretary of
Sta t e , ^here more serious problems emerged about the
rrpleage" article of the draft '',reaty (Article 5),

was drafted, of which the first sentence vas prepared

Mr. Wrong presented the Canadia:i views and propo-sed a
more strongly worded Article. :ie reported that they
received next to no discussion. He added that a
phrase in the draft article"to promote the general
'welfare" vould tend to rouse in senatorial minds "a
vision of endless hand-outs to the other parties".
Mr. Acheson did not think the article meant anything
-while Senators Connolly and Vandenberg viould prefer
its deletion from what to them :ihould be a straight
defence agreement. It was also thought that the
State Departr.ient'vas inclined tj regard the article
as redundant for their purposes) since parallel decla-
rations had been given in variolzs ECA agreements,
and as an unnecessary complicating factor with
Congress. Faced by this situation the Department set
to-vork to mobilize as much support as possible to
secure at least a minimum draft. The High Commissioner
in London was asked to request Jnited Kingdom assis-
tGnce -"both in terms of streng-^: ier_ino the treaty and
in terms of practical considerations". He reported
that support would be given for the present article
but there was no interest in strengthening it. When
Prime Minister St. Laurent visi^ed Vashington on
February 12, 1949, he told President Truman and 13r.
Acheson that it was most important to him that the
treaty should be not a military alliance only but
should hold out the prospect of close economic and
social collaboration between tho parties. An article
to this effect would be of the ;reatest .value to him
politically in securing full acieptance of- the treaty
by the Canadian-people. Mr. St. Laurent's vievs were-
sympathetical ly received and I1r Wrong reported after-
wards that there should be no di_ff iculty in securing--
at least the current draft Arti:le. On.-February 17
the Canadian tmbassadors in Par.is, Brussels and The
Hague were briefed on the queât.^on and asked to
explain why Canada Tianted a stronger article, and to
request support in Washington fur it. When approached
all three governments proved well disposed, Plr: Schu-
man in Paris undertaking to tell. his representative
.in Washingto!i to support the Canadian proposal "to
the hilt". The Dutch also strongly supported it at
a meeting in Brussels of the Western Union Povers.
Five days later Mr. jsrong had a long discussion 'vjith'
State Department officials. He told them that unless
an Article on the lines suggested appeared in the
Treaty "the Canadian Government would haveto revieT.r
its position toFrards the whole project". If it did
accept the Treaty minus the article, it would have
to make it clear publicly that the omission was
solely due to the United States. A revised article

by the Americans, and the rest embodied Canadj.an
proposals. The new article read:



"The parties will contribute
toward further aeveî.opment of peaceful and
friendly international relations by strength-
enin& their free institutions and pro:.iotinb
conditions of stabil.it'v and LIelI-beins.
They will seek to el.iminute conflict in
their international ecor.omic policies and
will encourage econo;^ic collaboration
between any or all of them. They -wi7.l make
every effort.to bring about a better under-
s tand ing of the pr inc iple s rrhich f orm the
basis of their common civilization".

The revised article was well received at the Ambassa-
dors' meeting on February 25, !,here Mir. Acheson
remarked that he had been surprised at the success
the State Department had had in securing its accept-
ance by some of the •-Sena.te. Iie also said that the
President had been very helpful "in getting the
Canadian position across". It .loulG ease the position

were more than embellishments and were confirmed in

of his government if the Canadian Government ::ould
decide that this draft was adeq,iate. The Government
decided that it was. In its fi..iai form the order of
the clauses in the article andenrent some change, but
there ras no departure from the basic ideas. 'It ^has
been generally regarded as "the Canadian Article".

50. The stru:;gle over the "Pledge"
article, Article 5 , which was concurrent with the
debates on Article 2, was a far more fundamental one
from the standpoint of the Europeans, since it ^hreat-
ened to undermine the precision of the pledges for
effective defence ti7hich they rightly regarded as the
core of the treaty. Mr. Acheson told the Ambassadors
on February 9 th4 t he had encoun',:ered diff icul ty with
those Senator s --ho had been shoTrn the draft treaty
and that Article 5 was 'the heart of the Senator s'
concern". They wished to modify .,o,-,e of the language.
On their behalf Mr. Acheson arg,.ted that no harm would
be '-done since after all the Tre ,ty depended "on the
initiative and determination of the parties and not
on verbal embellishments of the fundamental pledge to
take action to restore and assure the security of the
area". But others thought the vords to be dropped

their uneasitess by careless and unhelpful remarks
made in Senate debates. Mr. Wrong said in the
initial. discussion that the Canadian Government liked

. the language of Article 5 and did not think the
language could be watered down véry much. He suoges-
ted to Ottawa that Mr. St. Laurent should, in addi-
tion to advocating Article 2,also stress the need
for a strong pledge in Article 5 when he tal?:ed to
the President. The Prime Minister is reported to
have expressed in his conversation the view t'^iat
the major value of the Treaty was its role as a
deterrent to war but does not appear to have discus-
sed the pledge question in detail. On February 17
Mr. Wrong, who had asked for specific approval of
his opposition to rreakening the pledge, was told
that the Department believed it vas better 11 ... to



have no treaty at all than to have a treaty which
is so t7eak and ambiguous as to be meaningless and
therefore mischievous". The Depart.Lent be"..ieved
the treaty must represent a sufficient conCentration
of force to prevent aggression and to give reasonable
assurarce that this force can be quickly and effecti-
vely mobilized when required. To water do::n the
uridertakings would be "reducing the proposed North
Atlant__c Treaty almost to the level of a Kellogg-
Briand peace pact". It was in the long-run interest
of Can-rda and the United States to bind Western
Europe in a close security arrangement, since in ten
years' time it midht be the industrial centres of
North America vhich felt the first shock of an aggres-
sive attack.

51, Examples gere given of equally
strong American pledges in other draft treaties -which
had been-made public and the point was repeatedly
stressEd that whatever vas being undertaken should be
made clear beyond possibility of â doubt. It'tiias not
necessary for the United States Congress to surrender
its right to declare war but "the Congress 1,;ould be..
under a moral obligation (t,,hich Senator Connally had ;
denied) to declare var", It was appreciated that forth-
right pledges might cause difficulties in securing
pitblic support, in Canada as well as the United States.
But the Canadian view was "vie propose to meet criticism
by stating that the national interest demands the
conclusion of a treaty which is best calculated to
prevent war, and that the best chance of.preventing
war lies in making it clear to the Soviet Union that
war with one of the signatories means W'ar with all".
Some of the Canadian arguments proved helpful to the
State fepartment in discussions with Senators. Ever_t-
ually Er. Acheson was able to get agreement in Senate
to a revised version of Article 5 vrhich involved only
minor drafting changes. Mir. Wrong advised acceptance
of the changes. He was supported by the Departraent
on February 25. In the Ambassadorst meeting when
there °ias some criticism of the revordinb, he stated
that the Canadian Government vou7.d probably favour a
stronger pledge than the one originally contemplated,
but understood the difficulties f aced.by the Staté
Department and felt that the Secretary of State should
be congratulated on saving so much from ti•ihat had
almost looked like a hopeless situation. Once the
pledge article was cleared the drafting of the rest
of the treaty caused less difficulty.

52. These anxious moments over key
clauses of the treaty were not the only difficulties
the Department faced in January and February 1949.
There were exchanges of letters with the Irish Govern-
ment and interviews with its High Commissioner over
the Irish attempt to induce Canada to take the initia-
tive in bringing before the Washington vJorking party
the Irish determination not to adhere to a North
Atlantic Treaty so long as Ireland rias partitioned.
Mr. MacBride, the Foreign Minister, maintained in a
personal let-ter to Mr. Pearson on February 7 that
partition was clearly an international problem



"just as much as Palestine and Ir.donesia are inter-
national problems", and that Canada ; o.zld be the one
country that could most appropriatel.y take the initia-
tive. i.i- this matter because of her close relationship
with both Britain and Ireland. The Irish Prime Minis-
ter al-;o sent a copy of his reply to the United States
on adl:erence to the North Atlantic Pact. The govern-
ment hi:d already had in mind an approach to the Irish
Government, and had actually prepared an aide-mémoire
for usa in Dublin on the adherence to the Pact. But
it did not believe it appropriate for Canada to raise
with the other North Atlantic States the question of
partit1.on. The Canadian viev was that the dangers to
peace and freedom ;^rere so serions at the moment that
au agreement to stand together in an emergency was of
the fii^st importance. Other problems should be left
for se-;tlesent by a process of negotiation and compro-
mise. Mr. Pearson suggested Ireland ^rjou.ld gain by
becomi;ig an original member of the North Atlantic
Comnunryty vhere it could play "the same sort of
creatil•e and valuable role which it is now playing
in the OEEC". Participation Yrould help to enhance the
sense uf unity among the members so that "any barriers
of misunderstanding -which separate the various rlôrth
Atlantic countries should disappear and Ireland and
the Uni.ted Kinglom vould become closer partners and
friendo". He thouPub that in that manner a generally
satisfz.ctory solution of the problem of partition could
be e,.podited. 11eanwhile, he said the I:Iir_ister and the
people of Ireland could be assured of Canada's ünder-
standir:g of their desire to find a solution on a basis
"acceptable to the people of Ireland as a cihole".
The Ir::sh High Co û.missioner, who was shown the letter,
said tl.at if any Irish Government joined the North
Atlantic Treaty before 1,artition was ended there would
be civ'.1 war in Ireland. Mr. Hearn also commented
that hi- supposed Mr. Pearson realized he "was reading
Ireland a lecture on where its ovin national. interest
lay". However, when Mr. Johnson delivered the letter
to Mr. MacBride he reported that the latter "gave no
sign o_-any disappointment or annoyar-ce with any part
of your letter" and said he fully understood Canada' s
vié^r,

53. Meanwhile other countries were
also making overtures in Ottawa. The Italian Ambas-
sador in Ottawa, unaware that Canada had abandoned
rigid opposition to Italy's inclusion in the Pact,
kept pressing for news of the Canadiar. position and
for a denial of erroneous press reports. When Italy
was formally invited to si^n the Pact the Canadian
Ambassador to Rome was instructed-to tell the Foreign
Office tizat Canada heartily associated herself with
the invitation. The Svedish Minister explained -why
Sneden did not «ish to abandon her traditional policy
of neutrality, and hoped that Canada would do v1hat'
it could "ta ensure that the Scandinavian countries -
got rar, materials essential to their defence even if
none of them entered the 27,orth Atlantic Treaty".
The Danish Minister described his coantry's doubts.



about entering c treaty. The I:orrregian iiir.is'Uer asked
for Canadian support for membershlip in the pact and
was told that vie had always favoured it. On hearing
that the French Ambassador in 11ashington was atte,pt-
ing to link together the questions of Italian and
Norvieb::an membership the Department had General Vanier
take uo the question with I1r. Schuman on February 26,
and ob-:ained his assurances that France rould not do
so. By interview and letter the:. Greek Ambassador
expres^^ed the vic;: of his ;overnment that if a special
declaràtion concerning Italy were issued when the
treaty was signed "i'6 is of special importance that
such a declaration with regard to Greece be made in
the nû; ie of Canada as vell as in the name of the United
SiLates., Great Britain and France". He was to3.d. that
it 170u---d be "inappropriate and misinterpreted" if a
smalle,^ country like Canada were to par.ticipate in a
declar«tion of this kind. To this rather forced argu-
ment v-ls added another that "the,declaration signed
by all of the participants to the Treaty might be
interp*,.,eted as beinô somevhat weaker than the g^.aran-
tees aiready given by the United States and the United

K' d"u and as a consequence.' such a declaration
might have a tendency to t7eaken those earlier guarantees".

54; In 111ar ch things 'moved much faster.

....
nitk^ t-ie United Kingdom in releasing in advance of publi-

cation the draf t treaty to the other Commonwealth govern-

ments. On .Sarch 28 the Prime Minister presented a
resolution to the House of Com:r1ons -►rhich, after a decia-

y
of the last minute Canadian suggestions for phraseology,
was re:!eased on March 18. By press conference and radio
efforts were made to continue the process of preparing
the' Cauadian people for-the new responsibility :hich had

3o attempt was made toto dato gone so satisfactorily. I
claim ':oo much for the new treaty :lhich the Prime Minis-
ter hi,iself told the Press was a "second best". At the
inst3nre of the Canadian•Govern^lent, it was associated

Cabine l, approved of the draft treaty on I.Zarcn 10) one
year 1(:ss a da;r since the United Kin"^iosz appeal for
discus3ion of a Pact. The leaders of the three opposi-
tion parties were given advance copies of the document.
the troaty in its final form, ::hich reflectcd several

ration of support-of the United Nations, declared that
"the conclusion among states of the North Atlantic
area of a treaty within the meaning of Article 51 of
the Charter is, in present circumstances, of vital
importance for the protection of Canada, the preser-
vation of peace, and the development of political,
social and economic co-operation among North Atlantic
democracies".

55^ The resolution then called for
approval of Canadian 'representation at the conference
to be held in Washington to co.^^plete the treaty. Ir.
I^r. Pearson's speech he underlined the govErnnent's
vievs on the relation of the United Nations Charter
to the new treaty by saying that the govern:nent
pledged itself "not.to take part in any activity
under the North Atlantic Treaty 1:hicn con+.ravenes

k.



the principles and purposes of the United I';ations
Chartel , or rrhich is provocc_::ive a:-ci azzressive of
characi;er". Later he added "Can4da's support of this
pact} '^herefore, is not in any sense a change in our
policy towards the United Nations and uhat it stands
for". Havin4g in mind possible doubts in some
countr ^es , including Co:amon°:ealth ones, . that the
treat}* might mean a diminution of Canadian interest
in developing co-operation ►:ith thes.the '1:1inister
spoke of "strong and responsible cEenbers of this
democratic co:amunity" which were no.t included in the
Ti-eüty and declared: "Our relations with them will be
no less cordial, and our willingness to co-operate
with them for mutual velfare and security will be no
less effective because we have made ti:is Yorth Atlantic
Treaty". He insisted that there was nothing in the
treaty that should produce "an exclusive or isolationist
or superior attitude among membe^s of the group". The
debate was over in a single day in the 1.11ouse of Com.nons,
with only two members from Quebec opposing the resolu-
tion. A tireek later Mr. Pearson and Mr. wrong signed
the North Atlantic Treaty on behalf of Canada. When.

-Parlia.zent was asked to approve of ratification the
debater were equally brief and convincing in their
suppor-;. On May 3 Mr. Wrong was- able to deposit
Canada s Instrument of Ratification with the State
Departi.ient thus making Canada the first country to
compi E ^e ratification.

56. Mleanyihile the &overn.ment had
reacted vigorously to a note from the Soviet Govern-
ment which had been sent to all North Atlantic powers
that--sharply attacked the Treaty and the intent of
its au-..hors. ' The Canadian reply, uhich was made

public, categôrically denied "the accuracy and validity
of the conclusions" and declared that the Treaty "is
not dl':-ected a^ainst any country ^^hich does not plan
aUgres;ion.nor does it contravene in any respect the
Charte:, of the United Nations"..

57. When the Foreign 2,Iinisters had
briefly discussed the possible working of the Treaty
they agreed that on the Council provided for in -
Article Eight the governments should be represented
either by their Foreign 'Ainister_ or a,^propriate
plenipotentiaries (Mr. Acheson's word). The Defence
Committee_ -ohicEl was to be set up by the Council r:ould
be° a civilian body composed of representatives of
the Ministers of Defence. It, in turn, vould set
up suitable comnitteesfor strategic planning and
related matters. Other details were left over for
further discussion by the working party. In United
Kingdom circles there was some talk of an inner
i7orl:ino group along the lines of a Chiefs of Staff
Co;a.-aittee -ahich should be composed of the United
States, the United Kingdom, France and Car_a6a. They
favoured the NATO Chiefs of Staff being located in
London anU closely linked with the Western Union
machit.nry. 11r. Reid who, like -)fficers of the
recer: c: T created Defence Liais ja Division, regarded



it as of "very great-po?itical importance" that
Canada should be a full member of a Chiefs of Staff
committee, discovered ::hen in Washington for the
siSnin€ flf'the Treaty that some State Department
officicls were turning over in their minds the idea
of a si.eering cor.imittee of the North Atlantic Chiefs
of Staffs composed only of the United States, the'
United'Kingdom and France. Such an idea Mr. Pearson
had dé:=cribed as "possibly the best course" in a
memorar.dum'as early as April 13, 1948. Hot7ever
thinking was still -fluid and Mr. Wrong reported that
the British, French and Americans all appeared to
agree that Canada should be represented on the top
milita: y body under the Defence Committee, and that

ovin representation and then findthat we seriously

prior agreement on pol icy should be r,orYed out inforn-
allyin general terms,by the United Stutes7 the United
Kingdom, France and Canada. He asked for comment on
CanadiGn membership in this "exc7usive group". From
Paris Er. Ritchie reported on similar lines. There
Frënch authorities were quite prepared to see Canada
take p,..rt in such a committee located in Washington
and re;arded by them as to become "the hïbhest planning
body'considerir_g questions of s:orld strategy". In We
1949, the French Foreign Office told Ur. Ritchie that
Car_adiân membership was in the highest degree desira-
ble, not only from the point of viei7 of Canada' s`
relationship to North Atlantic defence but from the
overal:. political and diplomatic point of view.
Canada j=ras "first cousin" to all other of our proposed
members of the comr.tittep and could pexform an invalua-
ble ro:_e as an intermediary between them . A second
question, which was already being raised in Washington
by both Senators and officials, was the possible parti-
cipation of Canada in providing military equipment or
key minerals to the European partners in NATO. How-
ever, L'r. }Jrong-told the State Department that Canada
could ^ake no action until the Treaty was in force and
Yonsulnations had taken place. He thought Senator

Pepper,., who had inquired about it, should be answered
"by pw.nting to the Canadian record of living up to
intern<tional obligatiôns and saying that they had no
doubt that the Canadian*Government would give proper
effect to the principle of mutual aid". He also
pertinently remarked that since military equipment
produced in Canada had a United States dollar content
"Canada could not be expected to do very much unless
there was United States military procurement in Canada".

5g0 In Ottawa the inclination in
the Department was to go slow and not take a leading' '
part suggesting the forri that defence organization
should take. As a memorandum to Mr. Pearson pointed
out on April 1, "it could.indeed prove very embarras-
sing if we were to insist on any given scheme for ou

disagree with the criteria proposed by other countries,
for apportioning the burden in men7 money and supplies".
On the other hand Canada would be in a better position
to determine the nature of the Canadian contribution
to NATO defence if it was represented on a Chief s of

Staff ':ommittee. It was thought hlghiy desirable



that all the members .of the Pact should jointly
confer authority upon the Supreme Com:::anders who
would have authority over their forces.. ThE Chiefs
of Staf^ were naturally keenly interested in this
aspect .)f policy, and Géneral Foulkes had drafted in
March a personal paper which he submitted to senior
America.i and United Kingdom generals. He advocated
regional planning grôups and a"strateôic reserve
group"2 conpnsed of troops of the United States, the
United :Zingdom an.d'Canada, which tiaould be controlled
by a Criefs of Staff Committee drairn from the three
countries. On May 18 Mr. Heeney, i.Ir. Robertson and

with a parallel committee on supply. These views were

Western Union Military Committee was advised to take

Mr. TJro,ig met with the Chiefs of Staff and the committee
agreed that defence planning could best be done on a
regional basis, with co-ordination of such planning
'vested in a s:aaJ.l commlittee on v.hich the United States,
the United Kingdôm and possibly France should be repres-
ented. They felt that Canada shoulc accept membership
on this committee if invited to do so. Unlike the
United Kingdom experts they favou^ec: Washington as the
headqua^ters of the military committee, in association

endorsei by Cabinet, which believed that Canada should
have a voice in the planning of any operations in vihich
Canadian troops might be involved. Mr. TJrong conveyed
this information to the State Depart;ient with the.quali-
f ication that Canada "was not lobbying for an invita-
tion". At the same time, to avoid embarrassment the
senior ^anadian army officer who sat in with the

no part in discussions of the future role of NATO.
Early in August it became clear that the United States
Chiefs of Staff did not favour Canad?.an membership on
the small committee, lest Italy and The Netnerlsnds
should also seek membership on such a coin.aittee. It
vas then decided that Canada should advocate the
principLe-that, in any case where the Steering Group,
as it ras originally called before the term Standing
Group ras adopted, planned the use of forces or faci-
litiss of any signatory outside'the regional grouping.

of Zich it was a member, that signatory should have
the rig'zt to participate as a member in the delibera-
tions of the Steering Group. Such a policy paralleled
closely the Canadian attitude at San Francisco on the
role of the Security Council. It was also agreed
that, because of the probability of Canadian resources
being required, Canada should seek, menbership on any.
e.;ecutive committee of the ;1ilitary Supply Board if
one should be established. Canada should also
continue her present relationship to Western Union
by being represented as an observer at its delibera-

tions but irould be unlikely to favour becoming more
closely associated with it, even if the United States
should do so. On the vider question of the scope
of planning to be carried on by the Standing Group,.
-it vas the Canadian vies7 that the general interest
v-iould best be served "by avoiding any attempt at
this time to define the Corn.-aittee's role t7ith any
greater precision than does the Treaty itself". It
Vas. admitted that this tactic only avoided the issue
but it vould avert an impasse at the outset. 16



vas hoped that the conflict betveen the notions of
regional and ^lobal planning could in pr^c ^ice be
reconciled within the organization as experience
dictated.

59. On economic questions the

were anxious to be able to tell Congress that some other

Canadian position was initially cautious. E`lr:en the
question of Canadian participation in a Military
Assistance Programme was again raised rather forcibly
in Vashington on July 12, 1949, Mr. Wrong declined
to consent to any public statement being made other
than thût the question had been raised by the United
States with Canada. He realized that American officials

country besides.the United States vas contributing to
the re-armament of Western Europe. It was not unreason-
able for the State Department to hint that Canada
should be in a position to give some very general indi-
cation of sihat sort of policy it ivas intended to pursue.
For that reasori he asked Ottawa if it r-iould be possible
"to go a little further in general terms". Not much
could.be said however in viev of the difficult financial
situation of the United Kingdom and of the sterling area
but Washington was assured that Canada viould, as in the
past, pay for supplies required for her own purposes
and would do her best in giving effect to obligations
under Article 3 of the Treaty. In the initial. meetings
of the Working Group the United States tentatively
suggested the possibility of an "Economic Advisory
Committee on Defence" to consider payments problems
especially for arms supplied to European members, and
for iteras in production 'programmes uhich required dollar
expenditure, and to'lay dorin the financial and economic
limits of lang term planning. The 'Car.adian vierJ was
that- it was both "unnecessary and up_desirable" to
establish any economic machinery at such an early stage
since the Lilitary Supply Board should be able to deal
with the chief questions at the outset. .

will be feasible". It was anticipated that an Econo-

60. The possible use of Article 2
upon which so much emphasis had been placed by Canada
had been raised earlier by the United Kingdom. Our
High Commissioner cabled on May 23,that Canada might
be asked for specific su-gestions for the es.tablish-
ment of economic machinery to forward its objectives.
In reply he was informed that, although the Government
attached importance to the provisions of the Article,
Cabinet 1:1inisters had not yet considered the question
of machinery-and in view of the General Election it
might be some time "before '11-Tinisterial consideration

mic Committee might be created to parallel the
Defence one. For the time being the High Con..nissioner
should indicate to the Foreign Office that Canada had
no specific suggestions to make. This cautious atti-
tude was endorsed by Mr. Wrong, who recalled that,
at a very early stage both he and Mr. Pearson had
taken the line that "tqhile Canada attached great

^
importance in the Treaty to a pledge of econoraic
collabLration, it was not our purpose to urge the
establishment of special North Atlantic econorsic



agencies".. Clithout such an assurance he believed
Canada could not have got American approval for
Articla 2 in its present form. He agreed that a
supply agency concerned with financial and economic
problens viould have to be set up and recommended
concet:tration upon this and âoing slow about the role
of Article 2.

61. The Working Group had three
,weeks in vhich to. get as far as possible with organi-
sational questions before the first meeting of the
North Atlantic Council was held in Washington. Some
of its most difficult problems concerned the nature
and por.ers of the Standing Group of the Military
Committee and the composition of the regional planning
groups. On the first question the Canadians stuck to
their Pormula'crhich has already been dpscribed and
eventually succeeded, with minor iamendi:lents, in getting
approval for it. There were some United States military
men who felt that the Canadian proposals gave most
members too easy an access to the Standing Group. But
Mr. Pearson vra s definite that " "tiie must stand firm on
this no matter t.hat the United States Chiefs of Staff
may think". The formula, rhich vas f i.nally agr e ed to
by all, read:

"... Before the Standing Group
makes recommendations to the Military Coumittee
on any plan or course of action involving the
use of forces, fccilities or resources of a
Party not represented on the Standing Group,
going beyond or differing from arrangements
previously agreed by the Party concerned,

._, the Party shall have the right of participa-
tion in the Standing Group in the work of
formulating such recommendations".

Tovi2^.d`3 the end of the discussions ti7hen- it became
appare.it that Italy, Belgium, The Netherlands and
Portug-il were still voicing claims for membership on
the Standing Group, the Department instructed Mr.
Ignatieff on September 15 to repeat strongly the vievi
of the Canadian Government that in the interests of
efficiency and security membership in this body
should be restricted to the United States, the United
Kingdom and France. The rights of others were pro-
tected through the Group being by definition a Sub-
Committee of-the Military Committee, as Canada had
favoured, and by "the "participation" formula. If
reservations re membership were accepted by the
Coitncils the Canadian Government "vould be compelled
togive further consideration to the z:hole question
of the establishment, terms of reference and composi-
tion of the Standing Group". For his guidance Lir.
Ibnatieff was told not to press this argument to
the point of a reservûtior but that it vould bé
t'quite intoleruble"*if Italy were admitted to the
Group and Canada Tras. not.



62. The question of regional groups
was complicated by the anxiety of the European states
to get the United States included in each one of themi
the jurisdictionâl squabbles among themselves as to
which uroup in Europe should or should not include
certair states, and the Canadian desire to avoid
becor^inno too directl y involved in the work of the
Ueste& European group. Canada was of course in the
North :.mer'ican regional group and was willing to serve
in the North Atlantic Ocean Group in vhich it preferred
menbership'restricted to the United States, United
Kingdor:I Portugal and Canada. It was also willing to
invite Demark to join in United-States-Canada planning
if. Grefr.land were involved. It did not prove possible
to liant the size of the North Atlantic group since so
many states bordered on that*ocean. It was agreed to
divide responsibilities on functional lines, arid allo-
cate them to those parties best able to perform the
respec'.ive defence functions. For Western European
regional planning the states included were the SJestern
IInion ? -^o^^rers ^vith whom the United States agreed to
.partic,pate actively in defence planning as appropriate.

The dr4.ft recommendation then proceeded to list Canada7

Denmark, and Italy as states which night also partici-

pate in Western European planning as the group thought

appropriate. This wording was not liked in Ottana,

where it was felt that the position of Canada was more

akia tc^ that of the United States than of Italy or
Denmark. The Department and the Chiefs of Staff favoured
deletion of Canada from the clai.tse and a separate sub-

paragrapli stating that "Canada will part^cipate under
the provisions listed above and has expressed a desire
to cominue her role as-observer". This suggestion
was rmaQe by Mr. Ignatieff at the Working Group. While
his pruposal was being debated, he received word by

teleph-ne that the Cabinet Defence Committee had over-
ruled :.ts advisers and decided _ to a.sl, for all specific -
reference to Canada being Aelated'in. the -de,script-ion-of plan-
ning in the Western European region. Canada wou].d rely
instc.;q on the general provisions to permit participa-
tion w:ten necessary. When Mr. Ignatieff acted on this
instruction the response was virtually unanimous that
"the omission of reference to Canada ... would have a
most unfortunate psychological effect upon the other
members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization".
The Working Group decided to defer action on the
question. Privately both the United States.and
United Kingdom representatives asked for a review
of the decision. The Cabinet reconsidered the matter
on the morning of the Fourteenth and decided that,
subject to further consideration by A. Pearson and
Mr. Claxton, a reference might be made to Canada in
terms identical with those for the United States.
After they had approved l:end I;ir. 'Ignatieff was autho-
rized to request Inclusion of a sentence stating that
"The United States and Canada have been requested
and have agreed to participate actively in thp defence
planning as appropriate". His request was accepted
with the minor correction that Canada and the United
States were to be named in alphabetical orddr.



63. . The question of the duti es of
a Supply Board also caused some diff icul ties for

with the provisions that its officials could go to

Canada. The United Kingdom favcured a co-ordinating
body in Washington and regional supply boards in
-connection with European regional planning groups.
The United States wanted-tYiis bcdy located in Europe
to be more closely in touch with European production,

Washington for work with the Defence .Committee when
that vas .necessary. Departmental thinking favoured
the American proposal on the ground that.it would place
more responsibility on the European members for meeting
their needs, vould make eas-ier c irect arrangements.
between Canada and the United States on supply and
production matters, and irould leave greater initiative
for Canada and the United States in meeting European
needs. But it was not thought necessary to participate
actively in the discussions in Vashington and the Work-
ing Group's first report to Coun--il straddled the issue.
When ISr. Pearson examined the diaft report in Washing-
ton before the NATO Council met, he felt that the section
on economic and financial aspects of def ence ::^ight be

.interpreted as a commitment not to establish any new
econonic'machinery under Article 2 of the Tre4ty. He
sugoested one or two minor changes to preclude this
interpretation vihich Mr. Ignatieff presented without
success. On September 15 he vas instructed to press
the point on the ground that.Car_ada regarded Article 2
as "integral part of the Treaty", and, ti7hiLe not rtishing
to press for special machinery in that connection, -
believed that any machir.ery"dealing with economic or
financial questions should operate under terms of
reference broad enôugh to includ: the general object-
ives.contained in Article 2. Mr. Ignatieff was to
ask the Working Group to accept 3 sentence rhich read
"The Council recognizes the importance of economic and
financial factors in contribuLir,; .to the stability and
well-being of the North Atlantic area and for the
development and implementation of military plans for
its defence". If this proposal -.1as not acceptable,
he should make a reservation on behalf of Canada. At
the meeting on September 15 the Canadian proposal got
some support .rom Norway and Denmark but from-no others. -
The United States argued that the existing text did not
preclude consideration later. of broader questions, and
its representative said that if any direct reference
to Article 2 appeared he might be accused b;;^ Congress
of having "sold the pass".. The United Kingdom prefer-
red the. more modest language of the text and said
the Foreign Ministers could broaden the scope of the
nachinery-contemplated later if they so desired.
Privately they explained that they were uncertain of
the effect of new nachinery. upon such bodies as OEEC
and upon the continuing tripartite consultations
among the United States, tiie United r:ingdom and
Canada that had been provided for in the recent
financial talks in Washington upon the dollar crisis.
As â result I.:r. Ignatieff could do nothing but
reserve the Canadian position. Later it -was decided
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to vithdraw a formal reservation, since other foot-
notes recording differences were being eliminated
and simply state that the i-l inister would describe
the Canadian views in the Council. Mr. Pearson did
so at the one day session on September 17. He
received satisfactory assurances that the -recorjaend-

not been exhausted and the Council had initially only

ations of the titorking Group would not preclude in any
vay the. establishment of machinery under'oth"er articles
of the Treaty. A Council minute stated in effect that
the powers'ôf the Council in setting up agencies had

created those agencies regarded as absolutely necessa-
ry for defence.

64. Meanwhile in the second round
of discussions by the Working Group Canada had less
occasion for vigorous argument. On.the question of a
Military Production and Supply Board, Canada favoured
a small organization to grot7 as requirements indicated
and supported the United States preférence for its
location in Europe with suitable liaison arrangements
with the Military Committee in Washir.gton.- It did not
think,any formal financial organization was necessary
at the initial stage. The discussion in the Vorking
Group proceeded along the lines Canada favoured. The
new Board was approved at the first meeting of the
NATO Defence Committee on October 5 with headquarters
in London. London also became the headquarters of
the staff of Defence Finance and Economic Committee,
approved at the Second Council Meeting in ' Tàovember.
Its duty was to make reco= endations on financial
and economic considerations affecting defence planning
within the North Atlantic area. With two such impor-
tant bodies located in London the burden of duties
assigned to Canada House increased considerably.
National Defence was also under greater necessity of
strengthening its service representation in London
and Washington. Reorganization plans were discussed
with the Department and approved by the Cabinet
Defence Committee on Yoverzber 23. The Liaison Officers
in London became a Joint Staff and more senior officers
(in Washington an Air Vice Marshal in London aMlajor-
General) were appointed to head them. In Washington
and London these officers would act as the Principal
Military Advisers to the head of the L^ission and
direct planning operations.

65. In Octobe'r the Department's
attention was drarin to the requests made by the United
States to France, Italy and Denmark for military
facilities. 'Althoush the State Department kept the
Washington Embassy informed on this development,
there was some feeling that the unilateral American
action was unfortunate and might establish a prece-
dent that would affect Canada-United States negotia-
tions on such questions as the T1e:foundlünd bases.
The Embassy was asked to get as much information as
possible on what was happening. Mr. Wrong did not
secure much more information in his _interview on
November 3, but made the point that Canada hoped



the negotiatior.s ^^auld not in any ^:ay delay a^;ree-
ment W _th Canada on the question of United States
base r._ülits in I:eufound?and on r:hich negotiations
had be,:n initiated before the North Atlantic Treaty.

66. '11r. 17rong also utilized the
occasion of his interviev. to urge that some action
be taki--n to facilitate procurement of equipment for
Canadian forces, on which despite repeated requests
no statement of American policy had been secured.
He vas given a promise of information soon and asked
to provide detailed lists of equipment required.

67. On October 1, 1949, in an
addres:; at Troy to an American audience, the Prime
Minister publicly referred to the principle of inte-
grated defence -which had been accepted by the Defence
Commit'.-^it',ee. of NATO as the governing factor in defence
planning. He then said "without 'some arrangement for
reciprocGl defence purchasings with the. United States
Canada cannot make the dost effective contribution
to the security of this continent and the North
Atlantic area". State Department officials realized
the nature of the Canadian problem but could do no
more than promise to attempt to secure soMe reform
of the situation.

68. When the nev year began it
,aas broadly true that NATO defence planning had just
got under vay. Canada was still uncert6in what the
nature and extent of her contribution in the military
and eccnomic fields might be and had just begun to*
explore plans for Mutual Aid. The Department had,
planned to hold a meeting in November to set up vhat
was to become the Panel on Economic Aspects of Defence

Questi(.ns but inter-departmental discussions delayed

its co!iveninô until January 6, 1950. By February it
vas C-greed that the Panel "would not consider questions
of fiu,,ncial policy that are fur.danenta'•_ly.political
such az• the defence estimates". Ileant:hile Mr. Clax-
ton placed the problem of ;^utual Aid before the
Cabinet Defence Committee on P'ovember 23, pointing
out that Canada could not provide many troops for
Europe and was handicapped in making available
finished military equipment by its large United
States dollar content. He sugbested as an immediate
possibility that Canada Côuld provide training faci-
lities for ITATO forces. He vas authorized to explore
that problem -ût the next NATO Defence Committee
meeting and to ^iase, if necessaryr, the guarded state-
mer.t that in the field of ûutual Aid "the procedure
should be to determine deficiencies of nil itary
equiphent and supplies rit.-. NATO and thus permit
co: sideration to be given to the problem of meeting
the deficiencics in the light of physical and
financial capabilities to do so'!. He was also to
point out that any contribution of equipcaent and
supplies by Canada " ►;ould a.nevitably raise the
problem of the United States dollar content".



69. Ir_ Ap ril. efter retu,^rning frorl
a Defence Committee meeting, in The Hague, ::r. C'.Gxton
reporteà that there generu1 t?neiisi:.es s abouti the

were not taken to redress matters it might lead to

commit on the Continent. As Mr. George comrlented "from

unrea' is ,ic Medium Term Plan for Defer^ce v:hich he
described as "a conglomeration of plans that i:ad not
yet been full.^T integrated". It resulted in e::cessive
requireraents for men and munitions ,?her: sent for
implementation to the other committees. Mr. Pearson
ügreed with thi's analysis and pointed out that if ste-;s

recriminutions against Canada as a supplier country.
An officer of the depart:lent, who attended the meétings
:ri ^h the 11inister of National Defence, wrote on April
5^ 1950 2 in a memorandum that under the Medium Term
Plan which was to be completed by July 1, 1954 "There
has as yet beer. no decision as to hot, those forces
should be financed, raised, or allocated as betveen
countries". The Plan was approved "rather as a target
considered desirable for security regardless of its
financial implications". The latter were of a serious .
character, pointing to.a deficit'on military requirenent::
of something like fifteen billion dollars for the NATO
countries, at a time when neither the United States nor
the United Kingdom were intending to increase their
budgets for T?orth Atlantic Defence. Equally discoura-
gir.g comments were made on the difficulties of standnrd-
izing equipment and of security regulations, since the
United States, the United Kingdom and Canada were parti-
cularly reluctant to aive the French and Portuguese
highly classified information on research and develop-
ment. The basic eleuient of.confidence, ;-rhich General
Eisenhower was to stress so heavily in 1951, had still
to be developed, before, for example, the United
States, the United Kingdom and Canada would be more
explicit about the forces which they :•rere prepared to

the European point of view the present attitude of the
.United States and United Kingdom military authorities
cannot be very encouraging". This lack of confidence"
caused military planning, in spite of intentions to
the contrary., to develop in fairly t7ater-tight region&:_
compartments.

70. The general conclusion -which
Mr. George reached in his menorandura was that

"the military machine now
set in motion will enable the North Atlantic

'defendinf_ itseif effectively in the event
ces to produce armed forces capable of

_tvice tüe population and industrial resour-
it will enable a community of more than
effect; but it is by no mearis certain that
area to spenci its defence dollar to bett.er

of. a; Soviet att;.cx Dy 1y74...

lie quoted : the private comment of one delegate: "the
cost^'of? ivint ,evérrrrhere has gone up; the cost of
f réedor^. ha.s a.one- up too" . A second realistic comment
on d,;^4?apliients was CJritten by the Secretary of the
Ci1;.efs of Staff in a' personal menorandum entitled
117.3^a t t :1 1 ^froni; t^ith TTATO?"



71. In the light of these comments
it was ironical that, at the time they were being
written, Mr. Pearson and 11r. Acheson received identical
telegrams of greeting and solid-irity from their NATO
confreres in Europe referring to "much valuable vork
tiahich had been done" and pledgi:ig co-operation at the
next meeting in London in carrying forward "the ti7ork
of consolidation ti7hich has been so well begun". In
his-reply Mr. Pearson referred to substantial progress
in planning our common defence ")ut, in keeping with
the Canadiantheme of Article 2, spoke of also.carrying
forrtard "to its fullest development the great conception
we share of the North Atlantic .:ommunity as a citadel
of testern civilization".

72. Canadian policy in NATO during
the second year of its developm.;nt was chiefly concerned
with improving its machinery in deciding hou far Canada
could and laould go in "burden-sharing" under the mutual
aid provisions of the Treaty and in accelerating military _
contributions after the Korean k.risis. On the fi.rst
problem the Canadian coAtributi.*n was substantial. It
had become evident that too man,- committees reaching
what were often unrelated decisions had decentr^lized
responsibility to a dangerous degree. It c:as also
felt in Europe, as Mr. Heeney discovered during his
visit in the spring of 1950, th^t there was not enough
political co-ordination. The expedier_t reco^irler.ded in
May of setting up a standing corimittee of Deputies to
the Foreign Ministers in London., to uhich LTr. l'lilgress
had made a most useful contribu^ion, led to some impro-

with the early prospect of en7.ar-ged responsibilities

vement but did not reduce the n=imber of Comra.ittees or
f ulTv co-ordinate them.

73• At the mceting of the Council
in Nev York in September, Mr. Pearson suggested that,

arising from the events in Kore:., there vas 'a real
need for strearzlining the machi::ery of NATO. One
Council of P.iir.isters vould be b(.tter than three in
which the ministers concerned v.,-th Foreign Policy,
Defence and Finance belonged to separate committees.
After the Council ad journed? Iir. Heeney had a talk with
Mr. Spofford. the permanent chairman of the Council of
Deputies, an,- developed at greater length the Canadian
concept of a single Ministerial Council. The latter,
who was largely in agreement with what was said, asked
if a paper could be produced setting out the Canadian
views, before the Defence CoMMittee met in Washington.
In Washington it was learned that the French were
also exploring the question and that the State Depart-
ment vould vlelcome some specific proposals from Canada.
The Canadian memorandum, 17hich was sent to ISr. Spofford
on October 17, ended on the theme "the time has come
to concentrate in one CounciJ. of Governnents'the full.
authority of the organization". It believed this
could be done without amending the Treaty by changing
the membership of the Council so that any government
might be represented by one or more ministers,
according to the nature of the agenda. By changing



the character of membership it -would remove the neces-
sity for the three separate com-mitteew of ministers,
rrhi.ch did not "correspond accurately to any precise
division of responsibilities in the governments of
member countries". The Council of Deputies vould
remain and crould also be regarded as representing
governments, would enhance i^^s ie^^aort4nce and
prestige. The Standing Group would become directly
responsible to the Council, or to the Deputies when

were held the rapid march of events had caught up

the former was not in session, virtuali_y as a corabined
Chiefs of Staff Committee. The Military Committee
might be reorganized as "a continuing advisory or
consultative body of the Standing Group". Iio precise
conclusions were advanced on the type of machinery in
the field of production and fin4nce, but it was su;;-
gested that the Deputies might serve as co-ordinator.s
and thus preclude the setting up of new executive
agencies. The Deputies shoul.d also supervise the
working staffs of the Iailitary Production and Supply
Board and the Defence Financial and Economic Corar:-.ittee
which, under the plan, would become redundant. The
memorandum was varmly received by I4r. Spofford, who
sudgestel that it mi^;ht be shoti:n to representatives
from other countries during the Defence Committee.
meetings. Accordingly copies were distributed in Uash-
ington on T:ovember 2.. Later it was also released to
the Deputies in London, on the recommendation of Iar.
Wilgress, and, at the request of several Deputies for
study before the Brussels meetings of the Council
and the Defence CoL.^:ittee in December.

74, By the time these meetings

with some of the recommendations of the memorandum,
and made necessary some revision. Recommendation for
a Defence Production Board to replace the e•yisting
Military and Production Supply Board was included
and the Board actually begari vorlc in Dccember. The
r evfsed memorandum was received in Brussels with
approval, but the urgency of the decisions result3.ng
in the appointment of General Eisenhower, as Suprerue

. Commander of the 'Atlantic Powers in Europe, Y.;hich was
formally proposed by r. Claxton, and the controversy
overan integrated army for the defence of ï7estern
Europe, in tiahich German troops should be included,
caused its return to the Deputies for further corisi-
deration and report. The Deputies decided that a
neYr Financial and Economic Board, which was to super-
sede a number of economic agencies in London, be
established in Paris. ïlith this addition they
received approval from the various governments of
reorganization along the lines envisaged by Canada.
On May 4, 1951, Mr. Spofford held a press conference
in London to announce the changes. As a gesture to
Canada Mr. Wilgress was asked to be present at the
conference.

75, Early in 1950 opinion in
Ottawa Yias still divided on what Canada could con-
tributs as Mutual kid, beyond the offer of training



facilities in Canada for NATO forces. Both P.Tr.
Wrong and Mr. Wilgress believed that Canada should
make an early declaration of intent stating for a
one or two year period how much Canada vas prepared
to allocate and then meeting proven deficiencies of
NATO states from a fund set aside for that purpose.
They argued that such an announcement of policy tlould
be more effective politically than the allocation of
varying amounts cuer a period of time. On the other
hand Mr. Pierce nad previously recommended to Mr. Hosre
that it vould be better not to dray; up a complete
program of Mutual Aid^ but to proceed on an ad hoc
basis making specif ic proposals to the government as
definite requests came from partner governments. As
Cabinet seemed to favour the ad hoc approach no irame-
diate action was taken and this Micauberish policy
continued until Korea. Lieantirhile Mr. Wilgxess had
asked what the Canadian vierr was on a study of the
comparative defence efforts of thg, various NATO coun-
t ries vihich vas being considered by the working staff'

with the long standing problem of facilitating-nilitary

were some indications abroad that Canada was not consi-

with the role v:hich she was playing in politics. The

o^L the.Finûncial and Economic Committee in London.
The Panel on Economic Aspects of Defence Auestior_s,
largely under the influence of -its members from the
Depa:,tment of Finance, opposed such a study as liable
to be unfair and unrealistic but agreed to help to
provide information if the study was undertaken. Mr.
j7ilgresà was asked to urge that more practical studies
be pursned on such questions as the exchange of mili-
tary surpluses, in uhich it was realized that Canada
could be of possible assistance. At that time the
government and the Panel were more directly concerned

procurement in the United States on a reasonable basis.
The very fact that Canada was not receiving military
aid under Congres .sional legislation, as most NATO
countries vere? paradoxically made it difficult to
viork out suitable arrangements for purchasing United
States military equipment and components for Canadian
production uhich vrould not place too great a strain
on Canada's store of United States dollars. In these
tedious negotiations the Washington Embassy played a
useful role. Before the Korean crisis broke there

dered as spending sufficient on defenc^ to correspond

figure of 2% of the national income was quoted in
support of that argument in English and American papers
and was cited in a Siaedish paper: To combat such
unfavourable publicity in Sweden far. "Stone rias told
in July, 1950, that the 2% figure was based on 194û
-statistics and that the proportion had risen to 3p^
in 1949 and 3.2% estimated in 1950. It was also
pointed out that, on a per capita basisi only the
United- States and the United Kingdom exceeded Canada,
that the defence expenditures were 501'01 higher in 1949-
50 than the preceding year, and seventeen times higher
than the'Fnormal pre-viar defence budget".



76. , At the London meeting of the
Council in May a recommendation ras adopted which
asked each country`tô "make its full contribution
through mutual assistancq in a].] practicable forms".
After the meeting Mr. Gi11 cablEd from London to
recommend that consideration be given to the possib-
ility of contributing at an early date military
equipment to NATO states. Such a contribution tivould-
be especially welcome to The Netherlands where a small
amount of equipment might keep L?obilized a division
being repatriated from Indonesiu. It would also
accord with the recent stress at the Council meeting.
on the urgency of having in We-stern Europe sufficient
forces to meet an initial attack. Mr. Gill believed
this offer, should be made,-in wr oles or in part, as
quickly as possible, and as genE.rously as possible,
since it would inevitably be cor..pared with United -
States military aid. The quest:.on was placed on the
agenda of the Panel and during the discussions at
meetings on June 6 and 7 Mr. VJrc n commented that we
had so far escaped mueh serious c9iticism because of
our wartime and immediate-post-rar record in providing
economic assistance. He then aeded:

"It was becoming increasingly'
difficult to explain our present inaction,
especial] y vrhen our pr.blic statements on
financial and trade mEtters were so optim-
istic in tone...and it, would not be long
before vie would find that our partners7
and particularly the United States, would
be asking us why vie h;:.d dropped out".

For political reasons he believEd we should show. our
hand soon and say what we intended to do to help our
Atlantic partners in one way or another. National
Defence spokesmen thought some army equipment might
be spared, especially if it cou].d be replaced shortly
after mobilization, and that thr• transfer of it might
be linked up with an effort t.- I.ersuade the United
States to help Canada replace w`th United States-style
equipment any stocks made availtble. The Panel
decided that enquiries should be made in Washington
on this possible gift as contributing to the overall
plan for "baianced collective forces" which had been
approved in London. It was also decided that, if
equipment was available, the gift should be tabled
with NATO and not arrânged simply by a bilateral
arrangement with The Netherlands or any other country.
Accordingly the Washington Embassy made preliminary
enquir ies and forwarded the suggestion that compila-
tion of a concrete' list of possible transfers to
The Netherlands would facilitate American co-oper-at:ion.
A special committee of the Panel was set up to
accelerate action.and to study alternative methods
of extending military aid. On July 19, 1950, it was
first brought to the attention of the Cabinet Defence
Committee. It was realized that the outbreak of-
f ighting in Korea would make it easier for the United
States administration to secure funds for defence,
and vtould intensify support of the building-up of



strength in the North Atlantic area, ;j:hich Mr.
Averell Harriman was reportéd to regard as his most
important task in his new dutie: as assistant to

was held out "that further United States assistance
will enable the development of a satisfactory arran-

with the blunt statement "The extreme importance of

President Truman. At the same 1 ime the pressure of
the f ighting in Korea might, at least initially)
reduce.the amount of United States equipment that
could be sent to Europe and thu: make more important
the Canadian contribution. A hint of this "temporary
diminution to non-Asiatic countiies" was offered in
à memorandum submitted by the Ur.ited States Ambassador
in Canada on June 29, svhich also implied that it might
be possible for the Urited States to make more military
purchases in Canada as had long been desired. On July
24 the State Department began tr.lks with the Embassy
in Washington and Mr. Ignatieff reported the United
States officers had reached the conclusion that the
Canadian Government-"vTas undere;tiû.ating the present
crisis and the importance of the contribution Canada
could make to the common securii,yl'. T?hat seemed to be
emerging was a return to the policy of the Hyde Park
Agreement policy of 1941, Zihich-had very largely inte-
grated theindustrial productior of the two countries
and led to large orders for munitions being placed in
Canada. But stepping up purchases in Canada and faci-
litating the brocurenent of equipment in the United
States was likely to be tied in with the promise of
greater defence activity by Caneda. A departmental
memorandum of July 26 remarked that "there is little
doubt that the negotiations vrhich seem in prospect with
the United States for a revival of the Hyde Park Agree-.
ment `rould be greatly simplif ieü by a Canadian decla-
ration that we intend to spend tp to, say, $75t000)000i
or $100,000,000, on mutua7. aid 'in the next year or tro;
and it z7ould also be timely in allaying strong criticism
of Canada2 at home and abroad, over the extent of our
participation in the Korean cri.ris". On the same day
the United States Ambassador left with the Department
an aide-memoirP nhich, after referring to the recent
request of President Truman ir. Congress for an addi.-
tional $10 billion for defence, higher taxes and a
system of domestic controls, stated that in the viesa of
the United States Government "the norld situation
required action by other North Atlantic Treaty coun-
tries reflec;:ing a similar sense of urgency". The note
said that the Government hoped to have by August 5
'r... the.f irmest possible statement from European
countriess especially the United Kingdom and France,
of the nature and'extent of the increased effort".
A hint in vbich Canada was especially concerned came
in the observation that countries should plan maximum
production not only for themselves but "for distri-
bution to other countries in accordance with the
programme for concentratino production in the most
-efficient locations". In so doinG nornal financial
criteria mi;;ht have to be disregarded, but.the hope

gement for inter-country transfers". The note ended

immediate action by each North Atlantic Treaty
cannot be over-emphasized".



77. At the time 'the aide-némoire
was received Canada had increased the defence budget
of $425 million by an additional $50 million for
accelerating e: istinZ programmez, an achievement vhich
seemed to en^ender more satisfaction. than the amount
justified. I;Zr. Pearson had suüf.ested when approval
was given to this increase that "it rroul.d be vise to
maLe an announcement as soon as possible indicating

He forwarded to Cabinet on AuCu^;t 5 a memorandum sum,.-^ar-
any increase in defence activit;;- that might be-approved".

izinô the decisions of the Council of Deputies of NATO,
ahich had just concluded its first session: It had
asked each Deputy to consul t with his goverrument to
ascertain :that steps were rein;; taken "to fulfill
obligations in regard to development of indiviclual and
collective capacity to resist attack". There had been
some discussion of a"com^on fur.d"- to finance production
and inter-change of military ma't:eriels among European
members. Canadian economic expc.rts were opposed to such
a. proposal or to a parallel plan for a "Central Fund
for P,Iu?.tilateral Armaments Exchbnzes". A note was sent
to I-Jr. Ylzlgress as a basis for his com^L-ients when such
proposals were again discussed: He" tiras to ma'_e it
clear that Canada could not participate._in either pro-
ject and to state that "the Canadian Government proposed
to provide equipment, supplies and services, either from
new production. or reserves, directly to the recipients
without f inanc ial transf er s beir:ô involved". This was
regarded as the most effective and expeditious procedure
and reflected the experience Ca:_ned in the administra-
tion of Mutual Aid durin^ the ^r^:r.

78, On- Augus : 8, 1950, a meeting vas
held in Ottawa of the United St^_tes-Canada Joint Indus-
trial :11robilization Planning Co=ittee that had been
established in April, 1949. Ths Committee adopted,
•,iith minor changes, the "Stûtemt nt of Principles" that
had been previously discussed in Washington. These
principles were desiGr_ed "to the end that the economic
efforts of the two countries be.co-ordinated for the
common defence and that the proc.uction and resources
of both.countr.ies be used for the best combined
xesults"': The Chair-man of the United States Munitions
Board, 'vho l7: s present, presented to the meeting details
of defence purchases that might be made in Canada to
the extent of'some $25 million.

, When this encouraging ne,is vas
p^esented to the Panel on the folloc^in^; day it stren;th-
er_ed the position of Mr. Vilbress who was present and
reported on the recent mèeting of the Deputies. He
varned that he would be called upon to Jive further
details to the Council on Canada's position and obser-
ved that if Canadian defence ej penditures were to be
the sa.^e percenta^e of its national income as those
of the United States they vould be of the order of
$1.6 billion a year. It might not be always a fair
basis of conpGrison for Canada, but-"the tendency to
use it, tilas increasing all the time". As before he
argued the case for cont-•ibuting a limited sum for
equipment to be used in TTIATO defence.. To make the



offer promptly T:oulû have a;ood ps^rcholobica?. effect
in Europe and might a.ctua^.ly . . pro;^e to be cheaper for
Canadû, tha.rn to be called upon to provide a r_i,mber
of indiviùual contribution-: for equipment as the
Ilili'cary Production and S^?ppi_, 13oard make 2^norr. reqt^i-

NATO countries were included. In the same note the

re ûents. ..:r. Wilgress thou;ht .it vas important to
begin defence production immediàtely, and be^_ieved it
rrould,be possible to recover from the United States
the United States dollar -conten:: of equipment produced
and given to European countries, *A final argument
-which. Mr. Tlilgre_s advanced was that the pressure «hich

come from European countries, particularly France,
for Canada to send garrison trojps to Europe miL^ht be
forestalled by prompt despatch of equipment. No tr:e-
diute decision was talc:en but a*jéek later a menorandum
went to Cabinet outlining ._,ha,t -.he Canudia:â ùeputy
might say at a T'ATO council nee;ing on the subject of
the production of military equi_)nent. It recommended
that Parliar.ient be asked for an ,appropriation of $300
nillion for the specific puirposo of financing the
provision of additional nil.itar;r equipment -for the
needs of the armed forces of Ca%ada and other I}ATO
countries and for other aspects of Mutual Aid, such as
the providing of training facilities. Part of the
appropriation shôuld also be used for expanding exist- -
ing production lines of certain types of high priority
equipracnt which was in short su.)pi.y. Another pûr t
would be used for providing free.`of charge at seaboard
equip;ient for one division, les:; meci^ur:ical trar.s_.ort:
As satisfactory arrangements fo'^, replacement could be
naùe the weapons for a second divis_on and for corps
troops could be progressively made available. On the
production of s ti?_i more ailita:,yr equipment besides
that mentioned action i.ould deppnd upon information
received from. the L'ilitary Production and Supply Board.
As production ti;as approaching completion of new equip-
^ment the goverriaent ",n:ould seek ric:vice on rhat share
should be allocüted to other ?zAY0 countries "on the
basis that the Canadian Gover,?n_nt tlould bear the
cost of the Canadian content on":ering into the end
product and the other Uorth Eitl;_ntic ôoverruments
would bear the cost of the côntcnt contributed by
their countries to the production of the end product".
This draft statement was approved by Cabinet and ?Sr.
CJilgress so inforned the Deputies on August 23. At
the special session of Parliament in September
approval vias secured in the Defence Appropriations
Act for the $300 million T-Tutual Aid proposed and for
an additional $142 million on defence expenditures.
It was possible to 'inform the United States in a
reply to its aide-mér^oire of July that the Canadian
defence appropriation for 1950-51 had risen to $987
million, if $120 million of related expenditures
-frequently listed in' the defence budgets of other

United StLtes was reminûed that "the reactivation
of Canada's vast productive capûcity._is dependent
upon orders from the United States and other NATO
partners since the industrial potential is in e,xess
of Ca::ada's requirements".



80. The T;-.aÿ was now clear for the
agreener_ts, approved by the Standing Group and Deputies,
for the transfer of Car_adiar_ Eqi?ip:.ic;nt for ot,^_ divis-lon
each of Dutch, 11-lelüian and Ital.-an force-- and for heav;^

programme was beind devoted to aid from production".

ur_s to Lube^bourg.

81. This pol'_cy of transferring
United YLingdom type equipment to NATO forces and its
replacement as quickly as poss i ►)le by equipment of
United States character had two important consequences.
As 11r. Claxton informéd the Cabinet Defence Conmittee
on October 4 "this prograc-rie inrolves the complete
replacement of the army's present holdings of armament,
ancillary stores and au.:^un :.tion by United States types".
This type of ini:egration', ;jhich proceeded more slowly
than was origina7ly ehpécted, bFcause of heavy demands
upon United States production, Irought Canada further
into the orbit of American policy. It posed new
questions about the grouping of Canadian forces in
another war. It also affected the nature oî ^:iutual Aid,
since under its auspices Canada carried out tihat was
primarily a programme of conver; ior_ of its own army
equipnènt. By Apri7., 1951, it -vas found that, of the
Mutual Aid total of almost $362 million to the end of
the fiscal year 1951-52, almost $273 million had been
fully earmarked or committed for expenditure on trans-
fers of equipment and replacement. Only $33 million
had been coramitted for aid to KATO countries through
new production. It is true that as a part of Mutual
Aid the costs of 7,TAT0 aircrer: training in Canada, for
E11-llch the government undertook early in 1951 increased
responsibilities, would reach all,nost $56 million. But
the fact r,e:luired, as Mr. Pearsoz, who was fort-1fied
by a despatch on April 7 from Mr. .Wilgress in London
on this -subject, pointed out in Cabinet Defence Commit-
tee that', "Canadian represertativ..s in NATO vould be
in some difficul ties in view of :he fact that, rihile
there had been some statements that Canada would
serve as an ar:,,enal of democrû-,y only 9% of the aid

82. At the September, 1950 meeting
of the Council in New York the governments had agreed
in principle ^.o the establishment of a Horth Atlantic
integrated force for the defence of Western Europe
under a Supreme Commander. They had not been able to
agree upon the mnner in ^-^hich German forces should
be included in it. The concept of the new force,
uhich • could only come into being gradually, was des-
cribed in the departmental memorandum on the subject
for the Prime Minister as "the biggest step forvard
toFrards the effective defence of the West since the
signing. of the North Atlantic Treatyt". It meant that
the Standing Group vould in effect becomé a Combined
Chiefs of Staff, especially so far as Western Europe
was concerned. Consequently, T.Ir. Pearson and other
Ministers, whose countries were not represented on
the Standing Group, urged that it was more important
than ever that the non-nem-bers be brought in closer
touch with it. In its plan for an integrated force
the Council reco:n..̂ ^ended that the .;overn7ents concerned



"should make firm commitments at the. earl iest possible
date as to the forces to be placed under the control
of the Supreme Commander in peacetime, including the
date upon r:hich they will be pi...ced under this control,
and as to the additional forces which will be initially
placed under his command in the event of var".

83. Recomamenc?ations on the forces
required were to be"considered by the Defence Committee
at a meeting in October. Durins, the discussion of the
integrated force the United States chairman and others
expressed the hope that all members would contribute
to it. Canada,-in company with Portugal, Norway and
Denmark reserved its position stating that this was a
question Z7hich ..ould have to be decided by Parliament
af ter a specific recomrmendation had come from the Coun-
cil. In taking this action, tiih'_ch was especially
affected by Canada's system of -tioluntary enlistment,
1111r. Pearson referred to the Prime hinisterts pledge to
the Canadian people that forces iaould not be sent to
Europe or elsevhere rlithout Parï.iamentary sanction.
The Canadian position was carefuilly.es aziined before the
Defence Committee meeting. At.::he initial discussion
of the oroblem in Cabinet Defence Co ::::ittee on October
4, the iiinister of National Defence pointed out that
the new organization vould greatly change the nature
of planning. oïhereas previousl;, governments had only
been committed when the time carie to implement plans
(Canada had never formally approved the Medium Tqrm
Defence Plan),.in future, when plans shoving require-
ments were transmitted to the countries concerned, they
ilould be considered "as a moral commitment". He had
instructed the Chiefs of Staff {;hat "Canadian planners
should not indicate to NATO plars for meeting require-
ments or deficiencies vithout tLe approval of the
Chiefs of Staff and such approvP1 was only to be given
in terms of plans already approt•ed by the Government".
At the next meeting of the Comm:.ttee he further pointed
out that Canâda t s position was ttnique, in that it T;:ould
be the only country not looki.►^g to the United States
for assistance.' Others might mt.ke commitments of for-
ces in the'expectation of receiiiAg at least some
American financial or economic aid in equipping them,
but Canada `aould be in the position of' discharging
entirely froz, Canadian resources any responsibilities
that z°rere assumed. Mr-. Claxton described what had
previously been regarded as Canada's role in the
defence of the Vorth• Atlantic and North America and
pointed out that the cos-t of these obligations was
already considerably more than had been originally
anticipated. If still further commitments were asstzned,

- the cost would be very much greater. In such circums-
tances, unless the government vould be Z^illing to
assume these'costs, it viould be necessary to indicate
that Canada coald not go beyond•the defence programmes
that had already been .orked out by the government
for the next three years. (The sum required for these
was estimated at about $3 billion). Later the govern-
ment might consider vhat could be done to meet the
figures shown in the NATO Plan for July 1, 1954,
ti7hich was assumed as D. Day. In the discussion that



follo1°ied. il,hich endorsed 2.Ir. Claxton's proposals, the

on the United Nations)', either for Korea or as part of

National Defefice, "?Ir. I.ioch, subsequently attended a

Prime L."inister said that Canada vould have to do her
part ir making the Europeans realize that the plan was
a gC3enu: ne one, but must be given some clear indication
of the way in which it could best contribute. He was
preparF-d to support the use of the Canadian Special
Force (to rrhich reference is being made in the chapter

the ini-egrated European army, with the approval of
Par? iai:ient being secured in the latter case. There was
general agreement in the Committee that Western Germans
should be ir_cluded in the Integrated Force "in a.s rapid
and effective a manner as was consistent with unanimity
a;aoiiC he members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation'. On this question the French Minister of

Cabinet. Defence Committee to explain :1hy France vas so
dubiou.: of the United States proposal for German forces,
and to advoca te -the French proposal for a European army
of whic h 20% vrou7 d be German troops but in smaller
units 'han a division. He suggested that "Canada was
perhâpr in a better position than any other country to
understand the various and frequently conflicting
points of viet:r of the NATO countries, and could be of
very great assistance in helping to reach a satisfactory
solution to this very "difficult problem". Mr. St. Lau-

rent e.,_pressed the Committee's sympathy for the real
difficulties that France faced, but indicu ted some
doubt a.3bthe feasibility of securing speedy action on
the Fi•vncu plan. He believed "it was essential for
all 2W,-'0 countries to resolve their difficulties at
the earl.iest possible moment, since it was all too
clear that if those difficulties t-;ere not overcome we
would, in fact, be playing the enemy's game",

84. At the Defence Committee'meeting
in October the Canadian representatives reserved, as
instru,.ted, the gQvernment's position on the force
comr: c: ier.ts -:^h-i ch were contained in the revised Medium
Term Mence-Plan. The tabulatiens r;hich had been put

dor:r, f(^r Cana.da, especially in the Air Force (11 squad-
rohs and 203 aixcraft) were described.by ':Sr. Claxton
as ".1ell beyond Canadian capacity as presently organ-
ized for defence purposes". They had been made vith-
out prior consultation with Canadian authorities.
The-Defence Committee also approved a paper,reconr.iend-

ir..I; that all NATO members accept a minimum of 18 months'
compulsory military service. . Canada secured tl.e• inclu-
sion of a clause stating that an "adequa te organized
volunteer reserve" should be considered an acceptable-
substitute if it produced the forces required to meet
NATO commitments. What made the Canadian position
particularly irritatiriô vas that o ther count_ ies
were naturai l y not uwailling to accept high target
figures for forces as a means of increûsing their
pressure upon the United States. It was i:Ir. Claxton's
irapression -that the special position iin which Canada
fôund herself was neitf:er.adequately understood nor
appreciated. As a resu.lt the Cabinet Defence Coca-
mittee decided that informal ccn versations shoul.d be



held between General F oizl kes and General Bradley to
point out,that "Canada wanted military plans vhich
she cot_ld fulfill". Later the Standing Group could
be given an official statement of Canadian vim,

85. The seriousness of the situation
in Korea at the close of 1950 and the increased danger
of gen::ral-var only intensified the desiré of the NATO

. Council to 'speed up bônpletion of plans. At its Brus-
sels meeting the Council asked the governments to
give "t-trgent consideration" to means of rapidly ef-
fecting completion of their contributions to the Inte-
grated Force, . and to indic4te as well what additional
cc,ntributionothey could make. The date set for replies

.was Jar_uary 10. The government, after considering a
joint x:emorandum on the international situation by Mr.
Pèarsoi: and Mr. Claxton vhich recommended an increased
defenee effort at a considerably accelerated speed3 -
decide& that - Canada should agree to contribute a
brigaçip group to General Eisenhower's command (the ' -
General subsequently met with the Cabinet Defence Com-
mittee on January 26), and should make available for'
the Integrated Force the RCAF fighter squadron, rhich
was to undergo operational training in the United,
Kingdom "vith an indication that further squadrons
would follow, the number to be dependent on a decision

.regardf.ng North American regional requirements"
Eventuc:lly it'agreed to meet the Air Force target of
11 squadrons by July, 1954. Pressure continucd on
the government to expand still more its.contribution
to the Integrated Force, particularly in the air, in
which Ilanners at General Eiseehoner t s headquarters,
SHAPE, began:to take'some part. Departmental doubts
of this new source of pressure were expressed in a
telegr:n to-Lir. Vilgress on March 17 1951, and Mr.
Pearsoz dreca attention to it at the 6abinet Defence
Committee. He said "it would not be desirable for the
Canadirn ISilitary Representative to SHAPE to be sum-
moneo: I:efore General Eisenhover 'to justify Canadats
method of*meeting its'force requirements. Canada has
accepted obligations r:hich it should discharge in.its.
ovn .vaay. " His view was shared by the Comrlittee.
It agreed that information should be supplied in
connection with a study under rray of whether national
measures vould produce the forces required for defence,
plans but on the stipulation that "provision of the
information would not imply any understanding that
the Canadian Government would be prepared to modify
its policies". Yet modification was actually taking
place, as was sholvn in the size of the defence esti-
mates which were raised to $1,650 billion for the
fiscal year 1951-52 as part of an es timated $5
billion over three years. This increase caused the
Defence appropriation to reach an estimated 11% of
the net n4tional income for 1951.

86. As the burdens of defence
increased and the costs arose through inflationary
pressures for all the NATO povers the concept of
"burden-sharing" which, put in : implest form meant



"share the wealth" to raise and equip the necessary
forces began to come more and more under consideration.

was referred to Cabinet. In the meantime i:ir. Wi1-

Both the United Kingdom and the United States, for
somevh,it different reasons, urged at a meeting in
London that careful studies be made of .,Aiat the latter
called-aethods "for arriving at an equitable distribu-
tion a`' economic burdens in carrying out the Medium
Term DE:fence Plan". . In Otta-wa it was the viev of the
Departaent of Finance in particular that decisions in
this field were "basically political". The nature of
any statistical investigations undertaken for this
purposp by the Working Group on Production and Finance
should be very carefully scrutinized. When the United
uinJczor, presented a paper in Vlovember, 1950, outlining
its vious vthic'. contained a "philosophical r:lemorandum"
on bur;.en-sh4ring and some 'suggestions on devices for
enablit.g an "under-mobilized" country to compensate
an "ovE:r-mobilized" country3 the réaction in Ottana was
forcib".y disapproving. It regarded an attempt to get
agreement on ultimate philosophies as liable to produce
little but disharmony and disunity. It was felt that
the Un!.ted Kizigdom "should not divert our eyes to the
dis tarit scene; one step at- a time along the path of
burden-sharing will be enough". The limits to burden-
sharing were political, not economic, and consequently
"economic and statistical analysis, if pressed beyond
a cert--in modest limit, will be not only vaste of time
but sei iouslÿ misleading". The most that could usefully
be donc was to accept that part of the United States
propose-.1s r.hich suggested an analysis be made by a
Committee in Paris of the initial impact of the mili-
tary programme u;)on each country's allocation of
.resources, budgetary position, balance of pa;Tments,
etc., and should assess the adequacy of measures being
taken or proposed to be taken by that country to deal
with tbese impacts. These views vere. put forvard in
London but secured no. support for their stress upon
a.i^itat ior. of statistical inquiries. The other coun-
-.tr,ies Alad becone used to that type of analysis from
their ..Yperience with the Marshall Plan and did hot
see -why- such studies would.not facilitate future nego-
tiations vitheut prejudicing them.• 1'Ihen informed of
their *attituc:e, the Minister of Finance was opposed
to mai.in& any further concession to the point of vie::
of the ii ther countries since the' décisions to be made
vere largelp pol.iticul and the extended economic
analysis suggested was "nor_sense". The question

gress ashed, on i:overaber 11, to secure if possible
.the deletion of the vord "multilateral" from a United
Kingdom recommeridatior.. :.hich said that "the burden
of defence effort required to achieve this com.;non
-aim-sliould be distributed equitably among the North
Atlantic.Treaty countries on a basis to be agreed
multilaterally by them". If this deletion could
not'be secured, he was to place oiY the minutes the
statement that "the Canadian Go.verr_:.ient interprets
-the vord tmultilateraliyt to mean that âs far as
possible chere should-.be general agreement on the
basis of burden-sharing. It does not interpret



this ti:ord to mean that it :^i7_l necessarily accept in
advance any particular formula or report relating to
this Lla tter" . The Department prepared a draf t r.emo-
randum for the Panel on burden-sharing in NATO ^:-rhich
pointec. out some of the difficulties involved;

"If -wte go in for the f ull-
fledged exercise in burden-sharing we are
exposing ourselves to two dangers; we may
be pushed around by the United States as
if we were receiving United States aid and,
at the same time, vie may be expected by
other countries to put in our Canadian
tvao-cents' worth just as sliSht premium on
top of the American dollar".

It pointed out, on the other hand, that if Canada
did not participate in this inquiry, it might appear
to be f louting the principles of 1"pooling resou•rces`' ^
to t:hic h it had to some extent subscribed in the pas t.
CanadG's motives might also be ^.isunderstood and
Canada suspected "of willingness to play the Came
only as long as it did not cost too much, of umvil-
.lingness to allow our partners even ro look at the
rich resources that vre-might be devoting to the
co;^.:on cause". On these grounds the Department
favourEd full participation in discussionss a policy
.lhl.ch toth.:.ir. Wrong and Mr. Wilgress supported.
Before Cabinet met i:ïr. Pearson senL the Prime Minis-
ter a copy of the departmental memorandu•n prepared for
him. Ee believed that, af ter having pu. forvard our
views in London and found ourselves in the minority,
it ^^oul d be "a very great mistake" not to participate
in the subsequent discussions. At the Cabinet meeting
'on November 22 the Department' s recommendation was
àcceptF.d with the understanding that the Canadian
represrntatives who took part in the inquiry should
", .. wke it clear that Canada was joining in the
stud3T cn the understar}ding that the findings of the
ex ort- were not binding in any way upon the partici-
-pating governments or upon the Committee of Deputies".
Mr. Wilgress was informed of the decision in a personal.
cable f rom 11r. Pearson who said that ". .. we must norr
do our best to make sure that the difficulties and
dangers vhich we have alt7a ys anticipated are r2duced
to a miniinium". When Mr. l"irong explained the reasons
for the "reluctant decision" to American officials
he found considerable syrlpathy for the Canadian
position and agreement that "it would -. not be possible
for the experts to develop a formula which could be
used to indicate r^i.at a country's contribution to
the common defence effort should be". Accordingly,
the burden-sharing studies proceeded as planned with
the limitation that the experts could not make a
recon.^,.endation on the nature and amounts of aid from
one country to another. This provision .=as in accord
.with Canû dian policy. Yet the problem of burden-
sharing remains, in one for:a or ûnot'r.cr. It is faced,
on occasion, in piecemeal fas:lion thr ouoh the consider-
ation c: z7hat share Canada should assume of the admin-
istra%if-e costs of SHAPE. Can..da agreéd to contribute



about 8. of the total, with the stipulation that such
a grant was not to constitute a precedent. It arises
as well in discussions on sharing the capital cost of
"infrastructure" an ugly word for the costs of fixed
def en^e fac.ilities developed in 'a NATO courr-try for
the g.neral use of Integrated Forces. Cabinet Def ence
Committee decided on April 17 that the maximum Canadian
commitment for those infrastructure items in which we
agree3 to share the cost should not be estimated on a
basis greater than that of relative capacity to pay.
On this basis in terms of national income the Canadian
contribution would be about 4 of the total.

87. The concentration upon security,
with ïts parallel emphasis upon strategic considera-
tions, which has characterized the second year of the
North Atlantic Pact, has revived a problem of member-
ship of major importance. In August, 1950,- Turkey
applied for membership in NATO. The argument was
advan,:ed by states like Italy that the admission of
both •^urkey and Greece would contribute to Western
secur:ty through those states assuming specific obliga-
tions under the treaty and sharing in the planned
defence of the Eastern Mediterranean. But the ma3o-
rity of the countries, including Canada,.believed that
such a policy would be inadvisable as.expanding security

the concept of the Atlantic Community which had already

risks, creating new strategic problems which were not
direc-.:ly related t oWestern Europe, and undermining

been dangerously stretched by the admission of italy.
The solution of associate membership, with Greece and
Turkey co-operating in "appropriate phases of military
planning" was a compromise one about which no one was
enthu:.iastic. When the United States became converted,
for si•rategic reasons, to the belief that full member-
ship ror Greece and Turkey was advisable, the problem
re-api,eared. To date the Government has been anxious
to avoid a hasty decision, hoping that the.military
consic.erations which prompted the change of policy may
assv:ae+ less urgency or take a different form. It has
also irell-grounded doubts that the entry of the two
-state:.i into NATO will still further complicate the
problems of finance and burden-sharing. Canada still
regards the Treaty as àir. Pearson told the Deputies,
on lune 25 "... as the expression of the reality of
the North Atlantic c:ommunity" and believes that "there
is no reason why we should lose sight or the farther
horizon - the ultimate creation in the Atlantic area
of a great community of free nations". Accordingly
it hopes that adequate and alternative means may be
found to meet the needs of Greece and Turkey, and
that these should be examined before decisive action
is taken in the Council upon the question. But
Canada is in the dilemma of a small state which is
not prepared to assume direct commitments in that
region and cannot, therefore, very well urge large

,ones, such as the United States, to take such a
step. It is also uneasily aware•that the admission of
Greece and Turkey will correspondingly strengthen the
demand of Portugal that Spain be granted the same
recognition-7c

x This question is .f urther discussed in the chapter on

Canadian policy in Europe.



88. In spite of the increasing pre-
occupation of Canada and,"to a much &reater e:,tent,

with the State Department. Mr. Wrong did so on

the United States rith cuestions of global or NATO
stratet;y, negotiations continued on the continental
aspect:; of their joirt defence policies. From the
standpclint of Canadian sovereignty the . most important
proble.n was the'renegotiation of United States rights

, in the four leased bases " in Plevfoundl3nd. The position
had be.^.n described to Secretary of Defence Forrestal
when h',^ visited Ottawa in August, 1948. Three months
later Ys. Wronb was instructed to begin discussions

November 19. He presented a formal note stating that
the prrspective change in the status of rdevrfoundland
of becoming a Canadian province justified some nodi-
f icaticn of the 1941 agreement in order to bring it

.more c.1_osélY in accord with the principles governing
the e,:_s ting -joint defence arrangements betveen Canada
and tho United States. The note ]Zeferreca in p^:rticular
to the eftent of the extra-territorial jurisdiction .
e--ercired by the United States authorities over non-
Military activities in-the leased areas. Such juris-
dictidn might lead to complications :•then I'e=Jfoundland
entered Confelerûtion. that t°rould at best prove e-r?bar-
rassing and at rorst "IIight prejudice essential
collaboration in other aspects of North American
defence:". In an oral reply i.Ir. Hickerson iLlpliQd that
a surre nder of t7hât were undoubted United States legal
rights irould be- difficult to justify to the Services,:
Congr.ess and the public without some tangible advantage
béi.nb : ecured by so doir_g. There were suggestions
that a new agreement vith'some modifications might be
negotiLted, but it vrâs -: uspected in Ottava that it •-
would be linked with some definite quid pro quo such
as-the right to install additionGl facilities at Goose
Bay. Ithen Prime Einister St. Laurent visited President
Truman in Feûruary, 1949, he took with him a depart-
mental memorandum, prepared in consultation with
P3atic•..cl Defencei as a-background for remarks to the
Pres1..cc, nt. 'One-of the arguments ylhich, it was hoped,
iaould :' nfluence 'the United S-tates to relinquish unila-
ter a? ly its existing extra-territorial rights was the
fact that.enabling legislation might be necessary
before'Canada'could assume the obligatiôns of the
Bases Agreement which would bring consequently the
whole natter before Parlic.c.ent. In the Washington
discussions President Truman expressed himself as
-des3.ring to secure a mutually agreeable solution and
suggested that Canada submit a detailed statement
of what was des'ired. This was done jointly •by Mr.
Pearson and ilr. Claxton on March 19 when they discus-
sed the question with the United States'Ambassador-
to Canada. The United States was asked to relin-
q4:ish certain rights to civil and crim3.nal jurisdic-
tion in the base areas, the ripht to maintain United
States postal fac -7 itiés there, and certain customs
and tazation exen?. ^iotis. It was _pointed out that
none of these ri;hts was essential to the military
operation of thL bases. Two months later when
discussing a civil aviation agreement the United



StGtes sugge^sted a revision of the Bases Agree:aert so
as to enlr:rUe their use by commercial aircraft. This
gave the Canadian Governraent an opportunity in erpres-
sing r^illingness to do so to ad:: that "in vi e^r of t^lis
important concession in relai:ion to t1hese bases, the
Canadian Government expects that the United States
Govern.ment will give favourable consideration to the
Canadian desiderata with respect to the Bases AGreement,
and that the Canadian Government's u-^llingr<ess to meet
the United States position r^il7. be taken into account in
discussions concerning the Bases Agreement 4lhich should
take place at an early date". So matters stood rt_ien
Secretary of Defence Louis Johnson visited Ottawa in
August, 1949. Like his predecessor before him he vzs
given a full description of Canadiar_ co-operation in
defence matters and a somzaary of the Bases Position.
The United States Ambassador who accompanied hili admitted
that "ti:e interpretaLion by the United States military
authorities of the Bases Agreenent gave personnel of the
United States Armed Forces stationed.in the United States
bases in Ileufoundland extraordinary privileges concerning
liability to Canadian civil and criminal jurisdiction".
It was' typical of Canadian difficulties in securing
action from the United States over questions involving
more than one department of governnent that Mir. Johnson
declared that this question had not been previously
brought to his -attention. Hefell back on the suooes-
tion of further discussions..

89. The ne,:t avenue of discussion
proved to be the Permanent Joint Board on Defe;ice ^:hich,
at the suggestion of the United States Government, held
a special meeting at the United States Leased Bases in
^^erfounùland betrieen January 3-8, 1950. Each section
of the Board brought along a battery of technical ad-
visers, and the Attorney-General of the Province of
T71eti3foundland was also in attendance. The four revisions
requested by Canada were examined in detail-, after
General MclIaughton had indicated that i-,i raising these
natters^the Canadian authorities had no intention -chat-
soever of implying any criticism of the conduct of the
United States forces stationed in Newfoundland.

90. It was agreed that each Section.
should present the vietiis of the other to its own govern-
ment for consideration and review. At the next meeting
of .the PJBD in Montreal, betaleen March 28 and March 30,
1950, the'tvo Sections were able 'to agree upon a com-
prehensive recommendation in r,hich each country made
some concessions to the other's point of view but tahich
substantially met Canadian vishes. There was no reduc-

with those enjoyed by the United States forces under

tion in the period of tenure of the Leased Bases but
other rights. viere pared down to bring theLL in line

the Visiting Forces (U.S.A.) Act of 1947. By prior
arranEe2ent with the United States Section, and after
arreement had previously bec.-, secu. ed fro:.^t Mr. Pear-
son, ISr. Cla^.tor_ and Mr. Bradley, the Canadian Section
then stated that they were ready, to reco=iend to the
Canadian Governrient that, at Goose =^ay, '^:here the



position of the United StGtes forces had been anomalous
r ' for afor some tir^e, a lease agreement be arrunGea

period af trienty years, with the option of rer.eval,
fo.r a portion of the present base area for the accom--
modatioa of housing and military installations. The
base ,^a_s to reciain. under the overall command and ad-
ministrative control of the R.C.A.F., vJhose Commanding
Off icer. would have to vive prior approval to all
proposed United States construction. All proposed
United States Service projects in Canada located in the
United States areas were to have the prior approval of
the Canadian Government. This offer played an important
part in United States thinking, since it offered an
import^nt quid pro quo for their concession on jurisdic-

tion. The Canadian Section also expressed the hope that
the United States Government vovld give an assurance
that CcnGda would be consulted prior to any proposed
United States Service activities outsiâe the leased
areas. This suggestion was accepted by the United
States Government in July, 1950, "vith the understand-
ing thLt only operations of reasonable consequence
(exercises) surveys, etc) ard riot of an emergency nature
v^ould be involved". This "Cancession" .means, as a
departmental memorandum poiits out, that in times of
viar'or emergency "... the United States-may use the
bases for offensive operations, or may use territories
in the vicinity of the bases for these purposes".
PresidEnt Truman approved of the PJI3D recommendation
on Auâust 1, 1950« Although the Cabinet War Committee
"noted with approval" the Board's recomaendation, the
Govaxnr:cnt ras -less prompt in impleraentation because
of its desire to examine the legislative changes srhich
were required to make them effective. The Goose Bay
lease as approved in February, 1951. It was only on
May 1s 1951, that the Prime Minister was able to tel7.
the'Hot^se of Commons that the Government had approved
of the PJBD recommendations and tabled them vith a
descri,}tion of their significance. Mr. St. Laurent
said tr:at five legislative proposals jrould arise in

•.-whole cr part from the decisions reuc:+ed of which
fo.ar tiaE.re also "useful and possibly necessary measures
to enable Canada to discharge obligatio^he u^d
North Atlantic Treaty". In summing up. agreement

-: Mr. St:, •Laurént -described it as "a reasonable compro-
.mise .in an' adrnittedl.Y unprecedented situation".

910 By this time the expansion of
United States airpower, the growing importance of
the.Tfortheast Air Command and the possibjlity of the
United States Strate ;ic Air Command requiring Itev-
foundlar.d bases, were leading to requests for further
facilities in 23e^foundland. In two notes during
March, 19.51, the United States asked for additional
barracll. and storage space at Torbay, tirhere the United
States Air Force had a lease, terminable on thirty
:iays' r_otiéé,.of a small number of buildings. - Besides
requiring additional space the United States Air
Foreo rrished to establish certain navigational aids
and to make. a survey of the airfield. The Chiefs
of -Staff . approved its-- requEl,:t, once agreement



had been reached on the-operation of these aids. In
view of their recent effortsito modify former United
States rights, neither Yir. tlaxton nor A. Pearson
were eitthusiastic about thé proposal. They foresaw
that approval of the present request might make diffi-
cult the refusal of larger developments srhich there
was good reason to anticipate. As Mr. Pearson pointed
out, if the international situation improved there
would be no question of large United States forces
renain:ng in Europe, but it would be more difficult
to arrange for Vithdrava1 of United States forces from
defenco installations in Canada since they would be
considered pÛrt of the continental defence system.
The Pr-'-me 11inister thought that if United States requ3.-
rements were consistent with NATO plans it' rould be
desirable to be co-operative. Approval was given,
therefore, with the suggestion that the general
question of United States requirepents be studied at
the ne:.t PJBD meeting. There it was made plain in
May, 1951, that Canada was not ready to give a lease
at 'Tornay or any other Nevfoundland site, but vas
preparpd to co-operate in providing whatever facili-
ties were clearly required for joint defence or under
NATO requirements. At the same meeting the United
States Chairman then requested on behalf of the
United States Air Force permission "in the event of
an ear:_y emergency" to use such capacity and facili-
ties â.: Torbay as the Royal Canadian Air Force could
make available, and the use of facilitiés at Gander
for su;; ort of operation of the Military Air Trans-
part Service. Both General Mcl.aughton and the `Jice-
Chiefs of Staff Committee reco jm.TMicr_1eu approval of
the reGuest, subject to first.priority for Canadian
military and civilian arrangements and to arrange-
ments being worked out between the Royal Canadian
Air Foice and-the United States Air Force on the oper-
ation of United States aircraft at the fields. It
was ag^eed.at Cabinet'Defence Committee in June, 1951,
that the United States authorities be informed orally
that "Ls the two countries were cô-operating in the
defericr effort it was considered that the United
States authorities should be able to take it for
granted that, in the event of an emergency, every-
thing prorer to meet it would be done". This state-
ment still leaves open for future discussion probable
United States requests for additional facilities to
meet the demands now-placed on the leased bases which
seem to be overtaxed. The still larger problem of
Command in the Newfoundland area also raises questions
vhich require solution.

92. On the wider problem of

defence install6tions on the main land of Canada,
the Panel 'on Economic Aspects of Defence Questions
received a memorandum in TTovember, 1950, prepared
by the Department. After listing certain possible
requests that were already taking shape, which made
it certain that the United States forces would ask
for an increasing number and variety of new instal-



lations, it tried to lay do-.-in some general policy
or pol.icies that mi^ht be adopted.- Five possible
policie.s were listed and their comparative advantages
sunnar:.zed. These were:

(a) 'Canàdian construction at United States

United States forces on the understanding that

No strong preference ras expressed for any one of

expense of all permanent-type structures
required by the United States forces with - .
United States provision of all types of equip-
ment and all military manpover required for
these installations.

(b) Canadian construction at Canadian el.-pense
of all permanent-type structures with the United
States contributing all equipment and military
manpoc. er .

(c) Car.adian construction at Car.a_liGn expense
of all permanent-type structu:.es, Car_udian
provision of some proportion of t.^e military
Aanpovery with United States provision of all
or a large proportion of the equipnent required.

(d) United States construction, equipment and
manning of al l installations required by the

being required for a period of emerLency, , the
installatioris vould be vac4ted by the. United
States foi ces by 'a. specif ic date and put up
for sales or turned over to the Canadian Govern-
ment rithout charge, or remain the property
of the United States Government while available
for use by the Canadian Government.

(e) Canadian assulirption of the cost of cons-
tructing and mannin^, some proportion of the -
installations required by the United States in
exchange for United States provision of arms,
training, etc. for the Canadian Forces.

these policies, since f urther information rias required
as to the number and types of installations that will
be required by the United Statès forces. It vas suâ-
gested that National Defence might endeavour "to
provide a realistic estimate-in this field".

93. In the discussion that followed
one of the difficulties was well described by the
Deput, Iiinister of National Defence. . 11:r. Drury said
that information on United States rec;uests was no-
easy to secure "... because planning for continental
def ence was not al,,,:,ays done horizontally and because
in the sort of creeping mobilization r:h;_ch they z.,ere
underôoin^; the ter-dency was to settle one project
and pus:a it through to completion vithout alvays
relating it to the ti7hole picture". He also pointed
out that Car.i:da vas prepared to ta::e certain risks
in continental defence ishich the United States :7ith
its much greater economic resour..es was not villing



to accept. The Panel came to no in..̂ ^ediate decision.
It asked the Chairman of the Ch;efs of Staff to
attempt to secure from the Uniced States authorities
"the b"st possible estimate of their plans related
to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and the
joint ltnited States-Canada defence of North America.. t"

94. No such general statement had_
been received by January, 1951, which was not sur-
prisinj; in vie w of the seriousness of the-situation
in Korea. It appeared likely that the major United
States request would be for the'extension of the
radar screen. The United States was already cons-
tructing a comprehensive system, but was limited by
the fa"t its screen could not provide adequate warning
on the northern approaches to vital industrial areas
close Vo the Canadian border. L Canadian system of
nine s';ations had been authorized and was partly under
constrt:ction, but covered only aTimited area. For-
some mc:nths, officers of the Royal Canadian Air Force
have been working in collaboration with officers of
the Un._ted States Air Force on an èxtended radar..
systea:. They produced plans involving the expansion
to thirty-one stations in Canada at a PJBD meeting in
Washington on January 10-11. At that time, the
Canadian Section had authority only to hear the'United
States proposals, and at another meeting three weeks
later, the Board formulated a Recommendation. It was
estimated that to erect the entire network would
involvc a cost of about $145 million. The Board
agreed that the basis of a fair and equitable portion

• of costs would be approximately oneithird for Canada
and-tuc-thirds for the United States, both in respect
of capital and recurring cost. For administrative
convenience, this formula was later modified in
respect of capital costs in order that Canada would
erect'2nd pay for certain named stations. The United
States ::ould be responsible for the remainder. In
this'airangeraent, the division of cost nevertheless
reria?.nEd about the same. In accepting one-third of
the recurring cost for tirenty-seven stations of the
network, Canada assumed an estimated responsibility
for about $12.5 million per annum. In manning the
stâtions, Canada would provide personnel for thirteen,
including the nine already authorized, and the United
States'for fourteen, six stations being required for '
the protection of United States interests in Ne ►rfound-
land. In line with the policy involved in the last
war, Canada should provide the land and retain title
to its a proviso which precluded the installations.
from acquiring an exclusively foreign character. All
permanent installations t:ould remain the property*of
Canada, and the United Stâtes would be free to dis-
pose of moveable property. The bulk of the equip-
ment would have to come from the United States. Ten
sites in the Newfoundland and Labrador area were to
be constructed through the facilities of the United
States Army Corps of Engineers, and the remaining -
stations were to be constructed by Canadian contrac-
to-rs. through the' Canadian Defence Construction Corpo--
.ration. The PJBD described thev: proposals as



''feasi'a?e and acceptable" and regurc:td t..eir iciple-
mentation as a"natter of great ur^;ency" if they

t^ be in operation by the target date of July 1,
7Yer

1952. fi'r_e RecoL1^endati'on vas ap-Droved by both Uovern-

with ur.identified aircraft-c:hich were detected through

joint fir defence schéme , was thotzght to be going too

raents, but at the. insistence of thc United Stûtes^ it
vas folloved by an exchange of notes on August 1.

95^
Alli::d to the development of

a continental radar screen the question of dealing

it' or' by other ager:cies. In August, 1950, the United
States section of the PJBD had asked permission for
the United States Air Force to send planes over
Conûdisn.territory betrreen Lake Superior and the At-

-in order to carry out effective interceptions
of unicer..tified craft crossing the border from Canada
into tre United States. To brar_t such broad authoritys
éven t:°.ough it was a logi.tal request arising from a

far. Ee ^°u:! ^.t? ons were dr4f ted by Trans.:ort and I^'ationaio , •
DofencF- that uere aesiôned to protect normal. so:ttl:
bound i?.i.ghts from Canada thût.laere acceŸtable ^ to the
United States uuthorities. It ^.ras 'a?so felt tnut in
keeping :-rs_th the agreement of February, 1947, ûny;
rights extended should be from the outset on a co:^-
letelt rec:i Jrocal basis. Uith that stipulation the

Ca'oinof ^Defe:ice Co:i,_tittee agreed. to' endorse the request
in DocEmbor. AccordinglJ the PJBD vorked out a revised
arrangoment 2 Vlhich was to become applicable to the

1dhal,L t!or,cler , alid, ^. iti] other sli^ht CiI:rJ.ies ? ;,p^ s Sed '

a for,;ic-:7. Rjco_m-,ende:tion or the question in Mays 1951:
The arrangements ivoizld remain in force until modified"
by agreement or'terminated by either government. This

Recommcndation ras , approved by the Cabinet Defence
Commit:.ee at its May meeting. An arrangement on some-
vihat sf.milar lines of great significance was approved
by Mr. Pearson and Mr. Claxton on July 71 1950, and
again on January 8, 1951, t-jhich covérs the calendar
year only and allows the United States Strategic Air
Force ',o carry out training flights over Canada on

the unt:erstanding that these flights are'not'to be
of a mass.character and are to be at high levels.
On each particular flight no live bombs are to be

carried without -specific permission.

96. As may have been noted the
recommendations of the PJBD have almost irivariThey
secured the approval of the two governments.
major exception has been the Board's recommendation
in favour of the St. Lawrence Seal:ay an ci Poraer

Project. It first issued a statement calling atten-
tion to the value of this projéct as related to the
defence potential of Canada and the United States,

in Iuayl, 1947. This statement vas expanded in the
form of a recommendation in December, 1948, based
upon a study prepared by a Canadian.Inter-Depart-
mental Committee on Great Lâkes - St. Laurence dev-

elopment. The Board concluded that the benefits to
be derived from the completion of the project could
be expected to outueigh by far thecarâ ant required

tures and would "...



-'certain degree of risk from enemy attack". It
believed that these risks could be considerably m'ini-

comparable to that given other vital installations.

mized Yy "reasonably precautionary and prôtective
measurEs", and the vital portions of the project given
defence protection on a "reasonably economical basis"

For these reasons it urged that every effort-be made
to*ove; come the obstacles delaying the coinpletion of
the prc^ject. In January, 1951, after the Canadian
views had been again placed before it with additional
memoranda, the Board again recommended "that the two
governi.ents take immediate action to implement the
St. Lav^rence Agreement as a vital measure for'their
common defence". The Board's recommendation was cited
by Secvetary of State Acheson in the proceedings of
the Cormittee on Public idorks of the House of Repres-
entatives. To date it has been as unavail'ing as.the
other efforts which have been made to secure Congres-
sional approval of this project oVer the past twenty
years.

970 In its resolve to ensure
Canadian sovereignty in Netzfoundland the Government
was as vigorous in.its-negotiations on defence proper-
ties'vith the'United Kingdom as it had been with the
United States. As the time drew near for the entry
of Newioundland into Confederation t7ith Canada the
Department drew to the attention of 11r. Claxton the*
fact that naval facilities and other propertYin St.-
John=s remained vested in the Admiralty. It suggested
that the Government might wish to extinguish the
Admira'.ty title. On November 29, 1948, the Department
of Nat?.onal Defence requested that negotiations be
undertrken for that purpose. Accordingly, the Depart-
mentVrote to Sir Alexander Clutterbuck on December 8,
pointitig out that'the entry of Newfoundland into Conf-
ederat:.on would entail direct responsibility by Canada
for it,, defence and referring to the "long established
CanaCi^n policy of having title to defence properties
in Carsctdian territory". The letter inquired if the
assumption by Canada of all Admiralty properties in
Newfoundland would be in accordance with the vievs
of the United Kingdom. It was then assumed that the
title could be secured without cost chiefly because
the naval facilities were constructed at St. John's
during the war largely at the expense of the Canadian

taxpayer. Sir Alexander replied that the United
Kingdom Government agreed in principle to negotiations
and would shortly transmit a memorandum on the finan-
cial aspects of the question. He also said that the
United Kingdom trusted that after transfer the Canadian
Government ti-rould maintain the Naval establishment as
an escort base7 and would be -willing to make it avail-
able for use by the Royal Navy at an early date after
the outbreak of any future hostilities. It was not
until the end of May that the Admiralty memorandum

was received. The estimate placed by the Admiralty
on the depreciated value of its holdings, $22 million,
was sharply at variance with National Defence figures.
In the bargaining that followed,the price to be paid
for the properties was f inal ly 1 ixed at $7 mil] ion.



98. There reinainad the question
of advance "user rights" which National Defence was
not prepared to concede, believing that it would be
more appropriate for the Admiralty to rely on the
intentions of the Royal Canadian Navy to look after
matte^s properly. On December 15, 1949, a letter
was s3nt to the United Kingdom High Commissioner,
stating that the Government was prepared to purchase
the pi^operties at the priee which had been agreed upon,
and assuring him that it was the intention of the
Royal Canadian Navy "to continue the Base at St. Johnts
in a limited capacity during peacetime and to bring
it to full capacity in an emergency". The letter
further stated that the Admiralty had informally indi-
cated that its•initial requirements would be in the
ovent of an emergency, and it was thought that the
Royal Canadian Navy would be able to meet them adequa-
tely. The Admiralty's request f or.storage space in
peace^^ime was refused from lack of space, but the
assurr.nce was given that if additional space were made
availcxble for the Royal Canadian Navy it would then
be pof•sible to earmark the necessary space for Royal
Navy requircments. The United Kingdom accepted the
offer and took note of the assurances. It was ironical
thataf ter the initial emphasis in Canada upon speed of
negotiations the legal and administrative details of
transf erring title and looking after the property
draggvd on for months. As recently as June 14, 1951,
the DE puty Minister of Public Works was writing this
Depariment to say that the situation was "somewhat
confu..edlls that the position of his DepartMQnt was
"slowl y crystallizing", and that it was hoped
+1... that the complete taking over will be accomplished
at an early date".

99.. In the five years that followed
the er.3 of hostilities in Europe, Canadian defence
policy has undergone more rapid and radical changes
than in any other comparable period of time. By
enter^ng the North Atlantic Treaty, for example,
Canada accepted positive responsibilities for the
def enc e of Western Europe that made continental
defenca only one aspect of our policy. For this dev-
elopment the progress of science, if such it can be
called, and the policy of the U.S.S.R. are largely
responsible. It is not necessary to dramatise the
horrors of the atomic bomb to make people's flesh
creep; Hiroshima was proof enough. A people aware
that there is no place to hide is more willing to
experiment in pooled security, more willing to fight a
long way from home and more reconciled to say farewell
to the one-time glories of splendid isolation. With-
out the words and deeds of the U.S.S.R. it would have
been difficult to secure Canadian approval for advance
commitments, but whenever signs of more normal times
appeared on the horizon the Soviet rulers obligingly
afforded a further demonstration of Communist tactics
from Greece to Korea and f rom Czechoslovakia'to Indo-
China. But the Department in particular, and to a
lesser extent the Government in general, has always



!

insisted that security by military alliance is not
enough, that the North Atlantic Pact must be more than
a retaining wall and that measures Of economic co-
operation and ideals of democratic solidarity are as
much nreapons against Communism as tanks or planes. Of
that belief the record of negotiations in the North
Atlantic Treaty offers ample proof. But the threat
of a general war in the past year has postponed attempts
to maice the integration of the North Atlantic Community
more than a mere phrase. In the discussions before
and after the North Atlantic: Treaty Canadian representa-
tives earned respect for their thoroughness of prepara--
tion %nd their capacity to present practical ideas upon_
the form of institutions and administrative machinery.
They 'iave been in a position, because of past tradition
or ac3ociation, to secure information in advance from
the Big Three of NATO which was not available to most
count-°ies. On occasion they have been able to influence
negotiations by their suggestions and representations.
They %ave also been almost embarrassed by the eagerness
of the representatives of other small countries to
enlisi. Canadian co-operation for their policies.

100.1 - As the tension increased Canada
found herself in' a less fortunate position. As an ally
of the United States with apparently unlimited funds

shorte-ge of dollars and crying need for modern armaments,
for defence and of European countries with a chronic

her fcrces. Under such conditions the Canadian dilemma,

Canadf found herself expected not only to finance her
own dElfence effort but also, in accordance with her own
profe: ► sions, to assist in the re-equipping of others.
She also found herself in the invidious position of
being the only NATO country, except Iceland, that
relieç upon voluntary enlistment to fill the ranks of

vis-a-vis the United Kingdom there has been less change
in climate of opinion partly from a time lag in thinking,

heightened by the costly pride of a nation which has
not ha3 to submit•itself like so many countries to
carefvl scrutiny as a worthy risk in the eyes of an
American Congress, impinged upon policy. It was then
too t1:at difficulties developed over economic surveys,
measures for burden-sharing, and methods of raising
manpower of which the end if not yet in sight. Like
the little man in a big poker game Canada must play
her cards carefully at a time when the cost of buying
cards is steadily mounting.

101. In Canadian defence policies

partly because there has been a similar lack of change
of outlook in the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom
Government, much more -than its Chiefs of Staff, had
displayed tact and restraint in its discussions
with Canada, E1r. Bevin occasionally excepted. But
interchanges over liaison missions, over defence
planning on a global or Commonwealth basis, over
standardization of equipment and other related matters
have shown on the United Kingdom side less awareness
of changed conditions than might have been expected
and on the Canadian occasional touchiness about



possible United Kingdom intentions. A partial excep-
tion to this attitude has been the comparative speed
with which arrangements were concluded for a Common-
wealth Division to be f ormed in Korea.

102. Then this possibility was
first discussed`in August, 1950, the Government was
dubiou:. and told Mr. Wilgress it did not think the
suggestad title "Commonsaealth Division" -would be at-
'tractire to Canada, and proposed some such title as
the - l'Ur.ited Nations First Division". On October 5
the United Kingdom said that it would not accept a
title ;nich omitted the -word "Commonwealth" and sugges-
ted "First (Commonvealth) Division, United Nations
Forces." On December 8i Cabinet agreed to that title
if such a division were formed. No further action was
taken until after the annouricement of a Canadian brigade
beinÿ sent to Korea was made. Commenting on this an-
nouncen.ent from Tokyo, in ^arch, 19)1, iir. Iaenzies
suggested that the inclusion of the Canadian brigade
would -''demonstrate to other Commonwealth governments
-that, ti,;hen practica-- considerations dictate ,_ .,,,e 'are
as prepared to put an effort into co-operation with
other Cocmmonvealth governments as we are with the
United States when different practical.considerations
suggest another pattern of military co-operation".

tir. Menzies' despatch ►ras forwarded to the Prime
tiinistEr and Mr. Claxton. Shortly aftervards-, the
United. Kingdom formally proposed the formation of the
divisicn under the title previously suggested. On
April il, Cabinet approved of'the policy and in July
the Division became a reality.

103. In negotiations with the United
States the Government has.been fortified by the.reali-
zation in the past four years that the prospect of
Canada being at var before the,United States has
virtually disappeared. It shows the United States
conviction that this continent'is becoming increasing-
ly li,-_:.•le to attack. It has been able, with consider-
able °LCcess7 to establish a measure of control over
United States operations on Canadian territory (the
leased bases in Newfoundland excepted) under a common

plan. Such control, though imperfect, is as much as
might be expected when a small power is located in a
place of great strategic importance for a great
nei;hbour. To slacken the pace of the United States
in continental defence projects is also difficult
especially under the American system of government
where military men, paradoxically have a freer band
than in.a parliamentary democracy, but it has not been
impossible in some instances. Yet it stillremains
true that Canada does not know enough of American
military thin-king in the sphere of global planning
to estimate adequately its implications for conti-
nental and North Atlantic planning. Rarely can
Canada inducè the United States to put all its cards
on the table. More than once it is confronted with
far_reaching requests for action with no advance

notice. The need to educate Vashington officials
and especially United States Service Chiefs to a



better appreciation of the Canadian position is a
fixed charge upon the resources of Canadian diplomacy.
In any event Canada has the current satisfaction
of'seeing her essential partners, the United States
and-th( United Kingdom, morking more and more with a
reasonf.ble degree of harmony in a manner that would
have bEen impossible a generation ago. On occasion
they have been vailling to accord Canada a modest share
in the formulation of policy.

104. The relationship between diplo-
macy ai d defence, which becomes more delicate as the

Washington or London. Liaison begins at the highest'

danger of -war increases, has not been a serious problem
in Canadian policy. Indeed it may be claimed that .
liaisbn with National Defence has been achieved more
skccessfully here than by our opposite numbers in either

level in the Cabinet Defence Cominittee, and continues
at the Deputy Lével in the Chiefs of Staff Committee
and the Interdepartmental Committée on the Economic
Aspects of Defence Questions. A more recent develop-
ment has been the creation of a Vice-Chief of 'Staff
Committee Trahich .the head of the Defence Liaison
Divisica attends. The Chairman of the Joint Intelli-
gence Committee comes from this Department, i.hich., is
also.represented on the Joint Planning Committee.' The
Department provides a member of the Canâdian Section
of the Permanent Joint Board ou Defence and also
furnishes its Secretary. Other useful ties with
National Defence have been afforded by the fact that
the Lqir_ister of National Defence is usually Acting
Secretary of State for External Affairs ;o,hen LIr.
Pearson is absent, and the Deputy Minister of National
Defence is a former officer of this Department. There
is alwa-Ts a possibility of military men placing too
much st_--ess on equipment and not enough on ideals of
policy, and of diplomats concentrating too much upon
the -for,aulation of policy and not taking adequate '
account of the cost of its implementation. But these
are daT.;ers of Fahich the Department is avare and
uhich i C. has endeavoured to overcome.
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A SURzTF.'Y OF CA.NADIAN EXMNAL POLICY

CHAPTER 4

CANADIAN FAR EASTERN POLICY
1946-ME, 1950

An examination of depârtmental files as a

"Far Eastern questions now absorb much

that it may be suitable to quote em_ er

that . ere hichof diplomatie thinking and action in the Far East c,j
coulc:. be dignified by the word j"policy". This whole
conclusion is so conveniently summed up in a few sentences
appefring in ^.3r* Pearson's article in Foreign Affairs,
Octcrer, 1951, "The Development ofhCanahd en Fore g:^ Policy"

baekkround for a study of Canadian Far Eastern policy in
the -.years 1946-50 reinforces onets instinctive feeling

th has never been any coherent Canadian pattern

of the attention of the Canadian Parliament
and Government. The increase in interest
in Asian matters among the public and the
press has also been remarkable. In our Far
Eastern relations we have not so nuch been
0 oning a new chapter as opening a whole

on particular questions dealing with commerce,,
with the position of Canadian missionaries
and with Asian immigration. But none of
these concerns made it necessary for Canada
to have what could conceivably be called a
Far Eastern policy."

2.
Thus, the following survey cannot properly

be termed an•history but rather impressions,-or more
accurately, a review of two or three case studies of
(1) Canadian-reconstruction loan to China, (2) Canadian
attitude towards recognition of Communist China, andThis
(3) Canadian policy in the Far Eastern Commission.
last subject really takes the place of Canadian policy
towards postwar Japan= since, by necessity, under occupa-
tion, Japan could not have any foreign relations, Canadian
policy towards Japan could only be properly tested by its
acts in the Far Eastern Commission which was set up by
the Moscow Declaration of Dece^beni?,a1945tionawhich issued
at least was a policy-making ga
thror.gh the United States Govo:^nment directives to the
Supreme Commander of Allied Poti,ers.

most Canadians was a closed book. One of
our provinces is on the Pacific and through
its ports for many yeprs missionaries,
businessmen and trarellers had passed on
their way to and from the Far East. 'There
had been a Canadian Legation in Tokyo before
the war and substantial Canadian economic
interests in Japan. The Canadian Government

had articipated in a number of negotiations

p
new volume• for until recently, Asia to



3. It is necessary to get some background on
this subject which goes back slightly beyond the period to
wh7ch this survey is limited. Early in the yrar years
the Canadian Government.exchanged diplomatic missions
with the Republic of China. This exchange was long over-
du:, and in fact had been considered before the outbreak
of hostilities in Japan which had hitherto been our
only diplomatic post in the Far East. The need for
closer relations with all our major wartime allies there-
fore made it imperative to expedite the opening of a
mi.sion in China. Accordingly, a Canadian Ambassador
arri.ved in Chungking early in 1943 in the person of
Major-General Victor W. Odlum. Canada enjoyed a most
fayourable position in China. For years Canadian mission-
ar3:1 educational and philanthropic institutions had esta-
bliished a reputation in all parts of China both amongst
thc common people and educated classes. Canadian business,

. tbçugh on a much smaller scale than the United States
or Great Britain was free from the taint of power
politics. The Chinese.Government and those in a position
to be informed were therefore well aware of the genu:A ne
goed will which Canadians entertained for China and its
people - a good will that was free from overtonys of
selfish interest or extraterritorial privilege. On a
number of occasions distinguished Chinese visitQrs to
Canada, such as T. V. Soong, Madame Chiang Kai-shek and
a group of Chinese journalists and publicists headed by
Mr. Hu Lin, proprietor of the most outstanding newspaper
in China, the Ta Kuna Pao, served to heighten Canadian'
governmental and public interest in war-torn China.

4., Behind sentiments of good will and
syir.pathy for a suffering people lay a very real desire
on the part of the Canadian Government to see China-
eae.rge as a stable, united and independent power in the
po::twar world which would fill the power vacuum that
would be oreated by a weak and defeated Japan, It was
realized of course that the greatest part in assisting
postwar China would be played by the United States. As
a Chinese expert of the Economic Research Department of
the Central Bank of China, Mr. C.Y.W. ^Ieng, rote . in

two issues (late 1944) of The China Taonthly:

"Frankly speaking, when our economists
discuss the employment of foreign capital in
Chinats postwar economic reconstruction, they
simply mean American capital...the only great
creditor nation in the world will be the
United States so in planning for raising
capital through foreign sourcesy our economists
hope for -- and count on -- U.S. $10g000,000,000
from the United States and U.S. $22500,00Q,000
from Great Britain in the first four years and
another U.S. $2,500,000,000 from all other
sources within ten years after the war."

=Ti:è United States and the tr,ited Kingdom renounced
all extraterritorial privile6es on October 10, 1942.
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Thus, in this semi-off icial estimate only a modest role
was cast for loans from countries other than the United
States and the United Kingdom; yet, as we shall see, the
Chilese-authorities showed particular interest in attract-
ing Canadian interest in assisting Chinese postwar
reconstruction. _

5,. Even during the vrar years the Chinese
Government devoted the time of some of its best trained
of.'Licials to drawing up what was known.as a General
Economic Plan to coordinate all economic enterprises;
the p4rpose of such'a plan was to. delimit what enterprises
shoul4 be private-and what should be state controlled.
Priiate enterprise-was also expected to conform to the
^enAral'Eco.nomic Plan. In this way, the Chinese Govern-
ment endeavoured to reassure both foreign governments
and private qapital that any loans advanced to.China
to assist in reconstruction would be.channelled in such
a fashion as to conform to'the general overall coordinated
mas_ter plan which would point out the most important and
vitil areas for development.

6. Returningto our immediate subject of the
Canadian role in Chinese reconstruction we have an
indication in a letter from the Deputy Minister of Finance
und:r date of November 61.1944 to the Under-Secretary of
Stace for External Affairs stating that a request had
bee:i received from the Chinese Ambassador-in Ottawa for
a loan of $50,000,000. In addition, an inquiry had come
from the Ming Sung Industrial Company about the posGit-
ili::.y of a loan for the purpose. of purchasing vessels
to engage in China river trade.

7. After drawing attention to some of the
physical or technical problems.and most notably trans-
porl:ation, this letter points out that it is much more-
d^f.%'icult to decide_on a loan or guaranteed credit to
Chi,ia than it is to.almost any other Allied government.
The desire was expressed for a greater knowledge of the
pos.Rar reconstruction plan of the Chinese Government and
the direction such a development might take. Above all,
however, the main problem was posed by the political
rather than economic aspect. In. the words of the letter
referred to above:

"The political advantages of assisting
China to become a strong and democratic nation
are so great as to.mâke it worth while taking
some considerable risk. On the other hand, the
dangers of a divided and unstable China appear
to me at the present time so impressive that I
f.ind it very difficult to recommend the granting
of credits to the present Government. The
events of the past year in particular, while
showing some seeds of promise in China, have
also appeared to me to show very grave
evidence of basic weakness."

Early in the following year, 1945t there



were further. signs of -interest on the part of the Chinese
Government and accordingly the Department undertook to
re-%iew the situation and to attempt some assessment of
the problems posed in the letter from the Deputy Minister
of Finance. It was onlÿ natural that the Department
.sh,juld seek, on a confidential basis, the experience
ann opinion of responsible United-States authorities on
thn subject. During"the early- part of 1945, Dr. H.L.
Keenleyside had a number of talks with officers of the
State Department and-the'Foreign Economic Administration
and brought back.a-verÿ-strong impression that these
advisers were on the whole rather sceptical if not
critical*towards Chinese postwar reconstruction and
f izancing plans. Mr. Acheson, then Under-Secretary of
State told Dr. Keenleyside that even so-called Chinese
experts vere living in a shadovry land of make-believe.
They had very little practical grasp of the problems
involved and concerned themselves wholly with grandiose
blueprints. The figure of $10,000,000,000 which the
Chiaese economic expert quoted in paragraph 4 gave as
the amount they expect.to get from the United States,
was in Mr: Acheson's opinion far beyond reality.
(During the var years the United States loaned China
$550=0007000 and the United Kingd46£5020001000.) Nor
were the United States autY}orities,,:hAppy about the
conditions under which the 'Chinese':^vould make: use of
such credits; for'example, the Head of the Divi'Sion
of Minese Affairs in the State Department told Dr;
KeEaleyside that they found considerable difficulty
i^ persuading the Chinese to bend their gauge down to
such prosaic matters s international trade as distinct
fron the vast finahcï Z projects dependent upon United
Sta 1.;es credits which.iere the chief focus of Chinese
ambition.

9. The Department drawing from the available
mat =rial for study, appeared to be aware of the serious
proolems facing postwar China; these problems might
ext,snd through a whole range of economic and political
dif:iculties including the ultimate event' namely, a
civil war with a possibility of a Communist-dominated.,
China.- Although such dangers were adizmbrated,

. .
opinion inclined towards the view that after the end of
the Pacific war the Kuomintang would be able to work
out some modus vivendi with the Communists. Further2
since the Central Government rather than the Communists
enjoyed the monopoly of experience in the form of
qualif ied experienced personnel, even if there were a
coalition government it was assumed that the Kuomintang
would enjoy a comparatively strong position; the Com-
munists would supply some of the morale and drive and
the Kuomintang provide the expertise. If we follow the
argument in Departmental memoranda there is apparent the
risk thd GovQrnneMt would be running in granting loans
on what mi,ght bo .the eve of civil war.' Rather than
extend a loan of $502000,000 withqut any condition, it
was suggested that credits might be considered for the
ptlrchase in Canada of specified items of national use
to China which could not in all fairness be regarded



as forming a military assistance to one side rather
than the other in a civil war. A credit that was tied
down in this way would more likely be honoured by the

,

victor in a civil war if military equipment had not been
a feature of the loan.

The result of these studies Was presented to various
inl^arested departments of the governmentunder a letter
of September 1, 1945 from Dr. Soong addressed to the
Honourdblc's C. D. Howe, Minister of. Reconstruction and
Supplies. A recapitulation of thb Chinese request

10. In the meantime, while-the principle of
a loan to China was being considered.in the manner
deL:-cribed above g a more déf inite request for aid came
whcn Dr. T. V. Soong, Premier of China and President
of the Executive Yuan, visited Canada twice in the
course of 1945. In April of that year he presented a
tentative list of Chinese lists of material requirements
which the Chinese hoped would-be supplied from Canada
and' were-deemed necessary for the prosecution of the war
and for.the period immediately following the peace.
When Dr. Soong visited Ottdwa in the fall of 1945
immediately :after the- JapAnese surrender a revision of
the list became necessary. tudies Of Chinese needs
were undertaken by Canadian 4-ad Chinese engineers under
the sponsorship of government agencies of both countries.

f ol lows:

Industrial Programme

Power Plants
'bietals and Raw Materials
Machine Tools
Ceinént Plants
Hydro Electric Projects
Shipbuilding Yard
Ships
Motor Trucks
R. R. Trains
Communication biaterials--

Sub Total •

Ordnance Programme,_-say

TOTAL

mation of this industrial and ordnance programme. The
letter concludes as follows:

"It is hoped also that these essential
outlines will cover the following points:

a) To what extent the projects will be financed
by a direct government loan from.Canada and
under 'vrhat terms of repayment.

$$,500,000
20,000,000
10,000,000
3,850,000
34,000,000
9,050,000

91,500,000..
27,750'000
7,720,000
53000,000

$217,370,000

25,000.CCO

$242,370,000

In his letter Dr. Soong.requested an-expression from the
Canadian Government of their agreement with the essential
outlines to extend financial aid to China for the consum-



To what extent the projects will be financed
urlder an export credits guarantee by the
Canadian Government and whether the terms of
repayment can also be determined."

194-51 on credits to China from Ottawa to our.Embassy in
Chrngking.

the Canadian'Gnvernment undértook-to underwrite the
paachase of industrial and ordnance equipment to the
ext-ént set forth belovi. in a telegram of September 21,

11. It will-be seen, therefore, that now the
Ch:.nese interest in securing Canadian credits had greatly
increased; they"Were asking for credits to assist in
prcjects to purchase industrial and ordnance equipment
totalling $242,370,000. As a result of an interdepart-
merital deci'sion on the request of the Chinese Government,

"1. For your,information, we advised
Dr. Soôrig before his departure from America that
we would grant China a credit of $25,000,000 to
cover an ordnance programme consisting of
practically the same items which China had
requested under Mutilai Aid and practically all
of which are already produced: In addition, we
have agreed to finance a$50,000,000 programme
of reconstruction supplies to be bought in
Canada by furnishing $35,000,000 on credit on
-'£he--understanding that China will pay cash for
the remaining $15,000.000. This programme
includes raw materials (aluminum, copper2 zinc,
etc.), amounting to about $25,000,000, engineering
services, civilian trucks, machine tools,
communication materials and small power plants.

"2. The total Chinese réquest was
$242,000,000, consisting of an ordnance pro-
gramme of $25 000,000, a reconstruction
programme of ^75,000'000 and, in addition, a
long list of specific projects. The understanding

arrived at is that we will consider any of the

rojects to determine their eligibility for
Pfinancing under the guarantee provisions of the
Export Credits Insurance Act.

"3. Our $60,000,000 credit is likely
to compare favourab].y with the credits extended
to China by the United States. We believe they
will amount to about $550,000,000, although we
have not yet received any official indication.

"4. Our decision on the credit was taken
in an awareness that China may find it difficult
to xepa7 and-that the prIISpects of trade with China,
at least for the iinmedfate future, are not bright.
It was felt nevertheless that it was in Canada's
long-run political and economic interest that China
be strong and prosperous and that Canada should

st-recognize-some obligation to assist
war development of tic; country, p > >



that the United States extended substantial credits.
Tte felt that, while the amount of Canada'-s contrib-
ution can only be slight in comparison to Chinese"
needs or to the assistance Which the United States
could provide, nevertheless a show of confidence
and interest by us would encourage China in her
reconstruction efforts, aid her in her negotiations
with other nations and help to maintain the good
relations that have been built up between us
during the war."

12. This telegram has been quoted in full
because it sets but what for the next few years are-to
b° the chief items in the Canadian credit of $60,000,000
to the Chinese Government. It will be noted that this
amount falls far short of the Chinese request of
$242,000,000. It should also be noted that this loan
is distinct from another project, namely the extension of
credit for the building of river craft for the Ming Sung
7.ndustrial Company. This latter Was negotiated separately
and guaranteed by the provisions of the Export Credits
Insurance Act.

13. By the end of the year, in a memorandum.
(November 28, 1945) for the Minister on the subject of
sale of munitions to China, anxiety was already expressed
that in the event of civil War, that part of the credit
vlhich was earmarked for munitions might give rise to
unpleasant political complications. It was estimated
that civil war in China might drag on for years; that
$25,000,000 Worth of Canadian ,munitions_could hardly
play a decisive part in the conflict. An early end to
a civil war would come from sharp foreign intervention -
a prospect which was not deemed to be very likely.

11. Therefore it was felt that Canada should
n)t be involved in any way in-a Chinese civil war in a
manner that could be interpreted as intervention; it was
}^oped that the Chinese'themselves would appreciate the
Canadian desire to avoid the sort of controversy that had
arisen even in that early stage in the United States, the
controversy that was intensified in that year by the resig-
nation of Ambassador Hurley. Thus to avoid political
difficulties which would be embarrassing, both for Canad^:
and China, the following course was recommended: "To allon
the Chinese the credit of the originally contemplated amount
of $60,000,000 to cover a programme of $75,00020002 but
to stipulate that none of this might be spent on munitions."
It was further felt that for practical reasons alone,
if not for political, the Chinese Government might well
favour such an adjustment. They were well aware that
the munitions themselves were surplus and therefore of
little value, but they had indicated that they would not
take advantage of this to drive a hard bargain. Thus the
transfer of $25,000,000 to other projects might well
enhance the value of the credit to them. If happily the
civil disturbances proved only of short duration and the
Chinese still desired to use that part of the credit
Which was originally marked for the purchase of munitions,
then there ivould, of course, be no objection on the



Canadian side to the original arrangement being
implemented.

Against the background of these nego-
tiations betvaeen Canadian and Chinese authorities7 and'

or February 71 1946, in Ottawa which provided
$F0,000,000 credit to China. The text of the press

w:.th the Department fully appraised of some of the
political problems involved2 an agreement was signed

Government of China for reconstruction an
other post-war purposes, the items of which
are to be agreed upon from time to time by
the Chinese Government and by the Canadian

ment, supplies and services required by thde
credit is to be available for purchasing equip-

"The remaining $35^0001000 of the

sought to purchase from Canada.

at September lstj 1945, which are surplus to
Canadian requirements and also certain items
of used industrial equipment which China had

Canada as Mutual Aid but not delivered.-before
V.J. Days other items in production in Canada

equipment originally requested by China from

produced goods required by China during the
years 1946 and 1947.

"The Loan i s made under The Export
Credits Insurance Act, bears interest at 3%
per annum and is repayable in equal instal-
ments of principal extending over a period
of thirty years, commencing in 1948.

e1$25,000,000 of the credit is to be
reserved for the purcjiase of supplies and

to the Government of China, to enable the
Government of China to purchase Canadian

Lin Shih Shun, Ambassador of China to Canada2
and the Government of Canada, under which
Canada will provide a credit of $60,000,000

that an agreement tiaas signed yesterday between
the Government of China, represented by Dr.

ourable J. L. I1sley, announced this evening
"The Mini_ster of Financé, Right Hon-

release containing the agreement ran as follows.

Departments of Trade and Commerce and of
Finance.

"It is anticipated that Chinese
requirements of Canadian-dollars for pur-
chases in Canada during the next two years
will.exceed the amount of the credit provided.
The Chinese Government has accordingly agreed
to purchase Canadian dollars for gold or
foreign exchange convertible into gold.in
amounts equal to 20% of the credit drawn upon$
and to use such funds for its current require-
ments in-Canada in addition to the funds
provided under the j.okn,^

"In comment"-na, on the c--,greement



Mr. Iisley said 'The loan to be provided to
China under the agreement signed today will
enable an early start to be made in the dev-
elopment of trade boty,een Canada and China
on a scale much beyond pre-var levels. It
will also assist our good friends, the people
of China, in the enormous task of reconstr-
ucting their country, repairing the damage
caused by war, and in developing their
economic life along progressive lines that
will enable them to fit into the - peaceful
pattern of exPanding rorld trade that we all
hope to see crea^ed over the next few years, _"

16. As a result of exchange of correspondence
beti-eeri the Department of Finance and the Department of
Extornal Affairs in the fall'of 1946 an informal
comnittee reTresenting the Departments of Finance, Trade
and Commerce and External Affairs discussed the reqüest
whic-h had been received in various degrees of formality
for further credits to China. This group was particularly
conc:erned with a number of,pro jects on which the Chinese
were-requesting Canadian credits. Those who received
greatest attention were the Taiwan Electric Company
with the request for $6,000,000 cred'its to repair bomb
dam:ige and to make improvements and the Hwainan Mining
and Railway Company. As the amount of credit requested
at ^:he stage of negotiations was not mentioned, this
reqaest soon fell by the wayside. Serious consideration,
ho-uever, was given to the former request and it was
strangly supported in a letter from our Ambassador in
China, hir.,,.Davis, to Mr. Pearson under date of February 17,
194;. In this letter the Ambassador expressed the view
tha"^; there would be no large scale industrialization on
the mainland of China for a long time but that Formosa
was an area most promising both from the point of vievr
of %:apital available and technical level of population.
Accordingly any private Canadian interest whether
b;-n3.ing or industrial which wished to assist in the dev-
elopment of Taiwan was to be encouraged, in Mr. Davis'
opiiIion. In the same letter the Ambassador recommended
that the request of the Chinese Government for the transfer
of the unexpended portion of the $25,000,000 mutual aid
loan to the straight loan of $35,000,000, be not agreed
to? but that the Chinese Government be advised that it
is free ta purchase from the War Assets Corporation
sucïz. surplus. materials of a civilian character as it may
desire tip to the amount of such balance. He further
recommended that the time for the expenditure of either
.of these loans, in the manner above described, be
extended, as delivery of supplies cannot be made within
the period for expenditure already designated. Finally
he urged that no further guarantees be given by the
Canadian Government in respect of Chinese projects under

the Export Credit Act.

17. These recommendations of the Ambassador
were carried forward in more detail in interdepartmental
memoranda and correspondence. Thuss in the concluding



paragraph of a letter (May 3, 1947) from Mr. Abbott
to the Chinese Charge d'Affaires, in regard to the
unu.ed portion of the $25,000,000 credit, we read:

t'...we are prepared to broaden the
purposes for which this portion of the credit
can-be used to include any goods owned Dy ^Iar
Assets Corporatiôn that are surplus to
Canadian requirements. ' We will, therefore,
be prepared to consider for approval as an
expenditure under this reserved portion-of
the credit the purchase of any equipment or
supplies which the War Assets Corporation are
prepared to sell to your Supply Agency."

the position in respect of credits made availabie to
ChiY.a by the Canadian Government in 1946, we can sum
up ':he situation as follows:. -

Mosquito aircraft and associated equipment. A breakdown
of the Various parts of the credit which carries the
account to December 31, 1947, appears in full as an
appendix to this study.

18. Drawing upon a letter of December 6$ 1948,
from the Minister of Finance to the Prime Minister, on

was noncommittal in his reply to the Chinese, he urged
in a telegram that we should give a sympathetic reply
to this request. As the sequel will show, this request
was favourably entertained, and $5,500,000 out of the
$25 000 000 portion of the credit was allocated to

in i:anada of tiosqnito planes'. i^hile the Ambassador

and Minister of Finance that the "$13,700,000 portion
of .the $25,000,000 loan be made available for purchase

In this particular aspect of the credit negotiations,
there was a further developmept when our Ambasspdor in
Nanl:ing telegraphed on August 23, 1947, to report that
hë Lad been officially requested by the Chinese Premier

(1) 'Of that part of the $60,000,000

value of $b00,000 remain to be shipped.

loan reserved for purchase of civilian supplies,
namely, $35,000,000, all but a small balance
was encumbered and all articles purchased under
it had been shipped, with the exception of steel
railway bridges and telecommunications equipment,
to the value of roughly $2,000,000.

(2) The balance of the $60,000,000 loan
($25,000,0dü) earmarked for supplies and equip-
ment requésted under Mutual Aid and for items
in surplus was encumbered to the extent of
roughly $16,5009000, of which goods to the

to^the non-governmental loan of $12,750,000 extended by
Canadian banks'to the Ming Sung Industrial Company Ltd.
with repayment guaranteed by the Government of Canada.
Against this credit the Ming Sung Company placed orders
for the construction of six sma3.l and three larger
shal.low craft to serve as ps..3senger-cargo vessels on the

1 It is 8ppropriate at this time to refer



Yangtze River. Four of the smaller ships had been
deliqered to the Chinese and two more were en route.
One of the large 'ships would be ready to set sail for
China within â few days. An irrevocable letter of
crec;it had been deposited with a Canadian bank by
Dr T V. Soong for use in the purchase of small arms

interest and part, principal, and failure to ma e
payment automatically would bring into default the
entire loan. In a memorandun: of March 8, 1950, from
the Department of Finance, vErious assets (five in

of 1-rade and Commerce and Externai Affairs to make
arrangements that would avoid the necessity of shipping
bridge spans to Formosa. This decision was impleménted
on Provember. 17 when the Chinese Charge d'Affaires was
Informed of the Cabinet decision and undertook to trans-
mit the decision to.his Government. He exprezsed it
as his view that the arrangement would likely-be .
satisfactory and that his Government would agree to
the cancellation of the contract on condition that the
Chinese bonds in the appropriate amount were returned.
On the loans made by a group of Canadian commercia^.
banks to the Ming Sung Industrial Company, by the end
of the year (1949) it was noted in the memorandum on
credit to China that all the ships had been duly
delivered to China, with two of the smaller vessels
operating on the upper Yangtze and the remaining four
smaller and three larger vess^he Chinesebase

Kong. On December 31) 1949,
defaulted in its repayment of the $60,000,000 loan.
The amount in default was $2,200,000, which rekre^hneted.

21. Authorized by a decision of Cabinet
of hovember 11, 1949, steps were taken by the Departments

credit mentioned in the last item,

cleared. There was no disposition on the pait p
Cabinet to impede delivery of purchases_agâihst.the

S p N i L i

necessary2 detain them in Hong Kong until the situation,

they would take measures to prevent, if possible, the
hi s f101ing into Communist hands and ::ouldi if

ships ordered by the' Ming Sung Company, it was noted
thai word had been received from that Company that

of China. With respect to the continued delivery o
country to withdraw aid from the recognized Government

f

would ut Canada in the position of being the first

At the same time there was no disposition that a.stop
order should be placed on the delivery of arms and
munitions to the Nationalist Government, since this

uniess further consideration should reverse this stand.

ment an the likelihood of survival by the Nationalist
Government and consideration given to stopping.the
movenent to China of those commodities which were
mentioned above as purchased on credit. 11r. Abbott
in his letter.def initely stated that no further encum-
brarces under the second item above would.be approved

20. A study was to be prepared by the Depart-

a 4P
and a.mmunition to the value of, roughly, $5,000,000,
this equipment to be delivered to Kwangtung Province
In the South of China. The indications were that very
little of this material could be shipped during 1949.



4-11,1nber) held by the Government of China7 most notably

January 28, 1949 was:

Under the Canadian Credit Value

200 Mosquito aircraft $52500,000

Small arms and ammunition 39495,000
Ammunition manufacturing-plantl 2,2b6s000

venient if we pick up the-thread at the beginning o
15 a-9.

23* The total âmount of military equipment
exported from.Canada to China from February 1946 until

of Canadian postwar financial relations with China
is necessary to retrace our steps slightly and attempt
to,unravel the rather tangled skein of events relating
to that part of the credits which covered the purchase
of munitions by the Chinese Nationalist authorities.

Some reference has been madei to it but it would be fon-

narrativeacciunt
22. Before concluding this

g
and theChinese Ambassador in Ottavia. These arrange-
ments were carried out by the end of the year.

to Canada7 the f inal arrangement wouid be ma e y
ex,^han e of notes between the Government of Canada

-cho bridge spans (roughly $112)0IO00) which ^erere eon-
tr,icted to be built for Formosa, were to be applied
$gainst the defaulted loan. If these assetsy which
totalled roughly $2,500,000, could be made available

p!'-.epared for the Secretary of State for External Affairs
cnpn3al ref-

0 Jnnuary 24 1949 a memorandum was

200 Harvard trainer aircraft 1403000

For

01. settlemen , an 7
cntinued export of items not of strategic or military

nature. These recommendations were very shortly

adopted by Cabinet.

This sum represents a
the

criginal amount proposed.
Ccmnerce agreed to reducE t._Et to this amount following
d;scussÿons on the subject: Nith the Department of

External Affairs,

producers conce
the orders and to recommend to Cabinet equitable terms

t d f inally the recommendation of

Chinese Governmen VII y
rned rdith a viezv to the cancellation of
t Su 1 Agency and the ana a

Trade and Commerce be empowered to nego Cdz•

immediate cessa on
strategic or military nature;-(3) that the Minister of

tiat,i s^ith the

reasons s ou
ti of deliveries of all items of a

determ e dny
h ld not go forcvard• (2) that there be an

q.n item which for political or s ra g
and External Affairs of the s

t te ic

course of ac o .
be made jointly by the Departments of Trade and Commerce

1i t of civilian items to

the contra. s1
ti 1 be adopted: (1) that an examinationt it as recomniended that t e o g

vt.rious stepsthat might result from a term na a
h f llowin

revi.ewin, t^itllciu.^aai
es^ence to the sale of ammunition. After considering the

i t'on of



25. At the end of January,'1949 ? the
President of Canadian Arsenals Limited approached
M. Howe to point out that if the order for ammun-
i^;ion were cancelled his company would stand to lose
$:^.16009000 which it had spent for the materials and
in tooling up to produce the ammunition ordered by
the Chjapese Government Supply Agency. The President
of the campany further told Mr. Howe that it was his
widerstanding that under prevailing.circumstances the
anmunition would be shipped to Formosa. In response
to an enquiry on this point from Mr. Howe, the Depart-
mont of External Affairs took up with the Department
of Trade and Commerce the question of whether ammuni-
t:.on which had been ordered on behalf of the Govern-
ment of Kwangtung should be diverted to the Government
01 Formosa. It was pointed out in a memorandum of
Jr.nuary 29, 1949 to the SeCretary of State for Extexnal
Vfairs that in the light of the uncertainty of the
mi.litary situation and the cliff iculty in ascertaining

file concerned shows considerable and freq.uent changes

wlat the long term United States policy towards Formosa
w).'txld be and finally the difficulty in exercising
c:rntrol over shipments to ensure that they were directed
to FormosaI, that the question of diversion of the order
from Kwantgung to Formosa be held in abeyance. This
recommendation was adopted by Cabinet.

26, At a meeting' of Cabinet on February 3 it
was agreed that the question of export of military
equipment to China be deferred for further consideratio.n,
In the meantime there was to be no interference with the
manufacture of such supplies as were under order. Pur-
s'iant to the last part of this decision, Cabinet decided
on the 17th to permit delivery to Formosa of Harvard -
a.rcraft engines and parts to the value of $575,000. On

-March 7 in'response to an urgent request by the Chinese
Grivernment Supply Agency passed through the Canadian
Cimmercial Corporation7 Cabinet agreed to.export
1,500,000 rounds of 7.92 mm• ammunition to Formosa. The

o:' decision on this question of export of 7.92 mm,
aLimunition. Between February and the end of Julys
Cabinet reversed itself twice, i.e. decided not to send
it, then agreed to send it. During this period the..
D^partmentmemoranda^ in attempting to balance the pros
and cons of the matterI inel,iiZed tos7^rds stressing the
disaadvantages of going forward with the sale and shipment
of military supplies. Thus, for example, the arguments
in favour and against continued export are set forth
in a memorandum to the Secretary of State for External
Affairs of April 28, 1949. Without reviewing all the
arguments here it appears that the memorandum's most
telling arguments against continued export were, first,
that there was considerable doubt as to whether military
equipment would really reach the Nationalist army which
had still not moved in force from the mainland and
second, the consideration that the .shipment of ammunition
to the Nationalists might seriously prejudice the position
of our Ambassador who had remained on in Nanking.



27. In August, 1949, it was decided that -
a:. of November 15, 1949 i all f urther ,,shiptient of arms
to China would be discontinued. Actt^a^.ly, between
FrIN" nnd Nôvember 1949 mo^t ord`ers of a military

m-1ch longer the policy of arms shipmeAts to the
accepted the view that it was haza-rdous to coatinue
Trade and Commerce. By mid-year, however, he had

a..-ms to China. The fact that there were some reversals
:1:,i this policy during the early part of the year was
due in large measure to the views of the Minister of

c(-,- tical of the wisdom of continuing shipments of
m4nt's memoranda on this subject are consistently .

direction by the Cabinet, we note that by the end of.
the year no-more war material was being shipped to
China. It mightzbe said in passing that the Depart-

t1on *of the problem and after several changes 1.n
m)nths iA , tgie early part of 1949 of intense considera-

tuie Canadian Government marked up against -the credit
to China the same amount. Thus after a period of

manufacturers the ammunition not shippe-d and in turn

rounds of 7.92 mm. ammunition.. Iiowevezj it was short
to the extent of 3,386,000 rounds wor:t1r $204,307.55
w:iich was not authorized for shipment. The Chine se
Government Supply Agency bought back from the Canadian

u y G
nature were cancelléd^with the t-xLmgtion of 26,650,000

or a p
inevitable. In fact, even well after the outbreak of
the civil war that part of the credit which was carmarkéd
for military equipment was, as we have seen, drawn upon

r
draw some generalizations from it. The first and most
o'-)vious observation to be made is that some years before
t'ie Colombo Plan was conceived, the Canadian Governament
was prepared to assist a friendly Asian power to.cope
w:Lth problems of a retarded economy which were further
a;gravated by wartime conditions. This willingness was
t3mpered, however, by anxiety to see that those credits,
n.> matter how modest -, and they rtere, of course, slight
^n comparison with those of the United States - should
not be syphoned off into channels where they might. serve
only the profitable interests of a few influential
Chinese-individuals. In other viords, they were to
assist in the reconstruction of the Chinese economy,
and not as a means of commercial speculation; nor were
they to be frittered away in utopian and grandiose
blueprints. They were rather to serve in a modest
fashion to contr.2bute towards the repair or building
up of some key sections in Chinese industrial'and
transportation networks.

29. Secondly, while recommending the
granting of'`credits to China the Department's memor-
anda, starting from 1945, reveal an increasing aware-t
ness of the dangers of civil war. As far as the record
shows, however, there was no disposition to discontinue

bandon rojects even though civil war appeared

izl the eriod under examination, it is now fitting to

23, Having set forth in some detail the
account of Canadian financial relations with China

Nationalist authorities.
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.

and caution tinctured with that degree of idealistic
hope and goodwill without which international polities
are reduced to nihilism. The financial losses, althougYi
considerable, were not of an alarmingly heavy nature -

relations is marked by a combination of pragmatism

a hostile group in the civil war.

31. This page of Canadian Far Eastern

eza.1culation, at least as far as the files show, their
effort was largely defeated because of the victory of

cr.se of China, the Canadian Government was experimenting
i;-L this field for the first time and through no mis-

A;,ian world appears to be quite strong. It may, howevery
g:.ladually disappear due to our own lack of imagination
and initiative or be frittered away by engaging in
petty schemes which are not followed through. In the

than has been the case heretofore, the Colombo Pian
notwithstanding. This is not the place to speculate
on what more might have been done but simply to enphaa-
ize-that Canadian political capital in the sense of
enjoying the goodwill and trust of the non-Communist

C.inada enjoys as a nation free from political or territ-
o:?ial -^aümbitions in. Asia And at the same time as a major
industrial power. This comparative freedom from the
suspicion of ulterior motives in assistance to undev-
eloped areas combined with a high'technical level could
p.rmit Canada to play a far more active role in Asia

the Chinese Government and notably its leading financial
e-*:pert, Dr. T. V. Soong, to secure Canadian credits was.
dite in large measure, so it seems to the special position

a:iy desire to curry favour with what appeared to be the
vi.nning side, namely, the Communists (although due con-
s;deration was given to the dangers run by our Embassy
in Nanking if we continued last ditch a&sistance to the
1`iitionalists) but rather because the further 'shipment
of arms would have assisted the Communists'viho"had.
already gained enormous strength from the capture of
aems provided by the United States to the Nationalists.

30. One further generalization which while
V, cannot be so well supported by the record as the
ai)ove considerations might nevertheless be worth
h:izarding. The obviously keen desire on the part of

1949 it became clear that the dangers and disadvantages
of continued shipment of military aid greatly outweighed
a:iy possible advantage. The decision therefore to
r:frain from further shipment of arms was not dons from

for the supply of ammunition until by the middle of

vrhileI on the other hand. this venture served as an
earnest of our intention to play an activei though
modest, part in assisting in development of impoverished
and war-torn countries.

THE QUESTION OF RECOGNITION OF THE COMMIST REGIME
IN CHINA

32. Well before the Chinese Communists
themselves had-proclaimed their_government in October,



1949, both the Canadian Embassy in Nanking and the
Department of External Affairs were exploring the
question that would be presented to them when the Com-
muni;ts would clearly be the de facto authority in
China. Thus, in a despatch to the Ambassador in
Nank::ng from the Department, under date of April 22,
1949, it was pointed out that a memorandum of March 22,

extension of Communist control to the Yangtse Valley,

1949, prepared by the United Kingdom Government had been
shown to the Department of External Affairs with the
suggostion that the latter might wish to comment on it.
The despatch proceeded to outline to the Ambassador.what
the Canadian thinking at the.moment was on this question.
It euiphasized that for the present.the Canadian.Govern-
ment was not concerned with the problem of possible
reco,;nition of any new form of government; this was a
matter on which the Ambassador's views were anxiously
awai -,ed. The Department was therefore confining its
obse:cvations to the question of consular relations with
local authorities in territoryiwhich might come under
Communist control. In anticipation of the possible

all the officers of the Embassy staff in Nanking, with
the.;xception of the Military Attache, were given con-
sular status. This was to enable them, in the event of
the Nationalist Government losing control over Central
China, to maintain contact with the d^e faéto governing
âuth)rities.

330 The hope was expressed that if Nanking
.and Shanghai were to come under Communist control, Canadian
and other consular officers would be permitted to carry
odt their functions without any special representations
bein.; made. Should it'be thought necessary for the
de ficto authorities to be approached on the matter, the
Depa:tment authorized the Embassy to make oral communica-
tion with these authorities either through consular.;r
offi^ers in Nanking or Shanghai. These officers might
expr3ss the expectation that, in accordance with accepted
intFonational practice^ they would bè able to continue
tcdjischarge their normal.'functions of looking after
Cana lian, citizens and-Canadian interests. If it appeared
that an oral communication was inadequate and a-more formal
approach required, the Ambassador was requested'to consult
with Ottawa before proceeding further along these lines.

34. The_pxeliminary Departmental views on
recognition were,set forth in a memorandum of April 23,
which was -in th8 form of comcnents on the United Kingdom
memorandum reférred to above. It was pointed out in this
memora21dum, first, that there was complete agreement with
the main thesis in the United Kingdom memorandum that the
Chir.ese coraniunists were orthodox communists and not merely
agrarian reformers. Attention was drawn to the very great
'importance to the United Kingdom of its investments and
trade with China, whereas in the case of Canada investments
were.small and trade vas of a nature making Sino-Canadian
trade of much greater signif ica)ace for China than for

Canada. This meant that Canada could afford to look at
the problem of recognition with less urgency than the



Unit:d Kingdom; the various advantages and disadvantages

m ^
for him then to return to Canada for consultation on the
A bast-dor ex ed the view that it might be desirable
éxtending de facto recognition. following which the
ectation that most of the powers «ould be shortly

Embassy in Nanking to the Department there was some ex-
35, . In a telegram of May 31 1949 , from the

of the problem.
affo.^d the luxury of a comparatively dispassionate view
co111.i be rteighed carefully and Canada could therefore.

owar s g •
the realization that continued military aid to the-

d reco ni-tion The basic reason, of course, was4.
less e uivocal in case there was a deczsion to move
so as to make the position of our Ambassador in Nank g

aid to e a •
clear of embarrassing entanglements with the Nationalists

this summer y
t th Iâ tionalists This was made partly to break

rea o
b the Cabinet to discontinue all military

1 ti ns -ith China that a decision was taken during
recalled from the preceding study of ana an

touc ! o
government claiming to control all of China. It z^ill be

C di financial

h f when and hovi the Communists ould set up a
at least to those with which our Embassy was in close
no indication given to diplomatic missions in Nankin69 or

J. 1 re uest for recognition from the Communist autrior-orwa q
ities themselves. Throughout the summer of 1949 there was

i r to nnture that all these cons lderatzons were pro y
37. It should be pointed out again at this

would make full recognition unlikely in e^mm

future.

procras in
political problems7 including the status of Formosa, that

th ediate

rrasas
t' ate on this question as there -were a number of

1 o a clear indication that-the United 5tates would

e ay
latter wished to take this step in-the near future. There

mo q
A 1 in deference to the United Kingdom in case the

ve uickly tovards full recognition and would only

9 ,
infcrmed that the Indian Government would be prepared to

with other interested povers. In a telegram of I^ay
1 49 from the Embassy in Nanking the Department vas

should move precipitously and without full consultation

^
-that he need have no anxiety lest the Canadian Government
th,& uestion of recognition. The Ambassador was informed
and the Commorwealth and to maintain a united front on
work closely with his colieagûes from the Atlantic Powers
that our Ambassador in Nanking had been endeavouring to
ment the Canadian Ambassador in ^Jashington as informe
36. In .a telegram of May 5 from the Depart-

_ d

question of. de,_ ^ure recognition.

Government. u Y ^
repi e sentati.ves to go along :^n per son wi.th the National^.^ ts

C riousPnoml one o

Canton in pr > >
diplomatie officers to the r..Ew^ seat of the Nationalist

f the fe foreign

A il 1949 anqr some Embassies sent senior

in the Yang se y
The Nationalist forces had set up a temporary capital in

t Valle and sweeping deep into : e so 1.

capturing a gre p
summer and fall saw the Cop'nunist-forces firmly entrenched

th t th

Communis s,
ater art of such foreign aid. The late

Nationalists would in the long run only assist the
t who wo111d almost certainly succeed in,



was the Soviet Ambassador. The Canadian Ambassador
and his staff,however, remained in Nanking and sent
no representative to the new Nationalist capital. .
As E nticipated in December,. 1949, the Nationalis.t_

3$* During the summer and early fall of --:
1949-, while the Communist; local authorities were taking

set up its temporary capital in Taipeh. Here again,
the Canadian Government did not instruct.the Embassy
to vend any representatibn to the Formosah capital.

Gov,,,rnment moved from the mainland to Formosa vhere it

text of an official communication addresse o e
Ambassador on October 4 from the Communist Minister

relt-.tions with the Nationalist Government and to extend
full recognition to the new Communist regime. The

d t th

which implicitly called for the powers to break off

People's Government of the People s Republic of Chlna,
the diplomatic corps in Nanking were summoned on
October 2 by a Communist official in•Nanking who read
the text of the declaration and then a second document

to :Lave givén them this recognition. Now, following
tho proclamation in Peking on October 1 of the Central

^

in }:ractice in a number of instances they appeared

the oral exchanges that took place on this subject the
Comnunist authorities refused to recognize the con-
sulLr jurisdiction of the officers of the Embassy but,

authorities to learn whether they would recognize the
con,;ular power of the officinls in the Embassy. In

over Nanking and other angtse cities, the Embassy.
car^ying out its instructions, approached Communist

for Foreign Affairs was telegraphed to Ottawa on

Dep: ►rtment to the BSinister, who was then in New Yor,

39• The more pertinent part of this telegram
is :+ncorporated in a telegram of October 17 from the

October 7.

and reads.as follows:

"rdr. Ronning, the of f icer in charge

T. C. Davis, I am sending you herewith the
announcement that has been made today by the
Chairman, Mao Tse-tung, of Central People's
Government of People's Republic of China
and hope you will transmit it to your Gov- .
ernment. I am of opinion that it is necessary
for the People's Republic of China to establish
normal diplomatic relations with various
nations of the world. Yours faithfully
(signed and sealed) Chou En-lai, Acting
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Central
People's Government, the People's Republic
of China."'

Mr. Ronning,. ,who was the officer in charge in the absence

of our Embassy in Nanking, has received the
following communication from the Foreign
Affairs Bureau:

'Peking. October lst, 1949, to Mr.
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of the Ambassador, was authorized by a telegram from

I

to reply that the matter was being studied and to
su.;gest that in the meantime it would be to the
advantage of both countries if informal relations
Qre:-e established -bety=reen the Communist authorities

the Department of October 21 "to make oral acknowledg-
mei.t to responsible official of Foreign Affairs
Bul^eau, Nanking, while avoiding so f ar as possible
giving recognition of official status of that office,
to.the effect that Canadian Government has received
the communication-of October 1 and that the communica-
tion is being studied".

40, Similar communications were sent to
representatives of other foreign governments. The
Un.s.ted Kingdom Consul-General in Peking was authorized

42, In considering further the question of
diolomatic recognition, the Department's files show that,
bc• th in the Departmental thinking and the views made
av.iilable to the Department by the United Kingdom, all
inlications were that the Chinese Communists would be
uri.Likély to be content with de facto recognition. This
was borne out by the silence of the Communist author-
ities over the message conveyed to them by.the United
Kingdom-Consul-General in Peking on October 5 (this
refers to the question of securing consular relations)
and the parallel communication made by the Australian
representative. These messages, whose purpose was no
more than to establish day to day working relations
between the United Kingdon consular officials and the
Communist authorities, could well be regarded in law
as constituting de facto recognition. The lack of
response, however, on the part of the Chinese Communist
authorities indicated that they would insist upon full
diplomatic recognition preceded by a breaking off of
relations with the Nationalist Government. This was
therefore the prospect with which the Canadian Govern-
ment was faced following the first, and to date, the
last official approach from the Communist authorities
requesting recognition.

Co:.imunist Government.
wh-3n he acknovledged the communication from the Chinese

ists, the view was maintained that, in accordance with
th-: principles of international law, Canadian consular
officers in China should be permitted to fulfil their
functions,-vithout*prejudice to the question of recog-
nition of a new regime. It was felt- therefore that it
mi7ht be as well for Mr. Ronning to make this point

41. In previous instructions to the Canadian
Am')assador in Nanking concerning relations with Commun-

-an(i United Kingdom consular officers. United States
consular representatives in Reking were instructed to
reply in a personal capacity, merely acknowledging the
coLUnunication. The State Department considered this
w,o.Lld leave the door open for further communications
wl,hout committing the United States Government in any
way. -:



43. It might be pertinent at this time to
introduce an important journalistic view, namely, the
spec ial view on the situation in. China. It is a report
of T:ie"Times'(London) special correspondent in Hong
Kongr under date-line of -0ctober 26th, and reads in
part;

rapidly supplanting nationalist power everywhere
on the mainland, will soon have defined frontiers;
it undoubtedly enjoys the acquiescence, even if
that.'is only passive, of the majority of the
population; and it wili soon be in a position,-

"The new Communist.regimeg which is

"The great majority of British observers
in the Far East^"=although'prepared to admit that

• they may not see-this question in all its global

even if it is not already, to fulfil the usual
international qbligations of a modern state.

consideration should be given`to the recognition
of a government in China or in any other part of
the world.

it must be shown to be independent of external
control by any other state; it must exercise
effective control over the territory which it
claims, and that territory must-be reasonably
well defined. If and when thesé requirements
are met then I believe, Mr. Speaker, that

nition of any government, in China or elseyrYiere $
will naturally take into. consideration the usual
requirements of international law. These provide
that before a government is granted recognition

made the following statement in the HquSe:

"I might7 hovrever, say at this time
that Canadian policy with regard to the recog-

44. On the return of Mr. Davis to Canada in
October,- 1949;' que stions , were raised in the :iouse,-, ..
notably by tir: Green. - Tlius? on October 25 the Minister

implications, remain convinqedthat from the
Asiatic standpoint nothing is to be gained by
withholding-recognitions and that much may be
lost by dela7ing it unduly. Britain, whose
interests in China-vastly exceed those of any
other foreign power, is entitled to take the
lead in this question."

"The Canadian Government is in close
touch with other like-minded governments on
all aspects of the present state of affairs in
China7, and careful consideration is being and
will continue to be given to all the implications
arising out of the situation there, which is so
important to peace in that area and indeed through-
out the tvorld."

45. While the-Canadian Government took the -
attitude that a decision on recognition was not as urgent



as; for example, it might be in the case of the United
Kinidom or India, tlevertheless it was a matter which
cou3.d not be left long in abeyance and it would have

of a continually developing situation. Thus, on
November 41 1949, a memorandum was prepared for the
11in:`.ster to serve, if he so -wished, as guidance for

to t•e frequently reviewed and re-examined in the light

been published clearly indicating that the judgement
of United States official and expert opinion of the
Kuomintang regime was critical if not unfavourable.
Unlike the British, it was estimâted :that economic
interests would count far less with the United States
than strategic. Altogether, United States opinion
was inclined to regard a China dominated by Communists
as a hostile country and therefore one which should
be isolated and refused any possible assistance through
trade or normal relations. Already the executive
branch of the Government had assured Congress that no
step would be taken with regard to recognition until
that body had been fully consulted. All this indicated
that the United States attitude was, on the whole,
negative and «ould certainly not move as rapidly
towards recognition as the British.

for the Western democracies.

46. As for the United State s3 the White
Paper "United States Relations with China" had just

keeling open some channel of information and influence

forE:ign meddling would act as a possible check upon
thi:, influence. The degree of influence exercised
on China by Soviet Russia would be expected to be in
invF.rse ratio to the extent of direct Soviet inter-
ference in Chinese affairs. It was therefore post-
ulated that the Russians would be careful not to
aror.se Chinese susceptibilities by interference of
too flagrant a nature. In assessing the probable
tret.d of policy in other countries, it vlas suggested
thai,, although the British were not particttlarly
hap*,y about the situation, they would probably
recugnize the new regime shortly, chiefly to protect
the'r commercial interests, and partly as a means of

Union would replace the United States as the most
infl.uential foreign power in China. Despite this,
however, it was anticipated that Chinese suspicion of

and its satellites. It was recognized that the Soviet

. trolled the greater part of China- and in those areas,
whe:e they still had not full control, the morale of
the scattered Nationalist forces was very,: low. It
was particularly stressed that? regardless o^ the
que: tion of recognition, the Chinese Commûnists would
exert con^iderable influence throughout South-East
Asit'. both through covert or clandestine.relations on
the one hand and through propaganda and possibly
thr(ugh military assistance to dissident elements9
on -khe other. The new regime had up to that time
received recognition only from the Soviet Government

any views on recognition which he might wish to put
before Cabinet for their consideration. It was
poir.ted out therein that the Communists by now con-



47. It was.noted that from what one could
learn of Indian thinking, they were inclined to
regard the Communists in China as nationalists rathei
than as satellites of Russia and that? as an Asian
country which had achieved independence, they favourE:d
extending recognition to it despite the hostility with
which Indian leaders regarded Communism.

48. In conclusion, the msmorandum-, after
balancing various factors both of direct national
iüterest as well as longer-range considerations,
suggested that? on the whole, while it- Tras perhaps
premature to take a decisive step at the time of
writing, it would be the lesser of two evils if the
Ce.nadian Government should extend recognition. The
factors inclining towards this conclusion were (a) the
desire.;to strengthen the position of non-Communist
•elements in China;.(b) to keep open channels "for
the, inf3ltration of democratic propa.ganda through the-
activities of Western businessmen, missionaries, etc,"
and (c) to explore opportunities of conflict which
might arise between China and the Soviet Union. If
Soviet and satellite ambassadors were left in izn-
challenged possession, as it vrere, of the diplomatic
corps in Peking, Chinese Communists would have even
less opportunity of deriving any but the most un-
favourable impressions of Western intentions and
policy. The possibility of bringing Chinese Communists
to a more pliable attitude by the cutting off of trade
was minimized; therefore this aspect of recognition
would not be treated as highly significant.

49. The assessment given above of the Unit.:d
States position, which of course was of paramount
importance to Canada, proved to be fully borne out by
developments. In a telegram of November 15, 1949, fram
the Canadian Embassy in Washington, the Department of
External Affairs was informed that the competent
officials in the State Department were concerned thst
Canada should not move rapidly in the direction, of
recognition. They attached the utmost itapdrtance.to
t^e question of how the Chinese Commun^sts wôuld
beYisve towards United States officiais. The Arigus Ward
case hAd naturally given cauje for great alarm both t4
the public and to• offioials. The State Department was
surprised that apparently Canadian thinking had not been
concerned with the question ôf obtaining "some sort of
assurance from the Communists that they -dould observe
,international obligations and the normal standards of
international conduct". They further stressed the in='
advisability of giving any appearance of being in a:
hurry to extend recognition; further, the Chinese Com-
munists should be shown "that the democracies are not
in fact dependent upon trade relations with China and
that China cannot call the tune simply because of the
inherent weaknesses of capitalism".

He was the United States consul-general who was held
in prison for two or three 'weeks at the end of 1949.



50. Throughout this period close con-
sultation amongst Commonwealth countries with dip-
lomatic representation in China was maintained at thti
highest level. Thus, in a:telegram from the Canadiari
High Commissioner in London dated November 16, 1949.,
the Department of External Iffairs was informed that
Mr Bevin had called a meeting of all Commonvealth

,ih the House on November lb, the inister made the
fôllowing remarks:

"This brings me to the present situation
in China, a matter which is of course of very
great interest, I am sure, to all honourable
members. I do not try to minimize the gravity
or the magnitude of the recent events in China.
A small revolutionary party there, espousing an
alien philosophy, looking to the Soviet Union .
as.the author and interpreter of that philosophy
and as a guide in international relations, has.
seized military and governmental power through-
out the greater part of China. It has done so,
I believe, by riding in on the crest of a wave
of peasant revolt begun more than a hundred
years ago in the great Tai-ping rebellion; by
building a tough peasant army during the war of

51^ On.-`N.Ovember 16 Cabinet approved recognition
of the Chinese Communis.t regime in principle but defirred
consideration of the question of timing. Further evidençe
of the seriousness with which the Canadian Governmer,t
was considering the question of recognition may be s3en.
from perhaps the longest statement to be given in th3
Canadian House of Commons by a Cabinet Minister at aay
time on a question directly relating to China. Speaking

with the Colombo Conference.

W p
fortnight of January (1950), that is, roughly coinci3ing

. position that no action should be taken until al ter e
present session of the General Assembly. He hoped it
w uld be ossible to take action sometime in the first

J. resentative was without any instructions on theep
subject. Mr. Bevin indicated agreement with the Can^hian

time"^vas referable to tardy recognition. The Pakistani
hort was that early recognition titith grace and ^n
ossible act closely together. The Indian view, in
to make its own decision, he hoped that they mightr if
ative realized that each Commonwealth government wa3 free

ernment would not be likely to recognize soôn." The New
Zealand representative indicated his government was
averse to recognition at the present time. This view
was also expressed by the South African representative.
The Indian High Commissioner reported that the question
of recognition had become acute as far as his govern•-
ment was concerned;.hïs government took the view tha',
the internal character of the.Chinese Government was a
matter for the Chinese and not for India. He stated
that diplomatic relations were maintained with the
Soviet Union and other Central European states "without
disastrous consequences". While the Indian represen^-

19
representatives to discuss the problem of recognitioti.
The Australian representative indicated thât his gov•



resistance to Japan; by exploiting the

do is to try to understand what has happened.

itation and with I think reservation, as
conditions ehange, and may change againj quickly
in this part of the :°rorld. But I suggest to
you, pfr. Speaker, that the first thing we should

"Vhat shouldibe our attitude in the
face of these profound changes in China? 1'lell7
it is not an easy matter to talk about. One
must speak of it with a certain amount of hes- -

-Nct other state has yet done so.
promptly accorded recognition on this basis.

territorial integrity and withdrawal of
recognition from the national government.
The Soviet_government and its satellites

munist party. The new regime has invited
recognition from-foreign.governments on a
basis of equality, friendship, respect for

effective control is held by the Chinese Com•-
are represented in that government, but

People's Republic of China", as it is called?
was proclaimed in Peking on October 1, 1949.
Other co-operating parties and individuals

failures of the..nation^Li government and by
shreti°rd political r"larioëuvering in the Chinese
manner. The 'Central Govërnment of the

western tradition, but the kind called for ix
however, the liberal democratic socialism of ..

the new 'popular democracies' of eastern Europe.
It will set about, I assume, the introduction in
China as soon as it can} of vahat it will call
socialism. This kind of socialism will not be,

which has patterned its government on that of
Marxist-Leninism as its social philosophy, and
control of a Communist party, which professes
We must understand that today China is under the

"China, as the greatest eastern country
to come under Communist control' has become

Communist doctrine.

contact with the Chinese people. We respect their
ancient and humanitarian culture. We admire the
ch@erful `industry of the Chinese peasant. We accept
the Chinese as good neighbours across the Pacific
with Yrhom we would live on terms of friendship and
respect. Vie are interested in the welfare of the
Chinese people as an end in itself and not as a
means to somebody else's end. We knotiv that"the
problems and sorromis of China cannot be confined
within the borders of that ancient land.

significant as a testing ground for the adaptation
of Marxist-Leninist principles to the Asian scene
and as a base for further pressrires against the
rest of Asia. Of course s:? in Canada reject
completely the Marxist-Leninist principles espoused
by the Chinese Communists, but we cannot reject
the fact of China and its 450 million people. For
seventy--five years Canadians have been in direct



-"There is also the continuing friend-

people, of which I have spoken already.

of the Communist states of eastern Europe
indicatèd approval of their form of government.
It shouldy however, safeguard the maintenance
of contact between the Canadian and Chinese

Communism in China any more.than our recogrition
gavernment. that will not indicate approval of
in the future. recognition of the Chinese

friendly governments we will have to recognize
the facts which corifront us. If we indicate,

course and after consultation with other
accepted by the Chinese people, then in due
obligations, is established theres zvhich is

not imply or signify moral approval, it is_
simply an acknowledgment of a state of affairs
that exists. If the fact of Communist control
of China is demonstrated and an independent -
I stress the word 'independent' - Chinese gov-
ernrAent, able to discharge its international

of that country. Recognition, of course, does _

of China tiahich has been expressed in a varisty
of ways for so many years. We have been asked.
to recognize the new Communist government. in
Peking which does in fact control a large part

ship by the peopl9 of Canada for the people

in the last liar and that they have professed
that government stood strongly by us as allies
common decency if we did not acknoti7ledge that
were thrust upon-them, we would be wanting in
the grave burdens. and they were graveg that
iriadequacies of individual officials to :acalder

that the loser is often made the scapegoat.
Whatever the shortcomings of the national gov-
ernneat, of China npLy been- whatever were tY.a

political life, either domestic or international,
and best sense of that word. It is a fact -.)f

although I hope that all Chinese governments
will continue to be nationalist in the broadest

times called the nationalist government -

"I think it would be inappropriate t3
leave this subject without saying something
about the national government of China some-

and proclaimed the ideals of our own democratic
way of life."

This statement is quoted in full chiefly because it gives
a useful background of the Canadian point of view, not
only on the problem of recognition but the Canadian
attitude towards China going back over a period from our
earliest contacts with that nation,

52. On November 22 Mr. Drew, the Leader of
the Opposition7 on the Orders of the Day asked a
-es-Fion of 'the Prime Minister (in the absence of

q
Mr. Pearson) regarding a report that "eight nations of
the Commonwealth agreed last week to. recognize the
Moscow-dominated Communist Government of China". In



reply, to-this? the Prime Minister stated that he had
heard of no such report and that, as soon as there
were any developments ^n tais regard, the Secretary
of State or the Acting Sec:,etary of State for External
Affairs would infopm the Ho^use. This indicates- how
closely not only the Gover:unent but other political,
leaders were following the situation. 0n his side,
the Prime Minister authori:,ed "that copies of the
depattmental memorandum of November 4 on "Policy
Tow•ards Communist China" should be made available to
Mr. Drew and Mr. ColdvTell.

53• On Novcmber21 the Indian High.Commis-
sioner in Ottawa left a msizorandum with the Under-
Secretary. the gist of whi c:h was : that s in the view of
the Indian Government7the Communist regime in China
gave indications of being "well-established, stable
and likely to .endure". It further maintained that
there ras no serious oppos:ÿ.tion left and that there was
no alternative to the new „egime. It pointed out that
recognition did not involvY approval but simply recog-
nition of a politiccLl and historical fact. The only

d it
^asSfuxther

left,
stated that delây would ofbe tinjurious

-political.ly and economical?_y.' These.points were
developed in some detail, and it conclu,ded by informing
the Canadian Government that the Indian Government
considered the proper time for recognition would be
sonevhere between the 15th and 25th of December (1949).

54. On December ^ 2 a reply was sent to the
Indian Government. It begt:n by expressing appreciation
to the Indian Government for keeping the Canadian Gov-
ernment closely informed or their thinking and policy
regarding recognition of the Communist regime. It
noted with satisfaction thc^t India did not propose'to
recognize the new regime ulitil after the conclusion
of the pre$ent_ 'General A;;sE:mbly. The dates. suggested
in the Indian memorandum for recognition were 7 however,
somewhat earlier than vToulc;: be appropriate for Canadian
action. It would not be likely that the Canadian
Government'siould move in this direction until at least
after tA'.e Colombo Conference of Januaryi.1950. The
Canadiau Government, in reaching this conclusion, had
taken into account the attitude of other friendly
governments, notably the United Statesi:France and
the N etherlands. The messagh endea by saying that,
while the Canadian Government"had hoped that recognition
would have been.def erred until after the Colombo
Conference, it fully appreciated the considerations
which had led the Government of India to the con-
clusion that they should recognize the new regime in
China in the period they had suggested.

55e On December 17, 1949, the High Commis-
sionor for the United Kingdom lef twith the Prime Min-
ister a personal message of Decer^bex 16 from Mr. Attlee.
In this message 'the Canadian Government vrds informed
that'the United Kingdom Government on December 16 had



decided, in prf.nciples to accord de jure recognition
to the Chinese Communist Government._ In this message
Mr. Attlee stated that hi: government would officially
notify the Chinese Comnunjst Government on January 23
1950, of this decision. In informing Mr. St. Laurent
of this decision, Mr. Attlee pointed out that,

"af ter. cartf ul consideration7 we
have reached the cor_elusion that recognition
cannot be long delayed if we are to avoid
consequences which would gravely arrect United
Kingdom interests not only in China itself but
also in Hong Kong, Malaya and -Singapore7 where
there are very large Chinese communities. Now
that the Chinese Conmunist Government has gained
control.over virtua'jly the whole of China, the
time may not be far distant when, it will seek
to.put pressure uporithe officials and interests
of Povers who do not recognize it. To accord
recognition in respcnse.to such pressure would
be to lower our prec tige throughout the Far
East. To withhold -*t indefinitely as a gesture
aRainst pressure, on the other hand, ^rould mean
the sacrifice of our interests in uni-na and nave
serious repercussions in Hong Kong and Malaya".

56.. The statement vent.on to point out that
recognition was simply an acknowledgment of the ines-
capable fact that the Communist Government vias in
effective control.of .China. _. This recognition3 -hoviever j
did not denote any lessening in the determination of
the United Kingdom authorities to resist Communism in
South-East Asia - an4 , else^rrere. While it iras not
possible to say so in a pr.blic statement, Mr. Attlee
pointed out to Mr. St. Laurent that recognition did
not7 of course, imply any moral approval. Nor did
the United Kingdom Governt:ent expect its decision to
be followed bya similar i=ecision on the part of the
United States Governmeat.,

57, On DeGembez 19 Mr. St.:Laurent replied
to Mr. Attlee's personal message and7 while expressing
appxeciation for being kBpt informed, pointed out that
the Canadian Government did not consider it appropriate
to recognize the new regime in Ch.3.n, ^ until at least
after the Colombo Conferences that C^.nadian interests
in.China were not so great and there±ore there was not
the same degree of urgency as in the case of the United
Kingdom.

580 Following the decisions of.these friendly
governments, particularly of India and the United Kingdoml
a memorandum of December 20 which reviewed again the
question of recognition was prepared for the Minister
by the Department. It noted (paragraph 5} that on
November 16 the.Cabinet approved recognition in prin-
ciple of the Chinese Communist regime but deferred
consideration of the question of timing. The suggestion
was made to the Minister that he might wish to postpone



any further action ori'the question until his return
from the Easts particularll because-of the growing
reluctance on the part of the United States to
recognize the Communist'reime-and because of the
.repercussions that Canadiaa recognition-.might have
on United States official-and public opinion. At
the same time indefinite or extended delay in
recognition, it was pointed-out9 had-certain dis-
advantages. It was therefore hoped that, on_ Mr.
Pearson's return from the Par East, he might discuss
the whole auestion with leaders of the Opposition
with a view to arriving, if possible, at a proaa
Cari6dian policy on this question,

590 -A telegram'.from the Canadian Embassy in
11anking on DeeeMber 29, 194.9, presented the following
considerations Ndhich would favour early recognition:•, ^

economic assistance to China refused
recognition, that would inevitably
compel the Chinese Communists to seek-
even closer relations with the Soviet
Government.

60. This telegram was answered by one from
the Minister on December 31 stating that the views
given in the telegram from Nanking arrived most opport-
unely an the eve of his departure for Colombo. In his
reply, the officer in-. c,h,arge at Nanking was informed
that the Cabinet had accepted in principle the Canadian
recognition of the new government, and the main question
was that of timing. Further action on this question
would be taken after the Colombo Conference and after
Parliament had reassembled early in February.

had a4 long last an efficient and
Cominuni.qt assumption of power, China

1) TheI indications were that since the

honest administration;

2) the United States analysis of the
situation in China had been consistently
incorrect for a number-of years, and
China was still viewed only as -a factor
in Soviet-American relations, an
attitude which tended to distort the
United States --vievt of China;

3) there ^r~er.e still many Chir2ese who werp
basically friendly tc the United States
and their influence would-be increased
by recognition and, cpnversely, would
be decreased if the United States did
not shortly recognize the new regime;

4) if. the Western Powers who could dispense

61. In a telegram from Karachi of January 4,
1950, the Department was informed that.the Government



of Pakistan would recognize the Pekin^ Government.

Commonwealth countries who had given de jure recognition
the new regime. thus bringing to four the number of

The Ceylon Government also informed he Department in
a telegram of January 5 that they would be recognizing

efforts to establish normr.l relations. Evidence steadily
mounted of the diff icultif s which the United Kingdom
authorities were encountering in establishing such
relations. It might, for.instance be mentioned in
passing that the Chinese fiovernment steadfastly refused
to receive a United Kingdc,m ambassador and, in return,
to'send one to London p:e::umably until the United Kingdom
Governmènt openly supported the Chinese Communists"
claim to the Chinese seat in the United Nations. This
is to anticipate somewhat sincej at this particular
time, the chief problem between the United Kingdom and
the Chinese Communists was the interpretation of "the
establishment of diplomatic relations", but continued
Chinese stiffness on this whole question might properly
be emphasized at this point. Under these circumstances,
it was only natural that the United Kingdom experience
should be a factor in retarding Canadian recognition.

63. On January 26, 1950, a telegram was
received from the Canadian Ambassador in Washington
conveyiAg the official United States view on the question
of possible Canadian recognition of the Communist Gov-
ernment. The first point made by Mr. Sprouse, Director
of the Office of Chinese Affairs, in his conversation
with a member of the Embassy, as reported in the tele-
gram, was that it would be wise for Canada to wait
and see the possible difficulties for other governments,

.that one of the Canadian Government's considerations in
recognition was to see hov other governments, and
particularly the United K;.ngdoms vdould fare in their

This point is of some importance because it was known
recognition, the path wou:_d be strewn with.obstacles.

expressed over alleged British comparison of the Franco
regime in Spain with the People's Republic of China
(i.e. on the point that recognition did not imply
approval). There were other somewhat ominous remarks
in the statement which suggested that immediately after

British hostility to the new régitnej and resentment was

sovereignty" were desirable to the Chinese people. It
went on to charge that th :re was evidence shown of

mutual benefit and mutual-respect for territory and -
diplomatic relations esta ►,lished "on a basis of equality,

would be difficult and th2.t.7-in fact,, the Peking regime -
was inclined to adopt a s".iff attitude on all subsidiary
questions connected with recognition. Thus, a telegram
of January 13 from the Hi;;h Commissionex , for Canada in
London summarized a comme:tt of the China: Nqws Agency
(Communist) of January 10'on the United Kingdom recog-
nition. This statement bogan by asserting that

nition. there were indicat,ions that the follow-through
since the United Kingdom Government had extended recog-
62. Although only a fortnight had passed

to the Communist regime.



notably the British and Indian, that might arise
over Peking's 'interpretation of the "establishment

and in the long run exert more influence in China by

of diplomatic relations". On this point the Unitet:-
States off icial raised the question "whet$er or non
there has been a deliberate'misunderstand;Ln and
whether it is the intention of the LChines Minis'wry
of External Affairs to impose certain conditions
before 'diplomatic relations' are officially estab-
lished.

64. In reply to this telegram, the Ambas-
sador in Washington was instructed to inform Mr.
Sprouse conf identially that, unless some major
difficulty should arise in the negotiations being

conducted by the United Kingdom and other governments
in Peking, it was likely that the Canadian Govzrnm,;nt
would consider the question of recognition after t:ie

return of the Minister fro^h Colombo and after the
opening of the session of Parliament on February 1o,
1950.

.65. The Department was informed by a co:i-
f idential despatch from the Canadian Embassy in
i'dashingtonl.under date of February 4, 1950,.that the
recognition of Communist China was a dead issue at
the moment in the United States. The seizure of
United States consular property in Peking on January 14,
resulting in the withdrawal of United States off ic ials

from China, eliminated the possibility of action at

?east in the near future, ..and with _elections comin,g_ up

in November, it was considered most unlikely that the
Administration would care to raise the question beCore
the end of the year.. The.despatch went on to'analyze
in some detail the arguments of those fe.^ voices Vlich
were raised in favour of recognition, but concluded in
the manner stated above, namely, that recognition nas
not practical politics for.the present. The despatch
concluded by indicat;S.ng that early Canadian recoar.ition
would not surprise the State Department but vou2d
certainly stir up adverse reaction in some quarter3 of
Congress and in the press. Uhatever other friendlr
governments.might do, the despatch expressed W^hat Vas
considered to be the United States official vi-r,
namely, that "the United States will gain more respect

proceeding with caution and as much dignity as can be
mustered in the circumstances"..

66. By early February. 1950s the Minister
had returned from the Colombo Conference and his'tour
of the Far East. As indicated above, this ^as the
time that he would be faced again with the need for
urgent consideration of recognition. On February 8
he was informed in a memorandum prepared by the Under-
Secretary that the Chinese Ambassador in Ottawa had
visited the Under-Secretary to argue with great emphasis
against the recognition by Canada of the Peking regime.
He stressed the point that Canada did not have the same
material interests in China as had the United Kingdom



and that therefore, as the f ïrs t American nation to
recognize Communist China,, Canadian recognition
vould carry considerable moral and political in-
fluence. He was assured by the Under-Ûecretary that
no step.in this direction was being considered until
it was fully discussed bcth in Cabinet aYid 1n-4^^rllltlh!ant^
The Ambassador then asked that he might be permitted
to present his case directly to the Minister. This
he did on February 13, 1950. At this interview
Dr. Liu, the Ambassador,,°in addition to the arguments
he made in his talk with the Under-Secretary, stated
that the Chinese Communi:t leaders were completely
subservient to Moscow; he did not believe that Mao
entertained any Titcist tendencies; that, on the
other hand,.the Nationalist regime waswell ent;tenched
in Formosa; and that continued recognition of. that
rvregime-was,-not only legally correct but morally
justified. In reply to his represéntations,' the
Minister stated that no 6ecision would' be taken for
the immzdiate present and that there would be a
further opportunity for the Ambassador to present his
views before action would be taken.

67, The rapid sequence of eVënts in the
extension of recognition of Communist China by a
number of Commonwealth countries, the increasing stif-.

that a memorandum, both for Cabinet and for his own

fening of the United States attitude, the representations
of the Chinese Ambassador in Ottawa, and the undoubted
interest which Parliament would show in the questiona
all combined to keep the question high on the agenda of
the Cabinet at this time.: The Minister again requested

guidance, be prepared on'the question. This was done
on February 16, 1950.1

68. The argumezts in the memorandum to
Cabinet did not contain any fresh recommendations but
simply reviewed the argurents for and against recog-
nition •ander headings of legalt.politicâl and Canadian
considerations. Thusq although-the field was left
.open, the shorter memorandum for the Minister indicated
that the arguments in favour seemed to be gaining in
weight and that no doubt lie would wish.at a suitable
opport-mity to advocate recognition in the House of
Commons.

69. Moving along the lines of this recom-
mendations a later memorandum to the Minister of
February 23, 1950, suggested that-it would be-convenient
if the Cabinet should decide to accord recognition.
`during the weel; of March 13 or March,20, 1950, leaving
the exact date to be determined by the Secretary of
State for External Affairs. At the same tine, if
recognition should be extended, it was recômmended that
the Government decide not to appoint an Ambassador to
the Peking regime in order at this time to avoid any

The memorandum to Cabinet appears as Appendix 11.



appearance of approval that recognition raight convey
to the public. This would also be in accordance with
Canadian practice.in Moscow and Eastern European
capitals.

70. In the meantime, the Chinese kmbassa3er
in Ottawa, on February 21, 1950, wrote to the Prime
Minister setting forth arguments against the recog--
nition of the Peking Government. This move on the
p^rt of the Ambassador, who had only within the la.--t
two weeks been granted a^ in.terview both by the .
ITnder-Secretary and, very shortly after his return,
by the Minister, could not but give the appearancé
of going over the head of the Minister to the Prim(
Minis;er. The Minister, who had in his -intervieva of
February 13, 1950. agreed to meet.the Ambassadôr
shortly again, in the light of this new developmenf:,-
that- is, of the letter to the Prime Minister, indicated
on the margin of the memorandum covering a copy of the
letter from the -Ambassador to the Prime Minister tk:at
this exempted him from his commitment to-see the
Ambassador again on this matter. It might be addEC
that the Prime Minister, in acknowledging the Chinese
Ambassador's letter, vihieh incidentally contained much
the same arguments as those expressed in his interview
with the Minister on February 13, repli6d, briefly :.n
formal and general terms.

710 There was no relaxation in the inte^.-est
of other friendly governments in the Canadian position
-on recognition. Thus, the Australian High Commissioner
to Canada presented a note on February 18, 19502
conveying a message from the Hon. P.C. Spender enqr^.iring
about the Canadian Government's attitude on this question.
The Minister replied (February 24) to Mr. Forde asking
him to convey to Mr. Spender a message which stated
that Cabinet had not taken a final decision but thr:t,
for bir. Spender's ovin-secret information, consider:ztion
was being given to according recognition about the
middle of March. If recognition was accorded, however,
the Government was not contemplating the early appcint-
ment of an Ambassador. The rest of the message dis-
cussed briefly the United States position on recognition.

72. In a telegram of February 28, 1950, to
Nanking the officer in charge was kept informed of the
developments, as described•above, and the Government's
attitude towards recognition. In a telegram of March 2,
1950, the Canadian High Commissioner in Wellington was
instructed to inform the New Zealand Government of the
Canadian attitude on recognition, and the views of the
New Zealand Government were solicited in return. Under
the same date, a telegram was despatched to the
Canadian High Commissioner in London requesting him to
keep the British Government similarly informed. The
same step was taken with regard to the South African
Government on the same date.

73. At this stage it might be convenient to



list those countries vrhich, as-'of the beginning of
March, 1950, had extended de ure recognition to
the Central People's Government. The list follows

then North Korea, Outer Mongolia, Yugoslavia.' Burma,

the sequence of recognition. The first was the
Soviet Union, followed by the six East European
satellite governments together with East Germany,

Ho Chi-minh Government in Vietnam, Switzerland, anc:
Denmark, Israel, Afghanistan, Finland, SNeden,. I
India, Pakistan, United Kingdom, Norway, Ceylon,

74.
.
Throughout these weeks the Canadian

The Netherlands at the end of March,

Government kept itself as closely informed as it

entatives in their efforts to arrange for the establish-

Minister of March 8, 1950, summarizing the situaticn
a recommendation was made that the United Kingdom
Indian Governments indicate to the appropriate author-
ities in Peking that other governments, which had not
yet recognized Peking, had been.watching (1) the
progress made by the United Kingdom and Indian repies-

full diplomatic relations. In a memorandum-to the
with the Chinese Communists for the establishment cf
could of the-United Kingdom and Indian negotiation;,

a government by the consent of the goverhed. air. Drew
then drew-the parallel that the Mao regime in China
had been imposed by force and not by the consent of
the people. He spoke at some length on this subject

of Canadian foreign relations. He expressed the rish
that the House-might receive more information from the
Secretary of State on the question of recognition.
Quoting from a speech of General McNaughton, who had
been the Canadian Representative at the-United Nations,
he raised the question whether the Communist regime
would shortly be taking the Chinese seat in the United
Nations, then, as the c^ux of his remarks, he posed
three conditions which he stated must be regarded as
criteria for recognition: 'the Government of Communist
China must be independent, it must be able to discharge
its international obligations, and it must be accepted
by the Chinese people. He proceeded to amplify these
questions and then ended by reminding the House of a
decision of the United Nations taken on December 12,
1946, when a resolution was adopted by which govern-
nents ^^rere requested not to extend recognition until
the Spanish Government could clearly be desoribed as

recognition of China in commenting on the general tield

the Leader of the Opposition, Mr. Drew, speaking ir the
House of Commons, stressed particularly the-questicn of

75. This narrative must be retraced slightly
to give the picture in Parliament. On March 3,; 19r0,

the extending of recognition by India and the United
Kingdom. It was hoped that this would have a consid-
erable effect upon other governments. Telegrams a7ong
these lines were despatched to the Canadian High .
Commissioners in London and New Delhi under date of ---
March 10, . 1950.

(2) the treatment accorded these representatives, after.-
ment of diplomatie relations ylith Communist China, and



and concluded vr#ii a strong plea that the Canadian
Government_should not extend recognition to the Mao
regime. LDebaLes of the House of Commons9 Session

tin-at a convenient time as to wh2t changes have tar_en
China, merely asking that the Minister "will enligt:ten
briefly raised the question of the recognition of

. the sanie day in the House, Mr. Gordon Graydon (P.C1)

the importance of maintaining contaet2 urged the
Government to rait recognition. 5peaking also on

referred to the example of India and of the United
Kingdom in the-recognition of China, and, stressinu

Mr. Coldv36,11 (C.C.F.) speaking in the Ho^use on June 51
within the purely Parliamentary frame of referencc.
77, To anticipate someifahat. and to keep

by all major parties-represented in the House.
not be any unanimity on the question of recognition
Federation, showing quite clearly that there would

opinion of, f irst? the Progressive-Conservative
party and second. the Co-operative Commonwealth

two views' then, may be taken as representing the
leadership which we ought to be giving Asia". Thej,-e
might be a "surrender by default to Moscow of
effective way to cope with i the problem; rather it

the Chinese people". He claimed that the Kuorùintastg
had forfeited the respèct.and hopes of the Chinese
and that2 z7hether we liked the-nature-of the new
regime or not, non-recognition might not be the mo.;t

to the intellectuals of China. Obviously the KuomintEng
regime had little hold on the loyalty or affectionr of

Mr. Drew that the Mao regime was imposed Dy force,
suggested that "it was a force which was acceptable
to the peasants and workers in the cities and also

subject of external affairs, Mr. Alistuir Stewart ct
the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation took up tsie
question that had been raised by the Leader of the
Opposition and, while not disputing the argument of

76. On March 7s 1950) speaking on the s^I.me
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ihnt hp r31 r3 not know of any cha. ne of atti ude on*
.. in referénce to his recent talks in London, stated
Minister speaking on the same day in the House}
reply to these two members of the Opposition, the
place in that position during the last few weeK4. in

the part of the United States oi: the question or tne

fnrward but it was pointed out that half ^he Common-
either arguing for or against recognition were brought
In this departmental memorandum no new considerations2
recognition was reviewed once again for-the i^inister.
7$ On Fipril 20'? 1950, the question of

recognition of China.

large majority of the United Nations still had not
done so and that no nation in the Western hemisphere
had yet taken this step. It was only proper to
observe that while the Canadian Government was
studying both.,the legal and political merits of

European governments had accorded recognition, that a
vtealth governments and a majority of ^ne western



recognition itself, it would have to consider r,are-
fully the attitude of othcr s,;erinGt_ govarzuqeats if

Government. The pertinent part of the telegram reads
of the difficulties encountered by the United Kingdom
-he was so instructed) so as to avoid if possible some-
make a different approach-to the problem (if and when
the delay in recognition and then requested him to
Department explained f irs -a. of all the re asons-fo=
officer in charge in Tdank::ng, on April 27, 1950' the
79. In a telegram to Mr. Renni ng j the

in the hemisphere to recof;nize the Peking regime.
it were to take the step of bbing the first government

as follows:

"On receipr of further instructions,
yQu would make an oral communication to the .
responsible offici,,_1 of the Foreign Nationals
Bureau in Nanking -S^ating that you had been
instructed by the Government of Canada to
inform the respons:.ble Chinese authorities
that consideration is being given to the
simultaneous annoLn.cement of recognition of
the Central Government of the People's Republic
of China and agreement betweer"the two govern-
ments to exchange diplomatic Missions. Before
doing so, however, your government would wish
to know whether such a procedure would be
agreeable to the Chinese authorities and had
authorized you to proceed to Peking to discuss
in advance any questions which the, . Chinese ._ -:

lined and Mr. Ro21ning was requested to comment on them
and to take them up with the Chinese Communist author-'

--day in ^hich a number of 'detailed questions were out-
• 80. Another telegram was despatched the, next

authorities might irish to raise in this
connection."-

ities. The telegram of Aipril. 28, 1950, reads as
follows:

"My telegram No. 40 of April 27
regarding recognition. I should be grateful
for your comments on the following points that
Ne suggest that you might taYke'tip with the -
Peking authorities if the approach suggested
in my telegram No. 40 is approved.

(a) The Canadian announcement of recognition
-would designate you as Charge d'Affaires a. i.
and the wording would follow that employed-
by other Western governments and would
include withdrawal of recognition from the
Nationalist Government in Formosa..

(b) Canadian representatives would be instructed
to süpport resolutions in international
bodies calling for the seating of Peking
representatives, provided the proper pro-
cedures in making application were followed
and that the body was competent to determine
its own member.hip. (The Canadian exat.pSe--.



might have some influence on other govern-
ments and. a change in our vota in the Far
Eastern Commiss3on would creat,e amajor. it;*
.for recognizing the Peking Government.)

The Canadian Goverzment would be prepared to
accept a diplomatic missim in Ottawa-and a
Consulate General in Vancouver representing
the Peking Governm°nt and to grant them the
usual privileges.

(d) The Canadian Goverzment would expect facilities
for the 'transfer of the Canadian Embassy from
Nanking to Peking and the usual privileges
.attâched to the work of a diplomatic mission
and to that,cf a Consulate General in Shanghai.

(e) The Canadian Govsr=eut has long accorded to
Chinese citizens in Canada the general freedoms
of trat T̂el2 residence and carrying on their
legitimate occupations. It would expect
reciprocah treatmeat for Canadians in China
in accordance with the provisions of the 1944
treaty for the Relinquishment of Extra-
territorial Rights. (There are 100 Chinese
in Canada fob every Canadian in China.)

(f) The Canadian'Government would expect the Peking-
Government to assume responsibility for approx-
imately 40 million dollars of the Sino-Canadian
loan of February 1946, being that portion which
was used for the purchase in Car_adaby the
National Government of China of items other
than military equipment.

(g) The Canadian-Government would expect the Peking
-Government to take over the guarantee of credit
of $12,750,000 extsnded"to the Ming Sung
Industrial Compan^ for the construction of
vessels in Canada,

(h) The Canadian Government would be prepared to
enter into normal commercial relations with
the new government and for this purpose would
be prepared (i). to grant most favoured nation
treatment to Chinese imports into Canada in
exchange for reciprocal rights and privileges
in China as prôvided in the commercial modus

vivendi signed iri'September 1946, and (ii) to
. maintain the exchange of.tariff concessions

with China under G.A.T.T. if the Peking
Government remains a member of G.A.T.T.

"2. If the discussions resulted in an
agreement, you would hand the Peking authorities a
Note informing them of recognition and you zriould
exchange notes recording the understandings reached
on the other points in paragraph 1."

0 bin 1Tir Ronning repli^ed by telegram81. n y •
that he..would prefer to defer the d?.scussion of points (e),



(f), (g) and (h) of the telegrûm from Ottawa, of April 28,
(See paragraph above.) These poia;.â he .,ugryested he
would rather take up after dipïomatic r::ia.ticrs had been
established unless they were first raised by the Peking
authorities themselveso He sdvised that negotiations
prior to the agreement to exchange diplomatic missions
should be limited as far as fossible to preli.minary and
procedural matters.

82. The next move came from the Department in
a telegram of May 13, 1950 to Nankingg in which Mr.
Ronning was informed that the Cabinet felt that

"there should not be any formal approach
at this time. Hoti7ever } should a favourable op-
portunity present itself, you may personally and
informally sound out the Foreign Nationals Bureau
in Nanking informing them that (a) your Government
has been giving considEration to the matter of
relations with-the Central People's Government;
(b) your Government hc-s been concerned over the
procedural difficultieG encountered by the United
Kingdom Charge d'Affaizes in completing negotiations
for the establishment of full diplomatic relations
with Peiping, after the extension of recognition
by the United Kingdom rore than four months ago.
It has queried you as to whether another procedure
would be more efficacicus, such as the holding of
informal discussions in advance of a possible
simultâneous announcement of recognition and the
establishment of diplomatic relations; ( c) while
considering the principles for the establishment
of diplomatic relations enunciated by Chairman'
Mao Tse-tung on October 1, 1949, to be generallÿ
acceptable, your Government has requested you to
try to find out from th3 competent Chinese author-
ities on a completely izn^formal and non-committal
basis how these princiFles might be applied to°
Sino-:anadian relations) in particular to certain
financial, consular and commercial matters (for
these, together with th.= Canadian Government's
views upon them, please refer to my telegram
No. 42 of Apri^. 28, sections (e), (f) and (h),
paru;raph one).

"With regard to procedural matters you
might indicate, should you judge it appropriate
from the trend of your discussions, that you had
reported to your Government the points raised by
Peiring in negotiations with recognizing govern-
ments and had ir.ferred from their comments that,
if and when it was decided to extend recognition,
your Government envisaged a, rocedure such as that
outlined in sections (a), (b^, No. and ( d ),
paragraph one, of my telegram ^^o. 42 of April 28.11

83. On May 16, 1950, a reply came from Mr. .
Ronning in which he reported meeting with representatives
of the Foreign Nationals Bureau on a personal basis; he



had'sounded tham out on the prospects ofn??otiating in
Peking prior to the announcenpr_; of reologni.tion. The
Director of the Bureau seemed favoara: ►l;,, d:I.;p^iled to

May 23, 1950, tir. Ronning f urther explained that- the

acting director did not feel competent to expand on the

the idea and promised to sound out Peking, In the mean-

time! Mr. Ronning asked authcrity to pro^eed to ?e king
for preliminary discussions. On May 22, 1950; Mr. Ronning
sent a brief telegram statinj that the iIl.nâ.stry of Foreign
Affairs would "welcome me te -.Peking for preliminary nego-
tiations if Canada will 'fornally indicate' its desire
to recognize". In a telegranc supplementary to this of

Bureau of Foreign Nationals in Nanking had been reduced
.to a very unimportant office and that, therefore, the

meaning of "formally indicate". Mr. Ronning gave as his
interpretation of "formally :.ndicate" that Peking would
be satisfied by his oral statement to the effect that
the Canadian Government desired torecognize the Central
People's Government of China.i Mr. Ronning subsequently
heard nothing from the Chine:e to challenge his inter-
pretation. He ended by urging that Ottawa decide to
take formal action at the ea:liest possible moment, and
that the sooner the informal proposal was followed by
acceptance of the Chinese in%itation the greater would
be the chances of achieving results. Mr. Ronning tele-
graphed agâin on May 31J 1950. stating that he assumed
delay in replying was due to the absence of-the ^Sinister
in Europe. and he went on to urge action along the lines
indicated in his preceding tclegrams.

84^ In the meantir..e. Ottawa had been kept informed

of the thinking of other friendly countries, notably the
United States and the United Kingdom, on the question of
China. Thus, a, telegram of k ay 11, 1950, from the Common-
wealth Relations Office to the High Commissioner for the
United Kingdom in Ottawa was made available to the Depart-
ment:. This described a bilateral meeting between the .
United States and the United Kingdom officials preparatory
to ministerial•talks on the.-ubject of China. It was
agreed at this meeting that 'voth governments had the same
general objective in China, ramely, to prevent alienation
of China from the West and her domination by the Soviet
Union. Chinâ was not irrevocably lost to the West. It
was also agreed that "time was not on our side in the Far
East and South-East Asia. Chinese and Russians would
derive ful.l benefit from the absence of clear and agreed
policy for the future". It concluded by stating that
United States officials were indicating that there was
no likelihood of their government extending recognition
in the near future but they would continue diplomatic
relations with the Nationalists as long aS tYD latter
maintained their position in Formosa. They would vote
against any proposal to unseat the Chinese Nationalist
representatives in the United Nations but would accept a
majority decision. This telegram was supplemented by
another of May 17, 1950, from the same source, which
summarized the views of Mr. Bevin and Mr. Acheson with
regard to China. Mr. Bevin had explained that the
United Kingdom Government had felt it was essential to



keep a foot in the door in case things ;rroui^: work out
favourably. In these tti,,o-pozver 'talns3 four po5sible
developments in China -vrere visualized;

"(a) China miiht become a Soviet sateilite;
(b) Mao Tse-i:ung may break away on Titoist

lines;
(c) Traditicual trends may lead to a

general kreak-up of central authority
in China:

•(d) China mi,ht become a great Communist
power in her own right.

"Mr. Acheson exnlained that American policy
was based-on the hope of development of either (b) or (c)
above and they therefore. feli it would pay to convince
the Chinese that Communism vrGs another name for Russian
imperialism. Mr. Bevin on tr:e other.hand thought that
Communist technique knew too well how to deal with dis-
sidents or defaulters foV it to allow any internab
break-up in China. The Strong central reg?m.e.nôw set up
offered the Chinese peace which they all longed for.

""In the light of the disçussion it was
generally agreed that each country shoüld continue for
the time being to follow their respective preseint,policies
towards China but that it was essential for the two .!iav-
ernments to keeD in.close touch and not allovt differences

. in China*to affect any other, of their policies.-

$5. On June 6, 1950, the Minister, in a tele-
gram to the Canadian High CoMû^ssioner in Australia,
asked that a message be passed to Mr.-Spender giving the
Canadian position on recognition of the Peking regime.
It began by stating that the Canadian Government had
decided not to move as early as suggested in the message
of F.ebruary 24 (see above- par agraph 71). Nevertheless,
it ^as.still felt that recognition would have to be
accorded before long. Two factors which were new since
his earlier communication hs.1 had to be considered.
First7 the easy capture of Hainan by the,Communists,
indicating further deterioration of morale on the part
of the Nationalists, ands second, the unhappy situation
in the United Nstibns resulting from ^the deadlock over
Chinese renresentation. On this point it was hoped that
a solution might be achieved -before the General Assembly
met in September.

86. On June 7, 1950, in a memorandum to Cabinet,
the whole position with regard-to recognition was reviewed,
and . it ended by a recommendation that 11r~. 'Ronning be
authorized to state orally to the Peking authorities that
"the Canadian Government is prepared to announce recognition
of the Central Government of the People's Republic of
China when agreement has been reached on the establishment
of, diplomatiC,,relations and that the Canadian Government
is willing to send him to Peking for preliminary negotia-
tions".



87. At the Cabinet 141 1950 .
it was decided that the of of the
Central People' s uo;rern^ent 0,1, the P - ^^? i c^s^.ZJ •
of China be deferred u:l-u.-117 a later On Ju n e 'ir..
1950, tir. Ronning telegraph e:^ fror :aar^ i:r,:; ^:zr t: he had
received a reply from Peking on the ques tion. of a di.f-
ferent approach which had bet.,n raised in telegrams from
Ottawa of April 27 and May 1) (see abo,,7
and 82). In the meantime, hi had received no further
reaction from Ottawa and was "considerably^embarrassed",
particularly as he had initiated discussions. In reply
to this rem inder from Mr. Ro.ining, the Department tele-
graphed on June 19, 1950, to Nanking stating that it
was ne^.essary for Cabinet to consider the Peking °tcounter-
pro-posals", that the matter vas now before Cabinet and
that a decision could not be expected within a week at
the earliest. The reference,; to the counter-proposals
from Peking in this telegram are somewhat puzzling. The
file shows no record of such counter-proposals. 11r.
Ronning has since suggested -,hat there may have been a
misunderstanding in Ottatva, .hat he himself had received
no counter-proposals from Pel:ing, but that the Department
raav have interpreted the wor-:s in his telegram of May 22
(see above): "The Ministry -,f Foreign Affairs would
welcome me to Peking for prei.iminary negotiations if
Canada will formally indicate its desire to recognize"
as.comprising_a counter-proposal.

88: At a Cabinet rieeting on June 21, 1950,
the Cabinet again deferred a decision on recognition
until a later meeting. A te:_egran was despatched to
Mr. Ronning on June 23, 1950, from Ottawa informing
him that it had been decided to proceed with negotiations
concerning procedural matters relating to recognition. Mr.
Ronning was instructed to de;.iver a confidential oral
message to the Head of the Fc,reign Nationals Bureau in
Nanking stating that "The Canadian Government is prepared
to announce recognition of ti..e Central Government of the
People's Republic of China ij and when a satisfactory
agreement has been reached or: the establishment of
diplomatic relations, and rhE Canadian Government is
willing to instruct you to p:_,oceed to Peking to
negotiate such agreement". `.^'he telegram concluded by
stating that Commonwealth governments and those of the
United States, France, The Netherlands, Belgium and
Italy, were being confiaentially informed of this
development. It should be noted that the instructions
specified that tir. Ronnipg was not to proceed to Peking
until he had reported to Ottav;a Peking's reply to his
oral message. It was hoped to keep this preliminary
stage of the negotiation-confidential since it was realized
that, once Mr. Ronning had proceeded to Peking, it would
be difficult for the negotiations to be kept secret.

89. The aggression by North Korean forces
against the Republic of Korea took place on June 25, 1950.
Right up to this event, however, it would appear from the
recordq and notably from the last telegram referred.to
above from Ottawa to Mr. Ronning, that the Canadian Gov-
ernment was, although still feeling its way c.autiously,



very close to recognition, It may.be assumed that7 had
it not been for .the aggression in Korea, recognition of
the-PeopleTs Republic of China might have baen extended
before lông, -The aggression in Korea had a decisively
hegative effect as noted in a memorandum to the Minister
of July 43 1950, on the subjact of relations with the
Peking Government: "The attack on the Republic of Korea
by North Korean Communist fo:M0es has added complications
to the questi.on of relation: with the Peking regime in
China Public -opin:Ion would probably nat be favourable

of the same year, the questr-)n.of recognition became
aca"mic. The -Minister statad on a number of occasions
since then that it was not possible to recognize China
as long as it was taking part,in an aggression. Thus,
until there was an armistice. in Korea the issue was no
longer alive. For all intenlts and purposes then this
narrative can-qu3.te properly be brought to an end at the

to the opening of negotiatioas with Peking at this time."
Thu$ the Communist aggression in Korea virtually post-.
poned the question of reco gnition indef initely or rather
until that aggression was c^iscontinued. When the.Chinese
crossed,the Yalu and joined in the aggression in the fall

,'People' s Government of the P.epublic of China. Howaver,
some concluding generalizat3.ons nay_ be in..order..

90. There has bee:z considerable comment inter-.
spersed in the narrative account of the developing problem
of recognition by the Canadian Government of the Central

summer of 1950.

Concluding Rems.rks

genera si
lowing this same line, it is almost certain t.^ta^;- recognition
could have ameliorated the conditions of a large number of
occidental nationals in China.

argument on the "Ifs" of history^^ one cannot but feel :that
recognition o^ the new regime in China by the Western
povterfi, including, of course, Canada, might conceivably
have obviated the trag•ic events-in Korea, or at least
have prevented them from growing to the present calamitous
scope and thus have made a settlement les^ difficult. To
reduce the argument to its simplest terms., it is difficult
to imagine how recognition could possible have made the

1 tuation in the Far East worse than it is; fol-

91. Viewing the qzestion in its broadest
outline, that is to say putting aside for the moment con-
siderations of domestic poli;',ics or legal argumentation,
it seems reasonable to conceive that the recognition of
the Communist regime in Chinx by as large a number of
Western powers as possible w)uld.probably have redounded
to the advantage of the Western powers rather than of the
Sovièt Union. It would probibly have been gratifying-to
the Government of Communist ^hina,.but one may be permitted
to assume that what pleases 1'eking does not necessarily or
always please the Kremlin. This is a point on which it
ts -3mpossible to give a type of Euclidian proof that would
satisfy tnose who are determâned to believe that recognition
under any circumstances of the Communist regime in China

re rehensible Yet without becoming involved in an



92. It will be noted that these assumptions
have embraced the Western po:,ers. rather than Canada
alone, with which this study is pri.r.Iari"y concerned.
No doubt Canadian recognition alone Lou.td not have
tipped the scales, and yet i, is obvious from the above
narrative that Canadian reco„nition was viewed by the
U.S. State Department, by tha Chinese Ambassador, and
by all Commonwealth governme:zts which were deeply can--

e . g. 2 in their handling of thè Angus Yjard.. case. Shese

cerned in the -problem7 as of, more than ordinary signifL
icance, partly because Canadi is a North American country
as well as a member of the Common-wealths and partrhy
because Canada had a comparatively small economic'stake
in China but important religious, educational and
cultural interests. It is reasonable, thereforel to
assume that Canadian recogni:ion, while not having a
decisive influence on the policies of other Western
powers (it certainly -would n.)t have swung the balance in.
favour of recognition as^far as the United States was

concerned), might have assisted in straightening out the
tangle in the relations bettiv:en- the United Kingdom and
China. Of much greater impo.!ts hovever, for Canadian
interests in the broadest se.ise. is the constant
Canadian desire to play its )art in contributing towards
stability and peace in the Far East. Considering the
important role that Canada played in the councils of
the United Nations throughout the Korean t7ar and part-
icularly in the Good Offices Committee. of whicki'Mr.
Pearson was a member in the ^iinter of 1950-51, to have had
a channel of communication tzrough a Canadian mission in
Peking, and in return to have a direct and secret line of
communication from Peking to Ottawa, would have been a
very real aid in the plannin>; and executing of Canadian
policy.

93.
These conside^ations, however, do not add

âp to a condemnation of the Canadian Government for not
recognizing the Communist regime. The account set forth
aboua makes it abundantly clear what were the chief ob-
stacles in the way of recogr.ition...To list these'obstacles,
not necessarily in order ot importance, there was f Ir s4. the
continually stiffening unit-el States hostility to the Com-
munist regime and the very raal need of Canadian considera-
tior^ oP United. States opinion; the lack of unanimity among
the impôrtant political parties in Canada, particularly as
man:fested in the opposition to recognition shown in the
speech of Mr. Drew summarized in this account; the known
opposition of a large section of the Canadian pub^he,fears
particularly in religious quarters; and finally,
of the Government itself -that Canadian recognition might
lead to the same type of humiliating difficulties which
faced the United Kingdom in their efforts in this direction.
It must also be said in'this connection that the Chinese
Comraunist'authorities2 in their general attitude towards
recognition and to the United States authorities in part-
icular, gratuitously aggravated the problem of recognition*

last considerations, however, need not be regarded as in-
superable obstacles.

I^he eUnited
much more
oppositionconsiderations, namely7



political opposition in the House of Commons, might not
even have prevented recognition had not the-aggression in

in early March, there appears to be a watershed which
reduced the probability of r(tcognition, even though the
question was continually before Cabinet and on the eve of
the Korean War came very clo:e to-being implemented.. This
watershed, so it appears, was tpe strong opposition to

file but one cannot speculat<; usefully on such problems if
they are not known in detail, even though one may suspect
they exist. One might end by saying that it would have been
politically feasible for Canada to have recognized the new
regime towards the end of 1949 ( i.e. after the General
Assembly) or early in 1950. But in the debates in the House

obstacles in the way of recognition that did not - show in the -
emphasized that there may we-l have been considerations and

Department, which indic4ted a wide inciination towards
recognition on the part not only of the Far Eastern
expezt.s but a number of reprosentative business leaders.

94' In.making the.^,e observations= it should be

gS.recognition seem to be a -^easonably happy exemplar.
This judgement upon recognit:Lon is made more weighty when
one realizes that expert opinion was from the first favour-
able, not only in the United Kingdom but even in the United
States7 as seen in the recently released text of the round-
table conference of October$ 1949, convened by the State

October. 1949. In retrospec-z, the Indian-timing and method

recognition was comparativel;• earlys viz., shortiy after
the declaration by the Chinese People's Govarn-m-r-nlL. ia

perhaps the only politically suitable time to have accorded

Korea intervened. With the benefit of hindsight, there^; rey
and with full appreciation of the mounting difficulties
which tended to encourage the deferring of a decision ir.
favoar of recognition, one m;.ght be permitted to say that

recognition voiced by Mr. Drew.

A.&
Commission because of its advisory character). The following
U ion had declined to take part in the Far as ern y

0
mfssion= including the Soviet representative (the Soviet

E t Advisor

.up p on December 27) 1945. The Moscow Agreement was made

within -a day after the Advisory Commission had left
Washington on its trip to Japan. Accordingly upon this
body's return to Washington the Far Eastern Lmmission
came into being. It consisted of representatives of
th se Powers vlhich had been members of the Advisory Corn--

The terms of reference for a,Far Eastern omm ss on o
re lace the Far Eastern Advisory Commission were drawn

participation in the control of Japan duréng iccipat^on.
and the U.S.S.R.) with the concurrence of China, for Allied
re resentatives ol the United Statess the United Kingdom
in Decemb4r 1945 negotiations were conducted among e
96o At the Moscow meeting of Foreign Secretaries

th

to give a brief outline of i^.s establishment and erms o
reference.

95. Before attempGing to assess the Canadian

position within the Far Eas±F:rn Commission it may be proper
4- f

CANADA AITD THE FAR EASTERR Çf LUISSION



governmir,nts were represented on the r1.&r Eastern Con-
lest stagti 14.u:ûra:ia.mission at its earl Canada'

China France India. The NetheA lznds 2 New Zealand,

on November 16, 1949.
the United States. Later Pafistan and hel.̂ ma enter¢dy
the Philippinés, the U,S.S.B., the United :̂ ingdom and

recourse to that part of the terms of reference which
stipulated that

avi gthe United States was able to circumvent t em n
representative first began to use the-veto in ^^he FE..

b h 'h

la4% h4,-tory of the Commission shows. -°ahen the Soviet
ember of the Big Four enjoyr.d a veto power. As the ^

concurred.in the action takei.. In other words, each

decisions. The Commission could take action y a
majority vote, .provided the representatives of the
United States!United Kingdoit.. Soviet Union and China

Powers was charged with the ^.mplementation of direc ves
prepared-in accordance with the Commission's policy

Powers in Japan the Supreme Uommander for the Allied
4- i

Commission was empowered "To consider such-other matters

as may be assigned to it by v.gréement among the part-
icipating Governments". '

98.,- " - As' sole executive authority for the Allied

the jurisdiction of the Comm:.ssion . In addition$ the
the Supreme Commander involv:.ng policy deca.sions within

n

Commander for the Alliec? Powfrs or any action taken by
of any member any directive issued to the Supreme

its obligations under the Tezms of Surrender may be
accomplished"• and second, "To review2 on the request

Eastern Commission had two piincipal functions: first,
"To formulate the policies, =rinciples3 and standards
of conformity with which the f ulf illment by Japan of

917 Under its terns of reference the Far

Japan, omm
Committee assisted in planning the work of the Commission.

1- Reparations, Committee 2 - Economic and Financial
Affairs, Committee 3 - Constitutional and Legal Reform,
Committee 4.- Strengthening of Democratic Tendencies,
Committee 5- Y^tar Criminals,-Committee 6 - Aliens in

r ittee 7- Disarmament of Japan. A Steering

mee g mas s
Committees of the.Commission were established: Committee

tin held on February 2 194 . e o gras g 6 b mi, f lloinIN hin ton in the former Japanese Embassy,

interim directives to the Supreme Commander

999 and the first

"The United S'-ates Government may issue

following the attain^nent of agreement #n,the.
will be issued only f ollowing consultation and
c'.--ange in the Japanese Government as a whole
or in the regime of control, or dealing ith a
changes in the Japanese constitutional s ruc uret t
that any directives dealing with fundamental
already formulated by the Commission; prov-Z eg d d

pending action by thi: Commission wnenever
ur ont matters ari:s not covered by policies

Far Eastern Commission°.

The main seat of the-Commission was



On October 10, 1946i the Commission arpro,;7ad as a
policy decision the Terms of Re f erenca for an Inter-
Allied Trade Board for Japan to be coraposed of repres-
entatives of all the nations s7htch were rsembers of the
Far Eastern Commission.

100. The Chairman of the Commission was
stipulated to .be. the United States representative, ,:ho
in the first years was General ??rank R. McCoy and later
Mr. Maxwell Hamilton. All the other governments had
their ambassadors in Y7ashingtoriact as representatives
on the F.E.C. These in turn had alternates who were
able to devote more time to F.E.C. matters than was pos-
sible for most ambassadors. The Canadian representative
was Mr. L. B. Pearson, as Ambas3ador, and as alternate,
Mr. E. H. Norman. The latter was succeeded by Mr. R. E.
Collins. On Mr. Pearson's return to Ottara, Eir. Wrong,
as Ambassador2 became Canadian representative on the Far

chronological account of the activities of the Far Eastern
Commission. In order to give,some framework, however,-it

101. . It would not be fitting to attempt here a

Eastern Commission.

that such a document could receive general.agreement. It
is broadly divided into ultimate objectives7 Allied
authority, political and economic. It is too long to
quote here, and so appears as Appendix 12 to this study.
This Basic Post-Surrender Policy took as its starting
point the'Potsdam Declaration, and then explaining the
principlet set forth in the Initial Post-Surrender

its composition and that the Soviet Union was a member,
tritiute to the tivork of the Commission, having regard for

for Japan", and was f inaliy passed unanimously by the
Commission on Juna 19. 1947. It is quite a remarkable

policy which was known as a"Basic Post-Surrender Policy

and elaborated by further United States directives intended
to meet particular situations a„ising in Japan. By the
time the Far Eastern Commission began its operations,
therefore, a considerable number of exclusively United
States policies had already bee.i in the hands of the
Supreme Commander and the main course of the occupation
was already charted. The Terris of Reference of the Far
Eastern Commission permitted it to review or modify any
of these policies if it so desi:yed.

103. Taking up the problems of the occupation
starting fror^ its inception at the end of February, 1941.,
the Far Eastern Commission faced not only current problems
but also in the course of a year or more, after laborious
debate and committee work, produced a statement of general

and economic reforms. This ori;inal policy was szpplemented
providèd far-disarmament, and d-t-mocratic, constitutional

by the United States Government to General MacArthur in
September 1945, covered awiàe variety of subjects and

.might be helpful.to mention briefly some or its chief
accomplishments and then, by way of a case study, to
select some of the more important issues and to examine
the Canadian position on them.

102. The Initial Post-Surrender Policy issued



Policy for Japan, went on to declare that "lie ultimate
objectives of the Coc..mission's work vpeze; to ensure
that Japan would not again bf:come a menace to the peace
and security of the world and to bring about the earliest
possible establishment of a democratic and peaceful gov-
ernment which would carry ou.- its international respon-
sibilities7 respect the righ:s of other states, and
support the objectives, of th. United Nations, It deiIr_ed,
the nature of Allied authority in regard to the military
occupation and in relation to the Japanese Government.
In the field of political ré:'ormj militarists and ultra-
nationalists were to be excladed from public office; war
criminals were to be tried and, if found guilty, punished;
individual liberties and democratic processes were to be
assisted and encouraged. On the economic side, this
basic policy provided for ec^)nomic demilitarizationg for
the promotion of democratic forces in agriculture, industry
and labourl for the resumption of peaceful economic
-activity and eventual partic:•.pation in world trade on the
basis of equality. It set fofi th in detail the standards
for the disarmament and demi:.itarization of Japan.
Finally, it established the general principles to be
followed in the determinatio:: of percentage shares of
reparations for claimant cotv^tries. The Basic Post-
Surrender Policy was to.remain effective until such time
pS a treaty of peace came into force.

104. In drawing up this Basic Post-Surrender
Policy Canadian representatiun played an active part
throughout but it cannot be Easily demonstrated in a
review of this kind just to y:hat extent it may have
shaped, modified or otherwise had an effect upon the
-final form of °the 'Policy. "It might therefôre be more
useful to examine some of thÉ controversial issues with
which the Commission was facEd and thus, as far as the
record permits7 or even by drawing upon the experience of
some of the participantss to see what the Canadian position
was on each of these points, and whether the Canadian
position had any appreciable effect on the final outcome.
The first example will come from the early phase of the
Far Eastern Commission histary and the second example
from a later period.

105. The first concerns the reform of the
J"apanese Constitution and related i ssues. The first
post-var electicin had been scheduled for April 10, 1946.
This date, while nominally the choice of the Japanese
.Government, had in fact to be acceptable to SCAP. A
number of the Commission'members, however, expressed the
view that this date was premature; candidates representing
the long-suppressed liberal forces in Japan would not
have enough time it was felt, to.organize in such a way
as to make the elections a fair reflection of the real
extent of liberal thought in Japan. To complicate the
issue, on March 67 1946, the Japanese Cabinet had
announced completion of a Draft Constitution, consideration
of which would be one of the main issues in the election.
A number of members of the Commission who had already
expressed doubts concerning the election date were even
more critical of,the short time to be allowed to the



Japanese Government and peopla to conâider the terms of

was rather neutral but later he supported- t0he other trrree

this new Draf t Constitution„ A ^_o^z^e; pear&.od ^'o:
debate, deliberation and leglaiativ<= ar, t'Lo°i vas con-
sidered desirable by thzso members. Th.osv meabers of
the Commission who had expre: sed their doubts as to
the wisdom of this move were Aus ;ralia:7 New Zealand
and Canada. At first the Un.:ted Kingdom representative

Commonwealth countries. Some agreement.with this point
of view (although-not any active support) was indicated
by the Indians and the French. The Soviet representative
at this stage remained in the background except, as we
shall see later, for proposing a letter to SCAP in
stronger terms than was finaily agreed.relating to the
request for consultation. Thus, on March 20, the Com-
mission approved a message tt. be sent from the F.E.C.
to SCAP indicating to him the doubts expressed by members
as to the date of the general election and requesting his
views on the advisability of postponing the election. On
March 29, 1946, the Supreme c:bmmander replied that "It is
probable that the new Diet w^ll be the most truly respon-
sible body-tô the will of the people that has ever served
Japan and will provide the,b^Lsis for a much more repres-
entative Cabinet". Under t}ic:se circumstances, he continued,
any postponement of the election "would have a profound
adverse reaction upon the purposes and success of the
occupation". After considering the Supreme Commander's
reply, the Commission voted on a New Zealand proposal to
reqaire postponement of the election. Canada supported the
resolution. This resolution.. however, did not obtain a
majority vote although it wa:; known that a number of Com-
mission members would have. l^ked to have supported it.
This was perhaps the first serious trial of strength
between the Commission.on the one hand and SCAP on the
other. At this stage the co'.d war was not yet being so
acutely waged. The Soviet representative, although
tending to perhaps somtyrhat ;:-tronger language in some of
the resolutions, apparently preferred to remain in the
background (the first Soviet veto in the Commission came
in early 1948). Most of the running was made on the
questions described above >>y,the five Commonwealth coun-
tries, with Australia and Neur Zealand in the vanguard,
but when it came to an actuaï test, SCAP's views had such
weight with the United States representation in the Com-
mission that strong pressure was put on delegates to
vote agairlst postponement. The number of delegates who
were sympathetic to the New Zealand resolution were
genuinely convinced that elections were premature and
that the draft resolution had been sprung rather in-,
formally on the Commission, particulari.y since a
member of SCAP's staff during the visit of the Commission
(actually when it was still the Far Eastern Advisory
Commission and without Soviet representation) to Tokyo
in•Januarÿ, 1946, stated that no draft constitution
would be pttblished until the Commission iirst had a
chance to study it. The United States view was that,
although the arguments were rather impressive, SCAP's
prestige could not afford to be impaired; if after having
supported the draft of the new Constitution, he appeared
to hesitate, even so far as to suggest a longer public



discussion of it in Japan, he would lose face with
the Japanese people. Although this argümezat did not
convince all the Commission9 it Z iid ca.ÿ r:^ ^su3°.i icient

with a resolution which coulcE be in any saay deemed

weight to secure a majority vote againat the resolution.
This is the only example perhaps ti.hEn Canada went along

is broup:ht to a vote. It rra:; the question of adopt ng
i fluencin the United State:, delegation before a matter
of anF.E.C. issue may throw some light on the method of
b cause a majority voted agaj.nst it). The nex examp
opposed by the United States but did not need to be vetoed

t le

it (The New Zealand resolu--,ion discussed above was

among those governments frieiidly to he United States
began to be noticeable from Ï,his date, namely^ that
opposition to the United States on any issue would not
be pressed so far that when it came to a vote in the
Commission the United States would be forced to veto

modifications were often mad: ! in the original United
States stand. Such changes, however, are very difficult
if not impossible to trace in the file, and perhaps can
only be imperfectly described through..the memory of those
who took part as members of ";he Canadian delegation in
the Far Eastern Commission: However, an unwritten policy

course of such discussions. :onsiderable changes and

This is not to say that on no points were there differ-
ences of opinion expressed w.'-th the United States repres-
entative on the "Commission. Such differences, however2
came out in private and informal discussions with United'
States and other friendly representatives before the
matter would be brought to the Commission table. In the

on any question that weat to a vote before the.. C.ommi;.sion.

damaging SÇAP's prestige, wo,tld have°^ generally
harmf'ul effect in Japan. At fir"st this argument was
not so impressive but, with .he gathering momentum of
the cold -war it became in fact a decisive argument

th4ugh it was not fathered b: ► the Sov;.et delegation, by
it very clear that in the fu;:uresuch opposition, even
lob. The United States delegation had made

critical of SCAP policy.

criteria for a new constitut:i_on.

107. The Chairman if the Constitiztional Committee
of the Commission was the Indian representative, Sir Gurja
Bajpai, and the Vice-Chairman was the Canadian alternate'
represent=:.tive. Sir-Gurja?.as Indian Ambassador, was so
occupied with other matters that he deputized his Vice-
Chairman to act in his place at almost all meetings.
This gave the Canadian Chairman some.opportunity, in
consultation with United States and other friendly dele-
gates, to play a comparatively active part in the process
of drafting the criteria for a new constitution. The
first stage in this problem was the adoption of a policy
decision which represented a rather indirect rebuke to
the Supreme Commander for proceeding so precipitously with
the publication of a Draft Constitution before the F.E.C.
had been consulted and an indication given to the
Japanese people that they were free to consider other
drafts or amendments to the present draft. At first
the United States delegation were quite firmly opposed



to any such irriessage being transmitted to SCAP; but
by concerted efforts of a number of fi ïeadly- delega- -

This statement read in part:.

tions, mostly Commonwealth and including the Canadian,
and by avoiding an open vote in the Commission, a com-
promise draft of a message t(> SCAP was finally adopteda

The Commission notes the encourage-
ment given to the JaJanese'people in the.
Supreme Commânder's cnnouncement that this
draft of a proposed Constitution has his
personal approval. It is somewhat apprehen-
sive that this approval may be misunderstood
by the Japanesd-public-and taken to mean-
that this'parti^ular draft has the approval
of the Powers represc:nted on this Commission".

+-

delegation, which was in the :f irst instance opposed to
the whole idea of any message to the Supreme Commander.

the Constitution to-determinF whether it is-consistent
with the Potsdam Declaration and any other controlling
document before it is f inally approved by the Diet and
becomes legally valid". This Policy represented a con-
siderable concession on the part of the United States

the Japanese that "the Far Eastern Commission must be
given an opportunity to pass upon the final draft of

also instructed the Supreme Commander -to make known to
submitted to the Diet (March 20, 1946). The Policy

ernment did not preclude favourable consideration of
other proposals or draf ts'wh'ch might subsequently be

The Policy accordingly instrt-.cted the Supreme'Commander
to make knovn to the Japanese people that the submission
of the Draft Constitution prcpared by the Japanese Gov-

However, the United States delegation finally consented
to'rrhat appeared a strong de.-ire on the part of â
majority of the members, and then in subsequent unofficial
discussions succeeded in toning down the final Policy in
such.a manner as to cause the minimum umbrage on-the
part of SCAP. It might also be noted that a happy com-
promise compromise such as this was made infinitely
easier by the'comparatively passive role played in the
whole matter by the Soviet rEpresentative, who confined
himself to two or three abortive attempts to put into
the-Policy some phrases that were of a nature clearly
designed ta be offensive to SCAP. When these changes.
were voted down by the Commission, the Soviet repres-
entative presented no other obstacle.

108. ,.^ To determine whether any constitutional
revision adopted by the Japanese Diet actually repres-
ented the free will of the ;7apanese people, it was felt
in the Commission that the manner in which such a
constitutional revision was adopted woùld be of the
utmost importance. Before turning their attention,
therefore, to the task of drawing up a set of principles
by means of which it would be possible to test whether
a new constitution was in conformity with the Potsdam
Declaration, the Commission proceeded first to draw up
criteria governing the method of adopting a new
Japanese constitution. This policy, which was approved



on May 17, 1946, provided that the riew constitution

without a considerable numbe.• of committee meetings in

atively expresses the free v,r;:ll of the Japanese people".
This rather brief policy decision was not arrived at

the policy declared should ";i¢monstrate that it aff
The manner in which the new constitution was adopted,
and consideration of the tertis of the new constitution".

Constitution of 1889" and that "adequate time and
opportunity should be allovreti for the full discussion

"should have complete legal continuity from the -Meiji

fears*were unjustified; in fact, it is.doubtful whether.

slur upon the earlier endorsf:ment of the Draft Constit-
ution by General MacArthur. As the sequel showed such

considerable, heart searching on the part of the United
States offidials because the}•felt-that somehow this
might be interpreted insome quarters as an.indirect

The phrase "demonstrate that it aff irmatively...'! caused -
-could be considered deleterious to SCAP's prestige.

which the United States officials were finally persuaded
that there was'nothing in this policy decision which

many Japanese were aware of this decision although
General MacArthur was required to make the decision

half-hearted attempts to inject some of their pet ideas,
e.g., .the unicameral system, greater restriction on the
emperor.institution, but these were abandoned after it
was clear that no one else on the committee level was
prepared to support them. The policy decision was
passed by the full Commission on July 2 and was unopposed.

110. Another phase of the Commission's activity,
one of the most long drawn out and bitterly disputed,
rel4ted to reparations and the restitution of looted
property. The Commission on May 8, 1947, approved a
policy entitled "Division of Reparation Shares" made up
of certain paragraphs extracted from a preliminary draft
of the Basic Post-Surrender Policy for Japan, which set

suffrage and the party sys Lez , it was natural that the
British .system should have scme relevance. Thus, in
that section of the principles relating to cabinet and
parliamentary procedure, the views of the Commonwealth
represent^>tives were to a great extent embodied in the
final texi. The Soviet representative made some rather

what might be called the lowest common denominator of
the constitutional principle; acceptable to all members
represented in the Commiss-iou. It will be noted that
there is a rather strong United States flavour to some
aspects of these principles, viz., the-division of
authority between executive, legislature and judiciary.
However2 since Japan was to Le a constitutional
monarchy with a bi-cameral ÿEgislatùre based on universal

In arriving at these basic pi•inciples, the Constitutional
'Committee spent many hours- of -discussion- to work out

p( olicy decision was reached c•n this on July 2, 194 .
The 1;ext of this decision appears as Appendix 13).

with the requirements of the Potsdam Declaration. 6A

known to the. Japanese Goverr.ment.-

109. Of a More complex nature were the basic
principles for a new constitution which was to conform



forth in broad terms the critorla. to be uyed. in
determin?ng shares for each On May ^2^ 19479

Stat-ds. The Canadian representation throughout supported
the United States view in regard to reparations both in

in the last analysis would have to be borne by the United

money and supplies to keep uti a basic standard of living
in Japan, they would be concarned to see reparations of
such an extent exacted from Japan that economic chaos
and collapse would follow - a calamity the cost of which

whole question.: The United States position became
increasingly stiff in resisting the idea of large-scale
reparations from the Japanese industrial equipment on
the grounds that. as the United States was pouring in

little direct interest in reparations, it could afford
to take up a comparatively inpartial attitude on the

exhausting sessions in committee. As Canada had very

already referred to above constituted another criterion.
These decisions were not arrived at without long and

equipment and the legitimate needs of the Japanese peace-
time economy for similar equipment. Occupation policy
dissolving large industrial.and banking corporations

reparations claimants for co.lernl' integratad and efficient

in broader terms the criterii for selection of plants
for reparations. A fair balance should be sought, the
policy declared, between the general preferences of

the Commission approved a policy dFcisi.on establishing

criteria and percentage distribution. •
general outline and also in more detail as regards the

establishment by,the Japanese Government of a regular
from the Steering Committee$ dealing with the impend g
Apri1 15, 1947, a new problem was referred to the Commission
wars rie migh^ cite an example of a United States veto. On
had by 1947 become more perceptibly affected by the cold
112 To show the extent to which the Commission

the veto in the F.E.C.
Soviet representative. This was the first instance o
supported the draft revisiont but it as vetoed by thf
vJhen-it appeared that all members of the Commission
that date and deferred for final decision until March. 41
after much discussion "in committee. it was discussed on
credit for ra1i materials came before the Commission
could be ased. before final d1.stribution as the basis .of
"revolving ftùid" from unidentified looted property which
for looted countries and at the same time establish a
of an existing policy decisi)nto ensure greater equity
veto was cast. On February 26, 1948, a proposed revision
example here because it was the first issue on which a
probiens in-the Commission. We are using it as an
the most bitterly debated ar.d generally ftustrating
of looted objects. Through4ut 1947 this became one of
standards of identification and to expand the catepries
revisions of this policy intanded to liberalize the

July 18, 1956. (See Appendix 14). For many months
folloing this the Commission proceeded to consider

the Commission -approved a pc,licy in general terms on
which is closely related to the reparations problem,
111. On the restitution of looted property,



coast guard service. Many of the delegations felt
strongly that this was a matter which clearly called
for'tharough consideration by the Far Eastern Commis-
sion before action should be taken in Japan, and in
view of the fact that the leislation as passed by the
Japanese Diet was to be promilgated not later than
May 11 the Steering Committee had.forwarded a major-ity
recommendation that action s:zould be delayed until
after adequate discussion in, the Far Eastern Commission
of the issues involved. This time the veto came from
the United States, supported by-Canada, with India and
the U.S.S.R, abstaining.

113. The situation described above indicates
that a crisis had developed xithin the Far Eastern
Commission, which was only natural considering the,
growing international tensio:z and particularly the
worsening of relations betrie.n the United States and
the U.S.S.R. In its first two years the Far..Easterrr
Commission had been able to reach decisions after inter-
minable debate.- It;had also worked in an atmosphere
approaching frustration whics resulted from the tzltimate
control vested in the United States Government, whose
chief interests often seemed to be the protection of
the Supreme Commânder from outside interference. Tiit
F..E.C. had signally failed to produce final pol3cies
on the two fundamental problems of reparations and
'industrial levels. Yet it had reached decisions on a
number of important points, aarticularly in its f ir st
few months, and the Secretary-G)p ' neral, in his report
éovsring the period through July 101-1947 , li sts -40-odd
policy decisions. The very aslowness of the Commission

in the past was at least a proof that it was grinding.
The Terms'of Reference t howe'ier, invited deadlocks through
the veto and provided the solution through the reserve
authority of the United Statos Government to establish
policy in matters of urgency by means of iriterim direct-
ives. Without these prbvisi3ns the Commission could
have*acted much more exped.i{,iously on the basis of a
majority or two-thirds votaa. With them action could
qlso have been.hastened, though.this would no longer
be F.E.C. action, if the Uni%.ed Statea had been ready
to force controversial issues to a vqte, used or
accepted the veto and.then implemented their own policy.
As it was, the Chairman of the Commission did his best
to make it function as an effective international body,
investigated every possibility of compromise, avoided
the veto as far as possible and, only as a last resort,
recommended to the United States Government the pro-
cedure of the interim directive. This last remedy,
however, came to be used more of ten in later years in
proportion to the increasingly Peckless use of the veto
by the Soviet Union.

114. One final problem might be examined as an
example'of the growing difficulties in the F.E.C.; it was
a question in which Canadian representation was active.

4



It concerns the labour relations in th-- Japanese Public
Service, amatt;er whicri prec:ipitatNd amajc,v political
crisis in Japan darixzg the v-,)ring and s^1^^rar of 1948.
The problem reduced to its s L^.iplest te r n.s came. from
the desire on the part of th. Japanese Government to
propose amendments to the Ja* panese National Public
Service Làv; which would deny government and public
employees who were members o.: labour unions the right
to strike. On July 23 General MacArthur wrote to Prime
Minister Ashida. The background of this letter Paas the
growing threat of a strike of railway.workers. The
railroads in Japan are a goverriment enterprisej and
General MacArthur's letter expressly forbade such a
strike. He further instruct3d Premier Ashida to re-
organize the Ministry of Coanunications, especially the
separation of- the postal services from other functions
of that Ministry. Government employees in government
monopolies, notably salt,.canphorj and tobacco, were
not necessarily to be regarded as members of the
regular civil service. The l^overnment at once treated
General MacArthur's letter as a directive and proceeded
to draft a public ordinance on July 31 prohibiting all
government slorkers from striking or bargaining collect-
ively.

115. Turning from the Japanese scene, some
description of which was necsssary as a background, we
find that in thé Far Eastern Commission the question
was raised whether such a prohibition of-strikes as
was contemplated in the Japanese Government's policy did
not conflict with a basic F.E.C. directive, namely, the
"Principles for Japanese Trade Unions", adopted by,the
F.E.C. on December 6,'1946, in which the right of Japanese
workers to join unions of thair own choice, to bargain col-
lectively, and to strike, was affirmed. The Australian
member of -the Commission was receiving very full reports
of the situation from Mr. Patrick Shaw, Australian
Minister in Tokyo, and currently representative for the
United Kingdom, Australia, ►dew Zealand and India on the
Allied Council for Japan. . In this connection we might
quote in part from a despatçt from the Canadian Embassy
in Washington under date of September 2, 1948:

"You will note that Mr. Shaw takes a very
serious view of current developmentst and partic-
ularly of the anti-ipated amendments to the
National Public Service Law which would curtail
the right to. strike not only i, clerical and admin-
- istrative divisiôna of the Public Service, butq^
also in government enterprises such as the rail-
ways. You. vill also note that, while Mr. Shaw
has discussed the question of labour relations
in the Rublic Service with Government Section
of GHQ, SCAP, he is reluctant to raise*this
question in the Allied Council,'in view of past
experience of the fate of controversial issues
in that body. I understand, however, that the
Soviet representative has raised this question
on the Council, and has received the usual stiff
reply from the U.S. member.



"Tha Australians apparently consider
this.question to be an.; of great importance' and
Mr. Bullock of their FEC delegation here has been
carrying on informal di3cussions with the State
Departnent, under instr,ictions, over.the past two
weeks. We understand f:^om him that the Labour
Department and some sections of the State Depart-
ment are inclined to th,. view that the proposed
banning of strikes in the Public Service, including
governmental enterprises, may be contrary to FEC
policy on labour unions. In view of General Mac-
Arthur's letter to Ashida, the situation is a.
delicate one. For the time being, the Australians
are waiting to see whether the'United States will
take any action either aere or in Tokyo, to alter
the nature of the proposed amendments. There.is

- a=good chance, however, that the Australian dele-
gation on the FEC will receive instructions to
raise this question in the Commission. In order
to avoid getting immed3.3tely_-into a wrangl$; over
interference with imple.xentation or with the
freedom of action of tb3 Japanese Government, the
Australian approach will:-^robably be to suggest
that recent developments ^àve indicated that FEC
polièy on-Japanese trade unions in incomplete, -
and that asupplementary policy decision regarding
labour relations in the Public Service is required.
It may be assumed that•they would then submit a
proposed policy along t:ze lines of Australian
practices curtailing the right of civil servants
proper to strike, but a3vocating the establishment
of special arbitration machinery for the Public
Service.

"The U.K. do ,iot seem to take this question
as seriously as the Australians, but have been .
carrying on discussions with Government Section-in
Tokyo, and hope that asatisfactorÿ solution may
be found on an informal basis. The U.K. dele-
gatioti here have rece.iv.d no instructions, and
would personally p^ef er to avoid any discussion
in the Far Eastern Commission."

116. Throughout.early September it appeared
that the sustralian delegation would be instructed to
raise the question of the proposed banning of strikes
in the Japanese.Public Service, including governmental
en-terprises. In this eventuality the Australian dele-
gation as inclined to take the position that a supplem-
entary policy decision by the Commission regarding labour
relations in the Public Service would be required. It
should be pointed out in this connection th?t the com-
petence of the F.E.C. was clearly limited to the formula-
tion of policie,sl principles and standards in conformity
with which the fulfi].Imer.t by Japan of its obligations
under the terms of surrender might be accomplished. The
Supreme Commander was respotlstple for the implementation
of these policies. Hence, any Australian policy paper
presented for the consideration of the Commission would
have to be in general terms.



117. It is apparent that the Canadian attitude

the propaganda value of this situation, even the.Australian
delegation3 which had hitherto been pressing the issue
most seriously, decided not ito oppose the United States
in the Commission. When the matter was finally brought
up before the Commission at the end of October, it was
quite clear, as will be seen from the following telegram,
that none of the friendly go iernments were prepared to
challenge the United States --)n the matter. The telegram
reporting the meeting which lealt with the matter is

not only to his own governmel it but to all governments
represented.on the Commissioa'l. This whole telegram sets
forth the Canadian position in such detail that it might
be'proper to attach it as an appendix (Appendix 15) and
it will be seen from a perusal of it why it became
politic for the Canadian rep»esentative not to press
the United States any furthe.: on this matter. With the
Soviet representative attempting to exploit to the f.dll

tY}e Supreme Commander to dis-:harge his responsibilities
uto the extent that it would have been impossible for
which would have endangered the safety of the occupation

by General McCoy (Chairman o T the F.E.C. ) to the"effect
that• SCAP was confronted wit-i the threat of a strike.

should be willing to accept the explanation offered

provocative proposal before Ithe F.E.C. on this question
of labour policy in Japan. (There is no particular
nded to quote it here but fcr any person with special
interest, it can be found in F.E.C. Yiocumentation:-
FEC=318 Series). The Canadian Ambassador in Washington
was instructed in a telegram from the Department of
4ct6ber 21, 1948, to oppose the Soviet proposal. This
telegram further states that the Canadian representative

early October they had placed an extremely strong and

tions. Yet an open clash in the F.E.C. tfrith the United
States was most undesirable.. The problem becamo rather
ticklish in that the Soviet 3elegation was now clearly
intent on attacking SCAP on -very possible occasion. By

Austra'lian view and hence moderately critica.l of SCAP.
and the Japanese Government's handling of labour rela-

to this question at this period was sympathetic to the

dated Octot,er 28, 1948:

"In accordanca with your instructionsg my
representative made a statement in the Full Com-
mission-this morning expressing the views of the
Canadian Government on this subject as outlined
in paragraphs 2 to 5 of your EX-2442. The
Chinese member followed with a prepared statement
along the same general lines. The Chairman said
that these views would be brought to the attention
of his Government and informed the Commission that
the draft text of the National Public Service Law
was now *available and would be circulated. This .-
tex.t is not necessarily the final form in which it
will be passed by the Diet.

"2. With reference to your despatch
No. 3455 of.October 22nd, the Australian delega-
tion have received no recent instructions and



are unable to say vJnat Canberra's attitude is
at the moment regarding the progress of their
representations-in Tokyo or whether they have
Phandoned any intention that they may have Y4d

.eventually to introduce a supp? eraantary po.Licy.

and rather expect that fresh anstructions may

proposai in the FEC. Hovever, following our
statement this morning Mr. Bullock indicated
that he thought the ti me had arri•y ed for.
Australia to take a s^ronger line. in the Com-
mission than heretofore.•

"3. Our statc-ment may also have
desired effect on the United Kingdom. The
United Kingdom delegation have been making
strong representations to the State Department,
. but their instructionr, with regard to the FEC
are so far limited to a formal stand on the
Soviet proposals, witlout reference to the sub-
stance of the broader issue. They are sending.
our text in full to the Foreign Office, however? .

be forthcoming. We gsther that they are not
too happy with the re-ults of their discussions
with the State Department I, and Mr. Graves
apparently felt after talking with ^ir. Hoover
that they had not been very successful in
putting across the principles of the British
system. In reporting on Mr. Hoover's statements
to *the Commission (seu my i?A-2762 of Octôber 22)
the United Kingdom de:.egation pointed out to the
Foreign Office that t;ie*bureaus under the. public
service authority could hardly be considered
an adequate substitutES for collective bargaining
irt that the same bureau would be responsible
both for establishing salary scales and hearing
complaints against them."

(The Canadian statement refe-red to in this telegram

handlirig by SCAP. of the labour relations problem in

cu afi y
there seemed to be grounds at first for criticizing the

our sarvey.

119. This last issue well illustrates the
Canadian position in the Far Eastern Commissiôn, part-

i 1 1 in its later phase. On the merits of the case,

0
fitting that with. this last detailed description of a
major issue7 labour relations in Japan, we might.conclude

entatives attempting to use it more and more.as a

sounding board for propaganda made it difficult for it

t function in-its 'proper manner,- Therefore it seems

until a peace treaty put an end to-its responsibilities,:
it was quite clear that its chief responsibilities had
been disctarged in its earlié^ years. Not only were
the•matters brought before it-of an increasingly petty •
or technical nature. but the fact of the Soviet repres-

Terms of Reference required t.t to continue functioning
to continue until the follow:Lng year, and indeed its
118. Although thr; 2'ar Eastern Commission was

appears as Appendix 16).



Japan which has been'described above. Thereforej-in

the hands of his deputy, e-ie^.i though the messages ^tould

informal discussions with United States officials the
Canadians joined with the Australians in seeking for
some further clarification of the status of government
employees in Japan and to prctect, if possible, thei.r
rights under Japanese legislation. With the real
threat of irresponsible stril.e activities :n .Japan,
which were to some degree at. least fomezted by Cc=un-
ist agitationj and on the international scene, with the
manifest desire of the Sovie^ representation to dis-
credit-SCp.P in the eyes of the Japanese by whatever means
they might, it became plainl;- undesirable to disagree
publicly with the United States. In other:rrords, the.
international tension betweei_ the United States and the
Sovi.et Union became in the F.E.C., as in so many other
quarters, the decisi3t,6^Cacto: -. As will be seen:- by a.
reading of this survey."'this was not the case in the
earlier months of the F.E.C.. history. At that time, a
number of governments friendly to the United States,
including Canada, were prepared to press the issues to
their logical conclusion when they felt that SCAP had
-exceeded his authority with-regard to his:relations
with the F.E.C. By 1947-48 however, the same repres-

entatives in the F.E.C. fel^ that the overriding con-
sidération was to preserve a united front of these
nations on the one hand as opposed to-the Soviet Union
and its desire-to embarrass and impede the-United'States
in its Japanese policy.

3-20, A further feaure should be noted before
ending this study. Canadian.policy in the.F.R.C. very
rarely received high.level consideration. As a rule
the Ambassador in Mashingtomdeputized his alternate to.
carry most of the load not.o:ily in the day to day com-
mittee meetings but in the w9ekly Commission meetings
as ^$11. This does not mean that the Aabassador was in
any sense indifferent to the F.E.C., he only left it to
the judgement of his alterna^:e as to when he, the Ambas-
sadcr^ should attend in pers3n an important meeting, and
'the reporting ro Ottawa was to a large extent left in

naturally be first approved oy the Ambassador. At the
Ottawa end, also, the F.E.C.-activities were usually.
handled at the Head of Division level, although of
course before the despatch of instructions the Depuïy Hinister's
approval would be-obtained. The point is that rarely did
an F.E.C. decision secure Cabinet consideration. Thus,
it is somewhat pretentious to sp$ak of "Canadian policy"
in the F.E.C.; decisions, hosvever$ had to be made regul-
arly, and these were naturally arrived at in a proper
and àuthorized manner. They did not as a rule, however3
receive the same sort of attention as was the case, for
examplef with the two preceding Far Eastern problemz.

121. This feature described above, however,.
would not need to imply that the Canadian attitude in
the Far Eastern Commission was either irresponsible or

desultory. It can be fairly described,
limits of Canadian policy, as ca

tious. In the first year or so of the F.E.C.'s history,

V,•..



before relations between the United States and the
U.S.S.R. had become so strained, the Canadian attitude
towards current problems was primarily based on an
assessment of the intrinsic merits of the case. In
other words, the eyes were directed more towards the
internal problems of the occt.pation of Japan than to
international relations. ThE:re was a serious effort
made,.not only on the part oi' Canada but on the part of
other Commonwealth represent.3tives, particularly of
Australia and New Zealand, tc, treat the tasks of
issuing policy directives to SCAP to assist in the
democratization of Japan as u matter. of real importance
and long-range'signif icance. Not being as directly

concerned with the details of occupation as was the
United States Governments it was only natural that at
times there should be honest differences of opinion,
and a scepticism on the part of some of the Common-
wealth representatives, inclttding the.Canadian, on the
subject of the susceptibilit;!es,qf SCAP, which sometimes
appeared delicate to a degrb:1., During the first year --
of the F.E.C.'s history, mos'; of the basic policy
-deçisions were designed to provide a blueprint for the
disarmament of Japan and the reform of the Japanese
constitution and economÿ.' Bien in the later period,
when the Canadian view did ait always coincide with
the United States, there was an increasing reluctance
to press the United States representation too far on

any issue. There was a firm policy not to vote against
the United States on a major issue or to join with other
friendly powers in opposing the United States in such^
'fashion as to compel the latter to use its veto. This-
development might perhaps be regarded as typical of,
other aspects of Canadian relations - iyith -the United
States; namely, to exert as much pressure.as possible
privately or informally but to avoid, when it came-to
a showdown, open or formal disagreement.
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CHAPTER 5

CANADIAN POLICY IN. EUU.OPE, SEPTEt.IBER, 1946 - AUGUST; 1952.

Before the Second World War, the tendency among
Canadians to regard Europe as an. entity and to refer to
"European problems", rather than to specific national or
regional diff icultiesin that troabled continent may have
reflected both the ignorance and aloof ness which critical
foreigners expected of citizens o' a North American state.

unlike the United States, Canada, because of the diff erent

which Canada established (1928).f prmal diplomatic relations,
after a period of quasi-diplomati:: association that persisted
over forty years, was an illustration. On the other hand,

tact the choice of France as the first country in Europe with

to them the fact that the United Yingdom was a European power
as well as the -head of a world-wic:e empire and commonwealth.
To a lesser degree the ties of sentiment and culture with
France also inf luenced the Canadihn attitude, probably to a
far smaller extent than Frenchmen would. appreciate. Of this

which so pov:erfully reinforesd 'it .made that impossible. As a
consequence, in 1939, as in 1914, Canadians had brought home

But in contrast to the United Sta.,es, Canada could not stana
idly by when the general peace of Europe was seriously
threatened by a mighty power or c)alition. The political
connection with the United Kingdom and the sentimental ties

Communist party in Canada, especially in the depression years,
the dislike of liberallyeminded men for totalitarianism of any

The Spanish Civil War and the treE tment of the Jews by Nazi
Germany did not engender, for example, nearly as much heat.
and-controversy°in Canadian political circles as they did in
the United States. Religious convictions, the growth of a

which reflected the influence of their European backgrounds.

character of her population, was ]argely free from the
influence of powerful pressure grc ups in domestic politics

kind, belief in the organization of collective security - all
found some expression through the press, the periodicals and
the radio and produced some repercussions in Parliament, but
not on the scale that they deservei. The revulsion from war
which so coloured feeling in the Jaited Kingdom was just as

its export credits and the appreciati on abroad that Canada ti.a9

p
in which Canada had diplomatic or consular representation. The
Canadian record of achievement in the war, the role played
Canada in f urthering in a modest wF^r European reconstructici:, by

Other missions had been established during the war in-two such
neutral countries as Sweden and Turkey. As a result, the.
De art mental report for 1947 listed fourteen European coûntries

its diplomatic representation accordingly. As the various
governments in exile with whom a single Canadian Mission in
London had-maintained contact regained control of their own

countries Canadian diplomats appeared in their capitals.

regarded with active hostility by the aggressor statea Meanwhile
their government had been part and parcel of a great coalition
which included most of free Europe and was obliged to expand

modern warfare made them grimly aware that in future no nation
was immune from death and destruction if its policies were

strong in Canada and made the Mu.-j.41--h "settlement" as popular
with the public and most politicians as in Britain.

2. The Second World War brought in its train a greater
familiarity with the woes of Europe than in the past and
demonstrated to another generation of Canadians much more
f orcef ully than to their predecessors the realities of power
politics. Their first-hand participation in the conduct of



prepared to play a more positive part in international affairs
than in pre-war days contributed to the success of the new
missions in securing the co-operation of the governments to
which they were ac.credited (outside the Iron Curtain), and in
strengthening the flow of information to Ottawa upon the-trends
of European policies.

3. In the period between P,3ar1 Harbour and the cessation
of-hostilities with Germany, it was generally hoped in Canada,
as elsewhere, that the partnership of the Big Three in peace
time might facilitate the recover;r of-Europe and the co-operation
of East and West. Whatever faint. hopes may have survived the
debates in San Francisco and the :'irst meetings of the U.N.
General Assembly.and the Security Council were dispelled by the
intransigent position assumed by the Soviet Union in the
Conference of Paris of 1946 upon ;.he minor peace treaties. The
Canadian delegation had.gone to Paris obviously aware that the
Great Powers in general and -che U S.S.R. in particular were
not inclined to concede the smaller powers much more than on
major questions of policy the rolc: of commentator. They hoped,
however, that something might be (.one to-lessen the breach
between the Soviet Union and the 'United States and the United
Kingdom, and that Canada as a cour^try, in the Prime Ministerts
words, with."no specific national interest in the adoption of
any particular formula for the so' ution of individual conflicts
and differences", might play a helpf ul part in seeing that "the
peace treaties will be based upon the broad and enduring prin-
c-iples of peace and equity". The results were disappointing;
"We achieved something, but not nearly as much as we would have
Iiked", was Mr. ClaxtonTs subsequent verdict in the House of -
Commons. The Canadian delegation returned from Paris, impressed
by the Soviet determination to maintain a monolithic solidarity
among its satellite states, pessimistic as to the prospects for
an early rapprochement between Russia and the West, and con-
cerned at the continued weakness of such countries as France.
Meanwhile it was becoming only too clear that Europets economic
recovery was to be a more painful and prolonged process than
had been anticipated in 1944. In -,,hese circumstances it was
not unlikely that a divided Western Europe, already infiltrated
by an eager and ruthless Communism and still suffering from the
malaise of Nazi occupation, might 'oe compelled to call again
upon the New World to redress the oalance of the Old. If such
should prove to lie the case, whe::3hould be the Canadian attitude?

4. In the economic sphere i: had been decided, that
Canada had reached the limit of her capacity to contribute to
European recovery. The last export credit had been extended in

May, 1946 and ir.quiries after that date were politely but firmly
refused. Beforu 1947 had ended Canada was herself involved in
a struggle to ease.the-strain upon her gold and dollar reserves
which necessitated restrictions upon.imports and upon travel
in the United States and the flotation of an American loan.
When the United States launched the Marshall Plan in that year'
it was not possible for Canada to take parallel action as had
been done when the United Kingdom negotiated its loan in North
America in.1945--46. The recollection of i ts -anxieties in 1947,
made the government henceforth possibly unduly cautious in its
attitude towards the possibility of. Canada furthering European
reconstruction in spite of the rapid recovery in the Canadian
economy which resulted from the substantial "off-shore" purchases
made in Canada as a result of the Marshall Plan.

In the nolitical sphere the story is different.
Domestically the behaviour of the Soviet Union, particularly as
exemplified in the treatment of Czechoslovakia, had disgustE:d
members of all parties and creeds-ex:cept the Labour-Progres._3.ves
and their dupe3. The willingness of the United States to pla;;* an



active part in stemming the tide.. of Communism i n Europe,
reflected in the Truman Doctriné cf 1947 greatly increased

Canadian readiness to co-operate, although at the same time

of West Europe was of almost equa:. importance. As Mr. Robertson
summarised the situation in a despatch from London, on April 21,

initiative in furthering what Mr. Bevin called the consolidation

upon American initiative. The fact. that the United Kingdom
had likewise sharpened its policy and decided to take the

it was to make Canadian policy in Europe still more dependent

1948:

"Ever since we have been in a position to shape our

prepare p
cover the North Atlantic, although it had declined membership in
the Pan American Union he was told by Mr. Reid that:

When, under instructions from Dr. Evatt, the Australian g
Commissioner called upon the department on March 25, 1948 and
expressed his Ministerts surprise that Canada was apparently

d to acce t membership in a security pact which might

U. e
This development in Canadian policy excited Australian iniehest.

countries may be assured that Canada will play her f u11 par
in every tiovement to give substance to the conception of an
effective system of collective sec^.rity by the development of
regional- pacts under the Charter of the United Nations." The
Mi ist r of External Affairs spoke on similar lines in April.

other countries in Western Europe and in which the United States
will be providing a firm basis, bcth economically and probably
militarily for this link across the North Atlantic seems to me
such a providential solution for :o many of our problems that
I.feel we should go to great lengths and even incur considerable
risks in order to consolidate our good fortune and ensure our
proper place in this new partnership."

7. Mr. Robertson was referring, of course, to the
discussions which proceeded before and after the formation of
the Treaty of Brussels and which were to result in the North
Atlantic Treaty.The Prime Minister had already indicated in
the House of Commons, Canadian approval for the action taken by
the United Kingdom in promoting the Treaty of Brussels which
.he described as "a partial realization of the idea of collective
security" and'had significantly declared "The people of all free

t

member of the Commonwealth9 by our'special relationship with
the United Kingdom and at the samc time, although in less.
degree, with other countries in Western Europe as well. A
situation in which our specifl re'ationship with the United
Kingdom can be identified with oui special relationships with

own policy abroad we have had to vTrestle with the antinomies
created by our position as a Norti: American country and as a

"The first line of defence for all. the free countries,
whether Australia or Canada is surely Western Europe. If the
Soviet Union were to succeed in conquering Western Europe, we

To this doctrine of European primacy, Canada has steadily adhered,
as our policy in the Korean crisis has demonstrated. In this
connection it should be noted that at the time these negotiations
were proceeding, no other Commonwealth country showed any willing-
ness to emulate the United Kingdom and Canada and participate
actively in the discussions on how to assure the security of

Western Europe. Both Dr. Evatt and General Smuts were reported
to be initially uneasy about closer political union of the United

Kingdom with Western Europe.

8. Coupled with this emphasis upon Europe first was the
insistence that any guarantee of aid to Western Europe by Canada
should not be on a unilateral basi3. This dogma was basic to the

should all be in imminent danger".



North Atlantic: Treaty and reflected. that Canadian conviction
that in a future war the aggressor might pref er to strike
first against the industrial centres of North America which
the experience of two world wars had demonstrated to be the
real arsenals of democracy. As has been recorded in an
earlier chapter, the Western European powers were so eager
in 1948 to secure immediate AmerL;an military aid in Europe
that they were -less alive to the '.mportance of a long-term
military alliance than might have been expected. It was for
that reason that despatches criti,--ising their mistaken attitudes
were sent to-the Ambassadors in Paris, Brussels and The Hague
during August, 1948, which they might use to drive home to
the.government concerned the importance of looking beyond the
immediate present. At the same time the Government authorized
a Canadian officer, Brigadier Graham, to sit as an observer in
the military discussion that begaii among the Brussels powers in
London in July, 1948. Here too, the presence of an American
officer facilitated such a dapart.ire from previous policy,
although it was accompanied by tho conventional reminder that
he was to take'no part in the discussions of major.policy and
was to avoid making commitments.

8. As the consolidation of Western Europe developed
under the aegis of the Treatÿr of Frussels, and a still largér
number of European states were brFught together in closer
economic contest through the Qr^garization of European Economic
Co-operation which had resulted under the Marshall Plan, further
proposals for European integrationrapidly emerged in both
offic.ial and unofficial quarters. Such developments were warmly
welcomed and stimulated by the Unj ted States but were received'
much more cautiously by the United.Kingdom Government. The
British attitude was commented upcn with some concern by
officers of this department in both London and Washington. Mr.
Ford wrote a despatch from London in September, 1948 pointing
out that although there were "very many solid reasons" for the
United Kingdomf s suspic-ion of a Federation of Western Europe,
it was inevitably committed to the closest co-operation with
that cont=nent. He believed it was in the Canadian interest
for the United Kingdom association with Europe.to develop as
closely as possible, even if it in7olved some weakening of the
formal unity of the Commonwealth as such, which he regarded as
"an unfortunate but probably not e. decisive consideration".
As Mr. Ford put :'^t:

"But what would be regrettable is the possibility of
the United Kingdom failing to take the lead in Western Europe
because of some wishful thinking that it can still reconstruct
the Commonweal t:1 in such a way that Britain will once again
become a power of the magnitude of the U.S.S.R. or the United
States."

9. - During the meetings of the Commonwealth Prime Ministers
in London in October, 1948, Mr. Wrong telegraphed the department
from Washington to suggest that some clarification of the inten-
tions of the United Kingdom as to its role in Western Union
should result f rom the current meetings. He pointed out that it
was largely true that some of the strongest support for rapid
progress in the political and economic unification of Europe was
to be found in the United States where the United Kingdom was
regarded as mainly responsible for the alleged lack of definite
action, partly because of Commonwealth commitments and partly
because of desire to protect its "socialist experiment" f rom
continental influence. He feared that this alleged reluctance
might become the pretext for a new isolationism in the United
States and prophesied that more would be heard of it later. As

--Mr. Wrong suggested that the consi(iarations advanced in bis
message might be borne in mind by Mr. St. Laurent during the



discussions in London, his message was sent there. On
October 19 ., Mr. Bevin gave the Prime Ministers a review of
United Kingdom policy in the Western world during which
apropos of Western Union he remarked that "it was alien to

The Prime Ministers were assured that the United Kingdom through-

the British inclination to create grandiose paper constitutions"
and described his own policy as one of creating Western Union
step by step on the basis of solie practical achievements.

10. In the negotiations whic,h preceded the establishment
of the Council of Europe, the United Kingdom followed what our
High Commissioner in London described as a "pedestrian approach"
to the question: It disliked the 3riginal French proposal for a
Consultative Assembly and would'h3re preferred a Council of
Ministers of Western Europe to be composed "of governmental
delegations with advisers from each of the countries concerned".'
It believed that the Assembly would work in an unreal atmosphere,
would "tend to lose itself in disczssion of impracticable
policies", would indulge in "partioan intervention in internal
affairs of its'component states", -and even "discredit the whole
course of inter-European co-operation". But the feeling was so
strong among the other countries that the United Kingdom had

Commonwealth, the United Nations and the promotion of world peace".
was in accordance with the interests of the other members of the

for more active leadership by the ..United Kingdom. He described
Canadats policy.as being based on the belief "the task was now
to convince France and the other continental Powers of Western
Europe that it would be worth while to resist aggression from
the beginning". In the Conferencs communique issued on October
23 it was noted that "There was general agreement that this
association of the United Kingdom with her European neighbours

-was the next to speak in the discLrssion, did not, however, press

out the negotiations had been "f ul ly mindful" of its special
position as a member of the Commonwealth. Mr. St. Laurent, who

attention to the limitations upon the power of the Assembly. and
pointed out that Mr. Bevin had taken care to.stress the special
position of the United Kingdom because of its Commonwealth ties.
In our case it might be assumed that silence meant dissent from
the position of the other High Commissioners, since there is no

High Commissioner, with support fr)m his Australian and Ceylonese
colleagues, expressed some concern about the implications of what
Mr. Menon described as "an extrema:_y important constitutional
development with considerable impl:'.cations for the Commonwealth,
particularly those physically removed from Europe and those of
non-Europe origin". The United Kingdom Minister, Mr. McNeil drew

a meeting of the High Commissioner.., in London on February 4,
1949. On that occasion it was sigriificant that the Indian

fully informed of these developments which were summarized at

to accept the idea of an Assembly rnhich it then attempted to
limit as much as possible in its p.owers.

11. The Commonwealth governmonts were of course kept

Council of Europe would take place at Strasbourg in August, a
departmental memorandum of aune 23 suggested that a Canadian
observer should be present. General Vanier was consulted and
agreed to send an officer from his mission, adding that he had
learned the United States was also sending observers in a completely

unofficial capacity. This course wasr followed by Canada, and the
United Kingdom and France were informed, again unofficially, of

this action. Messrs. Chapdelaine,, Kilgour, and Ritchie accordingly
attended the sessions of the Consultative Assembly, and the latter
was impressed by.,the speed with which it had developed a sez;se of

corporate identity. Although it wfs too soon to give a definite

indication that any Canadian view was expressed.

12 When it was learned that the first meeting of the



forecast, it was his feeling that the Assembly was "a force
to be reckoned with to a much greater extent than the Govern-
ments which created it (and particularly the United Kingaom
Government) ever contemplated.

13. No comment was made to the United Kingdom at the
time on the cautious policy which it was f ollowing, but h^r.
Pearson made a brief friendly reference to the evolution of
the Council of Europe in his 'survey of international develop-

the scenes a considerable exchange of opinion was taking place
ments in the House of Commons on t.ovember 16, 1949• Behind

between the Department and r!tissior:s abroad because or the

Lippmann. lir. hülgress and the ' hs ids of eight Canadian missions
1

fanned by critical articles from tao Alsop brothers and tiValter
reported in A ugust, helped to causa this suspicion, which was
State Department by men like Mr. Ksnnan, as tsr. Wrong had
pact that there had been some thiniing along those lines in the
artite partnership with the Unitei States and Canada. The

q
Kingdom was moving away from co-op3ration in Europe to a tri-

o s s

a se "el to the Washington talks In September 1949, the United
in OR E C. had not been consulted, and the suspicion that as
tion of the pound, about which the United K_ingdomts associates
had been heightened by the economic impact of the abrupt deaalua-
at the British approach to the unification of Western Europe
European countries and in the United States. European annoyance
increasing unpopularity of United Kingdom policies among.the

in Europe were asked to comment on the situation. In genera

with other countries of Europe". ''Europe" wrote Mr. Dupuy "now
drawal at least from active particIpation in closer co-opera t on
a new orientation of United Kingdom policy equivalent to a with-
were uneasy in Mr. tiYilgress4s words, at what they regarded "as
they tended to confirm the belief that the European countries

tion were more categorical than e 1 ssa e

f ormulating by ear y
programme to take Europe well along the road toward economic integra-

th State Department would have

meeting of Or.
1 in 195o a record of accomplishment and a

--on in Paris on October p1 when his re
H

ereme
underlined even more emphatically by Mr. Offman of

s to

so far as they were willing and able,,* These Amer can v e v
f IN-1A a t a

telegram also sugge
"collaborate closely in the process of ontinental integ in

4 4 Ms were

sted that the United States and ana a o

should go ui VA.
interest both economic and political to continental Europe". The

C d sh uld

fth than it v,-fi done to date in a ac g
in these questions, but indicated his vieti^r that to e Al e g

11 tt hin its

with Vdes ern U.J. p.
not be expected to involve itself as deeply as continental countries

h U it d Kin don

tha ran e
t E o e Hn recognized that the United Kingdom could

t F c should take the lead in integrating es ern

,Europe an re
of "supra-national institutions in Europe". Mr. Acheson suggesting

Z"l t Germany

resen
d commended early progress towards the establishment

tative at E conference of U.S. heads of mi ss on n e

on
highest level". It was from the Secretary of State to his rep-

i i IV stern

October 25 a telegram representing current thinking au the
14. Meanwhile, Mr. Wrong was shown by the State Department

n

by equal participation by the otY:e3 countries or Viestern Europe.
or even a closer co-operation amon:; them unless it was accompanied•

un
talk about "a super-federation of the three Anglo-Saxon countries"

4-P4 ed Western Europe..." He str. ongly deprecated any f urther
secondary to the main objective of having a strong and fa r 1y
"it is essential that relations with the Commonwealth should be

i

could be f itted into such an arranj;ement, but emphasized t
ha

Europe including the United Kingdom", He thought the Commonwealth
P

t

olitical and economic integration of all the countries of Western

feels jilted and let down". rdr. W.ilgress believed that it

should be C'anadian policy to help to bring about "a closer

wished. Mr. Acheson also sent Mr. Bevin a persona me g

expressing the hope that the United Kingdom would play a more
aconor^ic co-operation.positive part in fostering Europe...



7 summarized these developments ar.d declared that the achieve-
15 A memorandum from the European division on November

on the ground that:
Consideration should be given to !;anadian participation in OEEC

that Canada should "examine the sL.bstance of the United Kingdomts
reservations about the Council of Europe and a unified Europe
generally which result from her mEmbership in the Commonwealth".

power could help to explain to th(. United States the "European
doubts about thorough-going federE_lism". It alsosuggested

absolutely necessary and maintained that Canada as a small

ment of the unification of Europe should "in the large sense
be one of the major objectives of our foreign -policy". It
advised against urging general principles more than was

said that the United States was making great efforts to achieve
of the U.K. ecôncmy with that of Western Europe . i The Minister
United Yingdom especially by the United States. for integration

Y
finished criticising "ill-considered Plans" being•yressed upon the
as seen b the United States and Canada. (Mr. Bevin had just
his remarks very largely to the economic aspects of the problem
her traditional links with the Commonwealth, ltsr. Pearson devoted

g
possible in European unification so long as it did not prejudice
he ur ed that the United Kingdom shouid co-operate as f uily as

P
our European missions- in Western Europe and Scandinavia. Although
lac,--d by him iu Hansard of February 22, 1950, and were sent to

prepared statement,U) of which some excerpts were subsequently
Europe and Mr. Pear immediately followed with a caref ully
1950, at Colombo tsr. Bevin describid United Kingdom policy in
stable and secure association in 'el:astern Europe". On January 13,
it "the reasons why full suppor^^ ; s being given to building a
imperialism, but in explaining, as a Foreign Office spokesman put
at Colombo not only in allaying Ilidian suspicions or American
the Foreign office had let it be known that Canada could be helpful
delegation knew that it would also assist the United Kingdom, since
to the other Commonwealth states. In so doing, the Canadian
an opportunity to expound the Canaiian view on European integration
the Colombo Conferenc:e of Commonwealth Foreign Ministers afforded
16 No action was taken upon most of these proposals, but

with the Commonwealth.
on the danger of its European poli--y undermining Its association
as a member of the Commonwealth to reassure the-United Kingdom
The memorandum also proposed that Canada might use her influence

seek for ways to bring this about".
bring the two communities together, that we continue to
our Atlantic partners will be used as far as we can to
Kingdom withdrawal from EuropG, that our relations with
"Canada at least is not anxious to promote a United

make known to the Foreign Dff ices boncerned - that:
commended thât Canadian missions in Europe should be asked to

United Europe would have stroig psychological consequences".
stitutional or institutional basis in the operation of a
Eastern associations, Canadian participation on a con-
"As a North American, Atlantic and Commonwealth power with

In a subsequent memorandum, dated December 3, 1949, it was re-

(1

Delegation at Colombo.

This statement was in line with the views expressed at an
informal inter-departmental meeting held on November 30 to
discuss the problems of European Economic Co-operation whose
minutes were prepared by Mr. T.ePan, a member of the Canadian
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"a noble objective" in Western Europe and that Canada
welcomed such attempts to further -loser economic co-operation.

orI the numerous proposals that hadHe suggested two tests for I
been advanced in various quarters to further economic co-operation.
They should be examined to see whether they had substance or
were merely gestures, and. should particularly be assessed by
the criterion. of "tivhether or not it will lead to a progressively.
wider co-operation in trade and other economic matters between
all the countries of the free world". 14r. Pearson then went on
to say that:

"It might be better for us in Canada to suffer some
temporary disadvantages rather than to see the prospect
of closer economic co-operation, which we believe to be
necessary in. Western Europe, rre.de impossible because the
United Kingdom is unable to participate".

In the communiqué issued after the Colombo Conference, the
reference to the relationship of the United Kingdom to Western
Europe was iven more specific encouragement than had been the
case in 1949. It stated that:

"The Conference agreed that thsre need be noinconsistency
between the policy followed by the United Kingdom in
relation to Western Europe and the maintenance of
traditional links between the Jnited Kingdom and the
rest of the Commonwealth".

17. Members of the Consultative Assembly of the Council
of Europe were well aware of the Uaited Kingdom dilemma. They'
had no desire, as their first president, I.T. Spaak of Belgium
told an American audience in January, 1950, to-ask that country
to choose between Europe and the Commonwealth. With the forth-
comizg Colombo Conf erence in mind, on December- 21, 1949, at a
meeting of the General Affairs Committee of the Assembly, a
resolution was passed asking Ir. Sp.3ak to approach the British
Government and ask it "to organize unofficial conversations
with representatives of the Council of Europe with a view to
determining the manner in which tha Commonwealth might co-operate
with the Council of Europe in poli';ical and economic matters".
There was no Canadian observer in ;3trasbotirg at the time, and
the first intimation the Departm:^t had of this decision was a
despatc.h in the New York Times the following day. Mr. Wilgress
reported that M. Spaak visited the'United Kingdom Ambassador
in Brussels on December 23 to communicate the terms of the
Assembly resolution, and to explain that what he had in mind
was the possibility of the United Kingdom inviting Commonwealth
representatives to attend the next Council meeting as observers.
He hoped that Mr. Bevin would bring up the question at Colombo
and would like to have discussed matters with him personally.
M. Spaak, who was not popular in British official circles, was
not encouraged to visit London and Mr. Bevin did not raise the
question at Colombo. The Foreign Office regarded this resolution
as "insuff iciently thought through". One of its members concerned
with Council of Europe questions expressed his own satisfaction
with the Canadian policy of sending an unofficial observer. When
the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe asked London for
further information in March, 1950, he was brushed aside with
a formal reply which simply repeated the section of the Colombo
communique" referring to Western Europe. There for the time being
the matter rested.

18. At the second meeting of the Assembly in August, 1950,
Canada was represented, as before, by unofficial observers trho
came this time from the Mission in Bonn. By that time Canac?a
had become associated in OEEC together with the United States on
an informal ba3is, the Schuman Plan had been brought f orward, and



the' entry of Western Germany and the Saar as associate members
into the Council of Europe had further increased its importance
as a centre of European co-operation. The sense of urgency
had also been sharpened by the events in Korea. Mr. Davis was
assisted by Messrs. Chapdelaine and Andrew of his mission.
Despite the limits on its powers which caused a sense of frustra-
tion among many of its members, he was greatly impressed with
the possibilities of the Council and noted in the discussions _
"a-cvmplete recognition that unless there is the greatest degree
of co-operation between these European nations that they will
finally be picked off one at a ti^.^e by Russia".

19. Of direct interest to Canada were a recommendation
and a resolution which revived the question of Commonwealth
association with the Assembly's activities. The first recommended
to the Council of Ministers that s

"The Governments concerned shall consult the Governments
of the overseas countries with which they have links of a
constitutional character in or3er to study ways and means
of ensuring that their interests are adequately represented
in the Council of Europe". I

The second ins.tructed the Standing Committee of the
Assembly to invite the Parliaments of'the overseas countries
in question, which were not alreadv- directly or indirectly
represented in the Council of Europe, to send observers.to the
next session. This action was prompted by Conservative t':7.P. Qs
f rom the United Kingdom, one of whom, l!.2r . Julian Amery, declared
on August 17 "if these countries were themselves represented
Britain would be relieved of some:^esponsibility and might be
able to move a little faster". In this report Mr. Davis drew
attention to the resolution. He t'2ought Canadian parliamentarians
would benefit from attendance, not only because of the value of
personal contacts with their--Europ3an colleûgues -but because
"they would acquire a first-hand impression of the growing sense
of a European community, however d.{vergent may be the view of
the different groups as to the prao-tical form which this community
might take".

. -. . . . . . . . ^ . . . .

20. When the subject was fir^it discussed in the Department,
it was felt that the present arran;;ements had proved satisfactory,
and since Canadian interest close!-- paralleled that of the United
States "it would be undesirable to be more formally associated
with the Council at the present tirie by virtue of our membership
in the Commonwealth". It was decided to defer action until an
invitation had actually been received from the Assembly. It was
also learned Erorn the United Kingdom that the Assembly recommenda-
tion was not go;ng to be discussed promptly by the Committee of
Ministers and would be referred to a committee of Experts which
was going to study the revision of the Statute of the Council of
Europe. If that committee approved of Commonwealth Governments
being invited to accredit observers, the United Kingdom indicated
that it would be very glad to welcome them to the discussions.
Accordingly, Mr. Davis was informed on November 6, 1950, that. the
Department felt it was premature to attempt at present to assess
the merits of acceptance of the invitation, and was asked to give
his further views after his visit to the adjourned session of
the Assembly, which was to.meet shortly.

21. In reporting on the meeting, Mr. Davis devoted a special
despatrh to the question of overseas representation, from which
it emerged that the Standing Committee had followed up the
AssemblyPs resolution by appointing a committee of three to draw
up a complete list of the overseas territories eligible for invita-

tions. This committee, of which Lord Layton was a member, listed
the parliaments of Australia, C'eylon, Canada, India, New Zeeiand,



Pakistan, South Africa, Cambodia. Laos and Indonesia as those
concerned. It was understood that invitations would be sent
to the speakers of theirparliaments, and that the hiinistries
of Foreign Affairs would be informed unofficially of the action
that was being taken. Mr. Davis pointed out that, next to the
United States, Canada was the non-European country most frequently
referred to.in the Assembly debates. He argued that a refusal
to accept the invitation might cause the Assembly to form the
assumption "that we accepted the U.K. position so far'aswe
were concerned as a Commonwealth country". He reiterated his
-belief that the invitation should be accepted and suggested
that Canada might be able to influence the ambitious plans the
Assembly had for consolidating exiating organizations for
European co-operation. In his view, three or four responsible
parliamentarians as observers, with the right to participate in
debates, could perform a useful sezvice in strengthening the
position of the Council of Europe as the "agreed instrument"
for closer European union.

22. No word of the proposed invitation had been recei-red
by March, 1951, in the Department. The High Commissioner in
London was asked to make inquiries,and discovered that invitations
had been despatched in January to the speakers of the various
parliaments and that all of them htid replied, except those in
Pakistan and Canada. None of the :ommonwaalth countries had
shown any keen interest, India and New Zealand declining the
invitation.outright.

23. This awkward gap in information resulted from the
failure of the Secretariat of the Council of Europe to send an
unofficial communication to the Department on this question;
and from the tardiness of the Speaker of the House of Commons
in inf orming the Department ^4of his receipt of an invitation.
After inquiries had been made, Mr. Macdonald wrote, on April 4,
to enclose a copy of the invitation. He explained that he had
been waiting to take it up not on1;= with the Government but with
the executive of the Canadian branch of the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association, in accordance with a suggestion f rom
the Secretary-General of that body who had also written him about
it. Since no regular meeting of the executive had taken place
as he had anticipated, he asked thc. Departmentts view as to the
advisability of calling a special nne to see what action should
be taken.

24. In a memorandum to the r,ijnister on the latest develop-
ments, the Department opposed sending Parliamentary observers
who would form a part of a "not particularly representative group
from overseas" that would be involved in what was "essentially
and intimately a European concern". It regarded the problem of
uniting Europe as one to be solved primarily by the United Kingdom,
France and Germany, and did not want to see Canada associated more
intimately with the Council of Europe than was the United States.
It pointed as well to_the lack of enthusiasm shown by other parts
of the Commonweal th. As Mr.' Pearson agreed with these views,
a letter on these lines was sent to the Speaker on April 27, with
the inclusion of a draft letter which he might choose to use in
his reply to V. Spaak. The Speaker was not quite happy about the
wording of the reply, which did not make explicit the fact that
he had acted in consultation with the government, and delayed
action, with the result that no reply had been sent before the
Consultative Assembly opened its sessions on May 5. The Department
then draf ted a telegram, which the Speaker approved, expressing
regret at the delay, and declining the invitation simply on the
ground that pressure of parliamentary business made attenda7ce
impossible. Unfortunately, as events proved, the telegram added
that it was understood that another invitation to attend the
autumn session was under discussion end tr.Qt when it vas received,



the invitation would be given "sympathetic consideration".
This standard phrase of friendly evasion was not understood
as well in Strasbourg as it is in Ottawa. Our observers
there, about whom the Secretary-General had been informed
officially for the first time, reported that the general
understanding was that Canada wouid send parliamentary observers
in response to the next invitatior:, a misinterpretation which

to justify creat; zg one of this magnitude. As'r.^r.'lrong was told,
when asked to ascertain the State Departmentfs views:

this news was unfavourable. It was regarded as premature,
coming from an Assembly which had too many unsolved problems

parliamentary Committee. The initial reaction in Ottawa to

from the United States and Canada to participate with a delega-
tion from the Assembly in what was vaguely called an Atlantic

acquired in April. The General Af.fairs Committee of the Assembly
had drafted for the tk-Tay meeting a proposal to invite legislators *

upon advance information which ou::, Netherlands Embassy had
25. The ref erence in the telegram from Ottawa was based

their guarded comments were unable to dispel.

invited and seemed likely to attenu in the autumn. Mr. R.G. 1!?fackay,
M.P., who was an Australian by birth, argued strongly thatthe
Dominions and the British Commonwealth were in a different
position f rom the United States. A Foreign office observer sub-
sequently told an officer from Canada House that "most members of
the Assemblv rep-arded Canada more as a member of the Commonwealth

not be opposed to members of Congriss attending. The issue was
still further confused by. the Strar3bourg Assembly deleting any
reference to Canada in the resolut=.on which invited a delegation
of members of Congress to discuss vith the Assembly means of
furthering contacts between the tltio bodies. The deletion of
Canada was deliberate, being bas(-.,d upon the arguments of U.K.
speakers that Canada as a Commonwealth country had already been

extended to Laos and Cambodia. The initial.views on attendance
at Strasbourg were much the same in Washington, where the Staté
Department considered NATO and OEE130 as more practical'bodies
f or doing business with than the Council of Europe. But there
..was a more lively interest in -Atlantic- Union in -Congress than
in the Canadian Parliament. Under pressure from Senators
Gillette, Kefauver and others, the State Department performed
"a considerable tactical swerve", ind intimated that it would

"Our most effective contributictl to European unity is
through membership of NATO and UNO, the success of whose
efforts would make possible the peace and security essential
to successful integration of E:irope".

Nevertheless, an invitation linked with one to the United
States was quite a different matter from one parallel -to those

than as a member of the Atlantic Community". In reporting this
view, Mr. Wilgress deprecated such a belief, since he felt that
Canadian interest in the Council of Europe arose primarily from
our position in the North Atlantic Community and in NATO. He
thought it of considerable importance that:

"the basis and timing of any future association between
Canada and the Council of Europe should be equated as
closely as possible to that of the United States.(1)

(1 tSr. Wilgress xeaffirmed this view in Zuly, 1951, when
asked to ascertain what was known in London on the matter.



26. The Assembly had delegated Lord Layton to visit
Washington for preliminary soundings before the proposed joint
meeting, and he chose to come to Ottawa first to learn what
Canadian views were. Before his arrival a departmental

transmittal. In his letter M. Spaak said that:

"The Assembly attaches the high•:st importance to the
presence of members of your Pa_-liament as observers, as
it considers that the achievement of greater unity
between the European countries..oo should be accompanied
by a strengthening of the political and economic links
between the various European nutions and Canada".

a sounding board for European ideas and projects". During his
conversation with Lord Layton on May 25, Mr. Pearson tactfully,
if not accurately, assured him that Canada did not object to
not being associated with the invitation to the United States.
He took care to explain why the current formula for inviting
Canada.as a state "having constitutional links with a member-
of the Council of Europe" was not altogether satisfactory. In
October Congress cleared the way for American action by adopting
a resolution which made possible tne presence of.seven members
of each House at a meeting in Stra^bourg with representatives
of the Assembly.

27. While in Ottawa Lord Lay-ton saw the Speaker of the
House of Commons and handed him a copy of the invitation to
attend the autumn session. On June 6, the formal invitation
was presented by I.T. Spaak to our Ambassador in Brussels for

it was advisable for Canada to avcid the accusation of being
unco-operative with a body which, with all its limitations,
"does symbolize the hopes.of millions of Europeans and acts as

in sending parliamentary observers, who would undoubtedly
profit by the experience of seeine at first-hand European
difficulties and divisions. In view of the American position

indicated a shift of opinion ref lecting the trend of events
in Washington. It was now felt tYat "no harm" would be done

memorandum. summarized developments- f or the Minister and

In forwarding the invitation to the Speaker, Mr. Pearson suggested
that it be brought to the attentio!: of the House of Commons before
the end of the session. He hoped `)y that time that more would be
known about American policy. As h•: left shortly afterwards for
London, the Department also broug;v; the matter to the attention
of the Prime Minister. Mr. St. ia^rrent also received at this
time a telegram from Mr. Churchill and a letter from Mr. Harold
Macmillan, M.P.,, both urging that Canada should be represented
at Strasbourg. Mr. Churchill said that :

"It is of the greatest importance to British leadership
in Europe to ensure that developments towards European
unity shoulcj. ^e in fullest harmony with Commonwealth
interests".ll

28. On Tune 25, the Speaker informed the House of Commons
of the Invitation. Two days later, following a question from
Mr. Graydon, the Prime Minister made an explanatory.statement.
He said the decision to be taken was of interest to the Govern-
ment, which was seeking "more enlightenment" before making up its
own mind. Mr. St. Laurent referred to the variation in kind of
the respective invitations to the Canadian Parliament and the
United States Congress. He added that, if observers wore sent,
he believed they should be representative of the complexion of
the House, a policy which Mr. J.M. Macdonnell, M.P., who had been

(1) As the result of a similar appeal to him from Mr. Churchill,
the Prime Minister of New Zealand reluctantly arranged that the N ew
Zealand High Commissioner in London 7hou1d attend the Assembly as
an observer. Mr. Doidge disliked the idea and f elt,that Commonwealth
representation ''would be dangerous to Empire unity".



in Strasbourg for a time in 1950, supported. No action was
taken before Parliament adjourned. At a Cabinet meeting on
July 4 it was decided that the President of the Assembly should
be so inf ormed, with the assurance that Parliament would be

q ^
which concerned overseas countries, and thus give the Assembly
a chance to know at first-hand the point of view of the country

concerned. He also believed that, once Canadian parliamentary

of the invitation. He felt that if observers attended, they

might be able to discuss with the competent committees some

"estions on the agenda especially of an economic character,

not be until October, it would be impossible to reach a decision
before the Assembly opened, as then contemplated, on September
24. On the Departmentfs initiative, it was arranged that the
Canadian Ambassador in Brussels srould be instructed to see
M. Spaak and explain to him the situation. General Pope was
also authorized to enlarge upon the unsatisfactory character
of the invitation from the Canadian point of.- view. After his
interview, the Ambassador reported on July 31 that the Assembly
would not meet after all until October and that M. Spaak would
so inf orm the Speaker - a developmsnt which General Pope did
not encourage. M.- Spaak ingeniocsly argued that Canada, to
whose representatloii he attached special importance, and other
Commonwealth countries were sctually being given "better
treatment" than the United States since they were to have a
continuing association through observers. He explained this
policy was prompted by the "desire of Europe to demonstrate
to the United Kingdom that the latterts association with the
Commonwealth-could not create difficulties".(1) This reasoning
did not impress Mr. Pearson, who c)mmented in a memorandum to
Mr. Heeney on August 16:

"We cannot accept an invitation to associate ourselves
with the Council of Europe merely because we have a
certain formal attachment to Europe now th ough our
membership in the Commonwealth of Nations.Y2) We should,
however, give sympathetic consideration to association
with the Council in.an observer capacity, if the United
States Congress takes the same attitude ... In any event
I am inclined to think that our ultimate attitude should
be the same as that of Congres3".

Mr. Davis was informed of this view and asked "to engage in
some discreet educntional activity" while in Strasbourg.

29. Although this view still represents the DepartmentTs
position, a sequence of unexpected events modif ied it somewhat
in practice during the meetings of the Consultative Assembly,
which' were twice delayed because of' the U.K. elections and the
conflict with other meetings of NA,-,,-'O and the United Nations. As
he had promised, T.T. Spaak wrote to the Speaker of the House of
Commons concerning the change of date and utilised the opportunity
to attempt to clear up the "misunderstandings" about the nature

asked to consider the matter when reconvened. As this would

(1) Bof ore M. Spaak saw General Pope, Lord Layton had seen
Mr. Pearson in London. He was informed of the Canadian views,
and in turn clarified*the nature of the invitation to the

(2) It is significant that the Chairman of the Council of
Ministers, Mr. Lange of Norway, expressed regret that Canada
had not been invited in the same manner as the United States.
M. Schuman was also said to have regretted the omissior.

United States.



observers had attended a meeting and reported back, it would

manner, with the Consultative Assembly". Mr: Macdonald
consulted the Prime Minister's Office, not, it maybe noted,
this Department and was advised to thank M. Spaak, - inf orm

Parliament would wish in f uture to be associated, and in wha
then be possible "to consider more precisely how closely your

no, was - there one word of . official welcome'.- ,yevertheless,
thought their presence was of distinct benefit to Parliament,
while adding that care should be taken to "maintain the position
of being silent observers taking nj part whatsoever in the
activities of the Assembly"JI , ) He thought it unfortunate that
no Canadian was present at the joi'st discussions held with the
U.S. delegation, and reported that he found general regret at
this absence and a feeling that Caaada, standing midway between
Europe and the United States, could have filled an interpretive

rôle.

30;. Canadian policy towards -^he Council of Europe has been
described in some detail because it illustrates significant
contrasts in attitude with the rest of the Commonwealth and the
United States. To Commonwealth States, other than the United
Kingdom, what happened in Strasbourg was either a matter of
indifference, or one which might threaten the cohesion of the

ovem S. .2
by the presence of the two observers, "not one word of acknowledg-

eredment of the presence of the Canadian Parl;amentarians was uttered
, ,r

J. om Otta;vIa but Mr. Pearson who was in Paris for the U.N.J.
General Assembly and was accompanied in the Canadian delegationI
by Senator Hurtubise and four t^S.P, Ps., would be asked to arrange
for some of them to go to Strasbourg. Accordingly, Senator
Hurtubise and General Pearkes, attended some of the

meetings. Ironically*enough, although they were present with
the approval of both Speakers, they still did not have a formal
mandate f rom Parliament. In view of the continued pressure by.
M. Spaak it was surprising that Mr. Davis should report on

N b r^0 that although his own position had been facilitated

again wrote to inform 'Mr. Macdonald and to express the 3hope t a
the Canadian House of Commons had "voted" upon the matter of
observers and would be represented.. - Presumably af ter an inter-
view with the Prime Minister and for reasons which are not
recorded on our files, the Speaker replied on November 8 and
met M. Spaak half-way._ He said t^at bt.P. Is could not be spared

that a heavy legislative programmE made it unlikely that
observers could be sent to the meeting, then f ixed f or October

15. It was also suggested that he might express the deep
interest of Parliament in both. the Assembly. debates ,and the
discussions with the U.S. Congressional delegation, and indicate
that in due course Parliament wou^d give f urther consideration
in the light of these important davelopmentse Mr. Macdonald
acted accordingly and so informed the House. When the Strasbourg
meeting was postponed for the seccnd time, the persistent M. Spaak

him that Parliarâent would not convene until October 9, and

jWhile in Strasbourg, General Pearkes held a press interview,
at the request of the Head of. the Information Service of
Council of Europe. Speaking personally and as an opposition
member, he said that what he had seen in Strasbourg was most
encouraging and that the idea behind the Council of Europe
commanded general support from people in Canada. In direct
contradiction to Departme ntal views, he was reported, by
Mr. Andrew, as saying in answer to a question "that he
preferred that Canada should be associated with the Council
of Europe through its membership in the Commonwealth rather
than through association on the same basis as the United

States".



Commonwealth. To the government of the United Kingdom it
was a question of major importance, but also one that provoked

discussions with the United States. To Canadian observers in
Bonn, Paris, London and Washington, however, it was a matter of

continuing irritation that so many Europeans should persist
in urging the closer association of the United Kingdom with
Western Europe to a degree which might reduce the former's
freedom of action in the Commonwealth, in NATO, and in

mean, and its pkesmen are more caittious than public; men in the
United States.^^1 Although critical of the United Kingdomos
policy, Canada is much more sympathetic than the United States to
that country's views on the necessity for the gradual development
of functional co--operation in Europe. This attitude may explain
our apparent reluctance to express more frankly in London than we
have done in our views upon the Council of Europe. Lastly the

speedy European "integration", whatover that magic phrase may

feeling both It. Spaak and Mr. Churc'iiil, for quite different
reasons, are almost completely unewt ►re. In contrast-to Washington,
however, Ottawa is more ali^.re to ,: o difficulties in the path of

country that Canada looks towards Strasbourg. For that reason
dislike of being linked with the Council of Europe merely by
virtue of the fact that this countrr is linked with the United
Kingdom by constitutional ties is constant and vigorous. It is
clearly reflected in the view that our association with the
Council should parallel that of the United States. Of this

American state, and as a dollar country, and not as a Commonwealth

1952 a nagging attitude of denigration towards what went on in
Strasbourg. To none of them did t:)ie problem of the Commonwealth
loom as large as it may have done In British minds. The pre-war
habit in Canada of regarding Europ.3 as an entity was naive.
The "cold-war" one of viewing Western Europe, including the
United Kingdom, as an ontity which had gone down tremendously
in importance in the scales of power politics, because of the
towering might of the United State,, and the Soviet Union, and
which must pull itself together as effectively as possible was
soundly based. As Ur. Davis, who reported so disc:erningly on
-events in Strasbourg commented in ^'anuary, 1951:

"Through the North Atlantic Trecty the future of our
nation is to a_ considerable ext-ent tied up with the future
of Western Europe. A strong cr-ordinated Western Europe
is something we need most....i* is in our interest to press
upon the British Government the view that we think they
should get in wholeheartedly behind the Council of Europe...'

In this comment Mr. Davis brought out the new factor in Canadian
policy of participation in NATO and the correspondingly greater
concern with what affected the military and economic strength
of Western Europe. It i s as a partner in NATO, as a North

gratification that Western Europe _aas coming together and of
concern that the United Kingdom goiernment pursued before

(1) See Appendix 17.

(2) On January 30, 1952 this policy found most significant
support from President Truman when he wrote to three
Senators, who asked his views on a resolution endorsing a
constitutional convention in Europe to lay the groundwork for
a European political federation at the earliest possible date;
"I believe sincerely that the creation of a political f edera-
tion in Europe, uniting the strength of free peoples on that
continent would be'one of the greatest contributions that
could be made toward the advancement of freedom and the
maintenance of peace'r.



exBlored to the full. Every eCf ort should be made to
"Here at last is a concrete proposal which should be

implement it. It shows a breadth of vision and imagination
in which, so far, public men. have not been. over-indulgent".

The United Kingdom had been given no prior information about the
Plan and was, at the outset, suspicious of its implications(l)
and ^isinclined to accept the invitation to the Conference on

-which has not been well handled, either by the Speaker of the
Parliamentary observers has raised a new problem of liaison
nature of' Canadian association with the Council through

House of Commons or this Department.

On the.day after its announcement General V'anier discussed its
meaning with the Minister of Infor:•lation M. Teitgen. In for-
iwarding the information he receive i the Ambassador expressed

was launched by the French Foreign Minister, on May 9, 1950.

economically and militarily. Of t.hese the most significant
to date have been the Schuman Plar. and the project for a
European army, both of which origJnated with France. The
Schuman Plan, proposing the creat3.on of a supra-national
authority over the production of coal and steel, initially in
France and Germany, but open "to i;ther European Countries"

of various plans for the consolidE tion of Western Europe

31. The period which witnessed the appearnnce and develop-
ment-of the Council of Europe was also marked by the emergence

his own "very humble opinion" that.

Western Europe. Again, answering a question on the Schuman Plan
on September 4, 1950 in the House of Commons, he referred to the

views he.had earlier expressed in London. In what was obviously
intended for London as well as Ottawa the Minister remarked that:

"It would be unwise especially not to do everything to encourage

the French in any proposal which may h @al the age-long .onf lict

between the French and the Teutons". (21

r. Schuman ha said his proDo.3a1 would "lay the first r4a1
foundations of a European Feaeration".

rr â
rkschuman(2)

éxpressédsgrâtiPicâtionnwithié^ir^ Péârsônbsré

their problems that Western Europet;n nations are making. He
regarded it as important in the field of politics as economics
and said in that connection:

"It may mean a long step forward in ending the ancient
feud between Gaul and Teuton which has caused so many dark
things to be written on the pages of European history. I
believe that this is an example of the new approach by
Europeans to their problems, and we can only hope it will
be successful, both politically and economically".

In this statement Mr. Pearson was following the same line of
policy which had led him, as has been already noted, to welcome
at Colombo the prospects of closer economic co-operation in

of the Government and officials he expressed a contrary view that:

"As the Plan was of such far-re^iching importance to the
future integration of Europe, it should, in the view of
the Canadian Government, be ad-risable--for--the United
Kingdom to endorse in principle at least and without
hesitation the broad political aims of the plan, no
matter how impractical its ecoaomic implications might
appear".

Speaking in the House of Commons o:, ► June 5, two days after the
United Kingdom had publicly declinod "to associate themselves
with negotiations on terms proposcc: by the French government"
he praised the Plan as indicative 1)f the imaginative approach to

it extended by the French government. At that time Mr. Pearson
was in London. During the informai talks with one or two members



32. Prior to the Minister's statement the Department
had prepared a memorandum, dated August 22, on the Schuman Plan
which was deseribed as representing its "considered views".

French proposals in public statements. It is also very pertinent
that Canadian eronomic interests were not'likely to be affected
by the implemen.ation of the Schuman Plan. A menorandum from the
International Trade Division of the Department of Trade and
Commerce, which was discussed at the Sub-Committee of the Inter-
Departmental Committee on External Trade Policy and generally
concurred in, pointed out that Canadian exports to continental
Europe were still, as in pre-war days, only about 6^ of total
exports and were composed almost entirely of primary commodities.

attitude, in view of the U.K. aloofness, was substantially aided by
the fact that the United States repeatedly -warmly welcomed the

Schuman Planand its ratification tTy the °six partner-Wgovernments.
The lapse of time did not cause any material change of view in
Ottawa. Thus a re-examination of the political implications
of the Plan by the European Divisicn in May 1951, when the sub-
ject was under discussio ^n the Inter-Departmental Sub-Committee
on External Trade Policy^l did not bring out any new considera-
tions. However the point was made more definitely that it was
the Plan9s broad political aims,.rEther than its economic
ramifications, which won the general support of the Government.
It is not unreasonable to note that the maintenance of such an

certainly not the intention of M. Schuman or the French govern-
ment. Should that happen it would.,weaken rather t han strengthen
,the Western European system.- Attention was also drawn to the.
necessity of evolving an adequate relationship between the new
organization that was established iind the Council of Europe and
the OEEC. *If the United Kingdom d4cided to participate, this
would affect the interests of the coal and steel producers and
consumers in the other Commonwealth countries. The memorandum
pointed out that a precedent had been established for their
participation in some manner by Canadats association with OEEC-
which began in July 1950.

33. Over two years elapsed botz+reen the launching of the

influence which the Schuman Plan might have upon the prosperity
and capacity for self-defence of Viestern Europe. If Franco-
German suspicion could be eliminated and a firm contractual
relationship be established among the Western European Nations,
it would grea_tly contribute to Western unity and strength.
When the plan was implemented the,produc.tive capacity of
Western Europe was likely to eapaiA, unless its aims were
subverted by the Comité des Forges or German industrialists.
The extent of the contribution whic;h the Plan might make to
North Atlantic Defence would depend upon the French Government4s
attitude to such issues as the expansion of German steel produc-
tion, the manufacture of arms and 'ailitary equipment in Germany
and German rearmament. This circular document touched lightly
on to the possibility of a "Third l'orce" movement in Europe
gaining a fresh impetus by the Pla:i, pointing out that this w as

Canadian interests were likely to be affected mainly by the
In a section on implications for Canada, it suggestea LnaL

(1) This Committee had briefly discussed the Schuman Plan in
October 1950• It then agreed that the Canadian delegation
at the GATT meeting in Torquay-should ask Ottawa for
.instructions if the topic arose, "because of the highly
political and military implicationsinvolved".



Consequently, Canadian commercial interests would not be
directly affected by the creation of a preferential trading
area for coal, iron and steel products in Vestern Europe.
Moreover these prod ucts were ones whichconcerned Canada as
a net importing country. If the Schuman Plan would lead to
more efficient lower cost production, this country would stand
to gain by acquiring access to possible sources of supply which
would reduce dependence upon the United States. It would also
be in the long run an advantage fcr Canada if progress under

potential importance as an expandin^-, market should not be minimised.
If the United Kingdom joined in the Plan, which was thought doubtful,
Canadian dairy products could also :)e seriously affected, while
in continental Europe the Belgian market might be lost for
evaporated milk. In time the expansion of the Plan might also
lead to obstacles being created t;^ the sale of Canadian salt cod
in European markets. These possibl: losses would not be com-
pensated for by the possible increa3es in the exports to this
area of agricultural machinery, fert;ilisers, seeds and feedstuffs.
The memorandum concluded that the danger existed in integration
being used."as a screen behind which uneconomic production could
be fostered and preserved". The Departmental memorandum on the
political implications of the Pflimlin Plan pointed out that it
was the most ambitious experiment suggested to date in supra-
national institutions because of the number of countries involved
in it. Unlike the Schuman Plan, it did not have its origin in an
emphasis on Franco-German rapprochement. The fact that it was
being launched under the aegis of the Council of Europe might also
increase the importance of that body. Accordingly Canada might
find it necessary to assume a more lively interest in the work of
the Council and its agencies, "if only for the protection of
Canadian economic interests". The possibility of a closed
European trading area developing, from which North American
agricultural products would be excluded, did not necessarily mean
that Canada.should automatically oppose its creation, since the
political and strategic benefits accruing from the scheme might
outweigh its economic disadvantage. Such considerations had
already operated in the case of the Marshall Plan. As exampl es
of such benefits the memorandum listed the resulting increase•*in
European production which would reduce the strain on overseas`
shipping in the event of war, and the improvement in European morale

affected. Continental Europe had not been a large market since
the Twenties but its need for wheat was increasing and its

On March 29, 1951, the French Government sent . a memorandum to
members of, the Council of Europe a id to Austria, Portugal and
Switzerland, suggesting that a preliminary conference be held
to examine the possibilities of cr•3ating a unif i ed European
market for agricultural products ' and providing for -the control
of the export prices of wheat, dai_,y products, sugar, and wine
by a supra-National authority. This suggestion evoked little
cordial interest, except in Holla&., and the proposed.conference
did not materialise until March 19`.2e According to a despatch
from our Embassy in Paris the deler^stes met "in an atmosphere of
partial cynicism and indifferencerr and did no more than authorize
the appointment of a committee of experts to draw up the agenda
for a plenary session later in the year.

35• F.ieanwhileDttawa has had under consideration the
possible effects of the new plan uFon the sale of Canadian
agricultural exports in Western Europe. The same Trade and
Commerce memorandum that examined the Schuman Plan estimated
that Canadian wheat was the commodity most likely to be adversely

the Plan would enable Western Eurcpe to earn and save more dollars.

34. The same meeting (May 1951) discussed another French
plan, named after M. Pflimlin, Minister of Agriculture which
presented a quite different economic problem and well illustrates
the importance of these considerations in general Canadian policy.



and enhar.cement of the will to resist aggression that might
result from a successful demonstration of EuropeTs ability to
manage successf ully its own affairs without outside aid. Since
it might be necessary for Canada to choose between "broad
political objectives on the one hand and domestic economic

gration is a desirable and logical phase of general European

unification". The.statement noted, however, that the projects
for creating a single European agricultural market should embody

37. More recently the United States had modified this view
and -authorised the Director of the European Office of the Mutual
Security Agency to issue a statement in Paris on March 24, 1952
immediately before the "Green Pool" meeting which declared that
"it is the view of our Government that European agricultural inte-

n eg ,
Pflimlin Plan, such as were likely to result fron the Schuman Plan.
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reached any firm conclusion as tc; the degree of importance which
should be attached to them". Mr. V'rong learned on June 29 that
the State Department felt that any potential political advantages
gained by promoting European political integration would be
definitely outw!:iighed by the economic and -technical disadvantages
of the Pflimlin Plen. The United States gave its support on "a
selective basis" to proposals for European political and economic
i t ration and could not see advantages to be derived f rom the

as those of the United States. S.Ls.ce they mig t prove o e
compelling, he was asked t o avoid r^iving the impression that

"i aisin^ the auestion of political implications we have

questions with the State Department. He was told t a ana n
misgivings for economic reasons woc1d be substantially the same

l h t b

enthusiasm for the Plan. When the: Interdepartmental sub-Committee
studied these two memoranda, it agreed that the Plan could either
achieve its avowed aim of removing some of the abnormal differences
in price:levels within Europe or could equally well have the harn-
f uI effect of creating, and maintaLning, uneconomic, high price
-agricultural production within Eur.)pe. It asked that the replies
received from the Canadian Missioni in-Europe to the circular
despatch of `May '30, '1951 "be circulated, and decided to give

further study to the Plan.

36, Since the Ptlimlin Plan i_3.still far from realization,
mattersremain in that inchoate st-igea Meanwhile close contact
has been maintained with the United States Government, which,
in fact, initiated an exchange of views in Ottawa through the
Commercial Counsellor and. the Agricultural Attaché of the U.S.
Embassy as early as May 4, 1951. Out of this preliminary talk
emerged some of the considerations which were stated in the
Departmental memorandum that has buen described. On June 18, the
United States Government had decidtsd tentatively that the
Pflimlin Plan was neither an effec-,;ive nor desirable method of
dealing with the problem and was proba^ly based upon a French
desire to avoid competitive market=ng: 1) The political and
strategic considerations arising from the Plan were not referred
to in a second interview which Mr. Flood of the U.S. Embassy had
with the Department. Mr. Wrong wa^, asked to explore these

h t f4 die

which the Plan could produce on th3 Canadian economy, an impact
which would obviously be affected oy the degree to which other
European countries gave active encouragement to the development
of the Plan. On that subject it offered to secure information
from its missions. As has been inlicated they found little

for a re&sonably accurate estimate ôf the extent of the impact
interests on the other" the Department suggested the need,

(1 The French Department of Agriculture maintained, however,
that nothing could be f urther from the spirit of the proposal
than closing the European market to autside competitioi.:



concrete measures for expanding trade "through the progressive
elimination of trade barriers in Europe and aim at lowering
trade barriers to trade with the rest of the world". Somewhat
disconcertingly, Mr. Porter added, on his own volition, a more
enthusiastic endorsation in the opening sentence of his press
release which said that "The United States earnestly supports
the creation of a single European market for agricultural
products as an important part of the move towards achieving
general European unification". The reason for the U.S. shift

Mocha the Minister of Defence, presented the French position at
the Defence Committee meeting in Washington, and the flaws in
the military aspects of the Pleven Plan c used considerable
anxiety in Ottawa as in other capitals.tl^ For the second time
it was necessary to postpone decision at a NATO meeting. There
was concern in Ottawa at the adverse effect.this delay might
have- upon the consolidation of NATO and upon American public

an alternative policy and f orced a postponement of action in NATO.

39. Although there were seric.us doubts to the practicability
of the military aspects of the Plan,, its relation to the integra-
tion of Europe, politically and ecr^nomically, was in line with
previous C ,̂anadian views. In the Lf:partment it was suggested that,
"the economic aspects of the Plevsn Plan might furnish the main
missing component as a principal safeguard against any revival
of German militarism". For that reason the Department- favoured
most. caref ul consideration in Washington of the French proposals.
It hoped that t:^a views presented by the United States would not
be adopted prematurely. It argued that a delay of a few weeks
could not in any case affect overall defence planning, since
there were shortages in the types of equipment necessary for
rearming German units. Yet the intransigent manner in which Mr.

emphasis upon the overriding importance of the political aspects
of -European integration will modify Canadian views upon the
Pf liax2in Plan when it comes nearer to being a reality.

38. The third French proposal for European integration,
the Pleven Plan,-touched Canada more closely than the others,
since it dealt with the creation of a European army which would
have to be fitted into the structure of NATO. The suggestion
arose from the eagerness of the Un.ted States to incorporate
German forces into the defence of Western Europe. This policy
was advanced by Air. Acheson in Sep'^ember 1950, at a meeting of
the Foreign Mi nisters of the United States, the United Kingdom
and France in New York, before the NATO Council met. In
hastily presenting to the French P€irliament on October 24 the
Pleven Plan, which would link a Eus•opean army with the political
institutions of a unified ELx ope, he French Government offered

products. There was also noticeable in Washington a growing
emphasis upon the urgency of stren;thenïng Western Europe, so
that it could contain Western Germany s uccessf ully. This
emphasis made the political considarations.`veigh more heavily
than-the econonic doubts about the Plan which had not been
entirely dispelled. It remains to be seen to what extent this

of attitude appears to have* been information that IT. Jean Monnet,
who had so much to do with the Schuman Plan, had used his
influence to modify the French prLposals so that they were less
protectionist, and the realizatioL that the warmest supporters
of the Pflimlin Plan outside France were the Dutch, who as low
cost producers were not advocates of high tariffs for agricultural

(1 At the Vy'ashington'meeting Mr. Claxton expressed scepticism
as to the practicability -of the Pleven Plan but indica^ed
a sympathetic understanding ofthe reality of the French
fears of German rearmament which was much appreciated by
M. Moch.



opinion, already embittered by the difficulties in Korea.
With this in mind it was decided to approach the French
Government and urge upon it.the wisdom of considering what
might be done to narrow the gap between the French and
American positions. On November 6, after consultation with

As a country closely in touch with opinion in the United States
it was Canadats view that:

f orward as quickly as possible. It was undesirable that military
progress should wait for agreement on political integration.

tion of Western Europe. But the critical situation made it-
essential that a compromise on the military level "could ar.d
should be worked out at once" so that military planning could go

about the danger of a resurgence of German militarism and .
sympathized with the broad lines of French policy on the ii..tegra-

Schuman was to be told that Canada shared France's apprehei:sions

the Prime Minister, Mr. Pearson sent a long telegram to General
Vanier to be used in an interview with the French Foreign
Minister with whom he was on especially friendly terms. M.

that of an observer". It would judge the work of the conierence
primarily by the manner in which it served to strengthen the

•Atlantic Community.

41. As the Paris Conference which opened in February
Canada was represented by an observer, General Vanier, who, like
his colleagues from the United States and the United Kingdom,
attended only the meetings of the main committee. Because of his
position he was not given instructions but was sent instead on
Febr uary 26 a statement of the government's views upon the issues.

purely Eurôpean questions the United Ste es role will be strictly

than had been anticipated, it was f elt that Canada should t3
represented at this meeting. The French government had inf :)rmed
Ottawa, on December 18, that invitations would be sent to
"interested governments and the governments of the United S^;.ates
and Canada", and the United States decided, as was learned on
Zanuary 30 1951 that "insofar as the conference deals with

"The United States Government are certainly not bluff ine
when they say that they could not.go to Congress with
a proposal to station major United States forces in
Germany in peace time while the Germans themselves were
not participating in Western defence. The same considera-
tions apply to Canada".

Two days later, General Vanier reported that he was received in
the most friendly fashion by M. Schuman who said that he shared
Mr. Pearsonts views "without the smallest reservation". This
information, and the fact that M. Moch, in conversations or his
way to Ottawa and in the capital, seemed somewhat less obdurate
reduced the disquiet. By the end of the year agreement had been
reached in the NATO Council on France convening a conference of
interested governments to explore further the Pleven Plan. In
turn France had agreed that German participation would strengthen
Western defence without altering the defensive character of NATO
and that the Governments of the United'States, the United Kingdom
and France should discuss the question with the Bonn governnent.

40. When Mr. Acheson sent a personal message to M. Scauman
welcoming the Conference on the Pleven Plan in more cordial terris

taking an active part in the discussions;

(2) aFranco-German rapprochement is of vital importance to any
system of European defence and to the. peace of the world.. If
such rapprochement can be achieved through a European army, it
would therefore, in the long run be beneficial to Canada;

Europeans themselves to settle, and the Canadian observer while
maintaining a"sympathetic interest" should avoid, if possible,

.involved. These included the following observations.

(1 } the creation of a Fsuropean Army is a matter for the



(3) since the European army scheme is an example of the
closer integration of Europe which has already been

participating as principals in the conference should be
fully aware that any scheme adopted must be acceptable t.)
NATO members. Canada therefore welcomed the assurances

(4) the Canadian Government considers that the countries

generally approved by the Canadian Government, Canada
hopes that the current conference will meet with success;

given by M. Schuman in his inaugural address that the
proposal for a European army would ^be withdrawn if it
appeared that it would delay Atlantic defence; -

members should create a favourable atmosphere for a
On the other hand the presence of representatives of NATO
the conference is, in the Canadian view, bound to failo
In the absence of a willingness to make such concessions
substantial mutual concessions by both French and Germans.,
at the very root of German participation will require
(b) to achieve the Franco-German rapprochement which is

submitted to NATO are most welcome.
French that the recommendations of the conference would. tie
Europe. In this connection the assurances given by the
light of existing NATO plans foF the def ence of Western
.not only politically but also militarily practicable in the

tion in Western def ence which is worthy of caref ul and
sympathetic consideration subject to the following
important reservations;

(a) it must be demonstrated that the European army plan j.s

army seems to us to offer a framework for German participa-
(5) on political and pyschological grounds the European

re resented in Paris only by an observer. Presumably Canadr

which had from the outset declined.-to consider participatioi_
in a European army and had underlined its position by beinp

the lack of any comment on the position of the United Kingdcm,
An interesting omission from this summary of Canadian views is

Franco-German rapprochement.

wwas in accord with this view, and no such comment was thougLt
required.

42. In the first round of meetings, which proceeded at a
leisurely pace, lasting until Suly, the French followed a ccn-
ciliatory policy and the Germans did not bargain too stiff ly.
As a result a wide measure of agreement. was reached and there
was no occasion for any intervention by !.he Canadian observer.
This fact, together with the increasing approval with which both
the United Kingdom and the United States viewed the situation,
a feeling which was reflected in the ,meetings of the Western
Foreign Ministers in Washington in September, 1951 very largely
dispelled Canadian uncertainty about the workability of the

European army. When Mr: Pearson took part in a televised broad-
cast from New York on September 24, ne f elt free 1,0 say that
although the European army was primarily a prob,lem for Europeans
he thought it a good idea, and to comment f urther:

"Though at first I think a lot of people over here had
some doubts as to the practicability of the European army,
the discussions'that have taken place in the last year
have removed a good many of those doubts and progress is

being made. I think it is all to the good that there should
be a European army, providing that that European army can
be integrated into something bigger, the North Atlantic

force."



43, When the European Army Conference resumed its
discussions in the autumn, both the United States and the
United Kingdom modif ied their position as observers by
seeking (the latter having been urged by France and Germany

two other countries. In his .judp,ment the role of observer,
Canada had the same compelling.reasons for doing so as the
a similar request, but pointed out that he did not think
Vanier asked for direction as to whether Canada should mako
to do so.) representation on the Steering Committee. General

but responded more cordially to the Ministerts inquiry as to
whether "something could not be done to give the Europeans the
impression that Britain was keenly interested in and anxious to

and Mr. Eden. N either was sympathetic to the Aur a prop ,

with French statesmen indicated, but were put forth so s rong y
that Mr. Pearson thought it advisable to mention them in the
following week in London during informal talks with Mr. Churchill*

i I osa3

eve
the army f rom becoming essentially a Franco-German one, in which
he felt Germany was bount to become eventually the dominating

force. In view of the increasing nationalism of Germany,
President Auriol, was deeply concerned at, the prospect. These
views may have been peculiar to the President, as other contacts

44. In the complex discussions that ensued before agreement
was reached -in May 1952, during which the Benelux countrie^,
became concerned about the inroads which.would be made upoi.
their national sovereignty, the French Government became forcibly
aware of the intensity of popular^distrust of Germany, and the
German government bargained more. sti2'fly for equality of status,
the Canadian view that Europeans must settle this European
problem, though never abandoned, was modified somewhat in
practice. This was not surprising, since the emergence of the
European Defence Community, as it was becoming known, would
require a definition of its contractual relationship to NATO
and 'obviouslT affected the progress of strengthening the defence
of the West. What is noticeable during this period is the desire
of both the French and Netherlands governments to keep CanEda
informed of the reasons for their attitudes, and the readir.ess
with which the United States shared its information and v^Fws
upon -the trend ;of events. An interesting illustration-of the
French concept of Canada as a "trait d+union" in Europe-United
Kingdom-United States relationships was the conversation which
President Auriol had with Mr. Pearson on December 4, 1951 during
the latterts attendance in Paris at the General Assembly of the

U.N. The President, who spoke with considerable feeling, r3s
most anxious that the United Kingdom should participate dii3ctly
in the European army and f eared that if this was not done, the
current negotiations would probably fail. It was his vie^, that

n a"token contribution" would be of material aid in.preventing

General Vanier was instructed to carry on as bef ore.(1)

ments to other international agencies. After consultation with
the DepartIIent of National Defence which took the same att.tude

Canadian representative in view of the other numerous comml_t-
mind the difficulty of providing senior advisers. for the

offering encouragement but not advice, suited Canadian neeas
very well. The Department shared his views, having also in

(1) In Tanuary, 1952 Canada did decide to ask for representa-
tion by an observer on the Steering Committee of the E.D.C.
because of its relationship to NATO. This request, a nd
Norwarfs, was refused, but it was agreed that a 'NATO
official should attend the EDC meeting, and the NATO
secrctariat should keep all NATO members not in EDC well

informed.



work out some basis of association with the European army."

Subsequently, General Vanier informed President Auriol in
ded terms of the talks in Londôn, and was asked by himguar ^

e his very deep appreeiation to the 1Iinister for his

closer co-operation between
prompt agreement was reached on the headquarters of both being placed
in the same places. The Minister said that he realized the special
difficulties which the whole problen created for the Netherlands,
and the ease with which advice could be given for North America
where those difficulties might not be always understood but believed

Failure might also ave
which, although not likely to participate formally in the various
European organizations, was moving to closer co-operation with

them. As Mr. Pearson saw it. the best way of preventing these
disastrous consequences was "not to discourage or delay the
European Army and EDO, but to make sure that these moves are tied
in with those toward Atlantic unity". He Also suggested that

EDC and NATO would be fostered if

where the idea had taken firm root, and that suc a
more likely to cause a withdrawal from 'Burope- than' the. feeling
that European unity and strength would make unnecessary the
presence of U.S. troops in Europe and political commitments.

h the same effect on the United Kingdom

as 11r. Stikker had said "with the continenta L. -c
larger Atlantic circle". But he pointed out that failure ^j•
prolonged delay to create EDC and the European army might ?-t:ve
"a most discouraging and frustrating effect in the United S{.ates"

h failure was

DO 611 to t e reA.111
the views of the United`Kingdom, and of Mr. Churchill in particular,
and noting that its past obvious scepticism about the i'leve.r. Plan
had played its part "in strengthening the reluctance of the
Benelux countries to accept theraore drastic implications of the
Plan", he suggested to Lir. 5t. Laurent that it might be
desirable.during Mr. Chur chill's _ forthcor,^ing visit ^in OttavrF .
to emphasize "the importance which we.attribute to the concept
of a European.Defence Community and the dangerous and diffieult
aituation which would result if,the Pleven Plan collapsed".

45. On the same day as this memorandum was sent to the
Prime Minister a further proof of Canadian concern with the

ôutcome of the U17. discussions was givëri by the despatch of
a personal lettfrom Mr. Pearson to the Netherlands Foreign
Minister, Iâr. Stl.kker, with tihQm he was on intimate terms. Mr.
Stikker had previously asked the Netherlands Ambassador in
Ottawa to call upon the Minister to describe his uneasiness at
the -nature of 'the negotiations in Paris. What disturbed hiii-^^ras
the apparent indifference of the French to the idea of a North
Atlantic Community and their belief that the North Atlantic Treaty
was an ephemeral defence alliance which would disappear if the
-Soviet threat to security ceased to exist. In com^:enting or..
these views Mr. Pearson agreed that EDO and NATO should be
related politically and militarily as closely as possible, r.lsArays

1 i le inside the

the o y- ra j
-associated with the defence of Western Europe on terms acceptable

h h and German Governmentstt. After describing

t a e ^ -
greatest political importance'. In his judgment it providei:

n nl f rlework At sug^ested by which Germany could be

in a nem
h t th conceotion of a European Defence Community was nof the

its difficulties I^Ir. Pearson had become convi.nced, as he irr, e
orandurs for the Prime Minister of January 10, 1952

trl u 1 , l+ f

United Kingdom doubts as to its feasibility. In spite of all

ment to examine the suggestion of a United Y^ingdora token cor -

' b t on to thP European army but the study only confirmec

to conv y
efforts. On his return to Ottawa Mr. Pearson asked the Depart-

(1 See AFpendix 18.
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that the question was so vital that Mr. Stikker would under-
_stand why he had ;vritten in this fashion. On January 21 a
copy of this letter was also given to the Belgian Foreign
Office. With it was an aide memoire expressing the hope of
the Canadian Government that in the tiresent critIca1 stage or
negotiations it would be possible'to reach an agreement
satisfactory to all six countries e This action in Brussel;,
was prompted by news f rom Washington that the State Departn', ent,
which had been shown the letter to r:ir. Stikker, hoped that the
Canadian Government might take such a step in view of the •
disturbing news about Belgian intransigence it had received
from its Amhassador in France.

46. On January 18 Mr. Stikker acknowledged the receipt of
the Minister+s "kind and encouraging message", and assured him
that his country would do everything in its power to come to a
reasonable compromise satisfactory to all concerned. 'lie`hoped
that the United Kingdom the United States and Canada .,Tould
continue to express their belief in the necessitÿ of establishing
strong links between NATO and EDCe The Belgian reaction wa 3 more
reserved. Their reply to the aide-memoire referred to the ;reat
efforts Belgium had already made to secure an agreement and the
necessity of meeting "the legitimate anxiety and aspiration:3 of
all participating countries, great and*small". On.January 23
Mr. Heeney asked the Belgian Ambassador to come to see him,
since he had not been previously informed of developments
because of the speed with which action had been decided upon.
Vicomte du Pare was given a copy of the letter to MIr. Stikker
and was told that:

"while we were deeply interested in the prospects of
securing agreement on the European Defence Community,
we had, of course, no intention of pressing the Belgian
Government in a matter which was of primary concern to
the European Governments concerned."

47. Despite this diplomatic disclaimer, it is clear that
Canada had exerted what influence it possessed to further
agreement, an indication of the intensity of the Canadian
desire to secure a satisfactory Plan for a European army wh)ch
might reconcile the major Western European powers, France and
Germany. The fact that Mr. Stikker had first raised the qu,stion
provided an admirable opportunity to expound Canadian vie;ns,:
In so doing Canada was acting in complete harmony with both the-
United States and the United Kingdom. Mr. Acheson had made his
views known strongly in.Brussels and The Hague, and Mr. Eden
had promised, during his visit to Washington, that the
the United Kingdom would do its best to convince the Benelux
countries they should co-operate in the building of the E.D.C.
Gratifying as it was to make this rare excursion intc European
politics which was in line with Cane:dian convictions and in
harmony with the views of our associates in the North Aitnatic
Triangle, it nevertheless brought with-it certain implications
for the future. By encouraging the Benelux countries to enter
more whole-beartedly into a federal structure in Western Europe,
on the ground that it should develop within a North Atlantic

terni ob j eci.ive, but must be used to reassure those . in Europe who

Community, we were creating, as Mr. Wrong reminded the Department
on February 16, 1952 "a moral commitment, considerably stronger
than a verbal commitment, to foster the development of the North
Atlantic Community by which we had already been bound by a great
number of public utterances". This "debt of honour" would
nocessitate our making clear to all signatories of the North
Atlantic Treaty our belief in the reality and permanence of that
association. Such a policy could not be stated only as a long

continued to feel that the NATO association was purely ephemeral.



48. Another phase of NATO EDG relationships appeared
when German spokesman began to demand full membership in tTATO

was highly suspect in France, where it was claimed that the
as the price for accepting a European army. Such.a demand

admission of Germany would give NATO the appearance of an
offensive alliance, in view of the known desire of Germany
.i'nr the unification of all her territories. In Ottawa, the

they would be very grateful "to receive any suggestions YOU may
have for devising a formula which would go some distance towards

but let it be knawn, as Mr. Wrong reported on Tanuary 28, that
ti`tashington was equaily anxious to avoid expressing an opin>.on,
be made until the question came ber 'ore the North Atlantic Council.
feeling was that no indication of the Canadian position should

Assistant Secretary of State most concerned with these matters,

satisfying German aspirations without creating intolerable
difficulties for France". The fact that hir..Perkins, the

arrived in Ottawa three days later to discuss recent^àeveiol
ments before the Lisbon meeting of the NATO Council fu_rtheic
underlined the interest in Canadian co-operation exhibited in

© y
development and reaffirmation of collective security and collective
action which. is the best preventive of war in the present circum-

stances"e After stressing the key role of Germany in any scheme
for European integration, and praising "the keen and imaginative
political intelligence" of the French leaders who had propounded
various projects for European unity, the Minister conceded that
there was a calculated risk taken by including the German Federal
Republic in the defence system of Western Europe. But he could
'see no satisfactory alternative. Since German rearmament would-
be defensive and of an international character within a European
Defence Community which in turn would be within the developing
North Atlartic Community, he believed that a restored and rearmed
Germany co::ld serve the ends of peace in Europe and in the w)rld.
Despite some doubts about the risks taken, expressed by the
leaders of the C.C.F. and Social Credit parties the House of
Commons adopted the motion without a division.- In his closing

committed to the assistance of NATO.f orces stationed in Westarn

Qermany. The step forward from defending such forces to defending
W stern German was not a great one but was valuable "in the

made it clear that the deposit of the Canadian ratification would
not necessarily follow immediately, but might be postponed "until
we see how other governments act with regard.to it", a prudent
policy which bore in mind the possible difficulties in the French
and German assemblies. He argued that the extension of Canadian
obligations under the Protocol was more theoretical than real,
since by Article 6 of the North Atlantic Treaty Canada was already

existed under NATO. The German Federal Republic, the only member
of EDC not in NATO, would therefore be covered. German wishes
for participation in NATO were also partially met by providing
for consultation between the Council of NATO and EDC whenev•;r -
either party thought it desirable. This ingenious formula, and
the additional reaffirmation by the United Kingdom and the United
States of their guarantees of Western Europe made possible the
signing of both the EDC treaty and the NATO Protocol on May 27,

1952.

49. During this last stage of thorny negotiation Mr.
Pearson kept the House of Commons informed of the chief devflop-
ments. .On March 21 the House was told of the Lisbon agreement,
and when the Treaties were signed in Paris the Minister made a
statement the same day summing up their meaning. With that
background he then asked for Parliamentary approval on June 17
for Canadafs adherence to the Protocol. In so doing Mr. Peerson

Washington. However the Department was not.forthcoming wit;a the
desired magic incantation. At Lisbon there was general reltef
when the NATO Council members, ineluding Canada, agreed in
principle to the text of a Protocol which would be added to the
North Atlantic Treaty after an EDC treaty had been signed. By
its terms reciprocal guarantees were to be exchanged betwee.t
the members of NATO and those of EDC, of the same type as a_ready



statement Mr. Pearson probably summed up the general feeling:

on the solution of the German problem"e Yet it is noticeable that

Post-Hostilities Problems devoted most thought and attentio ►1 in
the latter stages of the war. It was in keeping with this
interest that Canada was prompt to set up aIfilitary Missio.i in
Berlin accredited to the Allied Control Cr;uncil and under t:ie
leadership of Lieutenant-General Maurice Pope which was foriially
opened in January 1946. The Mission was placed on a civiliLn
basis on September 30, 1947 and became the sole responsibility
of this Department.

51.' An indication of the initial Canadien approach to the
peace settlement is given in the opening sentence of a memorandum
prepared by Mr. Glazebrook in January, 1944 which read "The hope

of a lasting peace depends more than on any other single factor

of the United Nations the German problem was the question tu
which Departmental officers, as in the ï+lorking-Committee on

sacrifices imposed upon the Canadi,an people twice in a generation
through German aggression, this limitation was keenly resented.
This was a question upon which the Canadian people felt strongly
and they had every right to expect their government to voic3
their views fully and frankly. Thus a telegram of January ),
1945, to London, describing the size of the Canadian occupation
force for Germany that would be available until the question was
reviewed before the end of the next fiscal year concluded:

"It is uncertain, moreover, for how long after the
fighting ends it will be politically possible to provid3
Canadian occupation forces in view of the fact that plans
for the control of Germany give the Canadian Gover.nment.
no voice in the direction of 'policy.t°

It is not surprising, therefore that with the possible exception

consideration to be kept in mind`is the drastic limitation, at
the outset, which was placed upon action by the attitude of
the Great Powers, chiefly as a result of Soviet insistenc
in arrogating to themselves the shaping of Allied-policy,^^}
In view of the extent of the Canadian contribution and the

aggression, namely the North Atlantic Treaty Organization."
with the strongest deterrent we now have to prevent

Comaunity, including those two old opponents, France
and Germany, and the association of that community

move so important, as I see it, to our own saf ety and
to peace as the building up of the European Defence

Canadian to take any responsibility for defeating a

its diffic:ulties and with all its uncertainties ... a
move towards peace, especially peace in Europe, with
which will be associated the free democracies across
the Atlantic............ I would not be happy as a

"I think this is a move, with all its risks, with all

50. In studying Canadian policy towards.Germany a prime

(1 As early as October 13, 1944, Mr. Pearson was writing from
Washington that; "whatever may haie been the U.K. GovernmentQs
own views on the subject,-they havehad to yield to the views
of the U.S. and, above all, of the U.S.S.R., that the armistice
terms and the German settlement are to'be matters for discussion
and decision by the Three Powers alone. An occasional bone of
participation will be thrown to the European allies and the
Dominions, but it will be done without enthusiasm and there
will*ne little mention of it".



others like Mr. Reid ware already stressing the German
probler^ in connectiongto its effect upon the post-war relations
of the United States and the USSR. With that in mind Mr. Reid,
Who thought that what.was needed was "a moderate and democratic

advoc.ated a policy "best calculated to result in a German state
which would not be so reactionary and anti-Soviet as to arcuse

government in a united and relatively prosperous Germany",

fully and effectively in the war had the right to participate not
only in the fourth or.Peac.e Conference stage but also in th^:
second or drafting stage". Beyond securing an admission th,it
Canada certainly had contributed a great deal to the winning of
the war he got no satisfaction. It was during this period that
tir. Robertson made the ingenious suggestion that, in view of the
unique and unprecedented position of Ger-.iany, an International
Statute "establishing and guaranteeing the post-war structure
and status of Germany" might be preferable to a peace Treaty and
"would not necessarily raise questions of Great Power and Little
Power prestige in quite the acute and sensitive form inescapable
under procedures now contemplated". His suggestion was sub-
sequently integrated in the Canadian submission.

52. When the Deputies refused to depart from the strict
letter of their instructions, the Cabinet then decided to submit
to the Deputies some preliminary considerations upon the nature
of the German Peace Treaty, with the caveat that such a step was
not to prejudice subsequent participation in the making of peace.
At the same time as this submission was forwarded it was tabled
in Parliament on January 30, 1947, where Mr. St. Laurent gave a
careful description of the reasons for the course taken which was
warmly received in the House of Commons.(1)

possible'.'. Mr. Wilgress made this clear to Mr. Molotov in 'ioscow
on April 58 stating that "Canada as a country that had participated

including Canada, some share in the actual drafting of the 'peace

treaty in committee. What was wanted, as a telegram to Lonion
on January 24,. 1947 indicated, was "something in the nature of
commissions of states with special interests, meeting at the
post Moscow stage in private and with as much informality a;

aspects of the German problem uhich are of interest to it", and
was told that it might, if it wished, supplement its communication
by oral presentation to the Deputies. The Government?s immadiate
reaction was one of strong disapprov61 of the procedure envisaged
which was even*less generous than that followed in framing the
minor treaties. Under its instructions the Department made
repeated and unavailing attsmpts to -°secure for --the--smaller ^cowers,

of major questions, such as the nature of the German constitution
they had to wait upon decisions elsewhere before policy cot°ld be
stated. It was not until the meeting of the Council or Foreign
Ministers in December, 1946,.at New York, that the Great Powers
agreed to meet in Moscow in three monthsQ time to examine the
German and Austrian problems. They instructed their Deputies
to consider questions of procedure with regard to the preperation
of the Peace Treaty. The Deputies were also instructed to secure
the views of the other eighteen Allied countries which had
^e1°f ectively contributed to the war against Germany". In line
with this mandate the Government recejved an invitation on
January 4, 1947 "to communicate in writing .. its views on those

the same month Mr. King agYeed with those present in oppostng
the creation of a divided and economically wretched Germany.
But while Departmental Officers were studying the gloomy rc>ports
upon divisions among the Great Powers that-were coming from
London, Berlin and Moscow and working upon a number of stueies

the fears of the USSR or so Communist and pro-Soviet as to arouse
the fears of the USA". By May, 1946 Mr. Reid had amended this
sentence to read in the final phrase "the fears of the Western
world". At the Commonwealth conference 'of Prime Minister: in

(1) A secuz:3 statement was made in the House in March, describing
the unsuccessful efforts to improve the procedure of consulta-
tion between the Great Powers and the smaller ones.



53• In preparing the submission-it was agreed that
detailed references to such specific questions as frontiers
should not- .be included. What was intended was to make clear
that Canada, while not in favour of a "soft peace", was
opposed, as General Pope was.told, "to a German state so
politically and economically oppressed that she will be a con-
stant threat to the peace and economic stability of the worLd".
The primary consideration in framing a treaty should be the
welfare of Europe and the world and not merely "the positioa of

years after the settlement without the consent of the United
Nations.

and independent judiciary, and the subordination of the government
to the rule of law, particularly in the police department. The
constitution should not be subject to amendment for a number of

work of peace-makir_g through membership in the various f unc-;ional
committees which could work on the numerous technical chaptars
that in the aggregate would a.onstitute the Statute.

54. Canada favoured a democratic German State organizc:.d
as completely as possible on ethnic lines (but not including
Austria) and federal in form. A federal State was favoured,
since "The German people .. have clearly demonstrated that they
have not sufficient experience in democratic self-government-
to prevent a centralized State becoming the instrument of
despotism and armed aggression". In this State the central
government should have its powers strictly limited and defined,
particularly its financial and military ones, and the residcal
ones should rest with the component German States. Provisicn
should be made in the written constitution for the responsitility
of the executive to the representative legislature, a strong

Germany or her relation to any one of her neighbours". After
pointing out the difficulties of adopting a formal peace treaty
at present in view of the absence of any German government, an
international statute was suggested which could provide a sound
constitutional basis for the new German state. To this stai;ute
Germany might later adhere, or it might be converted into a
Treaty under the United Nations. By adopting the device of a
statute it would be possible to make peace by.instalmezts,
thus putting into effect quickly decisions on which agreement
already existed and leaving time for discussion of those st;_11
in dispute. The Statute would.,have the f urther advantage ol'
facilitating the association of the smaller States with the

55. The proposals on economic questions stipulated that
provision should be made to prevent Germany from again strengthening
her industrial position to the point that aggressive war-was
possible without at the same time perpetnating in Germany condi-
tions of economic depression and unrest tiraich would seriously
threaten the economic and political stability of,Europe. German
industrial capacity must be used for the benefit of all countries,
particularly those in Europe which trade-with Germany. To achieve
these ends the submission advocated the early establishment of
an Economic Commission for Europe, which could be used to integrate
German industrial development into the general European economy
and for approving progressive adjustments in German industrial
capacil.10;y. Other proposals included the international control
over certain industrial areas such as the Ruhr, and the decentraliza-
tion of German monopolistic industry and 'finance as a further
means of preventing the central German government from indulging
in "policies of illegitimate expansion". The references to
reparations were brief. The current agreements should be reviewed
to prevent Germany from continuing as a centre of European economic
depression. Reparations deliveries should be implemented as
expeditiou°ly as possible so that the Germans might know what
ind ustrial apacity should be left to them.

56. In a section headed "The Abolition of German Armameiits
and Armed Forces", the Government favoured the complete demilitariza-
tion of Germany, so that there would be nothing but a police force



adequate for domestic security. Particular care should b9
taken to prohibit the possession or construction of mass
weavons of destruction or of research about them. There
should be effective international safeguards against violation

prec
of stating their views, preparatory to a conf erence, even in-the

me
luded the other Allied States from any further opportunity

nt at the meetings held in ïioscow and London during 1947
reach any agreement on the main-provisions of a German settle-

ultimately of some form of world government".

5$ - The failure of the Council of Foreign Ministers tr.

ns
involve some surrender of world sovereignty and "the institution

problems, we must build the United Nations into -an effective
i trument r n" the preservation of peace". To do so would

the submission, "to settle the German problem, and other wo.•ld

United Nations as a whole. They must also recognize that a
settlement with Germany was only one stage in creating and
maintaininry the conditions of peaoe. - "In the long run", sa'.d

Y
their national interests, but in defenoe of the interests or the
The therefore should exercise those rights, not in defeace of
of nations which is today organized in the United Nations .of

gg

ment should regard themselves as "trustees f or the whole ccmmunity
those nations which had earned the right to draw up the settle-
a ression by any State. It argued,. in idealistic terms, t)iat
related the German settlement to the wider problem of preventing

or evasion of these terms.

507 The concluding section of the Canadian submission

constitute a provisional Government of two-t rds o erm a ny.
which wiil, subject to the final contro o e py g ,

hi f G

earsor. o
future,-: a German administration will be established in Frr+nkf urt,

f th Occu in Powers

In a memoran
p c mmented° "..it seems clear that in the not too-distant

dum for l'3r. St. Laurent on February 2, 1948, Mr.

House of Commons on May ,5, 1948^

Europe an n
developing under the Marshall Plan. As Mr. St. Laurent told the

d i line with the European Recovery Program w

J. .1 *4 the Benelux countries to participate was a reasona lenv ng
and necessary one for furthering the economic progress of Western

hich was

v as no 2_.V biew w t as a rehensive. It was f elt tant the policy of
of Commonwealth countries on a German settlement but the Canad an

%Y0.1 n and related questions with them. In AustraliaWestern a y
there were some doubts that this policy might weaken the positiion

the Bene ux o
J. a n

1 c untriss to discvss economic co-operation with
F c e held a conference in London on these tapics and nv e
On February 23, 1948 the United States, the Unite K ngiomit d

January, 1947 an p
co-operation and to develop a greator measure of self -government.(1)

d i d and

lans were under way to proceed with economic

o pr e
Th U S and U K zones had functioned au an economic unit sincet oc WA actively with the unification of western Germany.

59.
to intimidate the Western powers into drawing back from attempts

squeeze the Western powers out.-

soviet. action was probably dictated by their desire

o e _ p
crisis of April, 1948 when the Soviet Union began the atter-Ÿt to

occupy g p
th r three owers was to be grimly illustrated in the Berlin

in owers or rather between the Soviet Union and the
could not be reconciled. The eff ect of divergence among P_

g p
so long as the conflicting interests of the four occupying powers

th

0
sin le roblems on the European agenda, no solution was likE.ly
f the fact that Germany remained one or the most important
of Foreign Ministers. It was all too apparent that in spite
described the German questions discussed at-,t he two conf erer.ces
Moscow and the Circular Document of Febr uary 12, 1948 which.

p
which they advocated, as is illustrated by the despatches from
dis utes among the Great Powers and the respective policies

unsatisfactory manner followed before the Moscow Conference.
The Department was kept well informed on the nature of the



"Wc have been kept informed of what has been going on,
and we have not insisted on being present at that stage,
because if we did, it would be a reason for bringing in
a great many-bther countries which might-hamper or retard
the progress being made in trying to bring some semblanoe
of order and re=organization into this zone - a very
important zone not only to the Germans who inhabit it,
but to the whole of VJest9r.n Europe. Its restoration, not
to the extent of becoming again a menace to its neighbours
but to the extent of taking its part in the integrated.
economies of Western Europe, is important to the whole of
Western Europe, and, because it is important to the whole
of Western Europe it is of direct interest to us. For
that reason we have not wished to appear to be attempting
to put forward technical claims which might require the
Occupying Powers, in order to give offence to.no one, to
invite all th¢se who have declared war against Germany.
This, in our opinion, would have a delaying effect on the
measures that the Oacupying Powers are trying to bring :
about for a semi-permanent solution of the problem. But
we are still insistirig that when it comes to the making-
of the final peace with Germany, the Powers who took a
substantial part in the winning of the war shall be given
a^rôle proportionate to their importance in the confliet".

60. The last sentence of Mr. St. LaurentQs statement was
prompted by developments that resulted from the London conversa-
tions which the Benelux countries attended. Working Parties
had been formed there to study such topics as the control of
the Ruhr and the future political structure of Germany. On the
latter question it was decided to continue. secretly .furth9r
study of the question by the three ^'ldstern rsilitary ^.overncrs in

Berlin. The heads of Commonwealth Military Missions in Berlin
could express their views there. When this was learned in '
Ottawa, it was decided to.set up a series of panels, with iziter-
departmental representation, to study the questions that hal
been raised in London, and to authorize General Pope to tak-3
part in the informal discussions in Berlin. At the same tine,
there was some feeling, as Messrs. Robertson and Wrong were told,
that the time might have come "for a wider meeting of the
Western belligerents to discuss the problems now being cons>.dered
by the Working Parties, and other related topics." A confe:;•ence
might have the virtue of further committii:g the United Stet,ss in
Western Europe, if the participants guaranteed the arrangemonts
made for lYestern Germany at the Conference. In reply, on M^-rch
22, 1948, Mr. Robertson explained that the United Kingdom regretted
the possibility of any feeling arising in Canada that the occupa-
tion powers were trying to settle the f u:: ure of Western Germany
without adequate consultation with others concerned, but did not
favour a i,vider conference of Western belligerents. It would
welcome any direct expression of Canadian views. He believed that
any suggestion of a conference of the type proposed would make
things difficult for the United States with Latin American
countries, and mig1at hinder the progress that was being made by
the Western Powors at a time when speed of action was important.

61. After consideration of Mr. Robertson4s views, it was
decided to drop the suggestion of a conference of Western

belligerents. A memorandum was prepared, however, with a view
to its presentation in London, Washington and Paris, explaining
that the Canadian Government did not wish to hinder in any way
the plans _of the Western Powers for securing a wider measure of
unity in Western Germâny and welcomed the wide measure of agreement
that had already been reached. But it pointed out that what was
taking plti,:e was "something close to a peace settlement for Western
Germany" v-._z.ich might affect the position of Germany as a whule and
prejudge some of the issues that would come before a peace coaSerence.
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While not desiring to complicate the negotiations that were
taking place, Canada did not wish her claims to participate
in the German peace settlement to go by default because of

the special circumstances in which the current meetings had

taken place. Nor did-it consider the opportunity to present

rospon
have wide powers in the economic sphere, wide powers of taxation,
and a "good deal of authority. in allocating fiscal resourc^es",

be to solve the problem of a creating a viable commun ty in
Western Germany without creating at• the -same time too strong a
Federal Government. The submission favoured direct election of
the Lower House of the Federal Government, the election of the
Chief of State by the Upper House (which would have only sus-
pensive power over legislation), and of the Minister President
by the Lower House. Federal Ministers should be collectively

sible +-n the Lower House. The Federal Government should

Party in London. On the assumption that Western Germany would
participate in the Western European systPm that was just emerging'
it argued that the more power was given t.o "effective central
organs of the Western European Community", the easieriit would

on April 9 to secure the inclusion of the statement of thP
Canadian position as an addendum.(l) The Canadian paper %A:+
essentially a commentary on what was known of the views the,,,
had been expressed on German Government by the first Working

had been completely cut across bylthe movement for Western-Union
and the developments under the Marshall Plan. Consequently
countries like Italy were concerned with the German problem.
Premature pressure for a formal peace settlement would only
confirm the partition of Germany under Allied auspices and might
end what faint possibility there might be.of some agreement with
the Soviet Union. While realizing the force.of these arguments,

.the Department still felt that some caveat should be advanced
to cover Ganadats claims to consideration. The matter was
resolved, so far as the United Kingdom was concerned, by Mr:
Robertson submitting only the comments prepared on the f uttL^e
political st:ntus of Germany that had been sent to General P=ipe,
but with a covering letter statIng that this was done "without
prejudice to our right to present views later and to insist on
an effective part in drafting the actual terms of the peace
settlement".

62. It developed that the secret Working Party in Ber'.in
completed its report so quickly that General Pope was only ►►ble

he pressed his views, saying that the Western Occupyir.g Powsrs
would need all the elbow room they could get to cope with the
Russians, and that pressure for closer association with the_n
of other Powers would only hamper them in acting quickly ani
flexibly in rapidly changing circumstances. He also pointel
out that the old l939-45 lines of neutrality andbelligeren,ly

provision in the near future,. before the general lines of the
peace settlement with Germany have become fixed, for the active
participation in the process of pence making of those countries,
like Canada, which contributed effectively to the prosecut;.on
of the war". On receipt of this memorandum, r1r. Robertson still
felt it unwise "to revive an old issue of appropriate participa-
tion in the.German peace settlement". By telephone and telegram

views to Working Parties, or to the individual governments,
an adequate method of playing a part in drafting the actual
terms of a peace settlement. Accordingly, the Great Powers
were asked "to bear in mind the necessity of making adequate

(i Through a misunderstanding, General Pope also presented
the Canada memorandum on procedure, and it was necessary
to ez.?lain that the memorandum was sent in error.



The Federal J'udiciary should have jurisdiction to protect
the rights of individ uals against the Land Government as well
as the Federal. Civil rights should also be guaranteed by
constitutional limitations upon the rights of both Federal
and Land governments and legislatures, with special precautions
being taken to prevent discrimination on the ground of race,
sex, language or religion. In addition to reserving powers of
def ence and some aspects of foreign policy as long as the
military occupation continued, the Canadian Government sugg3sted
that provisions for the amendment of the constitution might be
withheld.

63. The second paper, forwarded on April 28, for Mr.
Robertsonts discretion as to how it might be made known to ÿhe
participants in..the second round of .the London talks, was
prepared by a group drawn from this Department, the Departments
of Finance and Trade and Commerce, and the Bank of Canada.
The paper was entitled "The Role of Western Germany in the
European and World Economies" and contained implied critïci.3ms
of some Amarican proposals. After conceding that general
European recovery required a healthy German economy, it obs3rved
that "there appears to be danger tpat the pendulum may swin3
too far from the days of the Morgenthau Plan". It would be
unjustified and even dangerous to assume that "the uncontro'1 ed
expansion of the German economy would constitute no problem for
European lif e". This dilemma might be avoided if the problim
of Western Germany was consistently treated as part of the
problen of Western Europe. If the Western European countries
were to participate whole heartedly i n measures for co-operation,
including the reconstruction of the Ger an economy, they mu.3t

receive assistance more favourable than that given Western

Germany, and must have relatively greater economic strength, as
compared to Western Germany, after special U.S. help had ceased,
than before the Marshall Plan. This consideration should be ---
givén full weight in making decisions on the level of industry
in Western Germany. On balance the,memorandum thought it u;zwise
to make any upward revision of the level of industry plan
announced by the United States and the United Kingdom in Audust,

1947. The Government welcomed these Western zones of Germany
becomin,a, members of O.E.E.C. and repeated its views on the
importance of transferring as much powers as possible in S'te3tern

Europe to this and other international bodies in order to ^1"eate

a viable community in Y1estern Europe with minimum danger f rm
reviving German strength. It also favoured the admission of
Germany to any schemes that could be worked out for closer
European economic co-operation, and expressed the hope that some
way might be found for safely expanding trade between 1'^festern
and Eastern Europe. The final argument -.11 the s ubmission was
that decisions on these economic questions also involved "a
oaref ul balancing of political, strategic and non-material
considerations as well as purely economic considerations". This
memorandum was shown to the United Kingdom Government on May 14.

S ubsequently it w-,! communicated to the United States, France
and the Benelux countries, with the omission of a paragraph which
had suggested that the United Kingdom and the United States should
keep constantly in mind that "France and Benelux should freely
concur in the solutions reached and should not be persuaded to

. give in to United States pressure against their better judgment".

64. The Panels in Ottawa also prepared three other papers
on various phases of the Gernan problem. One of these on
territorial claims against Germany was drapped, because of the
obscurity of the German situation at the time it was und er final
considerat,ion before presentation. A second of a more technical

nature pro.3ented on October 18 had to do with property claitr.s
on Germany. It estimated that, of some 400 Canadian claims,.more



than 170 f or restitution of property appeared to warrant
action for recovery. The Canadian paper urged that provision
be made, and preferred the basic principles of occupation
Law No. 59 adopted for that purpose in the United States zone.
It also suggested that any statute setting up a German Govern-
ment should contain certain proposals modelled on those in
the Italiin, Hungarian and Roumanian.peace treaties for the
disposal .)f property sequestered by Germany after the outbreak.
The last ;iemorandum on "The Establishment of an International
Ruhr Auti^arity" was originally prepared as a commentary on
the first round of talks in London. It was forwarded to Mr.

V e
membership. They did not want to go as far as Canada in granting
the Authority effective powers in the field of disarmament because
of their belief that the Authority would have a better chance of
survival, "if it is not punitive but rests to a certain degree
on•acceptance by the Germans". It was these very clauses which
pleased the French, who were reported as "delighted to find our
views often in close accord with theirs". It was hoped in Ottawa
that the Canadian comments might prove of some help in furthering
an agreement in London which would satisfy the French without

Robertson on June 8 but, on his advice, presentation was
delayed because of developments since its preparation, and the

deteriora ;ing situation in Germany after the Russians had
stepped uv the blockade of Berlin. It was not until December 1
that the Commentary was presented, after having undergone con-
siderable revision in keeping with the developments in London

during thi second_ set of meetings. As in 1947, the Canadian
commentar:r supported in principle the creation of an Inter-
national ttuhrAuthority. Although not then prepared to raise
the question of Canadian participation in the proposed body,

which was limited in the draft convention to the United States,
the United Kingdom, France, Benelux and Germany, the commentary
suggested that an accession clause be included, which would
leave opea eventual membership for othgr Allied states having

a major t:-ading interest with Germany.`1) The Government
favoured the Authority being given specific powers in conjunc-

tion with the proposed Military Security Board to supervise
German disarmament and demilitarization and in order to "detect
and preve:it the return to industrial power in the Ruhr of those
prev-iousl;r allied ti•aith the Nezi Party". In àllocating - exports

of coal, ooke and steel the requirements of countries outside
Europe should be taken into account. The commentary also
suggested that provision for the continuance of the Authority

after the control period should be included in the Statute. .
It believt:d the Authority should co-operate with OEEC and help
to concert. "arrangements for the better co-ordination of the
Ruhr coal, coke and steel resources with those of other areas".
The submiasion attracted considerable interest in London, as
was illustrated by the head of the United States delegation
for the London meetings calling^ at Canada House, on December 7,
to discus3 it. In the resulting conversation, which was in

itself a precedent, it was learned that several sentences f rom

the_Canad:an Paper were being incorporated in a new American
draft for the continuing talks. On the other hand the U.S.
delegation did not like the Canadian suggestion concerning
accession of other Powers to the proposed Authority, because

f th excuse it might give to the Soviet Union for claiming

On this point the original commentary had said: "Certainly
if we are to make a military guarantee of Western Europe we
would be justified in asking for a share in the determination
of policy on a matter of such importance to the defence of
Western Europe as the control of the Ruhr".



adversely affecting Ruhr steel production. When the terms
of the proposed international statute establishing the new
authority were announced on December 29, 1948 Ottawa was well
satisfied with its general terms which, it wam claimed,
"agreed on all major points with the Canadian commentary".

65. During this protracted period of negotiation before
the Germaa Federal Republic was formally established in
September, 1949, the Russian efforts to block this unification
by all mf=ans short of war produced- a very tense situation.
Their blo:kade of Berlin, which commencing in April, 1948 went
on in varying degrees of intensity for over a year, was
vigorously countered by the Berlin airlift. The negotiations
to end th3 blockade w which failed in Moscow in August 1948, ?ed
to the question being referrecl tïi the Séourity Council v+hibh'
Canada was then a'memder. Both these questions,-the airlift,
and the U.V.. negotiations, raised some ticklish questions of
policy. .?rom Berlin the Department had been kept vividly
informed `)y General Pope of the discussions in the Allied
Control Ceuncil before the withdra:val of the. Soviet representa-
tive in n23rch, 1948, and of the differences among the western
members o:a the Plans for integrat,ion of Western Germany. On
this question the General leaned towards the French point of
view. Thas he wrote on February 6, 1948:

"The a,)ectacle of the United Kingdom and the United States
under the pressure of economic considerations, proceeding
by themselves (and neither of them is a European country)
to seek a German solution, and Germany is the core of
Europ 3, without the collaboration of Germany4s Western

.. ..neigh't)ours is not one that fills me with confidence
The "'hree' are not in agreement as to the line to be
taken in Germany either in their Bizone or their Trizone.
How do we fail to see that these oontrovPr.si_ea are the
real dangers to the peace of the world? How can we fail
to se.) that they encourage the ambitious calculations of
the U.S.S.R. and German Nationalists hopes of revenge?"

66: In June, when the Russians used the announcement on
June 18 or currenc y reform in Western Germany as a pretext
for tight:ning much more severely the blockade of Berlin,
General Pape, who was Doyen of the Heads of Mission was
instructec. to avoid any appearance of taking the initiative
in the eut. cuation of missions. He should co-ordinate the
evacuatici:: of Canadian personnel with what was planned in that
respect by the three occupying Powers. As had been planned
for some time, he was to reduce his staff by transferring
Mr. Hicks to open a Consulate in Frankfurt. On Tune 28, Mr.
Robertson learned in London that. the Western Powers were
determined to hold on in Berlin, and were making plans for
supplying the city by air. Mr. Bevin asked the High Commissioner
to inquire what stocks of dehydrated foodstuffs their countries
had on hand. He then turned to Mr. Robertson and, as the latter

reported, said:

"The United Kingdom and the United States would be very .
grateful for any assistance other countries could give in
making additional transport aircraft available for this

operation".

The High Commissioner recommended that this request be given

d i s consideration. On the same day, General Popeprompt an ser ou
reported that he had'been approached on Saturday evening (June
26) by a senior R.A.F. officer who described the plans for
feeding Berlin from the air. Since they were short of aircraft
and especially of crews, the officF:r asked if Canada could or



would help? As the Berlin inquiry was an. inf orm41 one,
General Pope at once replied that this was a question to be
taken up by governments rather than through the administration
in Berlin.

67, On the following day Mr. Pearson summarised these
developme.lts in a memorandum for the Minister, of which copies
wer© sent to the Prime Minister and Mr. Claxton, and supported

existed L. some quarters, after Mr. RobertsonQs report of the
High Comm'ssionerst meeting, a.suspicion, that "certain people
in London are more interested in a centralized Commonwealth
policy in this matter than they are in the provision of the
assistance requeated': Mr. Robertson was informed of this
feeling, F.nd told that there was some doubt whether the trans-
ort aircraft that Canada could supply would be sufficiently

disavowed. that-the Foreign Secretary had asked Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, and South Africa to lend to the United Kingdom all
transport aircraft available. This story, which was further
embroidered by the Canadian Press I Office in London and published
in Canada, caused great irritation in Ottawa. There already

w . ..
no responsibility for the unhappy developments that had occurred
in Berlin, but pointed out that "there is no escaping the fact
that we should be im licated in any conflict which might result
from this situation:^lj Unfortunately the question wa3 com-
licated ioy an inaccurate press. report in London, later formally

Mr. Rober'.son9s views. He thought.the trial of strength that
was,going` on was of crucial importance and that a successful
resistanco "migint well have a very considerable effec:t in
strengthening the determination of Western Europe to resist
Soviet prossure". In anticipation of the argument that Canada
as not d`rectly party to the dispute, he conceded that we had

P
numerous to make any important contribution to the total strength.
But he wa:. also assured that "The matter is being urgently can-
vassed by the government in a desire to help". When the question
was discuQsed in Cabinet on June 30, it was decided to inform
London about the amount of foodstuffs which could be made
available, but to explain confidentially the difficulties
involved in any request for transport aircraft. On the same
day,. the Prime Minister told the House of Commons about the
enquiries in London but explained that no request had been made
either for food or air transport. In reporting these develop-
ments to b'..r. Robertson, he was told that, if requests were to
be made, ^'those requests should be made collectively by the
three Western Powers to all the states that are _in a position
to help". To follow any other procedure would be bound to lead
to misunderstanding and difficulty. It would also be most helpful
if advance notice could be given before such a request was formally
made.

68. There the matter stood until August, when the
Australian Government spontaneously offered to send ten planes
for use in the airlift, and South Africa expressed sympathetic
interest. The Canadian Press carried a sto:?y about the Australian
decision and.quoted "A Cabinet Minister" as saying that there
were several reasons why Canada had not taken similar action,
among, which were included the fact that Canada had no part in
the German occupation, no say in German developments and "no
desire to take part in a situation that could easily explode into

war:(2) The accuracy of these comments was touched uponin a

( 1 ) Mr. Pearson put these views still more strongly in a second

memorandum on June 30-

(2) From the nature of a letter frrm. Mr. Claxton to Mr. St. Laurent
on lune 30 on the airlift it is presumably Mr. Claxton who
was quoted in this fashion.
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Departmental memorandum to the Minister, on August 3, which
warned that more would be heard of the need for help in the
airlift. Mr. Robertson had reported that the R.A.F. was
feeling the strain of its contribution but added that, if any
approach were made to Canada, the Commonwealth Relations Office
could be sounted upon "to do their best to prevent any repetition
of the Fo:-eigr. Secretary's i ll-considered appreach". His
prophecy was confirmed on August 14, when Sir Alexander Clutterbuck
wrote Mr. Pearson to say that, in response to its offer, the
United Ki,tgdom had informed the Australian Government that the-
great ne6d was for aircrew rather than transport planes and to
ask if sotie could be snared. New Zealand and South Africa were
also being informed that S-they were able to make any aircreazo
available. they would of course be extremely valuable". The -
High Commissioner caref ully avoided making a similar request
of Canada but ended his letter with the remark that he felt
the Canad.an Government would wish to have this inf ormation, in
view of the uncertainty about the duration and outcome of the
conversat-,.ens being conducted in Moscow. When it was learned
that all .he Commonwealth countries agreed to send aircrew and
General Pope reported that another R.A.F. officer had expressed
concern to him about the danger of decline in the extent of the
airlift ai..d asked if there were any news of Canadian planes and
aircrew ci.ming over, the Department made inquiries about the
possible :ize of a Canadian contribution should it be approved
by the Cabinet. National Defence reported that it would be
possible to provide one sqsadron of Dakotas, 90 aircrew and 219
groundcrew, but that about six weeks would-necessarily elapse
before apIaroval and arrival of the men and planes i n 1,11estern
Germany. This information was forwarded to the Cabinet, but no
action wa: taken at its meeting on September 25.

69. Three days later Mr._Reid sent a memorandt,m to the
Minister, poi nting out that the failure of talks in Moscow and
Berlin anC. the submission of the question to the United Nations
had create3 a new situation in which reconsideration of the
question «ould appear to be warranted. He suggested that Cabinet
approval be secured for a public statement, of which the gist
was that, if the majority of the Security Council expressed
agreement with the position taken by the Western Powers in the
Berlin di,pute, and if the powers principally concerned desired
assistan:e, the Canadian Government would be glad to assume a
share of E ach responsibility. Before any decision had been
reached, and bs. Wrong had confirmed from Washington the need
for help, a telegram from Mr. Robertson on October 12 put a new
complexion on the question. The High Commissioner had been in
Ottawa for a hurried visit in September. On his return to London.
he had explored srith tVro- CabiIlet:.Ministers and the A:A.Z..officer
in charge of U.K. participation in the airlift possible conditions
for Canadian participation. He had come to the conclusion that
the diplomatic and technical difficulties were "sufficiently
serious to make it unwise for us to pursue such a project further
at this stage". The chief diplomatic difficulty was the fear
that the Soviet Union might challenge, "perhaps by direct Intercep-
tion", planes engaged in the airlift which carried the flag of a
country not one of the occupying powers. The technical difficulties
arose from the unsuitability of Dakotas for the new type of airlift
being developed, and the little that would be gained from taking
on, as had been suggested, the relay transport work for the R.A.F.
elsewhere. Mr. Robertson's telegram was placed before the Acting
Prime Aiinister, Mr. St. Laurent, with the comments that the
objection to planes could not apply to air and groundcrew, and
that a Canadian Transport Squadron could help out in the North
Atlantic and thus relieve the United States Air Force of some
of its duti,3s. It was recommended that consideration be given to
one of those, possible courses of ac,ion. Mr. St. Laurent commented



that the first proposal of providing air groundcrew to help
the R.A.F. would cause difficulties;, arising from the feeling
in some quarters of Canada that "Canada is behaving very màch
as a colony in that the Canadian Government would.be, in .
effect, recruiting forces in Canada for the United Kingdom".
He did not. rule out, however, the second possible course.
ti'Jhen l'Jir. *lrong was told this, he replied that, although both
the State Department and the Air Force "would be very glad to
see Canadii doing something to share the load", the latter waula
very muc: -pref er that Canadian transport planes should fly
into Berl--n. The next development occurred during Mr. St.
Laurent's visit to London for the Prime Ministers' Conference.
Mr. Rober^,son reported on October 26, 1948 that the U.K.
Secretary of State for Air had said it would be a great help,
if Canada could provide ten.or twelve four engine bomber crews.
When he gave this information to the Acting Prime Minister,
Z.?r. St. Lf:urent was of the opinion that such a request might
come more appropriately from the United States and the United
Kingdom jointly, a view which Mr. Pearson shared." This suggestion
was accore:ingly communicated to the State Department, which was
reported -;:o be lukewarm 'about it. It did not feel that such a
request could be made "except in the light of whatever happens
on the Berlin issue at the United Nations". In the meantime
bsr. St. LLttu`ent told a press conference after his return to '
Ottawa, t:?at since Canada was not a party to the occupation
agreement,, if Canadian planes were to participate in the airlift,
the Soviet Union might -charge the government with violating an
agreement to which it was not a party. He thought the situation
might be transformed by what happened in the United Nations.
Such a de^,elopment would leave the Western Powers in a position
to say that the airlift was no longer a matter solely concerning
the occupying powers.

the70-
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stahand;knowledgetof ,was able to
airlift. He too felt that the question could rest in suspense
until the Security Council had completed its efforts to reach
a settlemEnt. If it failed, the question might then be placed
on a broader international basis ' He learned f rom the Berlin
authoritiPs that it was aircrew which would be of "immense
practical help" and favoured giving serious consideration to

the offer ,.of such help. But the prolonged discussions in the
Security Council and its Committees averted the need for a

decision. They also made possible the argument, in reply to
Canadian critics, that as long as Canada was represented on the
so-called "neutral" Technical Committee of the Security Council
on Berlin Currency and Trade, participation in the airlift would

be inappropriate. This argument ceased to be valid when in
February, 1949 the Committee reported failure. It was then
anticipated in Ottawa that the United Kingdom and the United
States_ might make a formal request for Canadian participation
after the signature of the North Atlantic Pact on April 4. At a
Cabinet meeting on March 29, the question was referred to the
Minister for National Defence for consideration, with the help
of the Chiefs of Staff Committee in consultation with the
Secretary of the Cabinet and the Under-Secretary of this Depart-

ment. But once again the Government was spared having to make
a decision, because of the success of the U.S. - Soviet negotia-
tions which brought agreement on the lifting of the blockade on
May 12, and a meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers.
Although the airlift did not officially terminate until September
30, the need for Canadian aircrew had passed. So ended, in this
somewhat inglorious fashion, consideration of a question upon
which Departmental views at the officiel level had not prevailed,

and in whi-.h the Government had pursued the unusual course of not
adopting a-policy favoured by both the United Kingdom and the

United Statss.



71; Before private negotiations finally managed to
bring the blockade to an end, the Western Powers had brought
the question to the Security Council September 29, 1948.
This policy was attempted after direct talks in both Moscow
and Berlin had failed to secure any effective measure of
agreement. Previously the Department had concurred in the
wisdom of not placing the matter earlier in the hands of the

United Na ions. It felt however that, if. the Western Powers

did a ea' to the U N. should be clear in advance what

o e t

of China, to consider whether they might mediatEbetween the Western
Powers and the Soviet Union raised thc question in a new i orm.
The Department was dubious of the success of this device, and
anxious tc^ avoid embarrassing the Western Powers "by putting
them into a position of rejecting what might be considered as
amounting to a mediation offer, especially on terms which they
have alreedy found unacceptable". Canada's position was made
difficult at this time by the failure of the Western Powers to
clarify t2.eir own intentions in placing the question before the
Security ouncil. General McNaughton was told to secure in
advance *.e reaction of the Western Powers to proposals that
might emerge f rom these private talks, and to make no proposals
or suggestions that had not been first discussed with the United
States, the United Kingdom and French delegations and had been
approved in Ottawa. The Canadian delegation fully shared the
concern felt in Ottawa that any blame for the breakdown o% talks
should clearly not be attributable to the attitude of the West.
This danger did not materialise since the "neutral six", as
they became known, presented a resolution to the Security Council
in Paris on October 25 which was acceptable to the Western Powers
but was vetoed by the Soviet Union.(1) Later in November in a
second effort to settle the controversy by dealing chiefly with
the currency question in Berlin, Canada became somewhat more
directly involved through Mr. Robertson being made Chairman of
the Technical Committee on Berlin Currency and Trade. The
Committee managed to produce some recommendations in draft form,
which only the United States rejected in its entirety. 11r.
Robertson reported in January that he'was becoming "increasingly
puzzled and disturbed at the U.S. attitude on this question".
Af ter spinning out negotiations as long as possible in an attempt
to secure some measure of agreement, the Committee had to report

failure. The Department felt that the U.S. attitude had been
governed by political rather than tochnical considerations.

pp ° •,
successive steps they wished to see taken and what concessions
they were•prepared to make in order to secure a peaceful settle-

ment. A long memorandum on "The Future of Germanyt', which was
drafted in September and became in final form one of the
Canadian papers for the meetings of the Prime Ministers in
October, 1948, shows the anxiety with.which the situation was
then viewed in Ottawa. The Department was prepared to consider
considera1)le concessions to the Soviet Union, even in certain
circumstaaces to the extent of withdrawal of occupation forces
from Germitny and.of Western forces from Berlin (as General Pope
favoured), if the restoration and tiaintenance of real political
freedom in Germany could be assured. This, it regarded, as the
"one esse;itial requirement". It eonsidered the need for removing
the threa,^ to peace inherent in the German situation so serious
that Canac.a would be wise, if general negotiations for a settle-
ment were attempted, to maintain its claim to an appropriate
part in ti:e negotiations, but accept in practice "a part
equivalent to the part it had played in the negotiations for
settlements with the German satellites".

72. The action of the Security Council President, Dr.
Bramuglia of Argentina, in calling a private meeting on October

6 f th i'ive non-permanent Powers of whom Canada was one, and

(1 Mr. Holmes sent the Department an admirable report on these

talks.



Henceforth it should be left up to the Western Powers to
assume the initiative. As the Minister wrote on February 5,
1949, in commenting on *the difficulties of the Technical
Committee:

"I still feel that the U.S.A. have to some extent at least
been O''leading us up the garden path" in our recent efforts

to help solve the Berlin blockade problem".

173 A'ter the Western Powers secured the lifting of the

CDns 1 LJ y p
pro-tïles^•^in in outlook. It would be confronted with nationalistic
emotions that would hamper international and democratic collabora-

tion. The announcement of the avowed intention of the Western
Powers to defend Western Germany would strengthen co-operation.
Doubt was expressed on German rearmament for the reason that
"The creation of a German armed force would tend to increase
German independence and hamper European integration". It was
realized that Western Germany, to give a more accurate territorial
description of the new republic, was no longer a problem about
which views could be expressed, but an embryonic state with which
Canada would have to deal directly. Such questions as the develop-
ment of trade,(l) which had been hampered by the policies of the

75. - Meanwhile, as the republic came nearer reality, an
analysis cf the outlook for Germany, prepared by the European
Division tn rune 6, 1949, concluded that the new government was

+-,+ ^t' onall ca able of stable government and likely to be

as Head of the Canadian Mission to the netiv Repu 1 c.
114

ment. Th,,,, Department concurred in his judgment.

Sta u e, .
15, Gener,l Pope presented'his letter of credence to the Commission

74. With it becoming only too clear that there was no
prospect of a central government for some time, the Western
Powers proceeded, during 1949, to further the unification of
Western Germany. Plans went forward for e'stablishing a Federal
Republic of Germany, with its capital at Bonn. After elections,
the new RESpublic came into being in September, 1949, with its
powers defined in a Basic Law approved by the three Western

Occupying.Powers. The Allied High Commission, a civilian body,
.became res ponsible-for Western policy, and, under the Occupation

++ tt411 retained control of foreign policy. On December

of the Goternment. He replied that he believed no useful purpose
would be :}erved at the time, beca^se attempts had been abandoned
to reach agreement on wider issues involved in the German settle-

Berlin blockade through private negotiations, a meeting of the
Council cf' Foreign Ministers was held in Paris in May and June,

1949. Again no agreement was reached, except to continue
exchanges of views which got..nowhere. D uring these meetings
the Department prepared a draft memorandum in general.terms on
a possible agreement on Germany, of which the most interesting
section w^is the suggestion for a withdrawal of all forces from
Berlin ant the creation of a central unoccupied area. General
Vanier waa asked for his comments, and for his judgment on
whether o'• not it might prove advi3able to present the views

(1) After the visit of a German trade delegation in the summer
of 1949, one of its members was allowed to remain in Canada
as an "unofficial trade representative of the German economic

administration". The Department preferred to consider next
the appointment of a Commercial Consul, but, when the Allied
Commission enquired on May 31, 1950, if the Canadian Govern-
ment would accept a Consul-General, the Government agreed
to do so. Dr. Werner Dankwort, was granted recognition in

Septenber, 1950.



Joint Export-Import agency which had been under American
dominance, and the entry of German nationals into Canada made
all the more important the work of the new Mission in Bonn .

regarded its participation in the European community as f unda-
mental to the latterTs rehabilitation.

Canada, as a NATO country, pursue towards the new State? In
his survey of foreign affairs in the House of Commons on
November.-16, 1949, Mr. Pearson cautioned that it remained to
be seen whether Germany would wish to work in a democratic and
responsible manner with other European states. He welcomed
the establishment of a democratic Republic of Germany "whose
mandaté we hope will soon run over a united Germany", and

a proof of sympathetic interest in the future of the city.
There rezained the much wider question what policy sho-uld

and correspondingly reduced- the. significance of the Mission in
'Berlin. The Canadian office-was maintained there, chiefly as

General P.,pe was upheld in his 'previous decision not to associate
himself in any way with activities involving the alleged govern-

appearancp of the new German Republic by establishing a govern-
ment in East Germany, with.the -.inevitahle title of the German
Democratiu, Republic, it was not difficult to decide on the
Canadian itttitude towards that body. Obviously it did not con-
form to tae s pec:if ications for a democratic government which
had been i,.escr:ib.ed in the G.overnmentqs submission on Germany to
the Deput _es of the Foreign 14inisters in 1947. Consequently,

76. When the Soviet authorities decided to counteract the

Occupaticz Statute, which was due for re-examination the following
September, the Western Occupying Powers set up a Working Party
with which the Department kept in touch. One of the questions
examined was the fermai end of hostilities. The United Kingdom
Government had already informed Canada, in April, that it regarde^
the continuance of a state of war as illogical, and was prepared
to terminate it, after discussion with the United States and
others most directly concerned. This question was studied in
the Department, where action was hastened by the public announce-
ment of the three Western Powers that they proposed to take such
a step. On its recommendation Cabinet agreed'on September 30,
1950, that Canada should take similar actibn, and make an
announcement to that effec.t, without specifying the date on which
the formal cessation of a state of. war would come into effect.
Shortly afterwards the three powers submitted notes similar in
character to the Department, suggesting that Canadian action in
this respect be co-ordinated as far as possible with theirs.
This request was agreed to, but the Western Powers were reminded
of their failure to Inform the Canadian Government before publicly
announcing such a policy. On October 26, the Government issued
the required declaration and referred in the press release to
the "desirability of bringing the F 3deral Republic of Germany into
closer assi)c-iation with the communi'•;,r of free nations". The formal
termination of war did not, however, take place until July 10, 1951,

fit to g:)vern. In May 1950, with a view to modifying the

If. the Ge reral was referred on such questions to German authori-
ties by Sciviet officials, he could deal with them, "but only
insofar as they may be regarded as subordinate officials of the
Soviet Military Administration".

77. It was to be expected that once the Federal Republic
was established the Western Powers would find it necessary and
advisable to transfer more and more authority to it, as it proved

ment. He was told on November 1, 1949:

"We continue to recognize the Soviet Military Authority.
as thes government of the Western Zone and on matters
pertai.ning to it you should accordingly deal with it
exclu^jively" .



the delay being caused by the protracted negotiations with
the Germans before the revision of the occupation Statute had
been accepted by all parties, and by delays in the United
States Congress. With war formally at an end and the Federal
Republic free by the revised statute to establish a Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, it was possible for Mr. T.C. Davis (who
had succs.ded General Pope at Bonn in June, 1950) to present
his credeatials as the first Canadian Ambassador to Germany in
August, 1.351.

he was to'•.d that some thought had been given to the "military

Western Europe is to be defended effectively, Western Germany

78. • The question of encouraging Germany to rearm pre•sented
a much more difficult problem. Once again action was precipitated
by the policy of the USSR, and particularly by the uneasiness
created t^zrough the outbreak of war in Korea. Mindful of German
f ighting capacity and what it had cost Canada, and aware of the
sleepless suspicion in France and in the Low Countries of German
militarism, the Canadian Government had been strongly in favour
of G-rman demilitarization and disarmament. As recently as
April 22, 1950, in its letter of instructions to General Pope,

potential" of the new Republic but was assured that such a step
"in no wa;r" suggested that "the Federal Republic should be
regarded us a possible military ally, or that Canadian policy
on disarmrment and demilitarization had changed in any way"o
However a new note was struck,,on April 24, in a report of the
Joint Plcr.ning Committee to the Chiefs of Staff Committee on
future policy towards Western Germanyo The report concluded
that from a military viewpoint, "For the successful defence of
Western Europe in the foreseeable future,, Western Germany must
be rearmed", and that such military forces as were organised
"should bE eventually integrated with the military forces of

Western EUrope". It conceded that political considerations made
it inadvi-.able to favour full rearmament of Germany. Until re-
armament was possible, Western Germany should immediately
organize "a police force organized on a para-military basis
under control of the Occupying Powers". The military advisers
were even prepared to recommend that "Immediate pressure be
exerted by the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada to
impress.more forcibly on the other countries of NATO that, if

must be accepted as a military power". Although these challenging
statement: were modified slightly in an additional paper, they
were a c lear reflection of the point of view in National Defence
as the p`! anners studied the problem of defending Western Europe
under the IATO agreement. In this Department, naturally, more
stress was placed upon the political considerations involved.
It was feared that the diversion of money and raw materials to
Western German rearmament would have "the gravest demoralizing
effects on opinion in Western European countries". It was also
pointed out that It would be very dangerous to assume that a
rearm.ed Western Germany would ensure that state becoming a bulwark

against Communism.

79.
The march of events in Korea compelled a re-examination

of the dilemma, as Mr. Pearsonts speech of August 31, 1550 during
the special session of Parliament significantly indicated. He

warned against theaérmanf yvnd
in

parallels
on a larger scale in Germany, a

'Eastern Germany wasbetween conditions in the two countries. 'Eastern
already rearmed and, if Western Germany, whose defence was important
to Western Europe should be defended "it must be given arms with
which to assist in its own defence, or alternatively other Western
countries must assume even heavier responsibilities than they have

hitherto contemplated".
The Minister admitted the risks involved

in this policy but believed that th3y would be minimized:



"if that art of Germany and eventually all of free

it was too lata.

Germany s pollue, or e
industry V,ould appear to be "the practical and essential minimum
at the present time". Yet it was realized that such measures
were no mc-re than palliatives, and serious consideration would
have to be given to the util^izatior.. of Western Germany ► s reservoir
of manpowc r.. The paper pointed out that a decision to equip two
or three Cerdan divisions could hardly be effectively implemented
within a year. It.was better to prepare for such a contingency,
subiect to reconsideration in future, rather than to wait until

In suc p y
involved '.n a1loYving Germany to rearm apart from Western Europe,
or the evEtn greater danger of allowing her to remain defenseless
against a Russian armed and controlled Eastern Germany. It was
in line with this belief-in integration that the Government had
welcomed the entry of Ge'rmany into the Council of Europe and
participation in the Schuman Plan.

80. It was known that the question of rearming Western
Germany was on the tapis for the-meeting of the North Atlantic
Council a;, New York in September. A Departmental memorandum
of September 9 was prepared for the Minister on the topic.
Bear.'^ng i;: mind the political,psychological and military
difficultj es, it concluded that the strengthening of West

9 f c s and the expansion of Western German

p 'democratic Germany could be increasingly and effectively
integrated, economically, militarily and ultimately
politically, with the other countries of Western E uropet'.

h a o14c he saw the only saf eguard against the dangers

independer.t German rm , J
Acheson, egreed to consider the incorporation of German forceThe
into an irtegrated force for the defence of Western Europe.
communique" described the latter topic as presenting a subject

for study and exchange
wf

concealing
to agree-

ment,

the strong objections o

ment
even in principle, to the participation of German units in

Western defence. They argued that a Western European Force,
under a supreme commander and of adequate strength, must first
be in existence, and that the immediate need was material and

not manpower.
Because of the French attitude, the Atlantic

Defence Committee meeting was postponed until October 28. In the
interval the Department began to formulate policy in the light of

these latest developments.

82. Three observations at this time serve to indica:te the

trend of Departmental thinking. At the NATO ioeacthemrisksginn
September Mr. Pearson said that Canada recogn z
re-arming Western Germany, but added, "Everybody admits these

risks, but we felt that this was the beommentingoonrsome observa".
In a letter to Mr. Davis on October 5, c4-
ions he had made'as to the possibility of Europe becoming to a

against-attack.(1) They still r uled out t e c
ed force but under prodding from ltir.

government, they agreed to the establishment o mo p

formations in the Federal Republic. They also undertook to
strengther their own occupation forces in Western Germany and,
in response to a request from Chancellor Adenauer, guaranteed
-the territory of Western Germany, including Western. Berlin.

reatiori Of an

81. The Canadian paper was prepared bef ore.the meeting
of the thx ee Western Foreign Ministers which preceded the NATO
Council mEeting. In addition to concessions in extending self--P bile olice

(1) Such a guarantee, of course, indire^tlye^shofawrotelaycaref ul
affected Canada. In h2ar.ch, 1^51, M
analysis entitled, "Dangers of' the Berlin Situation - Obliga-
tions under the North Atlantic. Treaty".



considerable degree dominated by Germany, ,̂ir. Heeney pointed
out that German assistance might be fourxî necessary against
the "gravest and most immediate threat", Co^munist imperialism,
but believed that the solution lay in finding a method "whereby,
notwithstanding her greatness Germany will remain a willing
partner a•id not become a harsh leader". For this purpose he
thought t:le formula of slowly inte;rating Germany into NATO was
a good on:, since "In a camp where the United States would be
ever pres 3nt Germany would surely find it difficult to dominate".
In his reply, Mr. Davis agreed with this analysis but warned that
a separat-3 German army would be "fatal". He felt that the
inclusior, of Germany should not be accomplished too quickly,
and only after it was clear that the bulk of German opinion
favoured such a course. A. powerful defence force should be in
existence before German troops were included in it. In a paper
prepared for the Chiefs of Staff Committee, the Department
advanced 3orse tentative views on the political setting for the
U.S. mili ^ary proposals. These may be summarized as follows:

(1) Only the integration of Western Germany in
the W3stern Community can ultimately protect the other
natio Is of Western Europe from a resurgence of German
milit.irisn.

(2) It would be desirable if the Western European
state.3 were given some assurance that the United States
was thinking on a long-term basis in planning an integrated
force in Western Europe.

(3) The logic of the military argument should not
resul: in the French being pressed too hard for an
im:'ned iate agreement on a programme which presented immense
politlcal difficulties for them, and could not in any case
be im-Aementeû immediately.

83. Behind this last recommendation was the uneasy
feeling i.i the Department that long-tern political realities
were being obscured in the pressure for German rearmament.
This poin; of view was well illustrated by a letter of Mr.
Ledsris o:"' October 20, 1950 of which a copy was later sent to
Mr. Wrong as background for talks with the State Department.
He belio7;d that the bluntness of the American approach to the
question iad done great harm. Mr. Leger suggested that the
United St.ctes was thinking in terms of strategical necessities
for the immediate future, while the French were thinking in
terms of their permanent quarrel with their next-door neighbour.
He thought that a middle way might be found between,the oppos ing
arguments, by not placing the discussion of German rearmament
only in a North Atlantic context, but allowing it to remain as
well in a European one and "discussed jointly with French plans
for European integration". He recognized that this solution was
rendered more difficult by the attitude of the United Kingdom,
and wondered if some way could not be found "for other members
of the Commonwealth to press the United Kingdom into being more
co-operative in their dealings with their immediate European
neighbours". Closer integration of the United Kingdom with
Western Europe would strengthen continental morale.

84. For the time being the Government decided to give the
policy of rearming Western Germany cautious approval. On October
25, Cabinet decided that, at the Defence Committee meeting in
Washington, the Canadian representative "should support the policy
of establishing and arming units of Western Germans under the
command of the occupying forces, tirl^thout actively pressing it".
However this policy required re-ea-i:nination when the French
brought f L:.•trard the Pleven Plan f o.^ e European army.



$5. The discussions which produced the plan for a
European Defence Community have already been described in this
chapter. The nature of the talks in Bonn precluded Canadisn
participation, but the Department was fairly well informed.of-
their nature. It was soon apparent that the earlier haste in
Washington for securing German troops had abated, and a
leisurely process of negotiation would take place while Allied
integrate-ï forces were built up under the command of General
Eisenhowe7. During these talks it was necessary to study the
changes in the occupation arrangements which would result from
a German contribution to Western European Defence. It became
clear that to meet German wishes some sort of contractual
arrange me 1t would have to replace the Occupation Statute. The
United Kiilgdom informed Canada of this development in I+5ay, 1951,
and offer^:d to keep the governc^ent informed and discuss informally
with it or other Commonwealth countries questions that concerned

the House of Commons to approve the pro oco
Treatr, -the contractual agreements that were signed in May still
loft some restrictions on the complete freedom of Germany. In
the main they were the result of "the peculiar nature of the
problem of according to the Federal Republic rights over its
external and domestic affairs, while preserving the means of con-
ducting negotiation* with the Soviet Union on German unification
and on the final peace settlement". The question of unification
was the one which aroused the strongest emotion among all Germans,
and which the Soviet Union intermittentlY revived, whenever it
appeared that the Western Powers might prove successf ul in bringing
Western Germany into closer association with Western Europe. The
appeals f rom East Germany in September, 1951, for consultation on
the possibl:.ity of free elections, for the hastening of a peace
treaty, and for the withdrawal of all occupation forces were

He was cai e u q
warnings that came f rom our Embassy in Bonn, that no encouragement

should begiven to tendencies in Germany to utilise the present

situation f or securing unconditional g uarantees of security, or

for assuming that almost any price would be paid for German

assistance in Western Defence.

86, It was appreciated in Ottawa that the Canadian interest

in most-of the agreements under negotiation was limited, since
Canada wa°.not an occupying power. But Canada as a NATO -power
was and rf.mains interested in the nature and amount of the German
financial contribution for defence, the treatment of war criminals
and in t;1e status of the Canadian troops in Germany. They had

gone therE in the autumn of 1951 as a contribution to Western
European dsf ence and not as troops of an occupying power. A

memorandum of April 28, 1952, concluded that, in the post-occupation

period, Canadian relations with Western Germany would be those
normal between two sovereign states. Whatever restrictions still
remained on the Federal Republic4s sovereignty would not be likely

to have any important effect on Canadian-German relations.

87, As Mr. Pearson pointed out on Tune l'7, 1952, in asking
t i. to the North Atlantic

being made in associating Western GermanT more c use, y
free world, and hoped that the arrangements for securing a con-
tractual agreement would soon be concluded'"in such a manner as
may secure the whole hearted co-operation of the German people".

, J. 1 to add a ualifping sentence, which reflected

thems Th'.s offer was an advance upon the manner in which the
Occupatio.i Statute -had been prepâred, but still barred Canada
from direut access to talks with the Occupyin.; Powers. A tele-
,gram -of -June 5-to _the;:High Comm.issioner in London-agreed to the
procedure suggësted. He was also instructed,' in familiar terms,

j
acceptance of this method ofto make i:. quite. clear that "our

consultation is without preudice to our insistence on direct-
and forma) participation in any final settlement with Germany".
In answer^.ng a question on Germany in the House of Commons in
October, :951, Mr. Pearson said that Canada welcomed the progress

1 1 vvith the



obviously designed to st;;mi.e the Western negotiations for a
contractual agreement whici had been dragging. The Western
Powers were uneasy.that such appeals might retard the progress
of securing such an agreement which, they felt, should precede
any serious discussion of a single Germany: IN-0 Pearson
referred to this dilemma in nis statement on Germany in the
House of 3ommons on Oatober 22, 1951. He said that unity based
on free self-government must one day come to Germany. If it
were on the right basis, the sooner the better. He believed -
that it r.ust not come in such a way that a United Germany would
be forceâ to go the way of a united Poland or Czechoslovakia,
and becom.e a united Russian satellite. To offset the East
German propaganda, and, at the request of Chancellor Adenauer,
the three Western Occupying Powers proposed at the Paris meeting
of the U.N. General Assembly in 1951 that an impartial commission
be appointed to carry out simultaneous investigations in all
parts of Germany to see if it were possible to hold genuinely

free elec Z#ions. Spokesmen from both East and West Germany were
heard, and the former made it clear that they'would not permit
the suggested Commission to enter the Soviet zone of Germany.
The Canadian delegation then took the lead in having the original
motion am:nded so that the Commission could be established but
not report until September 1, 19^2, in case the East Germans
changed t`Zeir.mind.(1) The amendment was carried by a vote of
45 to 6 aid was described in a report f rom the Canadian delega--
tion as "-i modest contribution towards trying to break the
German dsadlock, or, ifit remains unbroken, at least making it
evident to the German peaple and the world where the blame rests".

88. The most recent summary of the Department's views on

German un.1fication was given in a despatch to Washington on

February ::6r 1952. The basic approach wâs that integration,

even of a truncated Germany, into the family of free nations

should precede unification. While proceeding with this polidy,

the Western Powers should retain their position in Berlin, and

make it cz_ear in all their dealings with the German Federal
Republic that there was no intention of sacrificing their
interests to a settlement with the Soviet Union. It was also
felt that care should always be taken sight of

eventual p^eace treaty with Germany, in
take part. Fina111-it was the Departmental view that the
inclusion of Western Germany in a united Europe could only

succeed; 5f firmly established on a rapprochemen-c between France

and Gerraar.y. In supporting the policy of "integration first"
as the let st hazardous policy officers of the Department are
aware that it carried with'it the risk of a third world war. If
the Russians should despair of being able to prevent the current
developments for the German membership in EDC and the subsequent
rearming of Germany and reconditioning of her munitions industrT,
they may, should threats of force prove useless, resort to force

itself.
A second risk of war may arise from German intransigence

over the frontiers with Poland, a problem which the Western
Powers have so far dodged by carefully ambiguous statements as
to the future of the territories berond the Oder-Neisse line.
Yet,, despite the seriousness of these risks, the West has gone
too far in its negotiations to retreat f rom its present policy.
What remains, as Mr. Ritchie points out in a covering note to
a second memorandum of April 21 on "Western Policy towards
Germany in the Light of the Recent Soviet Proposals", is to see
to it that both NATO and EDC retain their strictly defensive
character, and that M--"man membership in EDC should not be per-
mitted to lead to a re-emergence of "the offensive spirit of
German militarism". 'The best check on the power of a rearmed

1)
The Co:.Lrnission reported no prc.gMess in August, 1952, in view
of the refusal of the Soviet authorities to respond to their

request for access to East Germany.



militant Germany in the EDC will be, in the last anaylais,

th lic ursued by the United States which has been thee po j p
leader in urging the importance of Germany to the defence of
the West. Meanwhile both France and the German Federal Republic
have still to ratify the EDC and other agreements and the Soviet
Union car continue its efforts to woo Germany by promises ^f a

German manpower was essential, if NATO
andsthatpŸestern GermanyUnion from conquering Western Europe,

provided an important area in which NATO forces could have
greater freedom of manoeuvre if war came. In NATO, also, the
financial argument was pressed home with effect that the inclusion
of Western Germany in the EDC would help to reduce the cost of
burden-sharing in the I4ATO rearmanent program. Having said all
this, it is necessary to add a final observation that the record
shows that Canada has seldom been able to play an effective part
in the formulation of Western policy towards the German problem.
This intractable and explosive problem appears to be reserved

for Great Powers only.

go. Elsewhere in this âarbeen the
discussed in relationeto

Union upon Canadian policy h
defence arrangements with the United States, the entry into NATO,
the peace treaties, and the rearmament of the German Federal

Republic.
For that reason no extended analysis is given of

Canadian relations with the U.S.S.]:., but chiefly a description
of the chtnge in the Canadian atti^:ude. It is a far cry from

the days of February, 1945, when t;ie Prime Minister sent a con-
gratulatory message to Marshal Stalin upon the twenty-seventh

imperiali.m, c
membership in NATO, has left an equally deep mark upon Canadian
policy towards Germany. But for Soviet policy in Eastern Germany
and Berliïi it would have been difficult for the government to
accept as readily the rearmament of Western Germany or to carry

policyn NÎ^Oe^P^seathe cour..:.:•y with it i^hâ^atâse i of Partnership

helped to accelerate phase
ililitary advisers (who were already at least half -

converted)to the arguments of the planners in the Pentagon that
nt the Soviet

90 g
towards Garmany in the past seven years it is noticeable how
that poli.jy has reflected attitudes formed in other contexts.
`Repeated insistence upon-full recognition of "Canadats status
and stature, lingering suspicions of centralization of policy
in Whitehall, and frank recognition of the power and influence
of the United States have.all made themselves felt on such
questions as the framing of a German peace treaty, the Berlin
Airlift azd the rearmament of Germany. Canadian policy has
diff ered from that of the United States in retaining a deeper
suspicion of the Germans, the result no doubt of a lengthier
experience in fighting him, and a greater.reluctance to draw a
sponge of oblivion over past offences. It also consistently
displays :i more sympathetic understanding of the doubts and
suspicion.3 which France, and Western Europe generally, retain

towards G3rmanT. Differences with the United Kingdom are few,
except that this country is more prepared to see the United
'Kingdom Miter further into integration with -SYestern Europe as
a means of reducing German political influence than are those
responsib_e for British policy. The suspicion of Soviet

hi h was a major factor in prompting Canadian

alliances directed against opponents in or ar .

a suitabie counter offer can be evolved by the ?lest it is
the view of officers in the European division that "the best
course is probably to continue as we are, stalling for time
and consclidating our position in Western Germany, in the hope
that the good sense of the Western Germans will be sufficient
to resist the current blandishments from the East".

$ In lancing back at the evolution of Canadian policy

peace re y
purposes on condition that there be no participation in military

ld 1Y Two Until

t at unification and the right to rearm f or def ens ve



anniversary of the founding of the Red Army, praising that
army's "immeasurable contribution to the cause of freedom".
At that time a Departmental memorandum, appraising the effect
of the Anglo-Soviet alliance and other such defehc^agreet^ents

the prospects o any
between cur great ally, the Soviet Union, and the Western world
were slight indeed. In this proeess of reluctant adjustment
to an unr.appy and undesired situation, the Canadian Embassy in-
Moscow played a major part by the excellence of its reporting
and the shrewdness of its diagnosis of the trend of Soviet

policy. Is early as April 16, 1945, 'Mr. Arnold Smith was

writing:

primarily caused by the revelation o e
agents in Canada which dated f rom the examination of the
Gouzenko documents in-the autumn and .winter of 1945. The spy
casus wexe only links in the chain of accumulating evide^hat
which conpelled the Government to realise, regretfully,

f real co-operation in the post-war period

91.
emphasis upon Germany as the potential enemy was not, of course,

f th activities of Soviet

"it I-, evident, of course, that CanadaTs basic interest
in the preservation of peace and a stable settlement in
Eurol e is likely to be served by any defence arrangement
whic^: would minimize the chance of another break-out by

Germany".

The shift from such a cordial attitude and from

in Europe upon Canada, could write approvingly t a

'lIt is therefore time for a firm diplomatic line to be
taken by the Western Powers in their dealings with the
Soviet Union, and it is also desirable to consider ,

building up those_aroas in Europe and elsewhere where
Westcrn `infl+^eïice° isa: or' cân be¢ dominant".

This advocacy of a policy of "containment" was supplemented by
an insistence upon negotiating with the Soviet Union, in a
realistic mood of "firmness tempered with fairness", which in
April, 1916, Mr. Wilgress advocated in a searching analysis of
Soviet motives in foreign policy. Two months later Mr. Wilgress

wrote prophetically:

"We ara witnessing the of.the
forerSoviet beodominated

and °: the Atlantic Community, the b Washington.
by Z.7oaeow and the latter, much more liberally, Y
The Soviet Union is not interested in security through
treaties, only in security through power".

While watching Soviet tactics at the Paris Peace Conference, he

wrote in September, 1946:

"The Soviet Union are ouçktOhen tconfrontedcwith
short
any determined

and they always draw ba
resistance, thereby giving rise to an :nf lammable situation".

He was not discouraged about the long-term future and believes

that :

"Once equilibrium between the two worlds has been obtained,
a basis will be found for the co-existence of these two

worlds".

It was because of his appreciation of the necessity for United
States leadership in Europe oQtri^^e Wilgress stressed the con-
signif icance of the Truman d tion of
ceded that the doctrine thelÛnPte^BStatesa a ndathatithis countryl
greater dspendence upon



would have no alternative other than to follow a similar

policy. But he believed it was sound in its basic ideas,

"provided it is not pushed to too great an extent, and pro-
vided we keep our heads". It was much to be pref erred to the

i ver the Soviet

93• It is evident rom p
that Otta-.va concurred with these observations from offices abroad.
Thus in ^;3y, 1946, Mr. Ritchie commented that the Western Powers
were be^.o.ning chiefly concerned with the threat of Soviet domina-
.tion and ?ossible aggression. In November, Mr. Pearson warned
the Prime Minister, in a memorandum which preceded important
talks on joint defence with the United States, that, in his
judgment, ^iithout som f undamental change in the Soviet politicPl
system and in the political views of its leaders, the U.S.S.R.
is ultimgtely bound to come into open conflict with Western do-

r!10 . cracyrra
In February, 1947, Mr. Reid prepared for the Joint

Tnte111.gence Committee a poïitical appreciation of the possibility
of the Soviet Union precipitating a war with the United States.iimLater, this paper became a memorandum on ^rie United States and
the Soviet Union", which was widely circulated and.evoked muchQ

comment.
Mr. Reid argued that, barring a radical change in th„ir

policies, the two major powers were liable to clash for vears to
come, because of their widely differing social and political

philosophies, their
wastnotplikelystobriskeatwarr

defence areas. The Soviet

the absence of democratic governmen I
Pope was in full agreement. He had written from Berlin in
October, 1946, that we had gained nothing by our concern for
the future of representative government in Poland and Bulgaria.
We would be better advised "to reduce the points of friction
between East and West to those, of iQhicohdtehere are quite e Weohâvé

f end and r-at which we have essent-ial__ntersst_
some means of doing so". A third Canadian critic,'on similar

an
satellitelines, of current Western policy towarathethe

was Mr. Ford, who, in February, 1947., wrote
Mosc^w on United Kingdom policy towards Poland.(l)

f de artmental papers and memoranda

92. With this policy of protesting less vigorously against
t in Eastern Europe General

given sorr.e economic help, in or e,r
that they were denied aid for political reasons, but "any
appearancs of subsidizing these countries would be as fatal
as the past policy of ostracizing them".

with a rECOgn
and a corresponding attitude of "Mild tolerance" towards
governmer.ts like those of Poland and Rumania. They should be

d to avoid the accusation

"Our netestation o 0
for .hould not lead us into treating the Russians differently
to the manner in which we would treat any other country with
whicY. we were not on particularly friendly terms".

Mr. Wilgress recommended an attitude of something approaching
indifference towards the Soviet Union, "neither that of
excessive flattery nor that of excessive ostracism", coupled

ition of its zone of security in Eastern Europe,

and commented in that connectiort:

f t talitarianism and all that it stands

as a sigt U .J. 44%.,
of some tnited States leaders confusing firmness with rudeness,

policy of Mr. Wallace in endeavouring to w n o
Government by generosity, a tactic which was only interpreted

f k ss in Moscow. He recognized the danger

(1
In May, 1949, the Department distributed as a Circular
Document an excellent analys -1s by Mr. Ford of. the foreign
•polif.y of the USSR which was entitled "SOME NOTES oN SOVIET

FORE1GN POLICY".



merely to f urther world communism, but only in def ence of
what it regarded as Its vital interests. He outlined a series
of proposals which might diminish the risk of war, of which
the most important was that:

"The Western Powers maintain an overwhelming balance of force
relative to the Soviet Union, that they use the threat
of tris f orc:e to hol.d back any further extension of Soviet
power, but that they do not provoke the Soviet Union into
any-Liesperate gamble".

The authcr was opposed to a policy of firmness being pressed
too hard by the West, and deprecated attempts to extend the
Western defence area into the area of Eastern Europe already
included in the Soviet zone. He also wanted to see as many
bridges as possible, including the United Nations, being"kept
oper. betvaen the Soviet Union and the West, in the hope that
they migLt prove usef ul, if an j y mellowing" of Soviet opinion
should take place. Mr. Reid agreed with Mr. Wilgress upon thé
increased dependence of Canada upon leadership by the United
States in such circumstances, but believed that, with care and
skill, considerable influence co4ld be exercised.in Washington.
He recommended that hereafter any national decision of importance
should be examined "in the light of whether or not it contributed
to increasing or decreasing chances of war with the Soviet Union".
As the record shows, many of the policy judgments contained in
the memorandum were criticized by those who read it, but the
main line of action they recommended commanded general agreement.

94. In the anxious year, 1948, when the stamp of totalitar-
ianism wa:3 imprinted upon Czechoslovakia, Norway appeared to
be in gra-te danger of going the way of Finland, Berlin was block-
aded, and. the Marshall Plan gathered momentum with agonizing
slowness, the Canadian Government proceeded to help to meet the
Soviet challenge by co-operating in creating an effective defence
system f o-.7 the North Atlantic Area. This radical departure
f rom pre-tilar policy, described in an earlier chapter, required
the 'assurance of overwhelming support from the Canadian people.
If they :vsire convinced that there was a genuine threat to their
own safet;, and of their fellow partners in a free world, such an
assurance would be forthcoming. For that reason there is evident
a noticoao1e increase in the process of educating public opinion
to the r.a? ,ure of the threat to Western Institutions. By public
addresses at national conventions or important gatherings, by
radio talks and in debates in Parliament frank warnings were
delivered against the obstacles to peace created by Soviet

policies.
St. Laurent, thenIn October 1947 for example, Mr .

in charge of this Department, addressed the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce upon the work of the General Assembly of the United
Nations, which was then in session and which he had been attending
as leader of the Canadian delegation. During his speech he said
bluntly that "it is perfectly clear that the Soviet Union wishes
to see Capitalistic Regimes destroyed and Communist Totalitarianism

established everywhere".
After sharply criticizing Mr. Vyshinskyos

tactics at the General Assembly, he quoted from his own speech at
Lake Success upon the handicap of the veto in the Security Council
and promised.that Canada as a newly elected member of the Security
Council, would go "ta the most extreme'limits" to make the United
Nations wcrk as a universal world organization. He th en added:

"But if theory crazed totalitarian groups persist in their poli-
cies of frustration and futility, we will not, for very much
longer, allow them to prevent us f rom using our obvious
advantages to improve the conda tions of those who do wish to

co-operate with us..."(1)

r. St. La u:•ent made two other-nddresses on similar lines

in the next three weeks.



In the same month, at the University of Toronto. General
McNaughton discussed "National and International Control of
Atomic Energy" and, during a careful analysis of the problem,
said that:

"Quite frankly, the only mâjor counury or association of
countries about which we of the Western world might
feel anxiety is the U.S.S.R.".

In J'anuary, 1948, Mr. Pearson addressed the Toronto Board of
Trade. iuring his discussion of a "provocative and intemperate"
speech by Mr. Vyshinsky on warmongering, he advocated the
freedom-loving states take the offensive in political warfare
in U.N. debates. They should expose "coolly and factually the
false argaments of those who are trying to establish a totalitarian
tyranny, which is as old as sin, and as reactionary as slavery".
In J4nuary also, the Prime Minister gave a national radio broad-
cast whic.1 contained an unusually frank attack upon Communists
.and. a.hin`, of what was to come. Mr. King warned his listeners:

"Commu-lism is no less a tyranny than Nazism. It aims. at .
world conquest. It hopes to ieffect its purpose by force.
So loag as Communism remains a menace to the free world,
it is vital to the defence of freedom to maintain a
prepo:.iderance of military strength on the side of freedom,
and to secure that degree of unity among the nations which
will ensure that they cannot be defeat.ed and destroyed one
by one".

During his review of world affairs (1) in the House of Commons-
on April 29, 1948, Mr. St. Laurent said that the most cursory
survey of international events in recent months gave cause for
concern and perhaps apprehension: He placed the main res-
ponsibility for the complete lack of trust and mutual toleration
upon "the'aggressive and imperialistic policies of communism
and on outside sponsorship and support of subversive communist
fifth colt.mns in many coûntries, more particularly in the
countries of Europe". He cited the recent developments in
Czechoslovakia as "a frightening case history of communist
totalitar',anism in action", and concluded that it underlined
"the nece;.sity for the free states of the world to unite thoir
material, their political and their moral resources to resist
direct and indirect totalitarianism aggression".

95. When it was Mr. Péarsonis turn to give a similar
survey, the first in eighteen months, he included in his speech
of Novembez 16, 1949, a summary of the setbacks which Communist
parties had suffered in various European elections, and a descrip-
tion of the efforts made by the Kremlin to secure slavish obedience
from its satellite states. He referred bluntly to the "obvious
aggressive intentions of the Soviet Union", described the protress
made in implementing the North Atlantic Pact and concluded that
while there was no reason f or undue panic:

(1) In preparing notes for this speech, the Department con-
sulted our r4oscow Embassy for material on the nature of

Communism. Much of this material was used as background
for a speech on Communism which Mr. St. Laurent8 delivered
to the Morrisburg Canadian Club on may 26, 174 -
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"no one can be unreasonably optimistic about the future

Soviet orbit has the threat inherent in greatly superior

so long as the free democratic and the Russian communist
worlds face each other in fear, misunderstanding and

mistrust".(l)

S(,, lhile the Department continued to provide inf orma-
tion for-public addresses on the Soviet threat to security, ( 2)
it was ecually busy in drafting periodic assessments of the
political aspects of the strategic situation as affected by
Soviet pclicies. Such a paper was prepared before the Colombo
conferen^;e for the Canadian delegation. It concluded (December, -
1949) thE t:

110n bF-.lance, Communisr,l has sustained political reverses in
Europe and achieved military successes in Asia during the
past year. At no point on the long circumference of the

Soviet strength been overcome".

The paper warned that Canadian responsibilities under the North.
Atlantic Treaty promised to be onerous, and that it would not
be in the interests of world peace for Canada to distribute
her limited defence resources too widely. The outbreak of war
in Korea caused a further reasse'ssment of the likelihood of-
a general conflict arising from Soviet policies. A memorandum
of August, 1950, on "Political Factors in the Zikelihood of
the Outbreak of War with the Soviet Union" reasoned that the
Soviet leaders would "actively seek to avoid war", until they
felt they were adequately prepared for war with the West. When
that stage had been reached, they might prefer to resort to
armed force, rather than all methods short of 'war, if they
decided that time was no longer on their side. The closing '
sentence of the appreciation, which reveals a shift away f rom
the hopes of an equilibrium between the free world and the
Soviet Union,illuminates the serious limitations in attempting
to forecast Soviet tactics. It read:

"As there is no way in which to be sure whether the Soviet
leaders have decided to attack while their military
advantage is greatest, it is necessary to estimate the
minirilan requirements for oadequate Soviet preparationo,.

and to consider that war is most likely when those

minirum requirements can be met".

A second estimate of the imminence of war was made by the
Defence Liaison Division in April, 1951. This paper was still

more gloomy inevione.
dencelofPthet willingness ofethepSovieteUnionKorea offered

(1)
Mr. Pearson maintained this educational process in his
speech on the Korean war at the special session of

Parliament in 1950- He
ispofftheacharacteristics

on the war by
of Soviet Communist i.nperialism.

(2)
The Department also provided policy guidance for the C.B.C.
International Service in preparing short-wttve broadcasts
to the Soviet Union. The memorandum of October 27, 1950,
describing the line that should be taken is the best
illustration of this type of psychological warfare. A
parallel memorandum was prepared on broadcasting to the
Satellite countries in May, 1951. On February 28, 1952,
a comment on the problem of describing our policy to -them
notes that "In simplest terms our policy is to preserve
peace and check the inroads of Soviet imperialismir.



to pursue its objectives, even by operations which contained
i t Union

at the ri3k of general war. They were;
vital interests as to justify military coun e-

this resp9c w
the immii ence of war. After surveying by regions the aim of
Soviet policy and describing the methods used to further those
aims., the paper concluded with an examination of tactics.
These were considered to be largely determined by the Soviet
reaction to Western policies. Four courses of action by the
West were. described which, either singly or in combination
might be considered by the Soviet Union as so threatening its

t r action even

tive, and believed it to be by no means clear that t e ov e
Union wo^.ld take undue risks to further world communism. In

t 44- as less pessimistic than the appreciation of

paper on Sov e o g
agenda f.--,r discussion at a meeting of the NATO Council Deputies.
The lattc^r paper, of aune 18, 1951, considered the three chief
bases of Soviet policy to be the realization of a Communist
world orc_er, nationalist imperialism, and the saf eguarding of-
national security. It listed the last as the iar^ediahtesobie^-

estima e was
i t rei Policy which was at that time on the

an w
preventive war would arise within the next f ew months because
of Western weakness, but even when the West was stronger it
was unv^^i^: e to rely upon any diminution of the danger. This

t sent "r, London for use with another Departmental

the risk of ma^or war. It believcd that the Sov
had the military capacity to launch a major war "at any time

i -i t iving warning"e The particular danger of ad itho U.

Remilitarization of Western Germany and the
integration of its armed forces in NATO;

Remilitarization of Japan, especially naval
and air forces;

Establishment of bases in areas immediately
adjacent to the USSR;

(4) Political action aimed at detaching present '
Soviet satellites froa the Soviet bloc.

Mr. Ford as asked, from the vantage point of àioscow, to comment
upon this appraisal. He regarded the first course as the most
likely tc provoke Soviet action, and placed the fourth next to
it in ord3r of riskiness. He added two further policies which

might evo'ce a violent Soviet reaction;

level;
States Armed Forces

(1) Expansion"rof the
easonable

United

beyond a

(2) Transformation anâtci Nations into

anti-Soviet p

bRr. Ford commented that most civilian observers in Moscow,
including himself, did not think that the Russians were wedded
to a warlike solution of their problems, in view of the fact
that they had "very considerable confidence in their ability
to forestall Western designs .vithout resource to war". He
added that such a belief about Soviet intentions should not
encourage the risk being taken of frightening the Russians into
rash decisions. The opinions expressed in the Canadian papers
were well received in the discussions of the Deputies in London,
and are substantially reflected in the summary of their views
which was approved in February, 1952. It can be fairly, claimed
that the Department has been well served in its eff orts to under-
stand the policy of the power which has caused Canada the most

concern in the past six years.



97.
Although Soviet officials can not be expected to

study Canadian policy with anything approaching the interest
and care that it r.as received in Ottawa, it does not appear
that they have profited much from whatever examination may -have
been made of it. Mr. Ford was given an unexpected opportunity
recently to test their grasp of Canadian policies in a.con-
versatior with Mr. Pavlov, one of the.most intelligent and
travelled of Soviet officials. The latter brought up in
conversation a book, "Canada-Patrimony of American Imperialism"
which.had just been published by a Tass correspondent who had
been in Canada for a time.. Any attempt on Mr. Ford f s part to
challenge the accuracy of the book's thesis, as illustrated
by its t^tle was hotly rejected. He decided, as his despatch
of Februa.ry 12, 1952 indicated, that the picture of Canada,
presented by the Soviet press, as "a mere appendage of the
American war machine, rapidly being enslaved by United States
capital, and, under instructions from Washington, feverishly
engaged in military preparations",(l) was not far f rom the image

even in oL'1'icial minds. At the same time the Russians, however

distorted their conclusions, appear to be well informed upon
the geographic, economic and industrial factors in Canadian
policy ar.3 the resulting relative importance of Canada in the

Western alliance.

98. There have not been many occasions for Canadian policy
to be demonstrated individually towards the Soviet Union, as
distinct from participation in a course of action favoured by
the chief Western Powers. When such occasions have appeared
the S°lilgress formula of "firmness tempered with fairness" has
been well illustrated. (2) Apart from the spy cases, ,one of the
best examples of this approach is to be found in the handling
of the Anaa Teuber case. Over a period of almost two years,
May 1946 :.4arch 1948, the Department repeatedly pressed f or the
release from a Soviet forced labour camp of this girl; a
naturalized Canadian citizen of Rumanian birth. The girl had
been in Rzmania when the war broke out and was deported to

Russia in Jar_nary, 1946 s a1'ter Soviet troops overran that

couniry.. The patient accumulation of evidence and firm presenta-
tion of t'le case, coupled with a complete refutation of. the
Soviet dz.iial that a Canadian citizen was concerned, finally
ended in the girl being returned to Rumania from which, after
another dnlay of two years, she was eventually able to return to
her homo n Canada.(3) Such persistent advocacy reflected a
basic difJ'erence in the Canadian approach to the role of the was

individual in the stgobfrom that of th Soviet
servation f romethe Moscow1Embassyhin May,

well illustrated by an
1947.

(1) Mr. Black of the Canadian Embassy in Moscow prepared an
enlightening paper dated,'February.12, 1952 on "The Soviet
Attitude Towards Canada" which described the comments of the
Soviet press on Canada over the previous years and was later
distributed as a Circular Document.

(2) There have been irritating negotiations over attempts to secure
repayment of wartime debts and over the nature of compensation
payments (sterling or U.S. dollars) for the Petsamo mines, but
these,have not raised major questions of policy.

13) In the Power case, the Department, after six attempts between
1945 and 1947, failed to secure an exit visa for the Russian
wife of a Canadian diplomat who had married while in Russia.
The fact that Mrs. Power was a Soviet citizen at the time of
her mfrriage made it possible to refuse her a visa. mr. St.
Laurei:i: publicly described the ^S)oviet refusal as "an incompre-
hensible ac.tion on the part of a friendly state".



a humanitarian aspect is also important as creating
a precedent.. I do not think we should permit the
Soviet authorities to get away with this. They _will
no doubt be astonished at our preoccupation with one
human being's life but that is perhaps what we must
show them that there is another concept of the value

"The fate of one girl, while in itself important from

of hLman life than theirls°.

999
A case in "reverse", in which the Department had to

admit errors of judgment on the part of its own- officers
developec., when'11r. Weld and Captain Clabon of the Canadian
Military Mission in Berlin, illegally, though unintentionally,
entered the Soviet administered part of East Prussia in November,
1947. V-1ben it was discovered that they were being held by
Soviet military authorities, the Department made prompt efforts
to secure their release. After they had been released, the
Governme: t expressed regret for what had taken place and
"appreciation of the despatch with which the Soviet Government
completed its investigation and,facilitated the return of these

persons to Berlin". In a third case it was the Soviet turn
+- Sovit Embas in

to be at fault. ï;fhen an empblomakinf ahs eeçhein Sulysy1947
Ottawa behaled improperly, by g P
defaming Jkrainian Canadians at a public meeting in a Manitoba
town, the Chargé dtAffaires was asked to call at the Department,
after vain attempts had been made to secure from him definite
confirmation of what had actually been said. During the inter-
view he was informed of the grounds for protest and warned that;

,,if Mr. Scherbatiuk or any other member or employee of
any dipîomatic and consular mission in Canada used
language in f uture which was similar to that which had
been attributed to Mr. Scherbatiuk, the Canadi.an Govern-

ment would have no a1ternative but to request the

iramed'iate recall of the official or employee concerned".

100. The retention of the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa and
of the Caaadian Embassy in Moscow has provoked much comment and
discussion, within and without the Department. Public concern
about the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa was to be expected, in view
of the revelations of the complicity of. members of the Embassy
in the s*iV case. The press, for example, did not fail to draw
attentiE:n to the increase in the number of Russian Service
Attachés .aere which took place in the spring of 1950. Periodically,
there wou.:d be complaints in Parliament as to the folly of per-
mitting the Soviet Union and its satellites to benefit by
possession of a base of operations in Canada. But the Department
has not approved of any policy of suspending diplomatic relation.a.
There were however restrictions placed upon visits by Soviet
Attachés to Canadian key defence establishments, but on the
solid ground that Canadian Service Attachés were equally
discriminated against in Moscow. Although severe restrictions
upon travel were imposed upon Western diplcmats in the Soviet
Union in September, 1948, no limitations were enforced here until
March 10, 1952 when parallel action of this kind was taken by

several NATO countries.
There has been no Soviet Ambassador in

Ottawa since December, 1945, and no Canadian Ambassador in Moscow

since Mr. ZYilgress (who had been absent much of the time since
the sumsner of 1946) formally departed in 1947. The Canadian
Government has been willing to appoint another Ambassador, if the

Molotov only
Soviet Union would take reciprocal action, but Mr.
said that the subject was under study when Mr. Wilgress raised
the matter during his farewell call. At the end of that year
(1947) Mr. Robertson reported frori London that he had a conversa-
tion with lkir. Molotov during which,the question of exchange of
ambassadora had arisen. The Soviet- Foreign Minister then said
that "they would hesitate to appoint an Ambassador to Ottawa



because they did not know what might be prepared agabi^s^hhim".

The q ues • p
the restrictions placed upon Canadian diplomats, the much more

Soviet Gcvernmen
tion oP kee ing open the Moscoiv Embassy, in view of

mr. Robertson naturally combatted the insinuation, u
t has sti11 itbreld making an appointment.

country. When the Yugos av
disparaging remarks about the Archbishop and the Pope in Montreal
the following month, there were further protests by the press and

by correspondence.
Mr. St. Laurent then said that part of the

speech made was "clearly -off ensive", but no formal representation
was made to the Yugoslav Minister in view of the Consul-General
being recalled by his government. The zeal with which Yugoslav
off icials in Canada, the pro-Communist Council of the South Slavs,
and Canadian Communists set about in 1946-48 to organize a return
to their homeland of some two thousand Yugoslavs, many of w2iom
later reVetted their enthusiasm, also caused considerable adverse

criticism.
Again it was necessary to make a statement in the

House of Commons. These facts, plus the partisan speeches made

and the trial and imprisonmen o
last action aroused Catjolic feeling in this country, and a
number of representâtions were received.asking the Government
to make a formal protest. Such a step was not taken, as Mr.
St. Laurent told the House of Commons on February 24, 1947,
because it was felt that the Yugoslav Government was within its
rights in trying a citizen subject to the domestic law ôf the

1 Consal-General Designate made some

thorough.3o2ng omm
the Charga d'Affaires of the Yugoslav Legation informed the
Department on December 8, 1945, of the creation of the Federative
Peoples' Republic of Yugoslavia, he received a formal reply which
said that "Due note has been taken of this act of the Yugoslav

Constituent Assembly and
information

in your note".
government proceeded to embark upon a series of provocative acts
f rom the shooting down of U.S. planes over the country in August.

1946,
t o the aid and encouragement of the guerilla war in Greece,

t P Archbishop Stepinac. This

with other Western missions for the preservation of pence
and in the mutual interest of Western defence. Moreover.
our diplomatic representation in the USSR serves to keep
ajar the door of communication, since the diplomatic
charkY,e1 remains one of thé few openings for some degree
of association even if only of a formal character".

101. Canadian policy towards Yugoslavfa has raised some
interesting considerations because of the development of
"Titoism" in that country, the ensuing breach with Moscow and
cautious rapprochement with the West. In the early post-war
period, before the quarrel with the Soviet Union had become

public k^ü^l noteçordialiGïlTheladmirationhof Yugoslav.Aa uf
correct
the Yugoslav peoples in their resistance to Nazism had been
tempered at the close of the war by realization that Tito and
his Partisans were determined to make their country into a

C unist state as rapidly as possible. When

whicY:. are of interest to the Canadian Governmen .
more general way, the Embassy provides a means of main-
taini ng a common diplomatic front with other Western
states vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, and of collaborating

prepared for Mr. Ford in May, 1951:

"The E.nbassy continues to serve as a channel for discussing
and a.ttempting to solve.certain outstanding practical
problems existing between Canada and the USSR, and as a
source of information on Soviet and Communist d^aelÎnmaents

balance r argumen
^iission. They are best sumMarised in the letter of instructions

nat^ona z I
expensivE irritations of currency and customs regulations has
been reviewed almost annually in the past four years. But the

1 ts bas remained 'in favovr of retaining the

serious limitations upon the freedom of access of Soviet
1^ to members of the Mission and the nagging and
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by Yugoslav official representatives in Canada on several oeea-

sions, undoubtedly contributed, in addition to the shcrtags of
personnel, to the tardiness with which a Canadian Legation was
opened in Belgrade. M. Vaillancourt did not present his
credentials until February, 1948, thus making Yugoslavia the
last of the çountries, with which in wartime Canada- had agreed
to exchange representatives, to receive a Canadian Minister.
In bis letter of instructions on February 3, 1948,
attitude is illustrated by the following remark:

"TherE is a general desire in Canada that the Yugoslav Govern-
ment should lift restrictions on freedom as quickly as
possible and eventually establisY^ a genuinely democratic

statn. It would not be in the tneithersthof good
e Ÿugosl veGoverniIIgifbetwFen Yugoslavia and Canada

ment or the Yugoslav people were to harbor illusions on this

matter".

The 11iniQ ter was 1' urther told that :

"It must be an important object of Canadian and other Western
policy.that Yugoslavia, which through centuries of political,
cultcral, and religious history, bas been a part, althcugh
perheps only on the fringe of Western civilization, should
not now cease to be in community with us. The maintenance
and development of effective community between the Yugoslav

steplf ,people and the restaofaisài constitute desirable in
but, if achieved, may
towar3s the eventual re-establishment of true community
between the peoples of the Soviet Union and those of Canada

and the rest of the world".

102.
Although the U.S. Embassy, in the weeks immediately pre-

ceding public admission of the rift between Moscow and Belgrade,
had expressed suspicion that all was not well in Soviet-Yugoslav
.relations, the news came as a.considerable - surprise in June, 1948,
to our, and other Western missions. The initial

despatchito ^r ^theDepartmert was one of guarded interest.
Vaillanccurt in September, 1948, he was told that the Department
doubted ^hhether the situation that had developed was of any real
advantage to the Western Powers. It was expected that the ultimate
aim of tb3 Yugoslav Communists was "undoubtedly" to achieve a re-

conciliation with Moscow.
By April 1949, a more hopef ul view was

-expressPc: that Tito might place "at least one foot in the Western

camp".
ALthough the Yugoslav authorities put out feelers about

negotiating a trade agreement in September, 1948, there does not
seem to have been much interest evoked in Ottawa. This can be
explained by the Yugoslav preference for a barter -system, which
was not in line with Canadian policy and the small extent of
trade between the two countries in the past.(2) It was not unti'.._

(1) In spi te of the tardiness in completing an exchange that had been

approved six years bef ore, there e wre8hostileexplanatoryimemorandumsinpcasé
which impelled the Department prepare

. the matter was raised in Parliament.
(2) In 1une, 1950, Mr. C.rean, then Chargé d tAffaires reported that the
Foreign Minister had again raised the question of a trade agreement, and
that he was obliged to reply that he had no fresh instructions from his
overnment and gave some vague assurances "in order not to appear hope-

overtures were made by the recently
^essly negâtive". The most r

ague

He then ref erred- to the
appointed Yugoslav Ambassador in April, 1952•
"belief in official Yugosl.av circles that Canada is reluctant to trade

with Yugoslavia".
The Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce told him

Canada would be "very happy" to see an expansion of trade, and that, "as
fai as we are concerned there is certainly no reason why a valuable movement
of trade should not develop between t4e tv.) countries". But the Canadian
position remains 'ihat "bilateral arrangemelts would r un counter to Canadats

obligations under GATT and her general trade policy".



December 23, 19A9, +11a+- Mr. Vaillancourt saw Marshal Tito,,
f or his f irst interview since his 1' ormal presentation to the

Yugoslav leader. He simply utilised what might have proved
a significant occasion to raise the-question of repayment of

somé 1? 226 , 242 U.SU.S. f unds of Military Relief that Canada had
exter.ded during the war, and to ask for more sympathetic con-
sideraticn f or t he requests of those repatriated Yugoslavs and.
their Car.adian-born children who wished to return to Canad$.
After a^ isit in t:Sarch, 1950, by Mr. James Sinclair 1^t.P. 1,
Parliame::tary Assistant to the Minister of Finance, the Relief
question was settled by an agreement to pay L,150,000 in Yugoslav
currency to the credit of the Canadian Government in the National
Bank over a period of four years commencing April 1, 1950•
The return of Yugoslâvs was of less 'concern in Ottawa,
since:some at least were ardent Communists. Those who areallowed
to leave Yugoslavia are now screened less suspiciously by the
Departments concerned9 than was the case before the split with

?dosc:ow. Throughout this period the Legation continued to remind
the Department that Yugoslavia was still far removed from the
type of democratic state on which emphasis had been placed in
the letter of instructions. Thus in a despatch of January 23,
195C, commenting on a speech by the Minister of the Interior which
criticizEd his claims for the huinane character of Yugoslav- justice

the Minister observed:

"The fact remains that Yugoslavia is,at present, a country
scarcely unified, still torn by religious and racial pre-
judice, still unrecovered from the effects of disastrous
war; its people are primitive, ignorant, stubborn, ill-
clothed, ill-fed and poor. Its rulers preach brotherhood
and unity, but the impact of their policies is so revolutionary
that they can be said to divide as much as rule. Besides the
Army, the Ministry of the Interior and the police are the
chief factors in keeping the country together. Yet their
problems remain enormous".

103. But police state or not! Yugoslavih assumed an increasing
importanc,.: in Western eyes after the outbreak of war in Korea, and
the growing recognition in NATO circles that Yugoslavia could be
of signif:_cance in the balance of forces. Accordingly, the
instructi)ns given to Mr. Crean as Chargé d?Affaires on July 23,
1950, conr.ain an excellent analysis of the implications of Titoism
in the ri^ier world, (I) a reference to the "obvious advantage of

removing ; i strategic: area and a brave and stubborn people from
the Russi in camp", and the following more friendly appreciation
of the Yugoslav Government:

"It is axiomatic that the Canadian Government condemns

totalitarianism per se, whether it be exercised by a political

party as part of an international plan, such as is directed
by Moscow through Comini'orm, or 'Ky an independent dictator
such as Tito. We would therefore welcome a more democratic•

regime
in Yugoslavia. Our disapproval of a form of government

being displaced by something(which shows l:ittle indication of
more acceptable to Canadian standards) should not, however,
blind us to the advantages to the Western world of the revolt
of Yugoslavia against 2doscowis domination, nor should we lose
sight of the fact that it.is doubtful if that revolt could
have achieved any success but for the existence under Tito of
a ruthless police state with the means at its disposal to
resist overthrow f rom within. This does not mean that the
Canadian Government condones the police state created by Tito.
It is simply a recognition of the fact that the continued

less
domination

independence of Yugoslavia
have been possible under a

(1) The Department prepared a survey of Titoism in Europe which
was distributed as a Circular Document in 1951.



as described as bringingThe aim of Canadian diplomacy w
Yugoslavia to our side without too great a sacriiice of democra-
tic principles. On the other hand, it was regarded as a mistake

dl into the Western alliance"
,,to accept Yugoslavia wholehearte y
even if Tito was prepared to go that far. What was.desired was
the maintenance of "a relatively strong and independent state"
which wou'.d record an increase in its internal prosperity and
in time ;"nove gradually back into the ranks of the Western.

an approach might be made in 1Yashing on ere
judgment, if it was decided to extend basisdofrover$bly
be no strings attached, and it be grant
riding strategic interests. On October 16, 1950, the Department

sent its tentative views to the r`eantheninlusiôniinathecproposed .
of the invitation. It did not regard grain-producing powers,
meeting of Canada and Australia Pârticilâ astion, and suggested this
as a satisfactory criterion for p P

se '^assages
were repeated ±a the instructions prepared for

(1) The I after ho was appointed our
Mr. Macdonald in September, 1951,
Ambassador to Belgrade.

to our in*-erest to further Yugo

also importunt not^oo^ergthrowothetdetGasperi-Government.f oInes
in Italy which migh1uly, 1952 Mr. Dupuy reported from Rome on informal talks aboutn
Trieste with the Yugoslav Minister in Italy Ita

otel
ia
that he

Under-Seci°etary of State for Foreign Affairs.
t

had agreec. with the latten St eptembereatolunch in hisphouses to
meet "uno..tentatiously
On instructions from the Minister he was warn^do ^^•u^up^es+ated-

discretiof.. - The -despatch of August 8, 19^2, ^

"As yoL are aware we do not want tone2'fortsitotbring
question, and I know that your cons in such

tructive

Dr. Velebit and Mr. Taviani will mad
eour interest

way a- to give neither party cause to exagg

in thc matter'c.
nt was

105. When the survival of Yugoslav
ethe over-

threaten°e. by an acute economic crisi
ambitious nature of the Five Year

Plan and
rontedtby

ser i ous

in 1950, Canada was unexpectedly coni
problem of whether it should share in extending aid. The ques-

tion did not arise at the outset from a direct appeal of the

Yugoslav Government, but word was receiveStates MEmbassies were
October, that both the French and Un i ted

from the President
planning, as the result of an urgent apP

eal
orthe

of the.Planning Commission, to propose a joint meeting,
United States, the United Kingdom, "and possibly Canada and

on and
Australia" to discuss the ^egdone. Mr^.oCreanithought thatasuche
trrhat if anything, should t within a week. In his

relationswith Yugoslavia improve ,
tried and failed to find a way out by securing a settlementThe
the issue through direct -talks between the two countries.

view in 0' tawa of these attemptslaFSCOhoperation, gbuttitiwasly

of accomp..ishment and t e P°
d the three 17estern Powers

Statas, t' ►e United Kingdom. and Flan In subsequent
the retura of the Free City of Trieste to Italy.
years, wh^:n it was obvious that such an action was mûstbe

dif
ttercult

h ssib`ility of developing p

to play a direct part in suc a p In 1948 at the time of- the
views on Trieste are an example.

,

Italian ewections, in order to help the democratic cause Canada

publicly associated itself with theCeethatAthey nowtfavoure3a

104.
In encouraging Yugoslavia to act in this.fashion the

lead has naturally been taken by the United States, the United
Kingdom aad France. Canada has neither attempted nor wished

olic Of this attitude our

nations: C.)



might be made clear at the outset, If and when an invitation
was extended. But, if the powers most directly concerned
extended an invitation, Canada would probably accept. Since
it did not appear that Canadian aid would be required before
the spring, -there was no need for a hurried decision. This
was helpf 11, as neither a loan nor a gift could be made without
Parliamertary approval, and Parliament would not meet until
February. It was doubtful if Cabinet would consider a gift
on the terms the Yugoslavs would suggest. The Department did
not entirely share Mr. Crean9s views on the inadvisability of
tying terms to the assistance, and did not believe that Tito4s
regime would be endangered if he assumed a more,co-operatiQe
attitude in the United Nations and toward his Yugoslav neighbours,
Greece an-1 Italy. In a reference to 'Canadian public opinion the
Department noted that "a more co-operative attitude about the
return of Greek children or the release of ITsgr. Stepinac would
create a flealthier atmosphere". On October 24, a meeting was
held in titiishington attended by the United States, the United
Kingdom, ï!rance and Canada. The Canadian representative had not
made clea ^ the Department4s disliks of the origin of the request
for Canadian participation, and, - judging from their report, had
appeared more willing to consider Canadian assistance than had
been inteaded. In a memorandum of October 26, Mr. Plumptre,
then chie.' :of the Economic,Div.ision, expressed his concern and
personal ioubts on the desirability of extending aid. He thought
there we:73 many more desirable outlets for Canadian charity, and
that Yugoslavia had no special appeal to the Canadian people.
The only way Canada could justifiably be included as a donor
would be on a United Nations contributions list which the problem
did not s3em to justify. He urged caution in the Washington-
discussions until Ministerial views had been received. Mr.
Pearson a;;reed that there was not much chance of a loan or gift,
unless th:3re was something approaching starvation in Yugoslavia,
and said that Canada could already anticipate "some very heavy
relief and economic aid obligations" in the coming year. He
thought t'ae countries most directly concerned, the United
Kingdom, •;he United States and France should be prepared to carry
the full 'furden but, if it was decided to extend relief through
an internntional agency such as FAO, OEEC or NATO, Canada would
consider -.ssuming its share of responsibility. These views were
sent to Washington, where the U.S. authorities, who were already
committed to extending aid, showed interest in the suggestions
of the po:i*sible use of an international agency. On November 6,
the Unitec=. States Government sent Canada an aide-memoire,
indicatinb its intention of aiding Yugoslavia and doing so in
part from funds available under the Mutual Defence Assistance Act.
Such aid could only be advanced under the act, if the United
States and the other members of the North Atlantic Treaty were
in agreement that such a step would contribute to the preservation
of the peace and security of the North Atlantic area and was vital
to the security of the United States. Canada was accordingly
asked if it considered that the immediate increased ability of
Yugoslavia to defend itself would contribute to the preservation
of peace etc. in the North Atlantic area, bearing in mind the
strategic location of Yugoslavia and the effect of drought on the
ability of that country to supply the food requirements of its
Armed Forces. It was also told that the United States would be
interested in knowing "whether the Government of Canada feels
able to made a contribution of its own to meet the problem
effecting the interests of all the North Atlantic Treaty Nations".
A memorandum was prepared for Cabinet which stated the reasons
for an affirmative answer to the first question on the strategic
importance of Yugoslavia. On the second question no direct re-
commendation was made. It was suggested, however,that if no
direct as:istance was extended on tt NATO basis, FAO might be the
channel tlsough which Canada co-op,s. ate in relief . Cabinet agreed
on'N ovember 8 to the first recommendation, but decided that "in



view of present commitments it would. not be possible for
Canada to participate at this time in the provision of
relief in Yugoslavia". The United States was informed
rzccordingly. When the U.S.. Embassy asked if the Canadian
aide-memoire could be made public the Department replied,

it :

gesture,-!-uch a single shipload of grain, would have considerable
political value in the current situation in Europe. As he put

promised ')y the United States and the United Kingdom would still
be insufficient to meet the cr.isis, and that any assistance
Canada co,ild give would be most welcome. In appealing for help
the b2inis,;er emphasized the political capital which the Comin-
form was making of the situation. Mr. Pribicevic was told of
the heavy commitments Canada had already made for aid in Korea
and Palestine, but was promised the most sympathetic considera-
tion. In a note to the Minister on the interview Mr. Heeney
favoured rome assistance, and pointed out that .aven a token

Their Minister told Mr. Heeney, on December 13, that the assistance

raised by the United States the Department was then confronted.
by a direct request for. assistance from the Yugoslav Government,

from the )ublic relations point of view".

106. Having met, none too gracefully, the questions

observed, "This might not be a very happily worded aide-memoire

of it being made public, but it would be preferable to keep
text sec:rtit. As a note to the Minister in that connection

rather lamely, that there was no objection to the substance

mee:ing of December 28. It reached the conclusion that "while
there were difficulties in the tray of direct aid to a Communist
country, it would be desirable to explore further the possibility
of Yugoslaria obtaining aid through the Food and Agriculture
Organization". Unfortunately an examination of that possibility,
(which shculd have been made earlier), revealed that FAO had no
funds for financing gifts of surplus commodities to needy
countriea, and no existing machinery by which a Canadian donation
for that Furpose could be placed at the disposal of Yugoslavia.
Dr. Barton of the Department of Agriculture, who was chairman
of FA09s Commodity Committee, was also opposed to an attempt to
turn the organization into an organization to administer relief.
The United Nations Division of the Department then submitted
an ingenious suggestion that the United Nations International
Children's Emergency Fund might be used by making a donation of
commodities, such as fish, part of which could then be made
available for Yugoslavia. Although it was the established policy
of UNICEF, which Canada had consistently supported, not to accept
contributions earmarked for a specific country, there were
unofficial assurances that the proposed gift from Canada could
be diverted for the most part to Yugoslavia.(l) A contribution at
that time would also aid UNICEF in getting further aid f rom the
United States on a matching basis. The Department therefore re-
commended that an appropriation of $500,000 Canadian be made to

"_It seems to me that there is as much, If not more value,
in keeping the morale of the Yugoslav army in fighting
form as there is in the spending of the equivalent amount
of mor..ey on our own defence programme. As a matter of
fact, the Canadian dollar would probably stretch farther
in that direction".

The interview was brought to the attention of Cabinet at its

(1 The amount UNICEF sent to YugoslaTia was f ive hundred tons

of salt codfish.



UNICEF for the purchase of foodstuffs in Canada. Be2'ore a
submission went forward to Cabinet, the case for helping
Yugoslavia had been strengthened by the action of-the NATO
Council Deputies in London in agreeing that "it is most
desirable that the Western Powers* give economic assistance to
Yugoslavia to the best of their ability". The_United States
Governmeit also presented a second aide-memoire in March, in
accordan,:,e with the provisions of MDAP to permit further aid
being granted. The Government, in its reply of March 27,
reafi'irmad its previous views and agreed that the provision
of furthr;r assistance would contribute to the maintenance of
peace ana security. A Cabinet Paper was distributed in March
which surimarized the recent developments in providing economic
assistanae and military aid for Yugoslavia. After all this -
preparation, the Departmental submission of April 11 was then
presenteu with the powerful supporting argument that the
Fisheries Supply Board was anxious to dispose of a surplus of
iab.ador salt codfish. Cabinet approved of the grant to UNICEF
on the terms suggested, and Mr. Heeney was asked by the Minister
to inf orcL the Yugoslav Minister of Its action. He was.to express
at the s€:me time the hope that the Yugoslav authorities would
release Irchbishop Stepinac, astep which would be helpful in
Western i•elationships with Yugoslavia. During the interview
the MiniEter was also to be inf ormed of the Governmentts desire
to raise representation in the two countries to Embassy level.
In reporting on his interview with Mr. Pribicevic, the Under-
Secretary obserred that the Minister displayed no great
enthusiasm for the gift, pointing out that what was really
needed in his country at that time was fats. Nor was he forth-
coming atout the case of the imprisoned Archbishop, except to
give a clearer impression of how much the case was enmeshed in
domestic politics.(l)

107. In view of Mr. Pribicévicst lukewarmness about the
nature or the Canadian gif t'to UNICEF it was ironical that, on
the same day as the submission was sent to Cabinet, a member
of the Yugoslav Permanent Delegation to the United Nations
called or Mr. Holmes to inquire, personally and tentatively,
if it would be possible for Canada to make a further direct
gift of fish. He explained that they were particularly liked
by adult: in the Dalmatia area,•and the gift to UNICEF was, of
course, colely for children. The Department recommended
tavoura bl e acceptance of this request. On May 30, Cabinet
agreed to include an item in the suppiementary estimates of
t45,000 for the purchase and delivery to Yugoslavia of approximately
125 tons of codfish. As an illustration of the disfavor with which
even grants of this kind were regarded in some parts of Canada, it
may be noted that the Postmaster-General wrote to Mr. Pearson or.

July 3, 1952 to secure details on the extent of assistance the
manner in which it had been undertaken, and the aim of this
assistance in order as he explained "to make a reply to a Catholic
who bitterly complains that "Catholic Canadians are paying taxes
in order to help a country engaged in the persecution of followers

of the Catholic faith.".

108. It looked for â tim3 that Canada would find it difficult
not to make a further and muchlarger`contribution to the policy
of "keeping Tito afloat", as it,came to be known. In May 1951,
the Washington Embassy reportéd'that it had learned the members
of NATO, and probably other countries as well, would be asked to
participate in a new economic assistance programme. The Deputy
Director of the Office of Eastern European Affairs asked that those

Subsi!o , uently the Archbishdp was freed on condition that he
reside in his native village. °



officials concerned in Ottawa give "preliminary consideration"
to the possibility of Canada playing a part. In reply the
Department again advised great care in talks in 77ashington,
since it foresaw considerable difficulty in securing agreement
to extending aid. It explained that i n any event consideration

could only be given, if the programme had the full support of

the NATO countries,and the United States and the United Kingdom
were contemplating substantial aid beyond.what had already been
contributed. During this period It was also learned that Tito
had asked for military supplies and had submitted lists to the
United States, the United Kingdom and France. Since the
availabil.ities fell 'far short oflf Yugoslav requirements'r,
Canadian assistance was requested through NATO military channels
"within the scope and limitations of Canadian excess military
material", that is to say over and above Canadian requirements
and those of other NATO countries.(l) It was then possible to
reply, initially, that the amount of equipment available and
suitable ror Yugoslav purposes was too slight to be of use,
particularly if, as was anticipated, it might be required in
aiding Gr9ece -and Turkey. Vthen it transpired later that these
countriesdid not wish to recéive such equipment, the question
was raise3 again and isstill under active and embarrassed
consideration. Meanwhile, officers at Canada House reported
that they.had been asked to attend a meeting of United States,
United kj:agdom and French officials where they were told the
plans of the three countries for further aid to Yugoslavia and
shown the draft recommendation which would shortly be presented
at the meeting of the NATO Council Deputies. In view of the
difficulty of getting a Cabinet decision at that time, the
Department was forced to ask Mr. iYilgress to reserve Canadats
position at the meeting. This he did on July 16, when
he found himself in_ the invidious position of being, with the
Luxemburg.-r representative, the only ones to delay adoption of
the resolution. As Mr. Pearson was then in London, he was
consulted and -suggested a :way out -oi' the -difficulty. He thought

it was possible to accept the resolution which, as slightly
amended by Canada, recommended to member governments that "if
they are approae:hed by the Yugoslav Government to extend economic
assistance, they should co-operate to the fullest extent possible",
with the !inderstanding that in so doing "we are not hereby
morally c)mmitted to any positive action on any direct request
for aid f-om Yugoslairia". Accordingly the resolution was endorsed
at the Do;)uties meeting of' August, 1951. To date Titots Govern-
ment has iot approached Canada for further economic assistance.
The Big T:,iree, after having given assistance to the.extent of
$75,000, OUO since the summer of 1951, were facecl in February
of this year with the necessity of advancing a further $45,000,000
for the ttitielve months ending Tune 30, 1952. In the process of
providing this aid the United States submitted to Canada a third
aide-memoire on the strategic importance of Yugoslavia to wh3ch
the government returned an affirmative answer on July 26, 1951.

109. It Is perhaps true that Canadian assistance to the
government of Yugoslavia would be more palatable in Canada, if
Marshal Tito would c.onsent to some form of association with NATO,
possibly through participation in a Balkan Command in which Greece
and Turkey might be associated. But this policy has not been

(L) Previously, in co-operation with the United States after the
rupture with Moscow, Canada had eased the controls. on the
export of strategic materials to fuioslavia so as to permit
the purchase of "reasonable q uant t es .



accepted in Belgrade, the only concession.to date being that
consultation and co-operation with a^riew to resisting aggression
would be considered, as the Foreign Secretary said in September,
1951 "..if the situation deteriorated and if the danger of
aggressicn became immediate". As things now. stand the signifi-
cance of the part Yugoslavia plays in the rif t between the
Soviet U?.ion and the West is f ully recognized within the Depart-
ment. But the past recôrd of its relations with Canada-and the
sensibil'_.ties of Catholic and anti-Communist opinion domestically

p
new Embassies and Legations and the prospect of still more being
established. In November, 1945, when answering a letter- oi'
the Prime t3inisterTs on another matter^ Cardinal Villeneuve
inquired as to the possibility of such a step being taken.
Mr. King answered that the question had been under consideration
f rom time to time, but it had been felt that the establishment
of diplomatic relations with Italy should come first. He touched
upon the difficulties created by rapidly expanding representation
abroad, End his desire to avoid controversy on the question
either ir. Parliament or the press. In his view that would
"almost certainly happen", if the question of Vatican representa-
tion was "pressed prominently to the fore". In January-,1946
Father Gaudrault had a second interview with,.Mr. Robertson, during
which he described Archbishop àlcGuigants being made a Cardinal
as "an action of great benevolence from thé Holy See towards
Canada", which should greatly reduce opposition from non-Cathol-':s
to the establishment of diplomatic relations. He inquired whether,
if that could not be done before the Consistory when the thirty-
two newly created Cardinals would be elevated to their offices,
it would be possible to have the Canadian Ambassador to France
specially commissioned to reprèsent Canada at the ceremony. The
Prime Minister brought both questions before Cabinet on January
24, 1946, but it was agreed that no acticn should be taken at

present.

111. Since then the appointment has been an object of
petition and counter-petition(1) almost every year, with M.P.'s
from Quebec frequently raising the question in the House of Commons.
On two occasions the views of the Vatican have been made known.
In Apri1, 1947, the Apostolic Delegate to Canada inf ormed General
Vanier, while both were in Rome, that the Pope would agree to the
appointment of an Internuncio to Canada instead of a Nuncio, and

Father Gaudrault declared that there was no country in the wor
with such a proportion of Catholics in its population (43^)
that did not have diplomatic relations with the Holy See. He
recognized that opinion would have to be "very well-prepared
with the non-Catholic members of the Cabinet", but believed that

the resent time was favourable, in view of the. opening so many

prepared by the Provincial of the Dominican order in Quebec..
Eight yec.rs :later, in July, 1945, following a conversation with
Mr. Robeitson in which the matter had been discussed the Pro-
Tinciai submitted a revised copy of his memorandum. He intimated
that, al t,hough he was not acting in an official capacity, he had
"all rea_ons to be sure" that any proposal from the Canadian
Governme for the institution of diplomatic relations with the
Holy See would be "favourably receiTed,. considered and accepted".11A

110. The best illustration of domestic religious considera-
tions af^'ectina; Canadian foreign policy is afforded by the con-
troversy over establishing diplomatic relations ti^iith the Vatican.

As early as 1937, when Canadian missions abroad numbered less
than half a dozen, the question of appointing a Minister to the
Vatican lad been placed before the Prime Minister in a memorandum

and poli^i--ical considerations might justify.
preclude as thorough co-operation with Yugoslavia as strategic

(1
There are nine volumes of resolutions and protests on file

to June, 1952.



was prepared to see the Canadian Ambassador to France, or
the Ambassador to Greece, being also appointed to represent
Canada at the Holy See. There would also be no objection to
a Protestant acting as Canadian Minister as was done by the
United Kin.;dom. During an interview with three Canadian
journalists a year later, the Papal Under-Secretary of State
said, in answer to a question, that the matter of exchanging
representation could be settled "in a day". The initiative

i

letter Mr. St. Laurent said:

"The Government.has not yet adopted any policy on the
matte~ of a Canadian diplomatic representative to the

the. Canac.ian Council of Churches on April 9 at which the appoint-
ment was one of * the questions discussed. The clearest statement
of .the -Prime Minister4s position in-answer to protests irom
Protestant groups(2) was given in a'letter to the General-
Secretary of that organizatiôn on February 21, 1949. In that

would have to be taken by Canada, since the Holy See was anxious
to preserve the present "very friendly" relations with Canada,
and "did not wish to do anything that might be interpreted as
an attempt to interiere in Canadian affairs". When there were
widespret,d rumours, early in 1949, that the Government was going
to appoint a representative, a marked increase took place in
the flow of letters on the subject.(l) At a Cabinet meeting on
February 18, 1949, it was again agreed that no action should be
taken "at the present time". The Prime Minister and several
members of the Cabinet subsequently received a delegation from

Many of us feel that it would be'quite useful to have
one there because of the confidential information he would
be able to obtain for as from other diplomats accredited
to the Vatican. We realize, however, that there are
probably many Canadians who would look upon our action, if
we madean.appointment, as a religious gesture to the Head
of the Catholic Church and would resent it.

It would be unfortunate to have any controversy in
that zegard, when it is so necessary for the Christian
Churches to unite their strength against the aggression
and p3rsecution to which they are subjected, regardless
of their denominational affiliation, by Communist Govern-

ments.

":Ye have to do our best to appraise the value of the
in1'orL iation we would obtain, and also be able to convey,
from a mission at the Vatican with the stresses of a
religious controversy at home, and be sure that we would
notbo doing something apt to produce more disadvantages
than advantageous consequences.

You may he assured that I am endeavouring to envisage
the problem, not from the angle of what it might be worth
to Catholics, but exclusively from the angle of what it
might be worth to Canada as a whole".

Vatican.

-(l) Between February and July there were.125 letters of protest
from indiYic' uals and organizations, and 46 of approval.

(2) Protestants, especially Baptists, and adherents of the United
Church of Canada, lay great stress on the principle of the
separation of church and state. They maintain that the few
acres of Vatican City do not constitute a temporal state
requiring diplomatic representation from Canada, and any__
appoilitment is essentially for,religious reasons---o1' which

they àc, not approve.



The f ullest statement of the Primo bSinister ts views in
answering a letter favouring the appointment .is contained in
a letter to Bishop Boyle of Charlottetown in August, 1949.

towar s
to the valuable information which the Vatican possesses on develop-
ments behind the, Iron Curtain and lack of any opportunity "of

T •
The Unitc:d States, which has also f aced denominational arguments
over the appointment of a diplomatic representative, as distinct
from the Presidentts special representative, remains actively
interested in the Canadian position, and has promised, not
always successfully, to keep Canada informed of its policy.
In April, 1949, our Ambassador in Washington was told, for
example, that:

"The issue is thus being publicly debated on factional
lines and it is becoming difficult to consider it f rom
the point of view of the benefit and value to our foreign
service of opening the mission".(1)

113. The question of representation at the Holy See also
reacts upon consideration of other appointments. Thus, in
July, 1949, Mr. St. Laurent pointed out that it would give
serious offense to have representation in Israel,.and not at

the Vatican. When the question of recognizing Communist China
was under active consideration, he commented in January, 1950
that, in addition to the concern at recognizing a Communist
state which would be felt by many Canadians, "some would be
inclined to relate the question of recognition and dealings with
other Communist Governments to lack of Canadian representation
at the Vatican". In a Divisional note for the Minister's handbook
the claim was made that, in 1950, the adverse effects of non-
representation at the Vatican were particularly felt. These
included lack of adequate assistance for the thousands of Canadian
visitors to Rome during Holy Year, the necessity of relying on
information from other countries on the attitude of the Vatican

A the Jerusalem issue in the United Nations, lack of access

fina? ly to take action, but you may est assured that full
cons^.deration is being given to the problem, both by the
SecrEtary of State ior External Affairs, who is the
idini,.ter concerned with it, as well by myself".

112. In the meantime the Department secured information
from the United States and the United Kingdom on the special
alun which they attach to representation•to the Vatican.

f ostvring a 'more tolerant attitude throughout the whole
country, but all matters such as the appointment * of ,a
CanaCian representative to the Vatican, which could be
occasion for the clashing of sentimental differences of
viewpoint, are still apt to be very explosive. I an not
unhoFef ul, however, that 'the Canadian public is more and
more coming to realize that, for strictly political .
advar:tages in the international field, we should be rep-
reseiLte3 at the Vatican. It might take some little time
befoz-e the education has been thorough for the government

Mr. St. Laurent told the Bishop:

"The c uestion of the possibility of Canada having
diplc>matic relations with the Holy See is one which"
is rvceiving most urgent consideration at this time.

I think we have made considerable progress in

(1) Factional feeling was reveale3 in 1951 when President Truman
abruptly nominated General Mark Clark as "Ambassador to the
State of Vatican City", and had to withdraw his nomination.
The adverse reaction of U.S. public opinion did not pass
unnoticed in Cabinet circles in Canada.



attempting to influence the role which the Roman Catholic
Church is playing in the current ideolorical struggle". - When
the European Division was asked in the autumn of 1951 to list
in order of importance possible new missions in Europe and
the Middle East, it placed the Vatican in a tie with Spain
for third or fourth place after Finland and Austria.

114. In an earlier chapter it was pointéd out that when
Turkey tirst expressed an, interest in joining.NATO, Canada
had.been opposed to the suggestion. The manner in which the

. Government found it necessary to retreat from that position
illustrates the difficult situation in which Canada is placed
when a mt jor issue of defense policy is firmly advocated by
the Unita:d States. On August 10, 1950, the Turkish Ambassador
called on the Minister to make "preliminary feelers" about the
attitude 'which Canada would take if Turkey applied for membership
in NATO. After explaining that the considerations which in
1949 had prompted the Canadian Government to think that "the
nations signatory to the Treaty should be limited, as far as
possible, to the North Atlantic area, Mr. Pearson -commented that
-the aggression in Korea and subsequent events had-somewhat
changed the picture, and.had shown that the struggle against
Communist would have to be waged on many more sectors than the
North Atlantic. While pointing out that the admission of Turkey
aiight make it difficult to refuse applications from less effec-
tive states in that area, he stated that if the United States,
the United bingdom and France had no objection to the admission

ô2 Turkey Canada would not impose a veto, but would indeed give
sympathetic consideration to the application. Two weeks later
the Ambassador called to present an aide-memoire f ormally
applying for membership. Mr.- Heeney repeated the assurances
given by the Minister but added a.cautionary statement that:

"The Turkish Government would certainly realize that the
admission of -Turkey was, up to -a large extent, linked 'up
with;the admission of Greece and possibly of other countries,
such as Iran, the admission of which might become a liability
for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and that the
application of his country would have to be studied in that
context...whateyer the outcome of this request for admission,
a way would certainly be found, within or without the Pact
to strengthen the relations between NATO and Turkey".-

In a mer►orandum at the time Mr. Leger commented that Turkey's
admission would still further extend Canadian military commit-
ments, and make more difficult the gradual attainment of the
economic and social aspects of the Treaty which Canada had
always considered important. As Ambassadors from other NATO
countries called on the Department to inquire what line Canada
was taking on the Turkish request Mr. Pearson decided on August
28 that the reply should be that there was a good deal for and
against the Turkish proposal, that we would not oppose if the
United States, the United Kingdom and France f avoured it and
that until their views were known we shoulâ not take "any firm

position". Three days later it was learned that at the NATO
Deputiest meeting in London the Chairmân, Mr. Spofford, had
referred to the Turkish application and given the view of the
United States that "it would be undesirable for any North
Atlantic country to give the Turks any indication of its position
.... pending an exchange of views among all North Atlantic

countries". This unexpected development necessitated the Depart-
ment notifying all its missions in North Atlantic countries to
avoid discussion of-the question, or, if that were impossible,
to make it clear that "Canada is not taking any firm position

1 t take an unless and antil the attitude of the powers
and l
morewdirently concernéd is known".= At Ankara, where General Odlum
had been i Ur some time reporting enthusiastically upon TurkeyTs



will to fight in the event of war, the need for caution was
partic ula:.^ly stressed. At the NATO Council meeting in New
York in Soptember 1950 it was decided not to admit Turkey

Canadian :;mbassy on March 20, 1951 that the recommendation was
being stuc'.ied. It promised that the United States would consult
other treaty members as soon as it had decided to support such
a recommendation. Shortly afterwards, the fact that Mr.-Pearson
invited the Greek and Turkish Ambassadors •to attend the luncheon
given on the second anniversary of NATO (April 4) seemed to have
rekindled the hopes of the representatives of the two countries
that Canac.a was also willing to reconsider sympathetically their
position. The Departmental view, as giiren to the Canadian
Ambassador in Washington on April 20, 1951 was that so far as
Canada was concerned "the cons were more conYincing than the

pros". Ac. hoc arrangements for the defence of the Middle East
could be-Tased more effectively on existing foundations than by
a new arrengement such as the extension of NATO. It was still
true that Canada would not oppose the admission of Turkey and
Greece, ii the other powers and particularly the United States
wished to accept them. But what was preferable was serious
considera+:ion of other courses of action seyeral of which were

the North Atlantic Treaty". It was not until a story about
this reconnendation had appeared in the New York Times and
enquirïes were made that the State Department admitted to the

that: "oth•;r things being equal", a mathematical phrase with more
apparent than real clarity, "the best method to provide for the
security or these countries was to invite their adherence to

1951 the r drafted a recommendation to the State Department
missions in the Middle East was held in Ankara in February,

115, Unfortunately this solution did not meet the wishes
of either country, where concern for the future had been
sharpened by the serious developments in Korea at the end of
the year. As a result defense planning made little, if any
progress in that area. When a meeting of the heads of the U.S.

l-iediterra. iean would contribute significantly to the defense
of that a,,ea". The Council insited the Turkish Government to
bé associ.ited with NATO for that purpose and Turkey agreed.
Greece was given and accepted a-similar invitation.

Atlantic Trea ty Organization with regard to the defense of the

but it was agreeda that "association of the Turkish Government
with the appropriate phase of the planning work of the North

mentioned; "since we consider that the admission of Turkey to
NATO is nct to the best of our interests in present circumstances".
These vies were communicated to the State Department on an

informal basis. It promised to bring them at once to the atten-
tion of the interdepartmental group working on the problem and to
inform the Department what decisions were made before the questioti
was brought up in NATO. However on May 15, the U.S. Ambassador
called on the U.K. Foreign Office to present an aide-memoire,
which said that the United States had come to the conclusion
that the relationship of Greece and Turkey to NATO could best be
met by their inclusion as full members. The same action was taken
in France, as both these countries were linked with Turkey in
security pacts. On the following day this news Tèaked to the
press in both London and New York. In the Foreign Office the
official feeling was that they would have preferred an alternative
solution to that suggested, but, "if the United States held firmly
to the view that only the inclusion of the two countries in NATO
can solve the problem, the Foreign Office isntt likely to oppose

this deielopment". The question was formally raised by the
United States in the NATO Deputiest meeting on May 16 with a
request for an early discussion.

116. In Ottawa there was indiE,nation at the failure of the
United States to inform Canada in edYance, of its position, and
annoyance a: the • speed which the pr a3s had learned of deTelopmeists.
Canada House was told, apropos of the U.S. suggestion for an early

i



discussion of the question that

"We regard the question of the admission of Greece and
Turkey as one with such far-reaching implications that
it would be unwise to allow ourselves and other NATO
members to be hustled into a premature discussion of the

topic in circumstances which are reminiscent of the

tacti,-s employed over the German rearmament issue".

Mr. Wilg?'sss was instructed to râcoâsc.ussion accordancepostponedth
a Cabinet decision on May 18, that
until a luter date, while making clear that Canada was not
opposed i_Z principle to a discussion of the problem.. He was
to reques'; documentation on the political and military con-
siderations from the countries more directly concerned. It
did not ease the situation for the Department to have the
murkish Ac^bassador call on Mr. Heeney on May 21, to remind
him of th: assurances given.the previous autumn, and to intimate
that he h=id Yiewed the invitation to the NATO lunch in April as

an indica';ion that the Canadian Governaent wished to see the
association of -his country become closer. He asked that Canada
take active steps to further the i Turkish application, and not
be conten, to follovr the lead taken by the United States, the
United Ki:igdom and France. To justify the request he flatteringly
stated th7it his country considered there were four Great Powers
in the No'-'th Atlantic Alliance, and, as the fourth one, Canada
"was expec:ted to make its voice heard". Mr. Seymen was given
the same assurances as in the previous year, qnd assured that
Canada would not take a passive role in the discussions. At the
same time, there were suggestions that a hfediterranean Pact .
might be .in alternative to the proposed policy, and a reminder

that:

"Under_no circumstance should a situation develop whereby
the uiZity or the members of NATO should be weakened,
becau3e if such a situation arose, the vdiole fabric of
Vieste'^•n defence would be weakened accordingly with serious
consequences for Turkey as well as for all of us".(l)

present
Five days later the Greek Ambassadordaas to
note from his Government asking for Cana
membershi-).(2) He advanced as a principal argument the claim

that:

"Any p.-olongation of the present situation of uncertainty
and suspense in which the two countries, who, like Greece
and Turkey, could contribute substantially in the defence
of Europe, are left outside the North Atlantic Treaty,
constitutes in itself an additional danger of war, since
the eventual aggressor is likely to take it as a positive
lack of solidarity among democratic countries between them-
selves and towards Greece and Turkey more specif icallyt".

(1)
he Turkish Government also presented, a formal aide-memoire
to General Odlum and Ambassadors of other NATO countries rep-
resented in Ankara on June 13, stating that it would consider

"a prompt aG^a^egnof America reserve 2'riendlyrsentiment
Statesthe United

towards Turkey".
ed in Lond

(2) The Greek request came afterthe Deuties
pernmentsdtogref rain f romonto recommend to their individual Go

indicating their respective position to the two applicants. In
Tiew of the talk with the Tur:ish Ambassador, it was impossible
not t-D give him parallel assurances and thereby unavoidably go
beyoni the intent of the Depu:iesl recommendation. The formal
reply to tho Greek note, promis-,d friendly consideration "Subject
to the limitations imposed by the paramount importance of main-
taining the solidarity of the existing Treaty Organization".



117. While the Department was weighing the various

balancine of politico-economic factors as well as purely military

elements in the problem and requestins,^ National Defence to
prepare a militarg appreciation of the issues involted, Mr.
i1gress was reporting ^ rom London on the U.S. memorandum to

the NATO Deputies. Tt was his view that it primarily reflected
"the pressure of military thinking rather than a careful

considerations": He belieTed that Canada should emphasize the
point that the inclusion of Greece and Turkey would substantially
alter thf. basis of the North Atlantic Community which underlies
the treaty itself. He forecast that, Italy excepted-, the other
smaller European powers more likely to take a position of active
opposition or passive acceptance, to the U.S. proposal, while
the Unite3 Kingdom would not offer sustained opposition. The
Departmenti shared the High Commissioner's views about the
weakness of the political arguments in the U.S. memorandum. It
was somewhat encouraged by news from Washington that the con-
clusions report Greek ând Turkish membership were in no way final,
and that the United States "looked forvrard to the fullest exchange
of vievrs within NATO with the object of achieving a solution
mutually agreeable to all". It had also learned from Mr. Ford
in Moscow that two views were held there by Western diplomats
on the interpretation which the^ Russians might place upon the
admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO. The Netherlands and
NorwegiaL. Ambassadors were of the opinion that it might be
regarded by the Russians as the first step towards turning •NATO
"into a real encirclement of the Soviet Union". The United
States-Italian argument was that the Soviet rulers were already
so firmly convinced of the aggressive intent of NATO that they
would not be so disturbed by the admission of Greece and Turkey
as to create a situation where the advantages of their admission
would outweigh hesitations about 'offending Soviet sensitivities.
Mr. Ford took a halfway position. He thought the admission of
Greece and Turkey would not be sufficient to f orce a showdown
"unless it were combined with a decision to arm Germany and
bring it also into the North Atlantic Treaty Organization". It
might discourage hasty action by satellites against Yugoslavia.
But the main effect in Asr. Ford+s judgment might be "to harden
Russian minds against the idea that an accommodation with the
West is possible". Mr. FoDd concluded that on the whole the
positive gains'excèeded this disadvantage if it existed. His
comments were of particular interest, since the United.States

• had not c:)mmented on that aspect of the question in:its memoranduL^.

11$.
By the end of May the Department had decided to support

a suggestion from the United Kingdom that the question should be
examined in its military aspect by the Standing Group of NATO a

suggestion which the Depati^ô^flenttrole
ilgress

discus-

sions
to abstain from playing p

sions since '

"It would be improper for the Canadian Government to take
a leading part in urging a course of action which.would
-invalve others in extending commitments, although it is
quite proper for Canada to comment on any measure which
would substantially alter the character of NATO".

The Department had decided tatheatwot
would be

required if the decision to admit
as it would constitute a major commitment for defence in an area
in which Canada had not_been hitherto directly involved. Such
a consideration further underlined the need for great care in
reaching a decision, and the inadvisability of the Deputies
reaching a hasty conclusion "for the mere sake of. trying to meet
a given deadline". For that reascn Canada favoured examination
of the problem at the next meetins, of the North Atlantic Council.



119. While the Standing Group was preparing a reply to
the military questions prepared by the Deputies, they continued

Pearson d3cided that it was pretty clear that the United

to study the political aspects of the probZem. Durinl; that
period Mr. Pearson visited London and had an a~ppartunity on
lune 25 to address a meeting of the Deputies. For obvious
reasons h. avoided any direct reference to the membership
question, but, after pointing out that common defence was "the
immediate and urgent goal" of the North Atlantic Organization
added thez, there was no reason why the farther horizon should
be lost s1ght of "the ultimate creation of the Atlantic area
of a grea;; community of free nations". During his visit Mr.

Kingdom w)uld not push too hard its opposition to the United
States proposal. He told the United Kingdom Foreign Secretary
that "we 3till preferred to meet Turkish desires by some method
short of full membership". The United Kingdom made known its-
support o:' Turkey and Greece as full members of NATO on July 18.
It expectod Turkeyts role in Viddle East defence arguments to
be clar.if: ed before .admission. Further embarrassment was caused
Canada wh^.n the Times reported in London that when this statement
was discussed in Ankara during an Assembly debate the President
received the British and Canadian Ambassadors and "thanked them
for Briti::h support of the Turkish cause". Fortunately, General
Odlum was able to report that, although he had been summoned
with Sir Foel Charles to meet.the President, he 'had acted as an
"incidental spectator" who had not been thanked. He had told
the President that, as Canada was a member of the Atlantic Pact
and a colleague of Britaints in the Commonwealth, he was "delighted
to be assnciated with Sir Noel on so happy an occasion". The
Deputies uontinued to study the non-military implications of'the.
U.S. reconmendation. Mr. Wilgress had found it, as he reported .
on July 1", "difficult and embarrassing" to remain in the position
of cautious detachment from the debate in which stateg like
Norway ha^.- vigorously pressed for a Mediterranean pact. After
consultat;.on with the Department, which shared the doubts of
"our f rieids the Netherlands, Norwegians and Belgians", but did
not wish to let them get a false impression that "we could maintain
a position of last ditch resistence to the admission of Greece
and Turkey, Mr. Wilgress made a statement on luly 30, which had
been clea)ed by the Minister.

120. He said that his country realized there were only two
methods of meeting the needs of the situation, a Mediterranean
Pact or fi 11 membership in NATO for Greece and Turkey.. Canada
was inclined to favour the former but would accept the alternative
"if that became clearly the most acceptable solution". He
suggested that a Mediterranean Pact should be "considerably
abbreviated", omitting such provisions as were contained in
Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treâty, and should deal "entirely
with the reciprocal security consideration of the signatory

countries". If that were done, it would enable NATO to develap along

the lines originally contemplated. Mr. Wilgress believed that
the practicability of this solution would become clearer when
details were received from the Standing Group in answer to the
Deputies ' questions on the command arrangements for the Middle
East area. Lastly, he advised that no decision be made by the
Deputies, who should simply advance consideration o1'.the question
sufficiently for the Ministers to reach a decision at the coming
Council meeting. As it turned out, the Standing Group made no
helpf ul contribution to the discussions of the Deputies on a
Mediterranean Pact and at one point observed,,rather ingenuously,
that "the formal decision cannot be given therefore to the miôitary
command structure until Greece and Turkey are admitted to AT .



121. By this time Mr. Pearson had decided that, since
the United States continued to press strongly for according

Governmen ^ that the question of command arrangements in the
Middle Eaat should be resolved before the decision on membership
was takeü,

also deci,ied not to support the view of the United Kingdom
favourabla decision reached at the forthcoming meeting. He had

Ottawa meeting on September 15, Greece and Turkey were not
immediately informad. By August 23, the Minister felt suffi-
ciently c3nfident of the outcome to tell the Counsellor of the
Turkish £nbassy that the Canadian Government hoped to see a

Greece and Turkey full membership and had made it clear that
no. NATO bases would be involved, tiahich reduced the provocation
to the Soviet Union, and since all other countries, except
Norway and Canada, seemed prepared to fall in with U.S..wishes,
it would be undesirable to have further delay and controversy.
He so rejorted to Cabinet on August 8. There was general
agreement that "if an aggression were launched against Greece
and Turkuy it would likely be met by a collective effort, as in
Korea, and that it was doubtful if Canada would be more involved
through 1--aving Greece and Turkey in NATO than by the hard facts
of the present world situation". The Cabinet therefore decided
that the 4iinister should support the admission of Greece and
Turkey at the meeting of the.North Atlantic Council in Ottawa
and should so inf orm the governments of Greece and Turkey. Since
it was still unclear that the question could be settled at the

122. On September 18 Mr. Pearson formally stated the
Government's position at the Council. He conceded that Canada
had adopt :d a "fairly cautious attitude" on the issue - a caution
which was dictated by concern for the future of NATO "lest by
setting a precedent for extending membership in this way its
original purpose and character be lost and the whole organization
be conver ;ed into a purely military alliance of anti-Communist
.states". He also expressed concern that the considerations which
appeared vo strong in the case of Greece and Turkey might not be
raised in the future in the case of other countries in the Middle
East involved in defence planning for the Middle East. It was
his view that Greece and Turkey should from the first be regarded
as full mfmbers "glad to accept all the obligations as well as
to receivt. all the rights of membership" . . . The Minister
concl uded by saying that:

"HavinE. regard to all these considerations and the
necessity, as we see it, of taking action without delay
on this matter, the Canadian Government has come to the
conclusion that, despite the obvious merits of a trfiediterranea:^
pact, admission of Greece and Turkey to full membership in
NATO is the only practical solution at this time".

In telegrams to Ankara(l) and Athens giving this information,
the Department commented that:

"Although the objections of some countries have still to
be overcome, the announcement of CanadaTs position will
probably be an important factor in eventually securing
unanimous approval".

(1) This action greatly eased things for General Odlum, who
had been reporting on Turkish sensitivity over procrastina-
tion about admission, which he described as the "apex of
Turkey's short-term ambitions", and his increasing difficul-
ties In avoiding comment.



This approTal was giTen on the following day, when it was
agreed that each goTernment should take the necessary steps
to secure approval of a protocol toI the Treaty effecting the
necessary modifications to Article 6, which has to do with
the terrl.tory covered by the Treaty. F ive days later a
memorandc;m to CabinQt asked that Mr. Wilgress be authorized
to sign the protocol, and that a-resolution be introduced to
Parliament as soon as possible ^&fter signature_ of the protocolJ
approving of its ratification by the Government. On September
26 Cabinet approved these recommendations, and It!. Wilgress
signed tte protocol on October 17. It was not until five days
later, heweyer, that the Danish deputy added his signature, as
his GoTernment insisted that it could not act until the Danish
ParliameLt had given approval.

123. The lengthy gap between approval in Ottawa and
signature.in London raised some irritating problems of ratifica-

tions. It had been the Minister's view, which was endorsed by
Cabinet on October 13, that Canada should postpone action until
the three governments principally concerned, the United States,
the United Kingdom, and France, ihad ratified the Protocol.
He expres3ed this opinion in a debaté on foreign policy in the
House of ^ommons on October 22, although :it was qualified by
saying tr3t "'it might be desirable„. Mr. Bliss of the U.S.
Embassy sent a letter saying that the State Department was
i'Tather unhappy" about this statement. He explained that,
because of the unfortunate delays in London, Congress had
adjourned before signature of the Protocol had been completed
and could therefore take no action until it reassembled in

Tanuary: There was no difficulty anticipated in securing
senatorial approval, but, if Canada could take action in advance
of the United States but after either the United Kingdom or
France or both had obtained approval, it would be "very helpful
in keeping up the momentum and influencing other members of NATO
to comple5e the requisite Parliamentary action".(l) It must have
given Mr. Ritchie some satisfaction to remind Mr..Bliss in a
second interview of the background of the situation and to comment
that it 9.vould certainly seem a very extraordinary procedure for
the Canadian Government to press ahead with her ratification of
the Proto:ol before the Governments which had primary responsibility
for the m3tter". As Mr. Wrong was told: "This United States
attempt t3 push us out ahead of themselves seems to us, in.view
of the wh-)le history of this question, to be somewhat preposterous".
But Mr. Bliss was assured that Canada would not be the cause of
any unnecessary delay.

124. While Mr. Pearson was in Paris for the meeting of the
U.N. General Assembly, he had an opportunity of discussing the
question further with Mr. Acheson and bir. Eden. Since Parliament
might not reassemble after the Christmas recess until February,
it was possible that all other NATO states would have completed
ratification by that time, leaving Canada in the invidious position
of holding up the invitation to Greece and Turkey. As he cabled
Mr. Heeney on November 9, 1951, he was therefore considering
Parliament being asked to take action during the closing days of
the session in late December. Cabinet was informed of this proposed
change in timing on December 6 by the Prime Minister, and agreed
to it. Accordingly, as the final item of business in the session
the House of Commons approved of adherence to the protocol on
December 29, 1951. The debate was marked by cordial references
to Greece and Turkey from all the speakers. The Minister did not
explain, ând was not asked, why Csnadian action was preceding that
of the United States. His main ju.3tification for the protocol
was that %-i; strengthened peace by :-amoving uncertainty, and that

(1) The State Department spoke on-similar lines to Mr. Wrong

in Washington.
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it strengthened the deterrent value of NATO by adding the
defensive strength of Greece and Turkey to the organization.
On January 21, 1952, the Canadian acceptance of the Protocol
was deposited with the State Department, Canada being the
second country to take action. The"re was no doubt by that
time that the United States Senate would act nff irmatively
upon the question. It was now the Canadian turn to express the

i th n utiest meeting that other NATO members wouldhop e n e ep
C^complete ratification in order that Greece and Turkey be present

as full o.embers at the Lisbon Council meeting, and not merely
as observers, as had been necessary at Rome during the November
meeting. t Ratifications were completed by February 15 and three
days later Greece and Turkey formally acceded to the North
Atlantic Treaty.

125. During the debate in the House of Commons on the
admission of Greece and Turkey to NATO, Mr. Pouliot, in one
of his characteristically clever confused speeches, raised the
issue of -3panish membership in the following statement:

"In my humble opinion, if we are to have an Atlantic Pact
the more members we have the, batter. If we are to include
Turkey and Greece among the Atlantic Pact nations, why not
stop and take Spain on the way? What is the objection to

Spain? It would be easy t o have them with us and they
would be an asset. Some people are afraid to talk about

Spain. Spain would be a loyal ally. There is no reason
for not having Spain".

It is higdly probable that in'these views the speaker expressed
the opinion of most of Quebec, where the appeal of Spain as a
Catholic and anti-Communist country is very strong, and where
the objections to Franco as the head of a totalitarian state
who came-to power after a particularly cruel civil z.ar carry
far less weight than in other parts of Canada, especially in
Labour an3 Q..C.F: circles. It is true that the Spanish Civil

i^,ar did n^t as deeply stir public opinion in Canada as in the
United Ki.zgdom, France and the United States. - As Mr. St. Laurent
told Mr. Pleven, during his visit to Ottawa in February, 1951,
11apart from a few extremists on both sides, the subject of Spain's
relations^zip with NATO was not of serious political importance
in CanadA". The Prime Minister believed that, if given time,
the Canadian people would accept Spanish adherence to the alliance
without v3ry much serious criticism. Nevertheless Canadian rela-
tions wit;i Spain have had a chequered character since 1946,
arising, as the note in the Minister's Handbook puts it, "from
the attitude of the world community as expressed through the
United Nations", f rom the resentment at Franco's pro Axis
"neutrality" during the Second World War, and from its legacy

of the Spanish Civil War.

126. Before the Second World War; Canada as ha^^eoâ alre
recognized Franco's government (April, 1939) ju

government of Spàin, and a Spanish Consul-General was stâtfoned

in Montreal. At that time there was no thought of exchanging

diplomatic relations. This question was raised by the retiring

Spanish Ambassador in London with our High Commissioner in

September, 1945. Under instructions from Mr. Robertson, who
was in London with the Prime Minister shortly afterwardst Mr. RMasseg
told the Charge d'Affaires that the Canadian Government was "not
prepared to receive a diplomatic mission from the present Spanish
Government", a decision which was received with "gratification"
in the Foreign Office. When the former Consul-General in Montreal,
Count de Morales, who had been tra:isferred to i3aYana, told our
Minister -I.n Cuba in June, 1946, th-3 t he had in mind coming to

Ottawa to afterr:iscuss
successfulGoher would be

of

^rhich^ if
the

missions,



first Spanish Minister to Canada, Mr. Vaillancourt was told

indications of friendship for, and understanding of s his

that the visit would "serve no usef ul purpose", since the views
of the Government were unchanged. The Count did come, however,
and was informed that Canada was not only indisposed to exchange
diplomatia missions but also did not tti-ishr  as suggested, to
send a Censul-General to Spain. it would accept him again as
Cons11-G-r.eral in Montreal if a formal-request was made. This
was done. and Count de Morales received provisional recognition
in Augusü 1946, So matters stood when the question of Spain
again came up in the General Assembly of the United Nations.(1)
The Count: then called, under instructions from his Government,
to urge that Canada should not support any resolution attacking
Spain or its government. He took occasion to raise again- the
question of diplomatic relations, but with the same result. In
reporting on the interview, Mr. Pearson commented that the
Consul-General was:

"At stme pains to point out that he had received many

Government f rom persons he had met in Quebec, especially
those connected with the Church".

127. The debates in the U.N. General Assembly in 1946
and thert.after indicated one phase of Canadian policy. Although
Canada atstained f rom voting on the resolution concerning Spain
which was adopted at the General As`sembly in December, 1946,
because it disapproved of some of the sections of.the resolution,
Mr. Ilsley summed up the Canadian position on Spain as follows :

"We abhor the record and the present policies of the Franco
dictatorship.

"We earnestly hope-that the Spanish people may be able to
rid themselves of Franco by peaceful means and establish
a democratic, responsible and enlightened administration.

"We are not prepared to support at this time any interven-
tion in Spain which might impede Europe4s recovery or
reviv: in Spain the horrors and sufferings of civil war".(2)

The resolution, as adopted, asked U.N. members to withdraw their
heads of, nissions from Madrid (which, of course, did not affect
Canada), :)arred Spain f rom membership in specialized agencies
until a now and acceptable government is formed in Spain, which
Canada considered inadvisable, and recommended to the Security
Council that if, within a reasonable time, the Franco regime
had not been replaced by a satisfactory government, the Security

Council should consider "the adequate Asathissf inalecltaken in
aim wasorder to remedy the situation" . . .

constitutionally improper, in recommending that the Security
Council take action which was a violation of the Charter, it was
the chief reason for the Canadian abstention on the omnibus

resolution. At the Second Session of the General Assembly in

1947, Spain was again a subject of debate. The Canadian spokesman
reaffirmed the dislike of the Franco regime expressed on the last
occasion, and Canada voted for the resolution which, in its final
form,simply expressed the confidence of the General Assembly in
the Security Council exercising its responsibilities under the
Charter as soon as it considers that the situation in regard to
Spain so requires. When the Security Council deleted the Spanish

(1) At the first part of the Generil Assembly Session in London
a reso?.ution had been carried ttiat barred Spain from membership.

(2) This statement was repeated by Mr. St. Laurent in the House
of Commons on February 16, 1947, in answer to a question from

Mr. Dorion.



question from its agenda in June, 1948, on the ground that
no new developments had occurred to justify its retention,
Canada, then a member, supported the resolution. There still
remained on the U.N. record the recommendation concerning
heads of mission in Madrid and the ban on Spanish membership
in Speciflized Agencies. The latter Canada had. never liked,
but felt bound to uphold, since it believed that it was clearly
desirable that U.N. members should abide by resolutions which
are passod by substantial majorities and are in accord with the
Charter, and since it also believed that it was more important
to have the Specialized Agencies in proper relationship with
the United Nations than that Spain should be a member of any
one of them. By 1950 the doubts concerning the wisdom of
continuing the boycott of Franco's Spain had increased sufficiently
to force a successful reconsideration of policy in the General
Assembly. The resolution which recommended the revocation of the
remeininE operative clauses of the first resolution on Spain was
supported by Canada and was adopted.(l) Again, however, Canada
expressed dislike of the totalitarian 2'orm of -government in Spain,
while emphasizing that the General Assembly was not being asked
to reach.a political verdict.

128. During this period of U.N. activity Canadian diplomats
who met °?anish colleagues in missions abroad were instructed in
a circula- despatch to assume, an attitude "of formal.courtesy
and no more". They were also reminded, when necessary, to be
discreet in expressing their personal vievrs on Spain. On April
2, 1948, the Canadian Minister in .DenmarJc, Dr. Laureys, reported
a conversation of his in which the Danish Foreign Minister agreed
with him ;,hat t'now, in the presence of the Communist programme
in Europe, we should all be more lenient towards Franco and not
exclude S-,^ain from our midst, a great people of twenty-seven
million, which, in all Europe, is the only one to have really
barred the way to the Communists". He was informed in a personal
letter by Mr. Pearson of the former's concern that he might have
gone "a l;'ttle too far" in developing his own ideas on the
relations between Spain and other Western countries. He was also
reminded of the official Canadian views expressed at the U.N.,
which had not changed, and confidence was expressed that "you
would havu prefaced your remarks to 1Sr. Ramussen with some clear
indication that they were very personal and tentative opinions
that you vere advancing, and that they did not in any way represent
the views of the Government".

129. Shortly.af ter this admonition another Spanish Consul-
General raised the question of diplomatic relations with ItSr.
St. Laurent, emphasizing that it would not be necessary for
Canada to send a Minister to Spain immediately. Because of his
claim that the only countries which refused to accept Spanish

missions were the Slav countries, Mexico and Venezuela, it was
decided to prepare a departmental memorandum summing. up the
general situation. The ConsulmGeneralis statement was found to
be incorrect notably with regard to the Commonwealth, and on
Tuly 21, 194 6, the usual refusal was sent t o him, although i t was
qualif ied'by the adjective "malheureusement". The wish was also
expressed that circumstances might make-it possible in the future
"dtagir dans la sens de la suggestion que vous avec soumise".
In January, 1948, Mr. Desy reported from Roiae that he had been
approached in1'ormally by the Spanish Ambassador with a suggestion
much on the lines of the Consul-Generalts, but with the additional

(1) Canada is now (1952) also prepEred to support the admission
of Spein to UNESC©, and would r-,ct object to Spain being
included in 1, "package deal"" on ndmission of states to the
United Nations.
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ee 11
from the Spanish people and does not admit freedom of speech,.
religion, and assembly".

133L.
But the interest in a more friendly attitude towards

Spain continued to find expression in Parlianent and elsewhere,
as was illustrated by speeches from Mr. W.J. Browne, I^S.P., of
Newf oundland, and Dr e' Gauthier, M.P., of Quebec, in November,

1949.(l) Because of this and the changing attitude of the
United States, a lengthy Departmental paper on Spain was prepared-
in Decemb ^r which reflected the influence of NATO. It concluded
that the Jpanish question had "resolved itself largely into a
problem for the North Atlantic countries". It did hot regard
Spain as ,)f suff icient strategic value to warrant inclusion
among the Western countries, and argued that. the policy of main-
taining t'se status quo, unspectacular as it was, and liable to
the danjo.:^ of lassitude, appeared to be "the only possible and
reasonab^-^ course to take". Yet the paper declared at the same
time that it was important that Spain should take its normal place
in North htlantic political and economic planning as soon as

possible. It believed Spain, as a democratic and co-operative
power, could be of great assistance in maintaining a community
of interests with latin America. It laid down four main principies

of - policy for Canada:

(1) to keep in step with the United Kingdom, the United
States, and France;.

(2) to take no initiative because of lesser Canadian

interests in Spain;

reso ,
accept a Spanish Minister, unless it were possible to reciprocate
at an early date, which current staff shortages made out of the
question.

130-
After a request from the Department of Trade and

Commerce the Cabinet agreed on July 13s 19499 to the appointment
of a Trade Commissioner in Spain, subject to the concurrence
of the Secretary of.State for External Affairs. Concurrence
was given, but Mr. Pearson continued to express the same views
as in the past in an interview with ?^iaclean's Magazine that

appeared on October 15, 1949. After pointing out that Canada
had no diplomatic representation in Madrid and had not supported
Spain1s attempt to join the United.Nations, he continued:

"Certainly relations between the two countries ... cannot
be on as friendly a basis ae they should be while the memory
of Fr3ncois relations -with the Nazis and the Fascists during
the ^^1ar remains so fresh, and while so many people in Canada

f 1 t' ut ti^ is governrient in Spain does not derive a utkiority

concession that Spain would welcome his own appointment while
he continued to reside in Rome. He was given a copy of the
letter to the Consul-General and the views expressed at the
General Assembly were again summarized. The letter added that
we could hardly consider appointing a Minister while the U.N.

luticn still stood and in any case would not wish to

(1) In an editorial at the time the Toronto Teleeram urged con-
sideration of Dr. Gauthierts arguments. In 1 survey of
editorial opinion on Spain during January and February, 1950,
by the Information Division, the conclusion was reached that
the cleavage of opinion occurred "primarily along religious and
cultural lines" and that "pre;udice, wishful thinking and
deeply-rooted antagonisms playad an inordinate part in deter-

minin;; attitudes". It predict 3-i "an outburst of virulent
denunciation" no matter what sterid was taken by the Canadian

Government. No such outburst occurred, however, on the
announcement of Mr.ITaguirets appointment as Trade Commissioner

in Spain.



(3) to try and prevent any divergence between the
United Kingdom, the United States and France;

(4) to develop Canadian commercial relations with Spain.(1)

i this a er was sent to the Departcnent of Trade and'A copyo pp
Commerce for the information or newly-appointed Trade Commissioner

the dispute w_t an
Traction Company and its subsidiary. They were also impeded by
disagreements on pre-wâr commercial debts, which were recently
removed when the Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce visited
Madrid, early in 1952, and secured an agreement.

(2) Canada was still not preprhadtsosinf ormed meKi
mber

of the United Nations, and
before the Assembly met.

its own p ,
in balance with the recognition of Communist China. The. arguments
advanced in favour of this move included the increasing political,
economic, and strategic importanceof the Iberian Peninsula, the
2'ailure cf the policy of the Western Powers to shake Francoss
régime ir• any way, the possibility of normal diplomatic relations,
stipporte6. by patient trade efforts, doing more "to embolden
normal democratic impulses, than continued ostracism, the anxiety
of Spain and a considerable section of Canadian opinion to see
diplomatic relations established, the probable gains in trade
which were of special importance to the fishermen of Newfound land,
and the value in negotiation of direct contact with Spain over
financial problems such as the treatment of the Barcelona Traction

Company. The Minister concurred in the rec:ommendation but
favoured delay until it was seen what action the U.N. Assembly
might take at its next meeting. As has been noted, the Assembly
did remove the bars to normal diplomatic contact at its 1950
meeting, a policy which Canada supported.(2) But budgetary

reasons prevented any action then being taken. In answer to an
enquiry from the Commonwealth Relations Office, they were informed
on Decembtir 16, 195G, that "we are not contemplating opening a
mission ia Madrid in the near future". The same view was held in.
the sprin, of 1951, when there was some discussion of establishing
a Consula;e-General, pending a diplomatic appointment, as had been
suggested by the Spanish Government. In September, 1951, as has
already teen noted, the European-Division placed Spain and the
Vatican in a tie for third place for exchange of missions. For
"practicat reasons" it placed Spain slightly ahead of the Vatican,
"subject ;o the importance of the domestic political issues.

involved". The Minister agreed that an office should be opened
in one of these places, and the question is now (August, 1952)

under active review.

133-
Early in 1951,-th6 position of Spain began to impinge

more directly on NATO considerations. Portugal had, naturally,
always been sympathetic to the Spanish position and had warmly
advocated Spain's admission at New York, in September, 1950:

(1) These were limited by reason the StreatmontlofrtheoBarcelonah C ada over

nature of his position in Madrid".

132. . By ^uly, 1950, the Department had modified its con-
clusion to the point of agreeing that, if staff considerations

permitt$c,, "a sound case could be made for opening a mission for
sake" in S ain and not as had been considered, siczply

Mr. E.H. Maguire. The covering letter remarked that. it might. u..
of assia,ance "in view of the special political significance of
this post and, for the time being at least, the somewhat delicate



During General Eisenhower's visit to that country, lie was
given a strong advocacy of Spanish membership in NATO by
Prime Minister Salazar. Mr. Ritchie formed the impression
during a conversation on February 5, 1951, with the United
States 14inister in Ottawa that the Supreme Command-had been
rrconsiderably impressed". When this was reported to Mr.
Pearson, he commented that he did not think anything should.
be done vithout very careful diplomatic preparation, and in
any eveni, not until after the French elections. The last
observat.'.on was prompted by remarks from Prime Minister Pleven
during h1.s visit to Ottawa. Mr. Wilgress was informed of these
developm-,nts, with the suggestion that Spain might be made a

topic fo]• discussion by the Deputies as one way of heading off

the dangc.r of it being raised in more abrupt fashion by Washington,

as the French Prime Minister feared. He was not to take any
official initiative, but might find a way of suggesting it
privately to ,his NATO colleagues: Mr. 17ilgress replied that
he ^houg'.t it would serve no useful purpose at the present time,
since it might reveal wide differences of view, and also "rzight
serve to disclose the main preoccupation of.the United States
military, which would have a disastrous effect on the morale of
the tP7estEirn European countries" 6 On February 19, three days
after th:.s telegram, the Counsellor of the U.S. 'Embassy asked
an officF.r of the Department what the Canadian reaction would be
to assoc' ation of Spain with NATO either formally or informally,
or to sore bilateral arrangement between the United States and
Spain, or to the inclusion of Spain in the European Army scheme.
He was given a cautious reply which repeated the views expressed
by Mr. St. Laurent and emphasized the difficulties of the situa-,
ti on for European countries. Mr. 11organ said that the United
States rEalized the controversial nature of the problem and the
need for its careful handling. The State Department did not
incline towards a bilateral- treaty and had no intention of making
any arrangements with Spain without previously informing its NATO

partners,
At the time 'Mr . Morgan called, Mr. Acheson had already

told Con^?ress that he hoped Spain could be "linked with Atlantic

Defence.Flans". It was also learned from London that the new
United States Ambassador to Spain had been instructed to carry
on "exploratory conversations" with the Spanish Government on

that que:.tion. This development inpelled the United Kingdom to
inform tt e State Department that such discussions at

'

time mig}^.t have "most unfortunate repercussions".
asked Vie United States to suspend conversations until there was
a ciari.Lication of the military objectives which the United States

desired.

134, All of these developments were summarized in a memorandum
for the Minister, who commented that he would prefer the questic,•i
discussed by exchanges of views between the countries more directly
concerned than at NATO Meetings. It was felt that Canada *s main

concern was to have the problem^iat
Spain "discussed
ions between

such a

manner that it does not poison r
Accordingly, our Ambassadors in Washington and Paris and our
High Commissioner in London were so informed, all three being
asked to make Canadats views known at a suitable opportunity.
From Washington came the news, at the end of biarch, that the

Ambassador in Madrid
exploratory conversation between the U.S.
and Franco had indicated that, under present conditions, the best
solution for Spanish security might be a defence agreement among

the United States, Spain, and sorsuGiven tolenter
assistance by the United States, Spain
an agreement with exactly the same obligations as if Spain were
in NATO and, properly armed, Spain "would, under any and all
circumstances, be prepared to send troops to fight-beThedState
Pyrenees, even if there were no dE^fence agreement".
Departmer.t believed it was prematUre sff^adeemôresdifficul Aby
membershi:^. By .i une, the q uestioi_



General Bradley stating publicly in Paris that the Western
Powers would be "better off" to include Spain as well as
Greece and Turkey in NATO., (11 The State Department assured
our Embassy that the General spoke "irom a strictly military
point of view" and that no steps would -be taken without
consultation with the U.K. and French Governments. In the
meantime the assessment of Spanish military capacities and
requirements would continue. In July the Washington Embassy
learned that the U.S. Government intended to consult the
United K^ngdom and France on the possible security and economic
arrangements which might provide the basis for a bilateral
agreemeni, with Spain. Shortly âf terwards, the Ambassadors of
those cocntries were told that, subject to consultation with
their Governments, the U.S. Government proposed to approach
the Spanish Government with a request for naval and air facili-
ties in Spain and Spanish Morocco in exchange for economic aid
and assistance in developing airfields of interest to them and
communicstions. Military equipment would not be made available
at present and no assurances would be given for the future.
-As Ear.nsclil'fe informed the Department on September .19, 1951,
the United Kingdom strongly opposed this policy on both moral
and material grounds. It believed that the admission to
S'lestern ranks of Francoi s Spain would have the result of
dangerously weakening the ideological foundations of the Atlantic
Pact and would seriously impair Western morale "if the idea
were to s?read that Europe was to be def ended. f rom the Pyrenees".
For material reasons it was highly undesirable to have United
States arms and equipment diverted to Spain from the urgent
needs of more deserving countries. For these reasons the United
Kingdom proposed to make it clear to the United States that the
Spanish question was a natter "on which the United Kingdom feels
very stroagly indeed". The French Government also registered

disapproval. The anxiety of the United Kingdom was not lessened
by the visit of Admiral Sherman to Spain. The State Department
informed 311 NATO countries on August 3 that there was no proposal
for the inclusion of Spain in NATO, no proposals had been
advanced -'or an alliance, and no requests had been made for U.S.

bases. Vie latter statement was qualif ied by the statement that
negotiations had been restricted to "arrangements for facilities
for the U.S. Air Force and Navy in Spain". By September a U.S.
Service mission was in Spain to survey the existing airi'ields
and anchcrages to see what alterations and additions would be

requireê '., and an economic mission followed later.

135. It would certainly be putting it far too luridly to
suggest that these developments have tended to "poison" relations
among NATO countries, which had been descrihed as Canada ts prime
concern when the talks first began. Since the failure of their
overtures in Tuly, the United Kingdom has taken the line that,
if the United States chose to treat tüese talks as a purely
local matter and on a bilateral basis, there was nothing to
prevent such a course of action., Similarly, France appears to
have lodged no further protest against U.S.-Spanish discussions.

(1) In March,. Canada House learned from the Foreign Office that
the United Kingdom considered the inclusion of Spain in
NATO as a "non-starter". A Departmental memorandum, of
April 17, declared that the admission of Spain would
"greatly stretch the fabric of the North Atlantic alliance",
and that the element of timing was much less urgent in the
case of Spain than was true of Greece and Turkey.



On its part the United States has reaffirmed its views on
last August on not discussing Spanish membership in NATO, or
a U.S.-Spanish alliance, or a bases agreement. It-has
proceeded to bargain with Franco for naval and air facilities
with the backing of Congress, which has voted substantial sums
©xpressly earmarked for Spain. Like Nazi Germany it has found
Franco tc be a tough negotiator. Last August Portugal reminded
the NATO Deputies that approval for the admission of Greece
and Turkey to NATO only strengthened the case for admitting
other now members, and that Spain was clearly more of an Atlantic
Power tha.1 either of those countries. In the spring of 1952
the Spanish Ambassador to the United States did suggest that
his country might be interested in closer association with the
North Atlantic Alliance. During this period the Canadian position
might be described as one of discreet concern. There do not
appear to haye been any expressions of anxiety on the trend of
policy to the United States following the receipt of the U.K.
memorandu a, last July. At a press conference on August 7, 1951,
after poLZting out in answer to a question that Spaints associa-
tion with NATO was not an immediata problem, the Minister
commented that he thought "defence arrangements between Spain
and the United States were a matter for those two countries".
In March, 1952, d uring.a radio interview, when he was asked if
Canada was "headed for some kind of alignment with Franco Spain",
he replie_k that there was nothing that he knew of to suggest that.
He pointw^. out that there had been bilateral talks between the
United States*and Spain, but it was not on NATO questions.

136- At the request of the Department, National Defence
has prepa:•éd an appreciation of the military value of Spain in
the defence of Europe. This report of January 15, 1952, from
the loint Planning and J'oint Intelligence Committee concluded that:

"In viaw of. the curent risk of war and the es"timated capabili-

ties zf the U.S.S.R. before 1954, and although there are areas
of greater importance to the Western Powers in Europe and the
ISeditFrranean countries, it Is conceded that in event of war
bef orE 1954, Spain is of considerable strategic importance
to the Western Powers".

The report believed that, from the military point of view, it
was desirLble to give Spain some assistance, subject to the
followir.c,* conditions:

"(a) It does not prejudice the build-up for the defence of
Europe and the Middle East;

11(b) It is undertaken in such a way that it would not promote
any serious disharmony among the Western Powers".

The latter stipulation again underlines the strength of the
political considerations in relating Spain to Western strategy,
and the corresponding necessity for the Department of :eeping
constantly under review the manner in which these may affect the
attitude of the European members of NATO. The fact that NATO
had come to be regarded, in Mr. Ritchie's phrase, as "a first-
class club for organizing the free world" also makes it imperative
to study in ample .time problems of membership rather than, again
to quote Mr. Ritchie, "to let the orgànization stumble into new
c:ommitments and semi-comaitments prompted by the exigencies of

the moment".
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